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Brandes "Superior" Head Set
Complete with head hand $5.50. A professional set, within the means of every
amateur. 2000 ohms.

Make These
Wireless Tests
At Our Risk

Brandes "Transatlantic" Head Set
Complete with head band. $10. A set
for general professional long distance
use.

2800 ohms.

ORDER a Brandes Wireless Head Set. Try it out against any set of
receivers you can get hold of. Compare the two for sensitiveness,
clearness and range. If you don't like the Brandes Receivers better, return
them within ten days and get your money back at once.
Matched Tone is one of the big reasons for Brandes superiority. In every Brandes
Head Set the diaphragms are toned exactly alike, making even weakest signals easy to
read.
Catalog E, describing Brandes Matched Tone Receivers in full, sent for 4c
in stamps.
C. BRANDES, Inc., Wireless Receiver Specialists Room 814, 32 Union Sq., NEW YORK

Brandes Wireless Head Sets
"The Receivers With Matched Tone"

CRYSTALOI

A Permanent Wireless Detector

The New Turney Head Set
With Adjustable Pressure Head Band
Patent Applied for

OF GREAT SENSITIVITY
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50
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Rotary
Adjustment
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Efficien-
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Less

Weight
Nine
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Friction
Adjustment
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Price $3.50
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Ear
Caps
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Immediate

Deliveries

Postage
10c

The Crystaloi Detector has enjoyed a popularity
far greater than any other Detector known. It
has an established record of 5000 Miles and is indorsed by over 10,000 satisfied users. It reduces
static at least 50 per cent which makes it especially
attractive for this time of year.
Write us to -day for full information No charge.

-

Price $7.50.

Mailing Weight
One Pound

Made to U. S. Navy Specifications
The popularity of this set has far exceeded our expectations.
To see it is to buy it. There is not a head set on the market
that can compare with it for Sensitivity- WorkmanshipFinish and Design. We have sold over 600 sets in two
months. There is surely a reason for this remarkable demand. Order a set today for 10 Days Trial.
You can not
fail to be delighted. Full information on request.

Send Five Cents in Stamps for Our Catalog- Everything

Eugene T. Turney Company, Inc.,

We

Make Is In It

Third Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
2595

Yon benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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I Tell You
You Can!

Bea success and command big pay.
You can
easily do it if you will only prepare yourself!
Why will men neglect to prepare themselves,
when trained electricians are always in
demand at big pay? When employers
are searching for $3,000 and $10,000
men, while this country is crowded with poorly-

paid men who could easily qualify for these positions!

$50 TO $200 A WEEK
AS A TRAINED

ELECTRICIAN

If you have a common school education you can easily qualify at home by my
new Course in Electricity, no matter if you know nothing at all about electricity now.
My course, while quite complete and absolutely scientific, explains everything so
clearly that any one can understand it and do the work. But this Course is designed
to give you a real electrical education, to help men become bigger, better men
men who can command big pay.
And remember, I give every student a GUARANTEE BOND which insures you sat-

-

isfaction or every dollar of your money refunded. We can make such a guarantee
because we know our Course and what it does for our students. Send for free illustrated book telling you all about it. PART OF YOUR SPARE TIME devoted to
this interesting work is all that is needed. You will find it most fascinating, and in
a short time your earning power will be greatly increased.

$17°-° ELECTRICAL

OUTFIT FREE

Every student who enrolls with me now gets a $17.00 outfit of electrical equipment,
instruments and material -FREE; also myQuick Money-Making Electrical Course
FREE as soon as enrolled, so you can earn while learning; you also get FREE Employment Service; FREE $100 Scholarship opportunity; FREE 5 -year Advisory
Service. And besides all this I have a pleasant and truly valuable surprise, FREE

for every student who answers this ad. Send in
the coupon now.
You have one life to live -and time is passing. Make the most of it. Prepare for success.
Aim high; you can hit the mark if you will only try. Do
it! Tear off the coupon now!
I am chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works and
will give you my personal instruction and help.

CHIEF ENGINEER
Chicago Engineering Works

439

Cass St., Dept. 8, CHICAGO, ILL.

Use This Free "Outfit" Coupon
DEPT. 8

CHIEF ENGINEER
439 Cass Street.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Without obligation on my part kindly send at once, fully prepaid,
particulars of your complete Practical Home Study Course in Electricity.
Name
Address

Town
You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter' when writing to advertisers.
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FREE! 20 LESSONS
Write me at once -TODAY! Just send the coupon or a postal. I will give you
20 complete lessons in practical electricity FREE! Think of it! My personal and

individual instruction for 20 lessons without a cent of cost to you if you act quick. No charge to you for
these 20 lessons now or later. I make this sensational offer to secure a few more live students-to show,
too, how quickly I can make you a Master Electrician no matter where you live, or what you do. But you
must act at once ! This offer closes in 23 days! Remember these free lessons are not merely sample
lessons, but are a regular part of my full and complete course in electricity. Send the coupon without
delay- TODAY!

Earn

$2,500 to X4,000

a Year

You can now qualify at home during your spare time, and without giving up
your present position or occupation, for that most wonderful of all fields open to the
ambitious man-the great and growing field of Electricity! Yes, no matter if you don't know a thing about
electricity or never had a bit of electrical experience, I will take you in hand and make you an Expert
Electrician so that you should easily earn $2,500 to $4,000 a year and more. And I'll do it so quickly
and with so little effort on your part, that you'll wonder how it was possible. No books or tools to buy.

Men Wanted

I Train You By Mail!
A. W. WICKS, E. E.
Formerly with the General
Eteetric Co.: former General
Manager of company manu-

facturing Jenny ElcetrieMotors; also formerly with Fairbanks, Morse & Co.; nowConsulting Engineer and Director
of the Wicks Electrical Institute.

I will instruct you personally-make the whole
matter so simple for you that you can't help but

learn. When you have finished my instructions
you are an Expert Electrician -ready to take a
big paying job or start in for yourself. I show
you not only how to do practical electrical work,
but how to estimate on jobs so that you can take
contracts at big profits. That's what it means
to be trained by a man of my practical experience.

YOU MUST ACT QUICK

Mail Coupon Today
A. W. WICKS, E. E., Director, Wicks Electrical Institute
81 W. Randolph St.
Dept. 289
Chicago, III.
Without any obligation to me whatever. please send me full description of your personal instructions in Electricity and particulars of your
special offer of 20 of your lessons free.
Street and No
City

Don't miss
I want to hear from you immediately.
Mail coupon today.
my offer of 20
rsonal lessons free.
Remember this offer is strictly limited
to 23 days. Write for all particulars at once. Here's your chancel No
obligation to you. Send coupon or postal NOW!

l
I

Name

Wherever you go there's always urgent demand
for Expert Electricians and at big pay. That's
because the watchword of the age is, "DO IT
ELECTRICALLY." The field of electricity is
broadening so fast that there's a big shortage of
competent electricians. And the demand is increasing every day.

A. W. WICKS, E. E.,

Director

Wicks
Electrical Institute
W. Randolph St., Dept.
Chicago, Ill.

81

289

State
You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adt,crtisers.
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profound sorrow, we announce the death of our

Or.

ft Mon t)pmeti

Secretary, Business and Advertising Manager of the Experimenter Publishing Co., and Secretary of the Electro Importing Co.

Mr. Hymes had just completed an exceedingly successful
advertising trip thru the Middle West, visiting Milwaukee,
Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Dayton, Cleveland and Pittsburg.
He left the latter city on the evening of February 26th, and
was due in New York the following morning, when he met his
tragic death in the fearful wreck of the Pennsylvania Railroad
near Altoona, Pa., which caused the death of twenty other
passengers.
A great deal of the success of " The Electrical Experimenter" is directly due to Mr. Hymes, whose indefatigable zeal
and enthusiasm, his unflinching labors and his keen insight in
business affairs helped to make the publication one of the greatest of its kind in the country.
In Mr. Hymes "The Electrical Experimenter" has lost one
of its most tireless as well as capable workers and to us his untimely death certainly is irreparable.
An upright, fearless man, a devoted son, a faithful husband,
a stanch friend and an exceptional business associate, his passing is mourned by hundreds. Though only 28 years old, his
charming personality made him scores of friends in electrical and
advertising circles and his loss is keenly felt by all.
Milton Hymes will continue to live forever in our hearts.

THE PUBLISHERS.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER is publsht on the 15th of each
month at 233 Fulton Street, New York. There are 12 numbers per year. Subscription price is $1.50 a year in U. S. and possessions. Canada and foreign countries,
$2.00 a year. U. S. coin as well as U. S. stamps accepted (no foreign coins or stamps).
Single copies, 15 cents each. A sample copy will be sent gratis on request. Checks
and money orders should be drawn to order of THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC. If you change your address notify us promptly, in order
that copies are not miscarried or lost. A green wrapper indicates expiration.
No copies

sent after expiration.

All communications and contributions to this journal should be addrest
to Editor, THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 233 Fulton Street, New

York Unaccepted contributions cannot be returned unless full return postage
has been included. ALL accepted contributions are paid for on publication. A
special rate is paid for novel experiments; good photographe accompanying them
are highly desirable.
THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER. Monthly. Entered as secondclass matter at the New York Post Office, under Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
Title registered U. S. Patent Office. Copyright, 1917, by E. P. Co.. Inc., New
York. The contents of this magazine are copyrighted and must not be

reproduced without giving full credit to the publication.
THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER is for sale at all newsstands in the
United States and Canada; also at Brentano's. 37 Avenue de l'Opera, Pari&
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CHARGE STORAGE BATTERIES from alternating

current with the BLITZEN
RECTIFIER. Safe, clean,
economical.

HIGH FREQUENCY, HIGH QUALITY TEST

GRAPHITE POTENTIOMETER
5000 ohms resistance insures long
life to batteries. Carbon contact
insures long life to instrument.
Don't ruin batteries and instruments with inferior imitations.

BUZZER
The smallest, neatest and highest pitched
buzzer on the market.

ONLY A FEW
instruments selected from our new Catalogs can be
shown here. Complete catalogs of Wirel.ss and Electrical Apparatus, Storage BatteryChargers, Parts
and Supplies sent for 6c stamps to defray postage.
ROTARY VARIABLE CONDENSER
Our small condensers, either 17 or
43 plates, are a little better value
because a little better quality. Our
catalog tells why.

E1

-

.

DAY

NIGHT

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO

MAIN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Western Representatives
Southern California Electric Co.
Berk Electric Co.
625 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Portland, Oregon
141

CISONSV4*WO

THE BLITZEN WAVE METER

Avery attractive meter in portable
form furnished in several types at

a very moderate price. Mahogany
case with hinged cover.

t4

-

TRANSCONTINENTAL
Your Relay Organization Demands,

SUMMER
WINTER

for efficiency, Transcontinental relay work, day of
night, summer or winter

Its Users Will Tell you That the "PARAGON'

RA -6 has made this possible;
That its amplifications are marvelous; its selectivity
a delight.
That it is the only amplifying short wave receiver.
That it is covered by a 2 -year-satisfaction -or -your
money -back guarantee, and that we back this

"PARAGON" RA -6 Amplifying Short Wave Receiver.
Price $35.00.
Range 180 to 580 meters.
The weaker the signal, the greater the amplification ;
The greater the amplification, the greater the selectivity.

guarantee.
And Furthermore, that we guarantee the "PARA
CON" RA -6 to so far excel other short wave receivers
that there is no comparison.
I
I

"Paragon " Instruments Set New
Standards
A Stamp will bring you

of the users of this instrument. Ask them
21M 2ZS 3AEP 3WN 5DU 9ZN
7 ZR 9 GY
B0 2AGJ 2 PM 2 ZL 3 AFA 3 ZS
4 El
8 JZ
9MQ
EX 2AFT 2 RL 2 ZK 3 OF

We list below a few

IVN 2BE 2FS
ZM

ZW

-

2
2

Send 8c for Our CATALOGUE No.

8

Now on the press. Contains several
pages of tables, practical formulae
and information of real value- several
hundred different parts and sets of
parts, and complete descriptions and
prices of all the latest electrical and
wireless apparatus

" O " which describes the most efficient
line of apparatus ever
offered

Bulletin

Adams -Morgan Co., Alvin Place Upper Montclair, N. J.
Von benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Locating Hidden Submarines by Electricity
By II. WINFIELD SECOR

AN extremely interesting and ap-

parently heretofore unthought of
electrical scheme of extreme simplicity for the detection and location of submerged metallic bodies, such as
submarines or sunken wrecks, has been pat-

at

a given distance apart in water, and if
we measure the electrical resistance between these two electrodes, it will be found
to have a certain definite value. If we take
a metal (submarine) body of several times

the area of either of the electrodes, and

would have before him a map of the area
thus equipt with Delaney electrode -buoys,
it would be a simple matter for him to
quickly locate the position of an enemy
submarine or other metallic body such as
a wreck, et cetera.

The Accompanying Illustration, Painted by Mr. George Wall, Our Able
Marine Artist, Portrays In a Clear Manner Just How the Electrical
Apparatus Constituting Mr. Delaney's Idea Could Be Applied for the
Protection of a Harbor. Briefly Exprest, the Inventor's Claim Centers
About the Point That, If We Have Two Metal or Other Electrodes
Placed at a Given Distance Apart In Water, and If We Measure the
Electrical Resistance between These Two Electrodes, It Will Be Found
to Have a Certain Definite Value. Now, if We Take the Metal (Submarine) Body of Several Times the Area of Either of the Electrodes,
and Bring This Body In Proximity to One of the Electrodes, or between
Them, Then We Will Find a. Decrease In the Electrical Resistance as
Measured between the Two Electrodes, or between an Electrode and
the Ground.

ented by a well -known American inventor,
Mr. Patrick B. Delaney. The accompanying illustration, painted by Mr. George
Wall, our able marine artist, portrays in
a clear manner just how the electrical apparatus constituting Mr. Delaney's idea
could be applied for the protection of a
harbor. Briefly exprest, the inventor's
claim centers about the point that, if we
have two metal or other electrodes placed

bring this body in proximity to one of the
electrodes, or between them, then we will
find a decrease in the electrical resistance
as measured between the two electrodes, or
between an electrode and the ground.
The illustration here reproduced shows
the necessary apparatus as it might be installed in a suitably protected bomb -proof
room in a fort or other suitable location,
and as the officer in charge of this work

www.americanradiohistory.com

It should be borne in mind also, that
practically all American harbors are plentifully sprinkled with special electric mines,
the position of each mine being accurately
known and plotted on a map in possession
of an officer on shore. Before him there is
an electrical switch and signal board, with
a contact on it for each mine by number.
As soon as a ship approaches one of these
mines the officer has but to press an electric

870
SCHEME TO LIGHT WASHINGTON
MONUMENT, CAPITOL AND
WHITE HOUSE WITH ONE
SEARCHLIGHT.

ANOVEL patent has recently been
issued to Mr. Frank H. Ellison
whereby it is proposed to erect suit able -large size mirrors at the top of the
Washington Monument in Washington,
D.C., so that a powerful searchlight beam
projected from the Hotel Raleigh could, by
means of the doubly

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
spect to the walls of the Washington Monument. This scheme would seem applicable to many other illuminating problems
where such a high structure as the Washington Monument is available on which to
mount suitable mirrors or reflectors. The
searchlight beam proper is not shown in
the illustration here reproduced, but would
be projected toward the Monument approximately from the position occupied by the
reader of this article.

reflected

Aptil, 1917
vessels to destruction.
The Telegraaf learns from an officer of
a large steamer of an important Dutch line
that while on a voyage from the Dutch
East Indies he received while in the Bay of
Biscay an S O S message. The ship immediately rushed to the place indicated and
found a German submarine, which was not
in distress. The captain of the submarine
exprest regret that it was a Dutch and not
a British ship that had heard the call.

JAPAN'S N E W
RADIO WITH

beams
from the mirrors,
be caused to illuminate the dome of
the Capitol as well
as the White House
simultaneously. The
idea involved is apparently to increase
the illuminating effi-

UNITED

STATES.
The efficiency of
Japan's new -wire

station, which
now in regular
communication with
the United States by
way of Hawaii, was
strikingly shown by
its recent picking up
of messages sent
less
is

ciency.

The . ccompanying
illustration
shows
the idea in a clear
manner and the infrom Northern
ventor certainly deGermany and from
serves credit, as it
some other contiis the first time to
nental wireless staour knowledge that
tion. The Japanese
such a double restation, which is sitflecting scheme has
uated at Funabashi,
been proposed on A Novel Scheme Work ed Out by an Inventor of Washington, D.C., whereby a Single Search.
ten miles east of
such a large scale.
Tokio, was receiving
light and Two Larg e Mirrors Will Serve to Illuminate the White House and Capitol.
The patentee has
a message freim Hacovered the details for the construction of
waii when it picked up several cipher mesU -BOAT USED RADIO DECOY.
A recent dispatch from Amsterdam states
sages addressed to E. G. C., which stands
the mirror supporting frames and also the
angle they shall take with respect to the that German submarines are now sending for Madrid, which were being sent by some
buildings to be lighted and also with re- out S O S wireless signals to lure British powerful station some 6,000 miles away.
button and the ship will be blown to pieces.
These mines are so powerful that even
tho a vessel might be some distance from
them, they will be thoroly shattered and
put out of commission. It is also possible
in the latest type of electric mines to so
control them from a fort on shore that they
may be exploded automatically, so that
ship will detonate the mine by simply striking against, but if a neutral vessel had to
pass thru this mine field, then it is possible
to open the proper circuits to the mines, so
that it will not be detonated by a ship
coming in contact with it.
The apparatus required for the application of Mr. Delaneÿ s most ingenious and
extremely simple yet important invention,
are shown in the accompanying illustration and comprises principally a source of
electrical energy of low potential, such as
a storage battery and a suitable set of
measuring instruments for determining the
electrical resistance between any two of the
submarine electrode- buoys. One side of the
resistance test -circuit, which includes a
very sensitive galvanometer and a source
of current, is grounded and the resistance
may be measured from the water to a submerged electrode -buoy or the resistance between any two or more buoys may be measured. A Wheatstone bridge is shown as
part of the equipment and, of course, an
operating room for this apparatus would
be equipt with a loud speaking telephone,
so that information could be freely exchanged between this room and other parts
of the fortification. It would be very feasible to combine this apparatus in the same
room with the electrical control switchboard for detonating the submerged mines
as previously mentioned.
The inventor claims that with a suitable
arrangement of galvanometers and a proper
arrangement of electrode-buoys anchored
at different depths, it is readily possible to
quickly and accurately establish the approximate location of submarines or other
metallic bodies brought into proximity with

one of the buoys, and that it is also possible by such a scheme to determine the
direction in which the object is moving and
its course. The application of this arrangement has here been shown as applied to a
harbor with a detecting station on shore,
but it is obvious that the indicating instruments may be located on shipboard when
desirable.
It is indeed remarkable that such a simple method of detecting submerged metallic
bodies should not have been promulgated
or proposed by electricians before, and
great credit is due Mr. Delaney for bringing out this practical and efficient electrical
submarine detection scheme at this time.

these courses are discust in the annual report of the Secretary of the Navy. Here
the course of instruction comprises machine-shop work, reciprocating steam engines, steam -turbine engines, internal -com -'
bustion engines, magnetism and electricity,
dynamos, motor generators, alternating
currents, batteries, and the like. In the
radio group there is thoro practise in the
radio mechanism for receiving and sending. In the Artificer School at the Norfolk Navy Yard men are taught to be shipwrights, ship fitters, blacksmiths, painters,
and plumbers: Both at Newport, R.I.,
and San Francisco are yeomanry schools,
where the men are perfected for the clerical work of the Navy to become expert
stenographers, typewriters, bookkeepers,
etc.
An attractive line in the Navy is the
Hospital Corps, with schools at Newport,
R.I., and San Francisco. Not a few men
have gone out of these schools after their
Navy service to make good doctors in civil
life, after the thoro training received in
anatomy and physiology, nursing, first aid,
and emergency surgery, hygiene and sanitation, pharmacy, materia medica, toxicology, chemistry, and the like. Music is

Diagram Showing How the Delaney Elec
trode -buoys May Be Connected Up, Each
to a Distinct and Independent Galvanometer

WHAT THE U.S. NAVY OFFERS TO
YOUNG MEN.
Uncle Sam's Navy offers a wide variety
of industrial courses to ambitious young
men. If the recruit has had some training or experience in electricity, he may
enter either the general or the radio
classes of the electrical schools, one at the
Brooklyn and the other at the Mare Island
Navy Yard. The great advantages of

essential to vary the secluded life afloat,
and boys with musical talent are instructed
in the schools at Norfolk and San Francisco. The machinist school at Charleston
is open to men who show themselves apt in
mechanical work. The coppersmith school is
located also at Charleston. The two commissary schools are at San Francisco and
Newport. At Pensacola every three months
a class of 16 enlisted men, selected by the
commander in chief of the Atlantic Fleet, is
trained for an 18 months' course in aeronautics. The course is divided into two
classes -mechanics and flying. The men
are afterwards transferred to general service and are entitled to additional pay of
50 per cent while detailed to the duty of
actual flying. The seaman gunners' school
is located at Newport where a special
study of the torpedo is made.

April,
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New Automatic Electric Buoy Never Fails
of the buoy, while the second pole is connected by means of a heavily rubber -insulated wire thru the hollow tube of the superstructure of the buoy, with a special
lamp which is constructed on the principle
of the well -known Geissler tubes, becoming
highly luminous as soon as a current of
high potential passes thru them.
The particular construction of this lamp

NIGHT covers the ocean. A ter-

rific gale sweeps the waters and
thru the inky blackness a ship is
struggling slowly to find its way.
The captain, braving the storm,
is on the bridge. He knows that the vessel and all the lives entrusted to him are in
greatest danger. Not only on account of
the gale, but also because the ship is navigating in highly dangerous, rocky waters.
At any moment the vessel may be thrown
helpless against a deserted, uninhabited

is kept secret to a certain extent but this

hangs vertically with both ends on elastic
springs, which are at the same time acting
as conductors and shock-absorbers, within
an outer larger lamp casing, consisting
mainly of the generally known and used
prismatic glass cylinder, sealed water -tight
at both ends by bronze bushings, as used
on ships, boats, gas-light buoys, etc.
This electric lamp gives from 5 to 15
C.Y., according to size and current, and

shore.

No light buoys show her the way. It was
found impossible to place gas light buoys
near these rocks. The gas mantles would
not withstand the shocks of the heavy
waves which rush with terrible force
against the rocky shores. And who shall
keep the gas light buoys in operation?
Who shall replace here on this deserted
coast the fuel and broken burners? So the
known danger remained to navigation for
many years.
But look! What is this? A red light
suddenly flashes over the rolling and thundering waters. It disappears for a moment
and then it flashes up again, and again.
And over there another one in green. Red
and green. Again and again. The passengers stare with surprise at the mysterious,
silent lights. They flash, and flash. But
the officers on the bridge exchange looks
of relief and satisfaction.
"Full Steam Ahead!" goes the captains command into the engine room and
the slowly wavering giant starts again to
tremble with her powerful effort to plow
thru the rough sea. "Automatic Electric Light Buoys" is the succinct answer the captain gives to inquiring passengers. But the ship is saved and the
passengers free from danger while the
silent, flashing lights slowly disappear in
the far distance behind.
*
*
*
*
The Automatic Electric Light Buoy is
one of the latest and most ingenious inventions of Mr. H. Hartman, a well -known
civil engineer of New York, whose electric
submarine camera and speaking clock have
been described in the December and January numbers of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.

I

His new electric light buoy produces its
own electric current for illumination thru
the motion of the waves. It does this in the
most simple and ingenious way, avoiding
every complicated mechanism which might
easily get out of order. It has no storage
battery, no automatic cut -out, no relay
switch and no filament lamp which would
break thru the rocking of the buoy in heavy
seas.

1

This electric light buoy has simply a vertical shaft, journaled at both ends in ball
bearings, and a bracket which carries a
heavy weight consisting of an iron ball,
which will always swing by gravity according to any inclination of the buoy when
the same is rocked by the waves, turning
thereby the vertical shaft more or less. The
turning motion of this shaft is increased
and transmitted by means of gears to a
special magneto at a ratio of say 40 to 1,
so that the magneto would make 40 revolutions for each full revolution of the vertical shaft or 10 revolutions for a quarter
turn of the same in either direction.
The alternating current of low voltage
thus produced by the magneto passes thru
the primary winding of an induction coil,
which transforms the same into a current
of several thousand volts which would give
for instance a spark from 1" to 2" or more.
One pole of the secondary winding of this
induction coil is grounded to the steel body

Remarkable New Electric Buoy which, when Rocked by the Waves, Develops Its Own Electrical Energy to Light a Special Vacuum Tube Lamp, Having No Filament. The Lamp
Will Last as Long as the Dynamo and Its Inventor Claims that This Buoy Will Care for
Itself for Months at a Stretch.

much is known: that it consists of a long
tube of about %" dia., made of glass which
contains certain metallic salts and which is
wound into a spiral of 1" dia., by approximately 6" length. Thus the luminous element is highly concentrated and to increase the light a second glass tube, sealed
at both ends and covered inside with reflecting, non -conductive material, is arranged within said spiral, acting as a reflector in all directions. This spiral lamp

tests have proven that it can be seen at
night for several miles. The lamp can be
made to give white, red or green light and
is about 5 to 7 feet above the water-line.
At the bottom of the buoy a hollow, tubular
shaft extends into the water, which keeps
the buoy in a vertical position when there
is no motion of the water.
Referring to the illustration, we show
one of these automatic electric light buoys

(Continued on page 939)
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The Automatic Restaurant
ELECTRICITY finds many diversified applications in modern hotel
and restaurant service but the
greatest of all electrical dreams has
come into actual existence in the

Automat Restaurants.

In the Automat, let

ter the Automat make sure that your supply of nickels is generous. If not the
young lady cashier will cheerfully shell out
twenty buffalos for a green -back, and start
you on your way.
The hot and cold dishes are found in

chines, thus giving free accessibility.
The machines are practically all electrically operated, their functions being performed automatically as soon as a coin is
inserted in the slot and the knob on the
side is turned. This causes the small glass

In

You nWait AOno Yours lf.st At aLeft We See an Patron
Depositing a Jitney For a Cup of Coffee and (Center) a View
"Behind the Scenes," Showing the Always Ready Coffee, Tea and
Chocolate Urns. At ,Right-Where the Electric Dish Washer Holds Forth.

it be known, you must wait on yourself.
On the other hand you are not under the
constant glare of a hard-shell garçon who
is forever looking for the inevitable tip.
Several of the larger American cities, in-

chiding New York and Philadelphia, as
well as a number of European cities, now
have these automatic restaurants.
If you have
never patronized
one of these
waiter-less food
emporiums
de
luxe, you would
in o s t probably
approach the entrance on your
first visit, with a
large size doubt

individual groups, properly labeled, so that
you soon locate the pie division as well as
the soup, sandwich, pastry, coffee, tea and
chocolate, and special order sections.
These, and many more are distributed along
the walls of the restaurant, with the tables
occupying the floor except for a space of
about six feet in front of the food ma-

door in front of the piece of pie, for instance, to become released. You simply
push the door up and remove the plate containing the pie. Americans are notorious
pie eaters, but don't entertain the rash idea
that you can waltz up to one of these mute
waiters and mulct a special cut of your
favorite pie from out of one of its five
specimens exhibited. It simply

registered

in
' your mind, as did

the writer of this
article, as to the
quality and quantity of the food
-not to mention
the act of juggling a plate of

beans

in one
hand and a cup
of coffee in the
I other, while you
one-stept to a
table.
A visit to one
of these restaurants proved a revelation. Firstly
we find that
people of all
classes dine here
-doctors, I a wyers, merchants,
shoppers, actors, Front and Rear Views
of the Automatic "Special Order" Board. Patron (Left) Inserts Coins and
actresses, et cet- Receives Oven Check; Chef
(Right) Sees Order Flashed Up; When Ready He Puts lt In Proper Oven
ra. As you en(At Extreme Right), from Which the Patron Removes lt.

can't be did -Oscar! Why? Oh,
just because the
head chef has invented a pie cutting machine of
deadly accuracy
and it cuts five
sectors of t h e
luscious mince,
each sector having a guaranteed
angularity of 72

degrees
more-no

-

no
less.

But the pie is
good-ask uswe sampled it.
While we common humans will
probably never
attain such proficiency

in

the

art of food jug-

gling that we
can move down
the center aisle
with five beef
stews in one
hand and six
cups of coffee in
the other it is in-

teresting

to

study the modus
(Continued on
page 939)
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Timing Camera- Shutter Movements Electrically
ordinary arc lamp and a small illustrates images taken with a between specially governed motor have the -lens shutter set for an opening at one fifth second. The records shown in Figs.
enabled one of the leading camera
manufacturers to develop in its 4 and 5 were taken with a focal -plane shutresearch laboratory a simple cam- ter set for a short and long opening reera- shutter testing outfit which projects im- spectively. By drawing a straight line at
right angles to the slit images shown in
ages of the shutter opening at intervals
of a thousandth of a second on a strip of Fig. 4 the number of points at which the
motion- picture film, with exposures for line is cut by the slits determines the exeach image of only one thirty- thousandth treme number of thousandths of a second
of a second; a period of time
so infinitesimal that one's con
ception of it is at the best
vague and undefined. In other
words, one can get a clear -cut
picture record of the shutter
aperture every one- thousandth
of a second standing still, so
to speak, just as one would obtain a snap -shot of a slow moving object. With such a
record the rate of opening and
closing of the shutter and the
shutter efficiency can be accurately determined and thus improvements in design made
whenever possible.
The assembled apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1 mounted on a cast -iron base. The
arc lamp is enclosed in an ordinary projection lantern, the condenser of which focuses an image of
the arc -light crater on the surface of each of twenty small mirrors as they are rotated and which are
mounted on the rim of a wheel as shown, which is
revolved at a speed of 50 revolutions per second by
a specially governed electric motor. The light which
is reflected passes thru a simple lens, back of which
is placed the shutter to be tested. An image of the
shutter aperture is then formed by a small camera
lens on the rim of an aluminum wheel, 12 inches in
diameter, around which is fastened a band of moThe motion -picture wheel is
tion- picture film.
turned by a hand crank and is enclosed in a light tight box which can be readily removed and taken
to a dark room for loading and development.
Since the wheel containing the mirrors rotates fifty
times a second and there are twenty mirrors, there
are 1,000 interruptions of the arc lamp beam per
second. The light from the lantern passes thru a
narrow vertical slit before impinging on the mirrors.
This slit reduces the angular width of the light
flashed thru the shutter to one -thirtieth of that of
the angle subtended by one mirror. The time of exposure is, therefore, one thirty-thousandth of a second and a flash is made every one -thousandth of a
second.
The resultr of tests on between- the-lens
and focal -pk,he shutters are very clearly
shown in the photographic records illustra- the slit of the shutter is passing across a
ted in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Fig. 2 is espe- given point on the plate. In this case the
cially interesting since it shows the posi- line intersects eight slit images, showing
tions of a between -the -lens shutter set for the total exposure is eight one -thousandths
an exposure of 1 /100 second at various of a second.
stages of opening and closing and records
PRESIDENT WILSON PAYS
accurately to within one -thousandth of a
second the period of full aperture. As can TRIBUTE TO THOMAS EDISON
be seen four one -thousandths of a second
In excellent health, Thomas A. Edison
were required to come to a full opening celebrated his seventieth birthday on Februand three one -thousandths of a second to ary eleventh. On February tenth, a testiclose while the leaves were fully open for
monial banquet was given to him at which
four one -thousandths of a second. The a letter from President Wilson regretting
record also shows that altho nominally his inability to be present excited an imopen for one -hundredth second the shutter
pressive demonstration of patriotism by ofwas actually open eleven one -thousandths ficials and employees of the Edison affiliated
second.
industries.
When it comes to recording the speed of
"I wish with all my heart that I might
shutters open for one -tenth, one -fifth and be present to take part in celebrating Mr.
one -half second, the image on the film is
Edison's seventieth birthday," President
narrowed down by means of a slit inserted Wilson wrote.
in front of the box in which the film is en"It would be a real pleasure to be able to
closed. This is done because there are say in public with what deep and genuine
only three feet of film and only about fifty admiration I have followed his remarkable
images can be taken without serious over- career of achievement. i was an underlapping. To facilitate the counting of the graduate at the university when his first
hundreds of images obtained at the lower inventions faptured the imagination of the
speeds one mirror is painted black; thus world, and ever since then I have retained
the images are given in blocks of twenty the sense of magic which what he did then
with one blank as shown in Fie. 3, which created in my mind.
N

"1 -le seems always to have been in the
special confidence of nature herself. I-lis
career already has made an indelible impression on the history of applied science,
and I hope that he has many years yet before him in which to make his record still
more remarkable."

THE "GROWTH" OF IRON.
In the course of a recent address before

-A

Fig. 1 (Left)
Simple Motor - Operated
Camera -Shutter Testing Outfit Which
Shows at Intervals of a Thousandth of
a

Second the Shutter

Apertures With

Exposures of Only One- Thirty -Thousandth Second. This Remarkable Scientific Apparatus Enables Camera Manufacturers to Readily and Accurately
Determine the Weak Points of Their
Shutters, So That Every Part and Function Shall Become a Matter of Stand-

ardization.
Figs. 2, 3. 4 and 5 (Below) -Images of
"Between- the - Lens" and "Focal - Plane"
Camera -Shutter Openings. Each Image
Represents the Stage of Opening at a
Certain Thousandth-Second
Interval.
Once Upon a Time the Camera Man
Told Us a Shutter worked at 1/1000 of
a Second and We Had to Believe Him!

1
Staffordshire iron and Steel
Institute, Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter gave
some interesting examples of the growth
of cast -iron. A cast -iron steam turbine
case has been known to grow 7 per cent,
which naturally had a most pre -judicial
effect on its efficiency and other troubles,
such as the seizing of piston heads have
been attributed to the same cause. The
phenomena of growth appears to be due
to the action of silicon, present as silicid, at the same time as free grafite.
When iron containing these ingredients is
heated oxidising gases penetrate into and
gradually attack the metal chemically,
causing it to swell. For many purposes
such as for steam valves and turbines, it
is, therefore, desirable to avoid the use
of cast -iron, cast -steel being now substituted.-The Electrician.
Londoners have by now become familiar
with lighting restrictions and the advice not
to waste electricity widely advertised on
hoardings. They have not, however, yet
had to suffer the restrictions now being
imposed in Paris. According to the Yorkshire Post, the stopping of electric elevators
and the rationing of light in apartments
are now under consideration in that city.
the South

;
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Motorcycle Wireless Telephone Outfit

0

UR front cover illustration shows
a practical possibility in a wireless telephone set mounted on a
motorcycle for military requirements, the motorcyclist here being in radiophonic communication with a

about 4 to 5 ozs. The radio outfit itself is
attached rigidly to the rear of the motorcycle, behind the saddle, and this outfit does
not weigh more than about 12 pounds. For
motorcycle purposes it could undoubtedly
be made to weigh less by having the box of
aluminum sheeting, the
weight in this case being
not more than four to five
pounds.
There should not be any
reason why the complete
outfit, including putting up
aerial, starting generator,
testing, etc., should take
more than one and ¡onehalf minutes from the
time of dismounting.
There may be some small
details which have not been
worked out as yet, but they
could probably be taken
care of without much
trouble by the radio engineer of to-day.

"ANTI -ZEPP" SHADES
FOR ENGLISH HOMES.
The English lighgting regulations which are now being enforced with considerable rigor have given rise
to a demand for shades which will effectually meet the conditions without shutting
off more light than is absolutely necessary,
says The Electrician, London. In order to
fill this demand an English manufacturer
has put on the market a series of cardboard lamp shades with special features

View of Engine and Generator on Motorcycle Unit of
Portable Military Wireless Outfit, as Used by U. S.
Signal Corps.

nilitary aeroplane. While there are a number of motorcycle radio-telegraphic sets in
use by the United States Signal Corps and
also by foreign armies, these usually require considerable space and necessitate the
using of from two to three motorcycle units
to transport the complete equipment, which
comprises an engine- dynamo cycle of the
type here illustrated, a second cycle unit to
carry the wireless receiving apparatus, etc.,
and a third cycle to care for the collapsible aerial mast and wires.
Having in mind the extreme compactness
of the modern wireless telephone equipment of the de Forest type as is now available and which is capable of transmitting
speech from fifty to one hundred miles with
a very small amount of current, we have
endeavored to bring out on the cover illustration the practical outcome of suitably combining such a radiophone outfit
with the motorcycle engine unit, so as to
require the minimum of space for the whole
outfit, even to the aerial.
The illustration shows how the radiotelephone motorcyclist is enabled to quickly set up his aerial in order to communicate with headquarters or with aeroplanes
equipt with radio apparatus. It will be noted that the rear wheel of the motorcycle
is revolving, the frame, of course, being
supported sufficiently high above the ground
and the engine power being used for driving a small electric generator mounted integral with the balance of the motorcycle
machinery, with the current from this generator used to energize the radiotelephone
set, which might be of the vacuum tube
type, for instance.
The aluminum collapsible aerial mast is
only about five feet high, ordinarily, and
telescopes similar to a fishing rod, it being
made so as to weigh not more than two
pounds. As a matter of fact, some have
already been made weighing no more.
The aerial itself is also made of thin aluminum wire and is the latest spiral aerial
construction interlaced with silk cord,
which will make the aerial collapsible also,
folding together and taking up very little
room when not in use. The entire weight
of the aerial is not more than two pounds
complete.
The ground wire connects to an aluminum tube tapt at the head for connection
purposes, and this is driven in moist ground
or earth, this piece not weighing more than
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all operations performed by manual means
in the common still process of plating. The
machine shown in the attached illustration

removes to a great extent the human factor
in plating operations, which is naturally a
great improvement in itself, regardless of
the other advantages of the machine as regards more uniform deposits.
The machine is far from being complicated and its mode of operation is obvious.
The tanks containing the cleaning, rinsing,
dipping and plating solutions are arranged
in an oval some thirty feet long. The articles to be plated are past from one bath to
the other by means of cam actuated rods
instead of by hand. Accurate timing of the
plating is obtained by varying the speed of
the endless chain that carries the rods, thus
giving perfectly uniform deposits.
The articles to be plated are hung on
racks as shown in the foreground and attached to the rods. After making one complete circuit of the tanks and returning to
the starting point the plating is completed.
For all ordinary work it takes about one
hour for a complete circuit of the tanks;
higher speeds would naturally give a lighter deposit, while lower speeds give a heavy
deposit on the articles.
It requires but 1 H.P. to operate the machine, which can be easily installed in existing plating plants with a minimum expense of time and labor.
The machine may be adopted to special
purposes by a modification of the cam
mechanism and the number of tanks. This
being made possible by the standardization
of all parts.
In addition to the time saved by this
machine in transferring the articles from
one bath to another, it likewise allows of
higher current densities being used without burning the deposit. This is due to
the constant agitation of the plating solution by the moving racks.
Altho intended expressly for electroplating it seems highly probable that with modifications it could be used in various other

In "Dear Old Lunnon" It Is Now the
Caper to Use Anti -Zepp Shades on All
Electric Lights. These Deflect the
Light Away from the Windows In the
Manner Shown. We Wonder That Liza
Will Stand for Such Lime -Light Publicity In Her Own Parlor. Eh, 'Arry?

which commend them for general use.
These shades, instead of being fixt to the
lampholder, are held by cords which are
tied to the flexible wire above the lamp at
the height necessary to screen the rays
from the window. Different sizes and
shapes of shade are available, so that their
adjustability to all conditions 'is complete.
One form is made with a wide collar
shallow towards one side and deep
towards the other, so that windows
may be fully protected without shutting off much light from the remainder of the room. The collars
This Monster Electro-Plating Machine Does
may also be obtained separately for
Everything but Think. The Articles to Be Plated
Are Suspended on Racks Which Move In and Out
fixing onto the shades of the other
of the Different Baths Automatically.
patterns. All these shades are made
in various tints, such as dark green, pink,
lines, such as cleaning and lacquering small
brown, etc.
brass parts, or bleaching and dying yarn

ELECTROPLATING PLUS.
By Thos. W. Benson.
Electroplating plus machine accuracy is
obtained by the use of a new electroplating machine that accomplishes mechanically

and similar products.
The device marks another important step
forward and illustrates in a marked manner the trend of modern industry toward
simplified processes and the elimination of
time losses.
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New Suspended Elevated Railway System
HILE we are accustomed to
seeing the ordinary elevated
railway system as installed in
many large American cities,
such as New York, Boston
and Philadelphia, we are inclined to stop
and blink our eyes a moment when the
proposal is made that instead of having
the cars run along on top of the rails, that
they be suspended downward from the
rails with the wheels and motors secured
to the roofs of the cars. A similar system has been in use in Germany for a number of years and possesses many marked
advantages, one in particular being that the
cars can negotiate or swing around sharp
curves much easier and more freely, as
well as more noiselessly, than in the usual
elevated railway system with which we are
familiar.
The newly proposed inverted, electric
elevated railway system illustrated by the
accompanying views is known as the
Strauss system. The promulgators of this
new railway claim many advantages for
their design of railway among which we
find the following:
To begin with the Strauss inverted elevated railway does not occupy as much
space as the usual elevated system in the
street, which is a very important consideration, of course; the new system providing for the suspension of the cars from
standard narrow gage trucks that are run
on two rails in such a manner that should
the trucks or the connection between car
and truck fail, the car cannot drop to the
ground. Moreover, the track supporting
system is of the single post type with pro-

the streets and also the smallest possible
property damage.
The cars are prevented from oscillating

owing to the fact that such material will
not be exposed to the weather; by filling
in the supporting posts with concrete ; by

Appearance of New Suspended Elevated Railway System Developed by an American Engineer.
Many Distinct Advantages Are Claimed for This Design, Including Lower First Cost, Greater
Accessibility to Passengers, Freer Locomotion, (Particularly Around Curves) and Less.
Darkening of Streets.

by means of special shoes on the bottom of
the car, which ride on a guide rail that
extends from post to post. The motion of
the car is claimed to be
smooth, steady and rapid.
The sectional view here
presented shows how the
electric current is fed to
the moving cars thru an insulated third rail above the
cars, and which construction has the distinct advantage that in case of an accident or a blockade, when
the passengers might have
to leave the cars and walk
along the guide rail to the
nearest column, down which
they could descend to the
street, there would be no
danger from a live third
rail, as is the case with the
present elevated railway systems.
The track wheels of the
cars are flanged and are effectively prevented from
running off the main rails
by the auxiliary guides, as
clearly shown in the sectional
view. The inventors of this
inverted electric railway also
claim that they have provided for the practical elimination of all ordinary noises.
This is a very interesting

consideration and among the
methods by which the engineers intend using this system to accomplish this end
Sectional View of New Suspended Elevated Railway with
are the following first by
Single Column Supports. The Electric Motors Are Mounted
the nature of the track supon Top of the Cars Instead of Underneath Them. The Live
ports which eliminates ties
"Third" Rail Is Above the Car, Not Beside It.
or the ordinary tie floor; by
vision for a double track system, which interposing between the track supports and
effects a maximum economy of street space the steel structure, sound deadening maand particularly, a minimum darkening of terial, which is possible in this design

:-

the use of a silent wheel, which is said to
have seen long use on railways in Russia
and finally by the proper enclosure of the
driving mechanism.
There are many other advantages claimed
for this novel arrangement. The inventors mention that passengers would have to
climb 9 feet less than ordinarily required
in other elevator structures to reach the
car entrance platforms.
No less important is the provision for
the loading and unloading of passengers.
In the Strauss system there are separate
entrance and exit platforms at each station, so that the passengers entering do
not encounter those leaving the cars. This
not only prevents confusion, but greatly
reduces the time of loading and unloading,
which is now one of the principal causes
of delay in all city traction systems.
The above features, together with the
small space taken in the city streets, i.e.,
single line of posts about thirty inches
square, sixty feet apart and in the center
of the street, and the practical elimination
of the darkening of streets by the carrying
structure except at stations, are worthy of
special consideration among the many advantages offered.
A most important consideration in connection with this elevated railway is the
cost of construction, which is approximately $150,000 per mile less than the cost
of the ordinary double -track elevated railways, as we know them to -day. Where
these ordinary systems are provided with
solid concrete floors, the disadvantages in
respect to cost when compared with the
Strauss railway are still greater.
The economy of such a railway, in construction is due principally to the following: -the suspension of the cars, which
permits a lighter car construction and consequently reduces the dead weight thruout;
the projection of the car into the space
between the girders which results in min (Continued on page 93r)

AMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in The Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as
a rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly
furnisht to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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NEW IN-BUILT ELECTRIC MOTOR
WHEELS FOR AUTOS.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

The average, and in fact most all gasoline auto trucks, drive thru their two rear
wheels. However it has been found that
when the total weight is evenly distributed
over all of the drivers that a maximum
tractive effort is attained. An example of
this principle is seen in the design of modern locomotives. One of the four -wheel
drive and steer designs which has been
adapted to use on trucks for loads from
three to ten tons makes use of four electric motors, which are ingeniously slung in
the wheels themselves. The accompanying
illustration shows the method of locating
the motor between the two concave disks
which serve as spokes and motor guard at
once. On the opposite ends of the motor
are two gears, alike and equidistant from
the center or pivoting point of the motor.
One of these pinions meshes in one of the
big gears carried at the perifery of the large
disks, and the other, on the opposite side,
with the other gear on the second disk. It
is thus evident that, as the motor revolves,
one pinion pushes down on one gear as the
other pulls up on the second gear, thus
equalizing the strain and distributing the
pulling effort evenly. The wires carrying
current to the motor are brought in thru
the axle and thus are thoroly protected.
Hand holes are provided in the disks to
permit access to the motors but they are
so designed that they will run under very
difficult conditions without overheating or
developing other motor troubles. Each motor has a rating of three horsepower with
an overload capability of 200 per cent, giving the truck a possible horsepower of 36
in an emergency-and of this amount 97
per cent, or approximately 35 horsepower,
is delivered to the wheels at a point where
it will do the most good -at the rim. With the motive power thus direct geared
to the wheel, with a 25 to 1 gear ratio,
there is no transmission to contend with,
and the problem of steering with all four
wheels is simply a matter of linking steering arms so that all four wheels are controlled by the steering wheel, as all four
wheels are mounted on swivels with the
power wires leading in thru the spindles.
The four-wheel steer gives a much shorter turning radius than it is possible to obtain with a front -wheel steer, and thus
gives the truck greater mobility on crowded or narrow streets. The electric motors
thus fitted to the wheels may be energized by storage batteries; an efficient method when the daily run

Night Flying Now Made Possible
To reduce the dangers of night flying the
Sperry Gyroscope Company has perfected
a lighting outfit, to be carried in addition
to the full equipment of automatic control
devices, safety appliances and other in-

knob, which is placed within easy reach
of the pilot's hands. This device may be
used as a means of signaling, and the lights
can be made to focus on any given point,
when the pilot is ready to make his landing.

Lawrence Sperry, the Well -Known Inventor of the Automatic Aeroplane Stabilizer Has
Recently Accomplisht Some Excellent Night Flying by the Aid of Three Powerful Electric
Searchlights. These Proved Invaluable In Selecting a Landing Spot.

struments to insure the pilot a sufficient
amount of safety. Three 50 candlepower
searchlights are attached to a special fitting
on the upper entering edge of the biplane
which Mr. Lawrence Sperry has been using
in night flying experiments at Amityville,
L.I., for the past few months.
The searchlights are mounted in parabolic reflectors which, it is claimed, increase
the candlepower to 40,000 for each lamp.
The fitting which secures the lamps to the
upper plane is designed so that it can be
tilted in the vertical plane by turning a

The electric current is supplied by a
generator of 150 watts capacity, which is
driven by the air pressure at approximately
4,000 revolutions per minute. A storage
battery is provided which is automatically
thrown into circuit, in case of an accident
to the generator.
The machine Mr. Sperry has been using
is also equipt with the Sperry automatic
piiot and synchronized drift indicator. This
drift set was of great advantage to Mr.
Victor Carlstrom in his flight from Chicago to New York.-William Shannon.

which the current necessary for the four
motor wheels is supplied thru a drum type

A.I.E.E. HOLDS MIDWINTER
CONVENTION.

controller. It has
been found practicable to install two
of these motor
wheels on the
front axle of an
ordinary truck or
wagon,

supplying

current from a
storage
battery.
The rear wheels
are t h e regular
truck or wagon
wheels.
The superior flexibility
of such a drive
system is apparent.

\Vhat is reported

Power Wheel of the Gas - Electric Motor Truck. Illustration Shows
to be the largest
Front Disk and Side of Motor Removed Giving Ready Access to All of
Pelton water wheel
the Moving Parts.
in
does not exceed 40 or 50 miles.
England has been built by James Gordon
In some cases a gasoline engine is direct
Company, British manufacturers, for the

constructed

connected to a suitable dynamo (allowing
the engine to run at constant speed) from
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Kinlochleven station of the British Aluminum Company. It develops 3,500 H.P.

The midwinter convention of the Amer-

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, lasting three days, was held in the Engineering Societies Building, 33 West Thirty ninth Street, New York City, on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, .February 14, 15

-

and 16, 1917.
The convention opened Wednesday
morning at ten -thirty and technical sessions were held each day. Wednesday's
papers dealt with protective devices and
the heating and temperature of generators.
On Thursday three papers on electrophysics
were presented at the morning session, and
a lecture was given in the evening by Professor R. A. Millikan on "Modern Physics."
Friday's sessions were devoted to the subject of a -c. and d -c. motor control. Thursday afternoon was set aside for a number
of inspection trips to points of engineering
interest in New York and vicinity.
The convention closed with a subscription dinner -dance at the Hotel Astor, New
York, on February sixteenth. IA large gathering attended the dinner -dance, which was
greatly enjoyed by all.

DATE OF ISSUE.-As many of our readers have recently become unduly agitated as to when they could obtain THE ELECTRICAL
wish to state that the newsstands have the journal on sale between the fifteenth and the eighteenth of the month in
the eastern part of the United States and about the twentieth of the month west of the Mississippi River. Our subscribers
should
is
possession of their copies at these dates. Kindly bear in mind however, that publications are not handled with the same dispatch bybethe
Post Office as a letter. For this reason delays are frequent, therefore kindly be patient and do not send us complaints as to non -arrival
of your copy before the twenty -fifth of the month.
EXPERIMENTER, we
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AN ELECTRIC MOTOR BOAT IN

FIVE MINUTES.

The electric motor boat has always met
with high favor on account of its noiseless
working and cleanliness. In view of the
success that the outboard motor has met, it
is not surprising that an electric outboard motor has recently
been placed on the market.
This outfit, which is illustrated
herewith, is manufactured by a
Chicago concern. The machine
is of particular use in cascs
where simplicity of operation is
desired, while for duck hunting
or trolling a boat fitted with one
of these little motors would
prove ideal. As regards general
layout, the machine closely resembles the conventional type of
gasoline- driven outboard motor,
being clamped to the boat in the
usual manner.
The motor is placed directly
above the main driving shaft
which is contained in a telescopic
tube, allowing the propeller to be
adjusted to the correct distance
beneath the surface of the water.
The propeller is driven thru a modified
type of worm gearing, which gives great
speed reduction between the motor and the
propeller, this being necessary, owing to the
fact that the normal speed of the motor is
about 3,000 revolutions per minute. Above
the motor is a small steering wheel, which
enables the propeller to be turned to the
right or left hand, or completely around,
if it is desired to reverse the direction of
the boat. To this wheel may be fitted
either a tiller or steering yoke, according
to requirements. The outfit is made of
aluminum and manganese alloy wherever
possible, the idea being to reduce the
weight to a minimum. The motor complete, but without battery, weighs only 50
pounds.
The armature of the motor runs on ball
bearings, and the commutator and brushes
are of special design, suitable for low voltages, as the motor is used with a storage
battery of 6 to 12 volts. By means of a
simple device the motor may be detached

SUBMARINE "MOVIES."
HILE there are a number of

schemes in existence for taking
submarine' motion pictures, we
have recently had submitted a unique and

the Electric Motor Propeller Which Makes Any Boat a
Minutes. It Runs
Five
Motor -boat In
on a Small Storage Battery and a
It.
Operate
Child Can

from the driving shaft and used for other
purposes where power is required, the current being derived from the batteries in
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!if
simple method of
accomplishing this
object by Mr. Edward Schultz. This
idea involves the
use of a large size
collapsible, t e I escoping metal tube,
as shown in the accompanying illustration, which tube
is fitted with reflecting mirrors
placed at the proper angle at both top
and bottom. A
powerful electric

searchlight
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is

placed just above
the opening at the
bottom of the tube
to illuminate t h e
scene which is to
be photographed.
The searchlight receives electric cur-

rent thru a waterproof cable lowered from a float
at the surface of
the water.
The motion picture camera is set
up before the up-

Here We Have

merit in the fact that the camera doe, not
have to lie submerged in any way. Also,
with this arrangement, it is possible to
quickly change the view by raising or lowering the periscope, which is also revoluble
about its axis, all of which tube move-

A NEW IDEA FOR TAKING

MOVING PICTURE
CAMERA _
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MIRROR

per orifice in the
periscope tube and
thus it becomes
possible, according Submarine Motion Pictures Are Very
Valuable, Both for Theatrical
to Mr. Schultí s in- and Educational Purposes. With the Scheme
Illustrated It Becomes an
vention, to readily Easy Matter to Take Such Pictures, a Powerful Electric Searchlight
Illuminating
the
Scene,
While
the
Camera
Films
the Image Projected
photograph t h e
up the Telescopic Tube.
subaqueous flora
and fauna, as well as any other moving ob- ments are cared for by a small quick -actjects such as divers, fishes, etc.
ing electric motor and appropriate control
Electrical energy for operating the apparatus on board the float. The searchsearchlight is obtained from a small dyna- light may also be turned on and off and
mo driven by a steam or other engine
its power regulated from the float.
mounted on board the vessel at the surface
of the water. While this scheme apparently loses a great deal in efficiency owing to
CANADA'S WATER POWER.
the projection and reflection of the scene
Canada's
available water -power, allowfrom one mirror to another, from the optiing for limitations imposed by internacal point of view, still there is considerable
tional agreements in connection with Niagara Falls, and one or two other sources,
the boat. The standard storage batteries
amounts to 17,746,000 h.p. Excluding the
supplied with the regular equipment are
Northwest Territories and the Yukon, about
two batteries of six volts, 120 ampere -hours
1,712,000 h.p, out of this total is already
each, but the manufacturers can supply a
being utilized. If the present rate of progrange of accumulators of 6 to 12 volts,
ress continues, it is calculated that somehaving a varying capacity of 60 to 120 thing like 8,000,000 h.p. will be made availampere- hours.
able during the next fifteen years.
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A Novel Tesla Steam -Electric Clock
Among the various wonderful inventions
of Dr. Nikola Tesla we find one of the
most interesting clocks ever made, and the
accompanying photographs show the neces-

coil is placed on each membrane and connected to a special commutator. The electro- magnet or coil is operated in a powerful magnetic field, made up of two powerful electro- magnets placed at each end of
the generator. These coils are excited by
a direct current, while the coil on the vibrating disk is utilized to supply the alter-

nating current.
The operation of this type of machine
may be explained as follows: When the
steam or comprest air is permitted to enter the cylinders, thus operating the pistons and in turn vibrating the armatures
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PROF. CLERK MAXWELL A POET
THIRTY -SEVEN YEARS AGO.
The late Prof. Clerk Maxwell was in the

habit of recreating his mind from its
severer tasks by penning amusing physiocomic parodies of well -known poems. One
of the best of these was his electric valentine, which runs as follows:

-

ELECTRIC VALENTINE.

Telegraph Clerk A to Telegraph Clerk B.
"The tendrils of my soul are twined
With thine, though many a mile apart;
And thine in close -coiled circuits wind
Around the magnet of my heart.
"Constant as Daniell, strong as Grove;
Seething thru all its depths, like Smee;
My heart pours forth its tide of love,
And all its circuits close in thee.
"O tell me, when along the line
From my full heart the message flows,
What currents are induced in thine?

One click from thee will end my woes."
`Thru many an Ohm the Weber flew
And clicked this answer back to me"I am thy farad, staunch and true,
Charged to a Volt with love for thee."
dp

The inscrutable signature

-

dt

dp

dt

is

adopted

from the fundamental equation of thermo-

-=
dt
dp

dynamics

J.C.M. (James Clerk Max -

well). This explanation reminds us that
the famous colleague physicists, Thomson
and Tait, are familiarly known to their students as T. and T., nicknames also drawn
from the jargon of thermodynamics.
Electrician, London.
in the establishments devoted to the sale
of harness and such things.
The electric animal prod has just been
patented by a resident of Fort Worth,
Texas, which has recently developed into
a large cattle center, and the prime object
of the prod is to hasten the movements
of the cattle being past thru the abattoirs of that place. The prod is an elongated body with several batteries and an
electric coil concealed in the handle. At
the other end of the device are two contact points, spaced a small distance from
each other. When this end of the appa-

-

I

A Steam - Electric Clock Devised Some Years Ago by Dr. Nikola Tesla, the Electrical Wizard.

It Comprises

an Air or Steam Engine Which Operates Two Special Oscillating Alternators.
These Are Wired Up to a Special Motor on the Clock -the Entire Combination Keeping Extremely Accurate Time. It Is Said.

sary equipment for this highly ingenious
and novel electric clock.
The clock proper, shown above, is apparently no different from any other standard clock. However, the mechanical movement has been removed and substituted by
another special movement linked up with
an alternating current motor of special
construction which can be seen at the extreme right of the clock. The field consists of a number of rectangular coils placed
in torroidal form and connected in series.
The rotor or arntature is constructed of
a circular iron disc, the periphery of which
consists of a large number of poles. The
speed o f this rotor is controlled by the current input. Connections between the rotor
shaft and that of the clock hands is obtained by means of a number of reduction
gears properly calculated so as to obtain
the correct time, when the hands are acted
upon by the motor.
The source of current for driving this
remarkable electric clock motor is obtained
from an alternating current generator of
very unique construction and design, this
machine being illustrated here. It consists of two steam or comprest air cylinders, built in one frame as shown. A piston is placed in each of the cylinders which
operate alternately with respect to each other. The connecting rods of each piston are
linked with a vibrating membrane of each
dynamo; these are seen at each end. A

or coils, an electro-motive force is induced
in the coil by virtue of being moved in the
magnetic field surrounding it. The period
or frequency of vibration of this current depends upon the rapidity of the armature
movement. Both generators are linked in
such a manner that an alternating current
of uniform form and periodicity is obtained.
The motor on the clock is connected with
this special generator and the current is
so adjusted that a uniform velocity of the
rotor is always obtained in order to obtain absolutely correct time from the clock.
A large number of such clocks were installed in the laboratory of Dr. Nikola
Tesla a number of years ago which are
driven by a single generating unit. It is
said that the accuracy of time attained by
this ingenious clock system is far better
than with any other system known.

AN ELECTRIC "PROD" FOR

ANIMALS.
The electric prod is the successor of the
big bull-whip which at one time was so
generally made use of by men who had
horses and cattle in their charge. The general activity of the societies for the pre vention of cruelty to animals with its organization all over the country, has been
the means of putting the ugly old bullwhip out of business, for at the present
time, it is a rare thing to see them even

" Bossle" Becomes Unruly It's an
Matter to Hustle Her Along with
This New "Electric Shocking Prod."
ratus is applied to the body of the animal,

When
Easy

the circuit is established between the two
points and the animal experiences an electric shock.
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ENERGY NECESSARY TO
OPERATE A TROLLEY CAR.
It requires on the average about 125 watthours per ton -mile to operate a car in city
service. Translated into a more comprehensible unit, this is 166 foot -tons. That
is, the same amount of energy is required
to move the car one mile on the level as
would raise it vertically 166 feet. All of
this energy goes into heat, part of the loss
being preventable, the balance otherwise.

879

Tug Dispatching Via Telephone
The movement of the tugs handling the
barges and car floats at the Baltimore and
Ohio terminus in New York is controlled
at a central point by a dispatcher, who instructs the captain by telephone where to

connected by tie lines, and the tug dispatcher is thus reached. In Brooklyn the
jack at the end of the pier is bridged to
an individual line. In this case the dispatcher is reached by means of toll lines

TUNGSTEN LAMPS FOR KANSAS
CITY STREETS.
Kansas City is the first large city to replace all of its street arc lights with nitrogen filled tungsten bulbs. Fourteen hundred of the new bulbs, which are now being installed, will save the city, it is figured, more than $30,000 each year. This
saving will be invested in providing better
lighting facilities for the newer sections of
the city.
A NEW AND PRACTICAL

TROLLEY BOAT.
By Raymond F. Yates.

The trolley boat shown in the illustration is not an experiment, but a practical
arrangement actually in use at one of the
big power company's plants at Niagara
Falls. Ice, flowing down the river from
the Great Lakes, has always been a menace
to the operations of the power companies
at Niagara, and this powerful, electrically
propelled vessel is used to prevent ice from
jamming in the intake canals, where it
causes serious trouble by preventing the
proper amount of water from flowing into the penstocks. By means of a perfect
control system, this little craft is surprisingly active and darts to and f ro with remarkable rapidity, striking the huge cakes
of ice and sending them on their way.
The hull of the boat is made of steel,
and its power equipment consists of one
75 H.P., single phase, 220 volt, 25 cycle
railway motor. The motor is connected
to the propeller shaft thru a single train
of reducing gears, with a ratio of 16 to 66,
which causes the propeller to revolve at 240
R.P.M. at full speed. The maximum speed
of the motor is 1,000 R.P.M., and intermediate speeds are obtained by means of a
regular drum controller and grid resistances. The power leads are brought in at
the top of the small pole as shown in the
illustration. The top of the pole is equipt

The Telephone Is Proving More Indispensable Every Day -Here We See It Adapted to the
Requirements of Tug Dispatching At One of the Large Eastern Railroad Terminals. Connecting Jack On Pier Shown Enlarged At Right.

call and the point of delivery, thus saving
considerable time.
In order that the captain may more readily communicate with the tug dispatcher,
the New York Telephone Company has recently installed for the B. & O. Railroad
Company a complete telephone tug dispatching system, whereby the captain of a
tug without leaving his boat may communicate directly by telephone with the dispatcher, who is located at St. George, S.I.,
at any time of the day or night when the
tug is at dock.. This installation was made
by means of regular jack and plug steamer
equipment. Common
battery telephone sets
of the hotel type were
installed in the pilot
house of each of the
ten tugs of this terminal and on t w o
steam lighters.
The instruments are

placed

permanently
and are wired to two
permanent jacks on the
exterior of the boat,
one on the bow and
one on the stern.
Other jacks are located
on the sea end of ten
of the Baltimore and
Ohio piers at different
points in Manhattan,
Brooklyn and St.
George, S.I., the latter
point being the New
!York freight terminal
One of the Large Power Companies at Nia gara Falls Have in of this railroad cornService Several of These Unique Electric "Trolley" Boats.
pany. The jacks on the
with a commutator and swivel arrange- piers in New York and St. George are
ment permitting the vessel to travel in any
bridged to extension lines connected to the
direction and still receive its necessary
railroad's different private branch expower for locomotion.
changes at each place, which boards are

to the St. George's exchange switchboard.
Connections are established by means of
a flexible deck cable with a plug on each
end, which is carried on each boat. When
a boat lands at the dock a member of the
crew plugs one end of the flexible cable
into

one of the jacks on the boat and

then

goes ashore and inserts the other end into
the jack on the dock; the service is then
ready for the captain to make a call from
the pilot house, the same as from any other
extension station. Photo courtesy The
Telephone Review.

BENEFACTORS!
I doff my

hat

To my friend Brewster,
Whose auto killed
My neighbor's rooster.

-Cincinnati Enquirer.

We tip our tile
To Colonel Huppy,
Whose flivver slew
Our neighbor's puppy.
-Macon Telegraph -

Our chapeau's off
To Ezra Pratt,
Whose twin -six smasht
Our neighbor's cat.

-Columbia State..

My lid is doft

To Hiram Prote,
Whose honk -honk got
My neighbor's goat.
-Yonkers Statesman_
My stovepipe's off
To Henry Lord,
Whose racer squasht
Our neighbor's "Ford.'
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ELECTRIC LIGHT FLASHES WHEN
ANIMALS ARE TRAPT.

WHY NOT CABLE BUOYS IN MID OCEAN SO SHIPS COULD TALK

'A Western trapper has arranged an elec
tric system which lights a small electric
bulb when a trap is sprung, enabling him
to locate it in the darkness and shoot the
animal.. The method of arranging the

and telephony available for ship
to ship and ship to shore communication, it is hardly probable that we shall

r

want to build or lay submarine cables arranged with tap -off junctions every fifty
miles or so, connected with buoys floating on the surface of the ocean so that
ships might plug in on one of these buoys
and communicate with shore. However, it
is an interesting 'thought nevertheless and
the scheme has been promulgated by a
youthful electrical genius of Buffalo, N.Y.,
one Edward Schultz.
Mr. Schultz proposes that submarine cables be provided at short distances with a
junction box and at these points buoys
would be permanently anchored by means
of a chain or wire cable in the manner illustrated. A connecting wire runs from
the junction box on cable to the buoy.
. When the ship wishes to communicate
with shore it approaches one of these buoys
and lowering 'a small boat the ship's electrician proceeds to the buoy and estab-

TO SHORE?
HILE we have wireless telegraphy

and can put it thru the
role that I did, under the
required conditions, should
experience similar results.
I assume that the law of
physics which made this
experiment possible was
that the heated air inside
the bag was one side of a
static condenser; the rub ber- and leather covering,
the dielectric medium, and
the hands the other side.
Thence, when causing the
bag to oscillate rapidly,
which corresponded to the
frequency of the charging
medium, produced the described effects. As the
discharge did not take
place until after making a
few preliminary rapid violent strikes, I also assume
the deduction that this
was the period when the

lishes the communication between it and
the vessel by means of a flexible insulated
electric cable, one end of which is secured
to the ship, of course, and the other end
of which is carried by the small boat to the
buoy. When the message has been telegraphed, the reverse procedure occurs, i.e.,
the ship's electrician goes to the buoy in a
small boat and disconnects the cable; after
he has returned to the large ship the cable
is reeled up on deck and the vessel proceeds on its way.
These buoys could be suitably illuminated at night, so that connection with them
could be readily established. The inventor,
who is only nineteen years of age, has several other clever ideas in mind for the application of this scheme. He mentions that
in time of war the buoys could be suspended or anchored so as to be a short
distance beneath the surface of the water
and that these locations be marked on the
charts carried by the ships of the nation to
whom the cable belongs. It would thus be
an easy matter to establish connection with
the buoy, even tho a diver had to be employed for the purpose. The inventor also
advances the idea that it might be possible
in this way to transmit electrical energy to
vessels for the periodical recharging of
storage batteries, presumably for those
cases where a ship may have become dis-

was receiving
its initial charge and that
every blow of the hand
after the point of full capacity charge acted as an
discharge beoverflow
tween the hands and the
bag.
This is one of the numerous incidences where
nature's wonderful mediWhen Mr. Bear Lands in This Electric Trap a Light Flashes
um we call static elecUp, Enabling the Trapper to Readily Shoot the Animal.
tricity exhibits itself in
electric light attachment is shown in the
such illusive and fascinataccompanying illustration. In most cases ing forms, and causes one to pause with
a battery proves the easiest solution of the the inevitable desire to grasp its possibilicurrent supply problem. A simple switch ties were it possible to harness these etherarrangement connected to the trap serves eal vibrations and store their energy for futo close the lamp circuit when the trap is
condenser

sprung.

THE STRIKING BAG AS A STATIC
GENERATOR.
By Bernadotte Anderson.
The other evening I discovered a curious
phenomenon when proceeding to work out
my usual bouts on the striking bag (or
should "punching bag" suit your fancy, we

will call it that).
Preferring to get as much outside air as
possible, I set up the apparatus for the bag
in a shed in the rear of the yard, instead of
in the garret or cellar, and where the noise

from the bag would not be objectionable.
Having previously noticed how much the
air in the bag would contract, due to the
extreme cold weather, I decided to detach
and hang it in the house, where it would
expand considerably under the warm temperature.
It happened to be a cold, crisp and clear
evening the next time I made ready to do
some more punching stunts and starting
to beat up severely on this defenseless exponent of gymnastics, it rebounding with
extreme agility under the influence of the
-heated and expanded air within itself, the
curious phenomena of static electricity exhibited itself in a marked degree at every
stroke of the bag. The room being dark,
it was quite an interesting sight to notice
the imprint of the hands which manifested
itself in electrical impressions at the point
of contact. Those who are interested in
physics and happen to have a punching bag

Says Mr.
Why Not Have Cable Buoys Located Along Steamship Routes Across the Ocean?
Edward Schultz, a Youthful Inventor, So That Ships Could Communicate With Shore.
a

Bad Idea.

ture service, as readily as man's genius has
made it feasible to record the human voice
and reproduce at wil: and to store electrical
energy in storage batteries.

abled or for certain other purposes. Electric current, according to the inventor,
could also be sent along the cable to light
the buoy lamps, ad lib.
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HOW TO READ YOUR OWN
ELECTRIC METER.
BY WALTER F.

CURRENT

AGREAT many persons who have
their homes lighted by electricity,

know practically nothing about reading their meter. There are a multitude of
people who will not pay their grocery account before they look over the bills for
mistakes, but they will blindly pay their
electric light bill without knowing whether
it is correct or not. Your meter reader is
human and is just as liable to make a mistake as your grocer. Therefore, everyone
should know how to read his own meter,
and how to keep a check on his electricity
bill. If you do find an error in the bill, you
will find that the electric light company will
be more than glad to rectify the mistake.
The purpose of this article is to help
those who do not know how to read their
meters, and to help them to keep a check
on their electricity bills. In the first place,
perhaps, you would like to know what a
kilowatt-hour is. The word is made up
of three words, namely, kilo, watt, and
hour. Kilo is a Greek word meaning one
thousand, and it is often used in the English language to express one thousand.
Thus a kilometer is, in the metric system,
one thousand meters. The watt is a unit
of electric power, and is one thousandth of
a kilowatt. The hour used is the common
hour of sixty minutes. Thus it is easily
seen that a kilowatt-hour is simply one
thousand watt -hours. Practically a kilowatt-hour is one thousand watts used for
one hour, or one watt used for one thousand hours.

fig.l Reading

4542

POCKET SEARCHLIGHT

SAVED ELEVEN PEOPLE.

The presence of a young lad with an electric searchlight and a knowledge of the

wireless signal code on the steamship

.

l'io

The meter records the kilowatt-hours on
dial, by means of a clock -work mechanism. This dial consists of three or more
circles of figures placed side by side, or in
the shape of an arc. Each circle has a
pointer which is operated by the rotating
element in the meter and which points to
the figures on the dial.
Meters are all read alike so we will take
one with a dial of four circles for an example. You begin at the right hand circle
to read the meter, and continue to the left
until all of the circles have been read. Suppose, for instance, that the pointer in the
first circle (right hand) points to 4, the
second one to' 8, the third to 5, and the
fourth to 1. Then, if you have set your
figures down in the same order in which
you have read them the meter reading will
be. 1,584 kilowatt -hours. The right hand
figure in your result should be the same
as the figure which the pointer indicates in
the right hand circle, which in this case
a

is 4.

The first circle in the dial usually has
the figures reading in a clock -wise position,
the second in a counter- clock-wise position, the third clock -wise, and the fourth
counter -clock -wise, as is shown in the accompagying illustrations. In the first example the pointers were all pointing to
some definite figure, but suppose that in
the second circle, the pointer was between

lost in the storm. It was a curious use of
the common little electric novelty, but it
suggests a method of supplementing wireless service over short distances.
With
powerful searchlights supplementing the

'F'ii

v

_

u. ._
The Pocket Electric Flash -Light Is Not Only of Invaluable Service In the
Home, But In One Instance Served As the Means Whereby Telegraph Code
Signals of Distress Were Flashed by a Boy On a Sinking Liner, Saving
Many Lives.

IX

recently led to the rescue of eleven of
that ship's company by the steamship
Buenos Ayres. The captain of the latter
vessel saw small, glimmering lights and
the signals flashed out by the amateur were
translated by the ship's wireless operator.
The rescue followed, but not until a large
number of members of the crew had been
4 and 5; how can we tell whether to call
it 4 or 5? In this case the number which
the pointer is leaving is the one to use.
Therefore the reading for Fig. 1, is 4,542

kilowatt- hours. For in the first circle to
the right the pointer is just leaving 2, and
it must be read as 2. In the second, the
pointer is just leaving 4, and must be read
as 4. In the third, the pointer is just leav-

fig.2 Reading 4604
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ing 5
circle
Let
2 the

and it must be read as 5.
reads 4.

The last

illustration. In Fig.
first pointer reads 4, the second 0,
the third seems to be pointing directly at
us take another

but the question is -has it reached 6,
it between 5 and 6, or is it between 6
and 7? If it has past 6 it will be called
6, but if it has not passed 6 it must be
called 5. This must be determined by the
pointer next to the right. This is half way
between 0 and 1, therefore it must be just
starting on its trip around the circle, and
this being the case, the pointer in question
must be just starting to go from 6 to 7.
It is just leaving 6. The fourth pointer
reads 4, therefore the reading is 4,604 kilowatt-hours.
Let us suppose that the reading in Fig. 1
was your meter reading for one month,
and the reading in Figure 2 the reading for
the next month. By subtracting the first
from the second, we get 62 kilowatt -hours
as the meter consumption for this month.
Then supposing that the electric light company charged $.09% per kilowatt -hour, the
bill for the month would be .09%x62= $5.89.
Always note if your meter dial board has
any remárks on it giving a factor by which
to multiply the dial reading. If it should
state-multiply by 4 -then you simply have
to multiply the reading as found above by
4 to ascertain the net result.
Thus it is seen how easy it is to check
up your electricity bill, and I hope a great
many of the persons who read this article
will be benefited by it.
6,
is

wireless code, the process of near-by sig
naling would be much simplified.

THE ELECTRIC PISTOL

COMMANDS -HANDS UP!
An inventor has turned out an electric
pistol, built along original lines. It does
not use gunpowder or cartridges, but is so
constructed that its contents, gases, are
exploded by a touch of the button and a
projectile is expelled. The pistol consists
of a brass clinder, at one end of which
is a small battery and coil.
The gases
are introduced from the outside or from
a small tank attached to the pistol frame.
Altho the use of electricity in this case
is merely an experiment, it is evident that
it can be used to produce exactly what
powder does, explosion in a confined space
and the swift movement of a missile. Mankind began with a club and a stone to deliver blows. The bullet is only a smaller
but speedier object than a hand-thrown
stone, wounding at a greater distance than
is possible with a spear or arrow.

The Electric Pistol Is the Latest -An Elec
trlc Spark Ignites a Charge of Gas. the
Explosion Forcing the Bullet Out of the

Barrel.

RADIO MESSAGE SENT 112
MILES FROM AEROPLANE.

Emil J. Simon, a radio engineer of New
York City, temporarily attached to the
Army aviation school at San Diego, Calif.,
with Captain Herbert A. Dargue as pilot,
sent a radio message from an aeroplane
over a distance of 112 miles to the receiving station at the school.
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CONTROLLING THE FURNACE
DRAFT ELECTRICALLY.

One will admit that it is very inconvenient for the housewife to be forced, especially in cold weather, to adjust the draft
doors in order to improve operating condi-

tracts its armature, which releases the long
arm. The weight, which is appended to the
arm is caused to drop, which, in virtue of
its mechanical connection with the draft
door, opens it automatically and in this way
permits more air to enter the fire box.
This naturally increases the temperature of
the furnace and consequently more heat is
obtained.

April, 1917

ELECTRIC TOYS THAT REALLY
WORK.

While the miniature instrument here
shown is a toy telephone, and while the
price is so low that it is in great demand as

HOT WATER BY ELECTRICITY IN
R SECONDS.

A Clever and Extremely Compact ElectroMagnetic Device which Automatically Opens
the Furnace Drafts.

tions. This inconvenience has been overcome by Mr. Walter Hann, who employs a
very simple, yet ingenious electro- magnetic
device for this purpose. This is shown in

the photograph and consists of nothing
more than a flat iron bar pivoted on one
end of which is a hook to hold a weight.
Normally this bar is kept in an horizontal
position and held there by means of a pivoted armature, supported on an electromagnet as shown. This magnet is connected to two dry batteries and a push button. The connections are made from the
two binding posts at the bottom.
The iron weight attached to the arm carries a chain which is past thru a pulley and
connected to the draft door of the stove or
furnace. A schematic diagram of such an
installation is given l.erewith, which shows
clearly the manner in which the electrical
draft control is attached and its main accessories.
Its operation is very simple and may be
explained as follows: Suppose that more
heat is necessary; this is compensated for
by increasing the draft by pressing the push

Section of House Showing Automatic Electric Control of Furnace Draft Installed. A
Push Button Beside the Bed Actuates It.

button stationed anywhere in the house;
the electrical circuit of the battery is completed and the electro-magnet in turn at-

Mother certainly has cares enough without being constantly aggravated and inconvenienced by having no hot water when
she wants it most. Be it the fault of the
janitor or of the old- fashioned water-back
on the range or gas stove, or perhaps the
lack of any heater, the result is always the
same-she must resort to the tedious pro-.
cess of heating a small quantity of water
in a kettle. This takes time, and when the
supply is used up, she must boil another
kettle ful and wait until it is hot. More
time and temper lost! This is one of the
unnecessary cares many women are forced
to endure.
On the other hand, observe the instantaneous electric water heater here pictured,
which measures twelve inches in length and

Instantaneous Hot Water Is Available
with Thls New Electric Water Heater
which Can Be Attacht to Any Cold
Water Pipe.
s attacht to any cold water pipe.
The
seater consists of a resistance wire extend ng thru a series of holes or passages in a
cylindrical body of porcelain contained in
a metal casing.
The water circulates thru the same passage that contains the resistance wire and
is drawn off as needed by opening the faucet.
he turning of the handle of the
faucet by the user, automatically actuates
a double -pole snap switch for turning the
electric circuit on or off. The temperature
of the water can be regulated by the quantity of flow from the faucet at any temperature up to 212° Fahrenheit.
It is claimed that this machine has withstood the most severe tests, producing a
continuous efficiency of 98%. Chemical
analysis of water heated by this machine
has shown a total absence of electrolysis.
It is a great boon for shaving, medicinal
uses, etc., particularly in the latter case, as
most people have a fear of being poisoned
by scale or other foreign matter, sediment,
et cetera, which may accumulate in the
ordinary boiler or water heater in which
the water has a chance to corrode the
metal. The present device heats fresh,
cold water right from the supply pipe.

NEW ELECTRIC HAND MIRROR.
The electric hand mirror is the newest

vanity wrinkle of the boudoir. The mirror
contains a battery and a small electric bulb
to throw the light on the face of the user.

Little Miss America May Well Be Proud to

Possess One of These Miniature Electric
Ranges which Cook Just Like Mother's.

They Operate from Any Lamp Socket.

a toy for boys and girls, it is so well made
and operates so satisfactorily that it is really well fitted for practical use. The re-

ceiver and transmitter are of the simplest
possible construction and yet are thoroly
efficient. This telephone is equipt with push
button and calling device for signaling and
the circuit requires only two wires for both
ringing and talking. It can be used to
communicate from one room to the other
in a house, or from house to house over
moderate distances or from house to barn
or garage. The cabinet and all parts are
nicely finished in a manner which will be
acceptable in any home. This desk set is
almost a replica of the regular standard
desk telephone. It is said to be the only
real toy desk stand on the market that
operates electrically. just the same as any
other telephone. In these toy telephones
a very efficient little watch -case receiver
and sensitive gold electrode transmitter are
used, so that the transmission is perfect.
The other electric toy novelty shown is
an electric toy stove furnished complete
with cord, plug, detachable connector, and
with two cooking utensils. It weighs 2
pounds, 7 ounces, and is a practical cooking
device. It provides hours of fun and pleasure to the juvenile mothers of the land
who are so fortunate as to possess one
and the price is within reach of most everyone.

The trend of all modern toys is toward
practicability. Will it prove instructive as
well as entertaining is the all- important
question. The miniature electric range here
shown will please every
little girl that owns
one, for with it she can
actually cook and no
matches enter the
game.

CORRECTION.
your at-

I beg to call

tention to a slight mis take- in the January issue. regarding the installation of Radio stations by the Montana
Power Company.
The station referred
Toy Teiephone
to as Spring Creek is A
wctks
located near Lewis- that Perfection. to
town, Montana, a n d
was installed as a private station by Mr.
A. C. Campbell. The other station referred to as the Rainbow Hotel station is
located at the Rainbow Power Plant, near
Great Falls, Montana, and was installed by
myself.-C. H. WATSON, R.E.
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PROF. PUPIN MAKES VALUABLE
RADIO INVENTION.

Prof. Michael I. Pupin of Columbia University has just devised and announced his
perfection of a method for eliminating static interference with wireless transmission.
This interference has been the great draw-

DAY SET FOR FINAL HEARING OF
TUCKERTON RADIO SUIT
Vice -Chancellor Stevens, ,fit Trenton,
N.J., has fixt September twelfth as the date
for final hearing in the suit brought by the
Compagnie Universelle de Telegraphie et de

Telephonie sans Ill to compel specific performance of a contract for the conveyance
to it of the radio station at Tuckerton built
by the Hoch -Frequenz Aktiengesellschaft
iur Drahtlose Telegraphie. The French
company had asked for the prompt disposition of the matter in issue on the pleadings as filed by the respective parties to
the suit.
The German company had opposed a disposition of the case on the filed pleadings,
urging that it should have the opportunity
to take testimony in Germany relating to
the amount expended on the two stations
and other matters bearing upon -the litigation. Vice -Chancellor Stevens took this
view, but added that the taking of testimony should not be permitted to stay indefinitely the proceedings.
Six months
would be a reasonable time to give the company he says in the order fixing the date.
The court also held that the option taken
by the French company is in such forni that.
even tho it may be impossible because of
the war, to acquire possession of the corresponding station in Germany at this time,
this would not prevent enforcement of so
much of the contract as pertains to the
Tuckerton station.
A

Prof. Michael I. Pupin, Columbia Uni versity Savant, Who Announces a
Startling Discovery In the Elimination
of Radio Interference.

back to wireless telegraphy since that means
of communication was invented.
The new invention, if it accomplishes
perfectly its object, will be listed as one of
the most important electro- physical discoveries ever made. Under present conditions
it is often impossible to get wireless messages thru for days because of atmospheric
and other physical interferences, and at all
times of the year during portions of the
day transmission is impossible. Prof. Pup in's invention, however, is intended to make
it possible to use the wireless for twenty four hours a day every day in the year.
The importance of the invention in time of
war is incalculable.
The inventor has announced that he has
placed at the disposal of the War Department his new method of eliminating static
interference with the transmission of messages by wireless telegraphy. One of his
most famous inventions is the Pupin loading coil system, for telephone lines, which
has made possible greatly extended distances over which telephone communication can be held. In fact it practically
doubled the ordinary range attainable with
out loading coils.

NEW DISCOVERY.

The New York Evening World is admittedly a great paper. It does quite a
good deal for education in general and is
as instructive as it is entertaining. Just
now it is running a special feature for
children: "Dicky and Dot in the Wonder City," conducted by Eleanor Schorer.
The series is a good one and instructive as
well, and the kiddies sure do like it.
But might we suggest to Miss Schorer
that she become a regular reader of THE
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER? It would help
her to conduct the series technically correct, which we are sad to see. is not being
done now. Several glaring mistakes have
appeared so far and we reproduce the latest
herewith, simply to show how bad a little
knowledge sometimes is:
The illustration with caption taken from
the Evening World of February twenty second tells the story better than words. It
gives children as well as grownups a totally wrong idea of the X -ray. For as our
readers know well, X -rays are invisible to
the human eye. In order to see the bones
of the hand it is quite necessary to interpose a platinum- barium-cyanide screen, or
other fluorescent screen, between the eye

MEDAL
ELLIOTT CRESSON
NORTHRUP
AWARDED E. F.
FOR ELECTRIC FURNACE
RESEARCH.
The Franklin Institute has recently

awarded its Elliott Cresson gold medal to
Edwin Fitch Northrup, research physicist,
of Princeton. N.J.
This award was made in recognition of
a special type of electric furnace developed
by Dr. Northrup, in which a temperature
of more than 3,000 degrees centigrade can
be developed, and of his pyrometric methods and new pyrometric apparatus for the
direct and accurate reading of high temperatures up to 1,600 or 1,700 degrees centigrade. Means are provided whereby, with
a slight modification in the pyrometric apparatus, rapid measurements can be made
of the resistivities of many molten metals
and other liquid materials through p. wide
range of temperature.

How a New York Daily Paper Imagines the
X -Rav to Work-Place Your Hand Against
See the
the X -Ray Bulb and Presto! You
Bones. But -Well, Read the Above.

and the hand. Otherwise nothing is
The vitally necessary screen could
been shown by the artist without
trouble. As the illustration stands,
decidedly misleading.

seen.
have
much
it is
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TELEPHONIST SAVES 1700 LIVES
IN MUNITION FIRE.

One of the most courageous acts that it
has been our duty to chronicle is that of
Miss Tessie McNamara, who distinguished
herself by sticking to her post at the gigantic munition fire which wrecked the
plant of the Canadian Car and Foundry
Company at Kingsland, N.J., on January
11, 1917. Shells screamed thru the air and

and Gentlemen:
Meet Miss
McNamara, the Telephonist
Heroine: Who Stuck to Her Post and
Saved 1700 Lives in the Kingsiand
Munition Fire.

Ladies
Tessie

burst all about the building in which the
brave young lady kept at her duty-but let
us listen to the words of Miss McNamara
herself. Her interview follows:
"About 3:45, while handling the usual
volume of calls, I answered drop No. 30,
the cleaning room, and got the following
excited message, 'Tess, call the Police Department, Fire Department and the D. L.
& W. carshops -have the fire whistle blown
-there is fire in this building which is getting away from us!'
I shouted to the men in the office and
they all rushed out to the fire. leaving me
alone. I worked on these calls, knowing
that if I didn't nobody else would, and
glancing out, saw the tire spreading rapidly.
"My first thought was to save the lives
of the 1,700 men in the different buildings,
and I was calling them up when Mr. Bunnell, who had been one of the first to rush
out to investigate, flung himself in and I
established a connection for him over the
tie line to the New York office. While he
was talking the first shell struck the building and past about five feet from where
we were sitting That gave me an awful
scare. Mr. Bunnell again went out, leaving me alone, and I would have given up
if I had not heard the voice of the central
office operator on the line, who was passing the calls for outside help as fast as I
could give them; all the while I was getting building after building in turn and
spreading the alarm.
"By this time things began to hum.
Shells were dropping all around and I
thought every minute would be my last.
About a dozen buildings were now on fire,
and I had completed all calls. No more
were coming in and I started for the door
without coat or hat. Just then three of
the boys who had mist me appeared in the
One of them shouted,
office doorway.
'Come on, Tess,' but I couldn't walk. My
courage left me and I needed their assistance to get out. They picked me up. wrapt
a big coat around me, and rusht for the
gate, shells dropping all around us. It was
an experience I never want to tackle again.
The fire was bad enough. but the constant
explosions unnerved me."
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The "Wireless Wiz" and the Card Sharks
WHILE the rest of the people
along the Atlantic Coast were

worrying
ying abbouut man-eating
sharks, the "Wiz" was tackling the problem of card
sharks. His success with the latter almost
led him to tackle the former, but the field
seemed overcrowded.
It came about in two ways. One evening
he heard a visitor telling his mother how

By THOMAS W. BENSON
ject when I broke in and derailed his train
of thought.
"I have one clue," he was speaking slowly as if every word was an effort, "Joe
Culver is gambling a lot; by trailing him,
we can locate the place, but I'd like to get
in and see if the game is crooked. I have
it," he continued, "I'll ask him, or rather
let him, take me there."
Thought was father to the action and he

Joe protested at first but the "Wiz" induced him to lead on.* If the game was
crooked it was only right that Joe should
be warned.
After walking for several blocks they
went into a small saloon. Joe ordered a
drink and the "Wiz," watching closely, noticed that he crossed two fingers as he lifted the glass to his lips. The bartender
nodded and spoke a commonplace and Joe

but the 'Wiz' had already turned his oxy- acetylene torch on the door and slowly but surely ate his way thru it. .
.
At last the
door burst open and the officers rushed into a scene so different from that which had greeted the Wizard's eyes, but a short time before.
'You are trapt,' the Captain's stentorian tones rang out."

her oldest boy was gambling too much.
He was throwing away all his money on
games of chance and was losing consistently. She could not make him pay any attention to her and as a result worried
greatly about his morals.
The real cause of the "Wiz" tackling the
job was another call from Captain Duffy
of Headquarters.
"You see, Jim," he said, "we know there
is gambling going on. Rumors have reached
us repeatedly thru various channels, but
nothing definite could be learned. Now I
want you to locate the place and get the
goods on them. No, I think you will have
to do this for glory," he finished, answering the Wizard's unasked question.
"That's all right, Cap," the Wiz laughed,
"I was fully repaid for the trouble I took
with those counterfeiters, so I won't ask
for any reward this time."
Duffy left shortly to allow the "Wiz"
to think it over. He was deer. in the sub-

called Joe on the 'phone and asked him if
he could come around the following evening. The reply was satisfactory and the
"Wiz" smiled to himself and yawned, the
signal that meant "good night."
The next day the "Wiz" was busy getting
some apparatus together. He made a coil
of wire that would fit around his waist
easily. He took an old glove and fastened
contacts on the tips of the first and second
fingers. He then took an old watch he had
discarded some time previous and removed
the mechanism. In its place he put a special telephone receiver he had made and
run one wire to the case and the other to
an insulated contact on the stem. The
face and hands were left in the watch and
the stem soldered so it would not move.
When Culver called that evening the
"Wiz" told him what he had overheard
Mrs. Culver say, and told him he was going with him to see if the game was
crooked.

made for the back room where a man approached, shook hands, and escorted them
up- stairs.
At the landing they turned to the left,
where Joe gave a certain series of knocks
on a door which appeared to be made of
wood, yet the "Wiz" noted it was of steel,
grained to give the appearance of hard
wood.
They entered a large room which was
completely surrounded by a solid wall. The
"Wiz" surmised that it was a room built
inside another and made of, steel. A ladder up the further end indicated a means
of escape, should necessity arise.
Scattered around the room was a number of tables at which games of the good
old American game of poker were going
on. Clusters of lights were arranged near
the ceiling which illuminated the room
brightly.
Joe had no trouble in getting the "Wiz"
in, since he was a habitué of the place
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and well known to all.
The "Wiz" glanced around and advanced
to a table where quite heavy stakes were
being put up and watched the game for several minutes. The players seemed to be
old hands, for only the necessary words
were spoken to indicate their actions, their
faces being as blank as so many stone
images.
The "Wiz" took out his prepared watch
and glanced at it, noted it was probably
wrong and put it to his ear and appeared
to listen. Taking it between his fingers
he gave it a rotary motion as if to start
it and replaced to his ear, when he heard
the buzz of a wireless signal. His face
indicated nothing unusual, but he swore
softly under his breath apparently at the
watch, but more likely at the contemptible
cheater at the table.
Next the "Wiz" began to examine the
room carefully from the corner of his eye
to determine how the signaling was accomplisht. An almost imperceptible flash
from the filigree work around the base of
one of the lighting units attracted his attention and gave him the clue.
Somebody was up there looking thru the
open work with a pair of opera glasses,
reading the cards and signaling them to a
man at the table.
Meanwhile, Joe had sat in at one of the
tables and was losing regularly. His available cash was low, so he arose shortly
with an oath.
The "Wiz" called him aside and whispered that the game was crooked and outlined the method they used. This drove
Joe into an uncontrollable rage and pulling
a gun he let drive at one of the filigreed
lamp bases. Joe then sprang on a table and

shouted- "The game is crooked, they have
spies behind that open work looking at the
cards," then springing down he overturned
a table, but nothing was apparent as to
how the signals reached the man at the
table.
As a roar of anger arose from the players, the lights were switched out.
The
"Wiz" seized Joe and pulled him to the
ladder leading thru the ceiling and they
ran up into a low chamber. Using hi%
flashlight the "Wiz' saw several men moving around and flashing his "gat," he covered them. "Which way out, quick ?" he
ordered and one pointed to a trap door.
Pushing this up they found themselves on
the roof of the building.
They raced along the row of houses trying the trap -doors in the roofs till one
yielded. Diving down, they ran thru the
house to the front door. A man tried to
stop them, but a glimpse of the gun was
enough.
He agreed they had a perfect
right to be there.
Rushing into the street the "\Viz" had
recourse to his whistle and two officers
answered his signal. "Let no one escape
from that building," he ordered, "while 1
'phone for reserves," running to a store
across the street and getting the night sergeant on the wire.
Time was precious and the reserves knew
it, as they came clanging up in their high powered car. It takes longer to describe
these things than it does for them to happen. While the gamblers fought in the
steel room, the " \Viz" placed men to guard

had brought the reserves and ordered the
driver to take him home. Rushing into
his "lab" he picked up two metal cylinders,
a pair of goggles and a peculiar looking
tool to which was connected two rubber
pipes.
Returning to the car be attached the
rubber pipes to the cylinders as they sped
back, and as he jumped down he looked a
strange sight indeed. The tubes under one
arm, while a hissing white flame gushed
from the tool in his hand and a pair of goggles covered his eyes.
The captain led a detail of men into the
saloon, which was deserted in the excitement, up the steps and pounded on the
steel door with the butt of his service revolver, ordering it to be opened in the
name of the law.
No reply Caine from beyond the panels
but at that moment the sound of distant
shots rang out. "They are escaping to the
roof," roared the cop. "For God's sake
But the "Wiz" had aldo something."
ready turned his oxy-acetylene torch on
the door and was slowly but surely biting
his way thru it.
The shots rang out again but the "Wiz"
was intent on that thin knife of flame,
which was cutting its sputtering way up the
length of the door.
It seemed ages before he was half way
thru and another century must have past
before it reached the upper edge.
At last the door burst open and the
officers rushed into a scene so different
from that which had greeted the Wizard's
eyes, but a short while before.
At the far end of the room the gamblers
(Continued on page 911)

ELECTRIC RADIATOR FOR
AUTOS.

ment, then up again, etc. These electric
radiators are available in sizes of 500, 750
and 1,000 watts capacity and can be furnished for any voltage, alternating or direct current.

for it to disintegrate.
Where electrolysis has occurred it may be
safely said that the mercury in the amalgam was not properly incorporated in the
mass. I have one tooth that is filled with
gold and with amalgam; so close were the
cavities that the two metals touch. Before
the amalgam filling was placed, the dentist
told me that the tooth was not strong
enough to warrant filling with gold, brit,
on the other hand, he was afraid to fill with
amalgam on account of electrolysis. To
discover, if possible, and to prevent electrolytic action we experimented with voltaic piles
made of gold and amalgam with
blotters wet with sodium chloride and later with acetic acid.
There was not a measurable
electromotive force where the
amalgam had been properly

The electric radiator here shown installed
in an automobile is connected directly to
the storage battery of the electric car. It
is inconspicuous and takes little room. Its
use of current is nominal and when the
car is charged on monthly rates it adds
nothing to the expense for current. It
can be installed in any electric car and is
placed securely in any convenient location.
The unique and highly efficient radiator
looks like a small steam radiator. You have only to turn a
switch and the radiator will
quickly bring the car to a comfortable temperature. The radiator is not in the way and is
rather an ornament than other-

every entrance as well as the roof.
"Hold them," he ordered, "till I return.
That door is of steel and we can't get in,
but I will." He sprang into the auto that

there is no reason

wise.
Changes have been made in
the type of fittings used so that
made.
the heavy external cast -iron
Where the amalgam is not
parts are now replaced by prest
made properly, further chemical
steel. This change increases the
action, not electrolysis, causes the
sensibility of the radiator, giving
disintegration of the tooth filling.
quicker response to the applicaEven a poorly made amalgam
tion of energy, permits a 20 per
filling will last four to six
net
reduction
in
the
weight
cent
months, if the tooth does not deSomething
New
In
the
Automobile
and gives a higher temperature
World -a Small but Highly Effi- cay around it.
Cleaning the
cient
Electric
Radiator,
Which
Can
Be
Battery
Connected
to
the
rise per watt of energy exmouth thoroly once a day will
of Electric Vehicles.
pended.
keep the teeth clean enough to
The essential feature of the construc- WILL ELECTROLYSIS DESTROY
prevent decay. In the so-called electrolysis
tion of the radiator lies in the fact that the
TEETH?
cases the cause is generally decay around
heating element is placed in the hollow
Is there any basis for the assertion that
the filling or chemical action in the filling
base of the radiator and is immersed in a
when a person has several tooth cavities
which latter would occur, regardless of
non -oxidizing fluid with which the interior
filled with different metals. say some with
whether the gold was adjacent or not.
of the radiator is almost fill i. When the amalgam and others with gold, there is
radiator is connected to an electric circuit
likely to be rapid decay of the teeth due to
SHORTAGE RADIO OPERATORS.
of proper voltage the heating element gets
the electrolytic action between these difRecently a Norwegian boat bound from
very hot. This heat passes into the surferent metals? I have heard this statePhiladelphia to an English port wanted an
rounding fluid, which as it gets hot, rises ment made positively by some dentists and
operator badly. The position was offered
towards the top of the radiator and thus a
flatly denied by others, says a querist in to two Philadelphian operators, but they
circulation is maintained and the fluid in
Electrical Review, to which the answer is hesitated at taking chances with German
the radiator constantly circulates tip from
given:
submarines or howling gales, and the masthe heating element and then down on the
Such action depends entirely on how the
ter of the craft was forced to pick up a
side of the radiator section, back to the eleamalgam is made. If the mixture is thorn,
gallant soul from Yew York.
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AN ELECTRIC MOTOR- DRIVEN

HUMIDIFIER.
By Frank C. Perkins.

The illustration herewith is that of an
electrically operated and automatically
controlled humidifier, developed at Char

only in this country but also in Canada,
Mexico and Cuba in tobacco -leaf and tobacco manufacturing houses.
It is of interest to note that these electrical devices are especially useful in the
sponge and dough rooms of bakeries, since

they automatically maintain the proper humidity desired, thereby preventing the
crusting of dough and causing the dough
to rise uniformly and produce more loaves
to each barrel of flour. By the use of cold
water the temperature of a dough room
may be reduced 10 degrees or more. Lately also the machines have been employed
for humidifying and deodorizing theaters.
It is claimed that in mines they can be
used to prevent explosions of dust. In furniture and automobile factories, the machines are utilized in fuming and varnish
rooms and in printing establishments to
prevent the curling of paper caused by dryness and also to prevent sticking caused by
static electricity.

AN ACCURATE ELECTRIC TEM-

PERATURE INDICATOR.

The new electric temperature measuring
instrument here illustrated is called the
New Electric, Motor -driven Humidifier which
Automatically Moistens the Air Whenever It
Becomes Necessary.

Pyrovolter. It combines the characteristics
of the voltmeter, with the accuracy of the
potentiometer, and was designed for the
specific purpose of making the readings of
temperature independent of the resistance
of the thermocouple circuit, which resistance is apt 1> vary on account of corrosion, temperature conditions, etc.
The pyrovolter, as such, is not the com-
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ton and the handle of the rheostat are outside the case and occupy two front corners. The two ends of the thermocouple
are attached to two miniature dry cells, a
small rheostat and a binding post located
in another corner of the case as shown.
The dry cells supply the energy which
deflects the instrument, the thermocouple
itself not being called upon to furnish any
current for the deflection. The rheostat,
operated ty the handle outside the case,
will move the points over the scale (calibrated to read in degrees Centigrade or
Fahrenheit) of the instrument when the
handle is turned. By turning the handle
until the pointer stands at the beginning
of the scale of the instrument and then
pushing the button in the left front corner of the instrument the pointer at once
deflects to a point on the scale which indicates the true temperature of the fire end
of the thermocouple.
As the indications of the pyrovolter do
not depend upon the resistance of the
thermocouple circuit, it is not necessary to
make the thermocouple wires heavy and
of large cross -section, as is commonly done
for the purpose of keeping the resistance
of the thermocouple very low. Thus wires
of small diameter may be used and it is
entirely practicable to make the thermocouple wires long enough to reach from
the fire end to the pyrovolter.
A "Thermos" bottle is supplied t.ith the
instrument for maintaining the cold junctions in ice water at 0 °C. High temperatures of 1,200° tb 1,500° C., are covered by
this precision instrument. In the pyrovolter the battery supplies the
current for the deflection, not
the thermocouple.

lotte, N.C. It is pointed out that in such
establishments as bakeries, feather factories and tobacco houses. where a certain degree of moisture in the
atmosphere is an absolute necessity for the proper preservation of certain materials the
AN ELECTRIC REGULAuse of a moisture -producing deTOR IRON THAT SAVES
vice or humidifier is highly esCURRENT.
sential.
This device is electrically opThe Regulator Sad Iron
here pictured is made in such
erated, automatically controlled
a manner that the heat can
and entirely self- contained.
be accurately controlled while
The humidifier is mounted on
in use, its makers aver, and
the wall or columns of a room
moreover maintained at any
or suspended from the ceiling
required degree of temperaand the control apparatus is
ture. Four different heats
provided with a deflector which
(five in the larger irons) are
is in the regulator chamber,
controlled by the finger tips
and when atmospheric condiof the operator by the simple
tions so require the deflector
movement of the Regulator
deflects the entering water into
lever on the iron, generating
an overflow.
a heat siutable to the daintiest
It may be stated that the
fabrics up to a very high heat
water enters from above and
necessary for the heaviest
passes into the regakctor chamdamp material.
ber, whence it flows directly
The ability to regulate the
(when the automatic control
current to produce just the
permits) to the center of a rapheat desired obviates the danidly revolving disk. from which
ger of scorching, and permits
it is thrown by centrifugal
of continuous work at the
force against the teeth of a The Pyrovolter-the Latest In Electrical High Temperature Measuring
proper heat for any material.
copper grid at the circumferInstruments and Said to Give Extremely Accurate Readings, Because
the Deflections Are Due to Battery Current, Not to the ThermoA saving of 40 per cent in
ence of the disk, where it is
couple Currents.
current is effected due to the
broken up. Back of the disk
is a fan which forces outward all particles
construction of the ].eating element.
plete measuring outfit but it is the indiof moisture which are sufficiently fine to cator which enables one to read the voltfloat around the edge of the case. The
age developed by a thermocouple of any
speed of the disk is such as to put a heavy type whatever, whether made of base metpressure on a very thin film of water, and
als giving a high electromotive force, or
this film strikes the teeth of the grid with of noble metals giving a small electromosufficient ...rce, it is claimed, to break up
tive force. The deflection instrument emnthe water completely into very minute par- 1..oyed is exactly the same for all types of
ticles.
thermocouples and for all temperature The revolving disk is 16 i °ches in dia- ranges and consist of a millivoltmeter
meter and the horizontal drip pan 24 inches. having a strong spring control.
Any number of heads may be installed.
The additional feature, which permit the
In one large textile plant, for instance, 422 electromotive force of a thermocouple to
heads are in successful operation, humidi- be read independently of the resistance of
fying approximately 8.000,000 cubic feet of the thermocouple circuit, consists of a
air space. Humidifiers of the type shown switch operated by a push button, a rheostat
are particularly in demand in cotton. wool- and a battery. These parts, all being small, The Electric Regulator Iron That Uses Small
len, silk and flax mills. They are also beare located inside the wooden case in which
Power for Light Ironing or Large Power for
ing utilized in considerable quantities not the instrument is mounted. The push butHeavy Pieces.
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Experimental
Physics
J.

FURIA, A.B., M. A.
By JOHN
Instructor In Physics and Science Master, Riverdale Country School
apparatus (Figure 12) can be bought made in a dry place uncovered for a few hours.
LESSON THREE.
We notice that the crystal changes into a
of glass, or can be easily constructed as
GASES AND THE ATMOSPHERE.
powder and if we weigh carefully the crysfollows:
ey
w
GaanddHaretw
two la
lampp chimneys
N the last lesson we noted that air is
a material substance and differs from of identical size, connected together by a tal before allowing it to stand and after, we
straight rubber stopper B which contains find that it loses weight. The loss in weight
simple space. It can be weighed and
is explained by the fact that the crystal concarried about from place to place. It three holes. DEF is a piece of glass tubing
can be comprest and expanded and passing thru the center holes of the rubber tained water and the water evaporated into
when comprest exerts a force. We also stoppers A, 11, and C. (The tubing is eas- the atmosphere. This shows that a solid
ily bent into the shape shown in the diagram by the use of a wing top Bunsen
flame, as explained in the first and second
lessons of Experimental Chemistry of the
series now appearing in THE ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER.) R and S arc also pieces
mmiw1u.1mnuninnn 1innnn innin°nnnnun°nnnn°ninnnmm11unn11111111111111111111111111111111111111

IN THE MAY "E.C"
The May issue will be a wonderful `Edison number," including a remarkable interview with the fanions
inventor and some exceptional Photographs of him, including a handsome cover painting in colors.
Baron Miinchhausen's New Scientific Adventures-By Hugo GernsiEl

back.

The Sources of Electricity-special

feature article illustrating and explaining in popular style, all of the
principal known sources of this form II
a_
1l
of energy.
I
Electricity's Aid to the Fair Sex
1
.1 page of live interest to all women,
showing in snappy illustrations how iI
the magic power of electricity has
been tamed to iron the clothes, boil
the coffee, cook the roast and a host
of other things.
The "Strong" High Frequency Coil
and How It Works -By Dr. Freder-

-

Preparing the Ammonia Gas for the "Ammonia Fountain" by Heating a Mixture of
Sal- Ammoniac and Slaked Lime.

found that it was this force of comprest air
(or of other gas) that makes possible all
sorts of explosions, both destructive and
beneficial. In this lesson we are to study
the air and to see how it differs from space
and how it resembles other gases. At this
stage it is necessary that we know exactly
what is meant by a gas and that we understand the Molecular Theory and the Kinetic
Thcory of gases. Matter is generally defined as anything that occupies space. The
different kinds of matter are called substances. Substances differ in the way in
which they occupy space, and it is this difference that determines their physical state.
The three physical states of matter are the
solid, the liquid, and the gaseous. A solid
has a definite shape or form, and therefore
a definite volume. A liquid has no definite
form, but has however a definite volume.
It can fill a vessel only to the extent of its
volume and takes the shape of the containing vessel in so far as it fills it. Gases
have neither definite form nor definite volume. They tend to distribute themselves in
all directions and fill completely any vessel
into which they are placed; their only boundaries are the containing walls.

EXPERIMENT 11Heat a piece of ice. The ice melts into
water. If now the water is heated to the
boiling temperature (212° Fahrenheit) it
changes into steam. By this very simple
experiment we have shown that a solid can

ick Finch Strong.

-

Thc iVashington's Birthday Radio
Relay -Results and Prize Awards
By iV. H. Kirwan, 9hE.
The Calculation and Measurement
of Inductance-Part III of this series
by H. Winfield Sccor and Samuel
Cohen.
Experimental Physics -Fourth paper of the new series-By John J.
Furia, A.B., MA., F.K.S.
Several interesting articles in "Thc
Constructor" Department, including
details of an illuminated sulky and
harness outfit adapted to parade and
stage requirements. It operates on
dry cells and was actually built.
iVatch the Radio Department!
711111101101P11.11111111111111111111111111111110111101101/1M0110111
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of glass tubing; K and L are holes in the
stopper B, which must be left open. Steam
is allowed to enter D, while R is connected
to the water faucet. The steam in passing
from D to F is condensed into water be-

cause of the cold water which is passing
around the tube DEF and out thru S.

The

Allow a piece of washing soda to stand

Simple Condenser Made from Two Lamp
Chimneys, Some Glass Tubing and Three
Rubber Corks for Demonstrating the Process

of Distillation.

EXPERIMENT 13-

Shown.

may very readily contain a liquid in it.

EXPERIMENT 14-

Allow a glass of water to stand over
night uncovered. In the morning we find
tl.at there are many bubbles clinging to the
sides of the vessel containing the water.
These are bubbles of air. That is we have
shown that a liquid may contain a gas dissolved in it. If it were not for this fact,
fish could not exist, because of their need
of air or at least of the essential constituent of the air, Oxygen.

EXPERIMENT 15-

be changed into a liquid, and then the liquid
into a gas. We must not, however, infer
that in order to change a solid into a gas it
must first be changed into a liquid. If a
few Iodine crystals be heated we notice
that they pass immediately from the solid
state to the gaseous state. This whole process is reversible, i.e., we can begin with the
gas and change it to the liquid and solid
state. For example, steam can be condensed into water and then the water can be
frozen into ice. This change of state is
utilized practically in many ways.

EXPERIMENT 12Purifying a liquid by distillation.

"Ammonia Fountain " -An Extremely
Interesting Apparatus Readily Constructed
by the Student. Ammonia Gas Causes the
Water to Rush Out Thru the Nozzle As

The

Fill four tumblers with water. In the
first, place a pebble; in the second, a lump
of sugar: in the third, a tablespoonful of
red ink and in the fourth a tablespoonful
of some oil that is not colorless. After
stirring the four we find that the pebble remains as it was, that the sugar disappears
(dissolves), the red ink mixes with the
water so that the whole tumblerful is red,
but the oil remains separated from the
water. We conclude that some solids dissolve in a liquid while others do not.

EXPERIMENT 16-

The ammonia fountain showing the dissolving of a gas in liquid. Part one -The
preparation of ammonia gas (see figure 13).
Ammonia gas is lighter than water and
hence can be collected by the upward displacement of air. Mix about a teaspoonful
of ammonium chlorid (sal- ammoniac) with
an equal quantity of calcium hydroxid
(slaked lime) and place in test tube B. F
is a Florence flask, or a beer bottle, or some
other glass bottle. D is a piece of glass
tubing thru rubber stopper E. C is an ordinary Bunsen flame, and A a ring stand or
some other contrivance for holding the test
tube and flask in the positions shown in
the diagram. As a result of the chemical
action in the test tube. ammonia is given
off and passes into the flask displacing the
air.

EXPERIMENT 17-

The ammonia fountain. Part two -(see
figure 14). Holding the flask F in the same
(Continued on page gar)
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RADIOHONORARY
LEAGUE
MEMBERS
(2/AMERICA

CAPT. W.H.G. BULLARD. U.S.N.
NIKOLA TESLA.
PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN. DR.LEE DEFOREST.

ti. Gernsback. Manager

W.

H. Kirwan. Master of Radio Relays

The Washington's Birthday Relay and the Q. R. M.
League of America

ALL of you have probably read in
this magazine about the Washington's Birthday Relay. The amount
of work in connection with one
of these Relays is practically unknown to most of you, but the results of
them are most gratifying as it interests new talent thruout the country
and, moreover, tends to bring to the
public notice the real worth of the

By W. H. KIRWAN, (9XE)
Master Radio Relays, Radio League of America
LEAGUE NOW." A great many of the
states are already organized, and we have
some very willing workers in every portion
of the country.
.
The Washington's Birthday Relay was
handled by men and their stations who are

cooperating in the formation of this League

and you can readily see from the names
publisht in this magazine that you will
be honored in joining with some of the
most progressive amateurs in the country.
There is lots of work being done, of which
we hear little, and our brothers on
the Pacific Coast are having the time
of their lives with Q. R. M.*, but, thru
it all, have done some remarkable
wireless amateurs in the United
work.
Now, just for a little gossip of the
States.
A certain magazine in the East,
stations around 'Frisco and from
which surely cannot have the real inwhom the writer heard too late to
terests of the amateurs at heart
publish in the last story to this magaclaims that there is a danger signal
zine. Gilbert of Pomona, Cal., and
up and that if you did not join its
our friend, Winser of Bakersfield,
have installed a large power station
crowd, all of our licenses would be
100 miles from home, but were on
taken away. When things get so bad
in the wireless world that a few
the job for the relay. Bunting of
Centerville burned out his transformstruggling nonentities can convince
er and had as substitutes in the reintelligent Americans that there is
any danger of our licenses being
lay-6FT and 6BY. He participated
in breaking QRM however.
taken away from us, then we all
should lose them, as we will not have
Word has been received from
enough spunk to operate anything.
Emerson, 5 DU, in Dallas, Texas,
There is no danger signal up and
that he has worked H i g g y of
there is plenty of room in this counPhoenix, Ariz., 6 DM, and both are
try for more than just one select
making tests early every Friday
crowd of "air hogs," who are nothmorning. L. S. Hoyt, 6 SI, of Haying more or less than a specimen of
ward, Cal., reports hearing 5 DU reANNUAI. TROPHY
the "end seat hog," and we know
DONATED BY BXE
gularly. Turner, 6 ABR, of Los Anenough about them to know that most
geles, states he has actually worked
u,`éésm,ew.,°
of them are vacuums and need not
with 9 ZF in Denver, Colo. This is
'waded areTa
ias to
cause us ally worry outside of an
in keeping with the best work that
extra effort occasionally to push them
has been done in the Central or Eastout of the way. We are organizing
ern parts of the United States. It is
a Q. R. M. League of the United
too bad we did not hear from these
have
a
state
will
States and every
stations before lining up the schedule.
captain, three lieutenants, nine serWe call all of your attention to 6
willing
helpgeants and a number of
DM, of Phoenix, who works regun
photograph
of
a
large
1['r
herewith
present
Now,
let's
ers to act as privates.
larly 6 BY, 6 FT, 6 WZ, who are in
silver trophy which will be given to the best Radio
get together and form a real army
the neighborhood of 700 miles from
13"
and
high
21"
Station.
It
stands
Amateur
we
cannot, by
of workers and see if
him. 6 AAG, 6 SR, 6 EA, 6 RG, and
engraved.
across,
and
will
be
suitably
getting the opinion from all the dif6 ABR are about 350 miles and, of
and
most
the
best
equips
to
It
is
to
be
presented
ferent states, agree upon a working
course, 6 DM has no trouble in
States,
United
in
the
station
amateur
efficient
basis for all stations with justice to
working them.
after the end of the working season. A commitall. This we know is necessary and
The following stations are practiHimvarious
clubs
the
be
appointed
from
tee
will
you need have no fear of the calamiclose and have no trouble whatcally
it
to
is
entitled
who
to
decide
the
country.
ont
ty howlers who claim that the minever
in working thru Q. R. M. at any
else
soe,none
year,
when
until
next
to
hold
it
and
ute you look cross -eyed you are gotime. 6 EA, 6 ABR, 6 AAG, 6 7_W,
may be awarded it. Holding it two years in sucing to lose your license. Use your
6 NL, 6 AY and 6 RG are close
station
the
to
that
it
belongs
;Heath
will
cession
head and put these pests on the shelf,
to
enough to work each other at all
Mr.
timely
idea
liirwan's
is
This
holding
it.
where they really belong. Watch this
times, but have no trouble in workand
numtheir
outfits
amateurs
perfect
the
have
magazine closely, as all of the states,
ing any of the following stations,
when
into
consideration
be
taken
will
erous
points
as soon as organized, will have the
which are at least 200 miles from
who
continually
amateurs
those
it,
as
awarding
names of their various representathem, as follows:
considered.
be
not
"QRM"
will
tives printed in this magazine, and
6 BY, 6 HO, 6 TR, 6 SI, 6 IB, 6
Mr, Kirwan has gone to some little expense in
we have the support of some of the
AU,
6 SH, 6 SX, 6 AHN, 6 WZ, 6
he
have
the
cowill
that
trusts
matter
and
this
best thinkers in the country to help
BJ, 6 FT, 6 AGW and JS.
awarding
-bugs.
The
Radio
loyal
of
all
operation
us.
This Western coast is surely the
of this price will undoubtedly cause considerable
This magazine has done more for
of magnificent distances.
country
Bugdom.
in
interest
the amateurs than all the rest put toAnother part of the United States
gether, as it originally championed
that few of you are acquainted with is
our cause and has been working inwhich has one of the largest and
Colorado,
readers:
lay
our
For the benefit of
cessantly ever since. It has championed
radio stations in the Colorado
equipt
best
term
accepted
Q. R. M. is the abbreviation
the Q. R. M. League and we know that it
Wireless Association at the Y.M.C.A. Buildby the International Radiotelegraphic Con will put this across the plate with the same
Mr. W. H. Smith, the chief
determined effort as marked its other ac- vention for interference. If one operator ing in Denver.
first commercial
asks Q. R. M.? of another it means "Are operator, received the
tivities in our behalf.
(Continued on page 942)
The slogan is "JOIN THE Q. R. M. you interfered with ?"
,
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"E.E." TO THE FRONT.
Editor Electrical Experimenter:
Mr. Kelly, a locomotive engineer of this
locality, was in our office to -day and spoke
of some articles that were publisht in your
last issue. He also said that your paper was
coming to the front and that he believed
would soon take the lead of all technical
magazines. Thought this might interest
you and that is why we have mentioned this
instance. Thanking %ou very much for past
courtesies, we remain,
THE ELEC. ACCUMULATOR CO., INC.
Per FREDERICK W. REEVES, Pres.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
[Comment such as this, coming from an
expert source, cannot but spur us on towards making this journal the greatest of
its kind.-Editor.)

THE BRITISH LION ROARS!
Editor The Electrical Experimenter:
As a new reader of THE ELECTRICAL

writing to tell you
what I think of your paper.
Comparing it with other papers in England, of the same class, I consider it the
best paper I have come across. In fact,
so far it has proved just the sort of paper
that I wanted on that subject (electricity).
I am not filling in your voting blank, as
your articles are all to my liking. The
only two things that I do not like are not
down on the voting blank.
They are the size of the journal, which
I think is too long as well as a little too
wide. The reason I think so is because
it is much more convenient to put a paper
which is smaller and which could be thicker in your pocket, than one which is large.
You may wonder what I want to put it in
my pocket for; well it is, so that I may
read it on my way to work in the train
in the morning, or any other time so that
this time may not be wasted. The second
objection is that of having to turn to the
end of the book for the other part of the
article. I would much sooner that the articles continued straight thru the paper
and not at the end. I am sending the
money to have THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER sent to me thru your agent at Liverpool.
Wish you success and hope you will
have many new English readers for your
paper.
EXPERIMENTER I am

GEOFFREY WIDDOWSON.

Carlton, Nottingham, England.
[Every once in a while we have criticisms of this kind, so we will explain.
Where would our many, beautiful, large
wash drawings and illustrations be if the
pages were smaller, Also, smaller maga
sines do not lay "flat" when opened up, and
the hand tires while holding such magazines
As to the articles continuing in the back
among the "ads" this is done so that threader cannot fail to see the "ads." Always
remember that the magazine could not exis
for two months if it were not for the advertisements. The advertiser paying at the
rate of $128.00 for a Page deserves some
consideration. It is the practise of the
largest and best publications, and the readers lose nothing by submitting themselves
to a little inconvenience.- Editor.]

AS TO LATE DELIVERY.
Editor The Electrical Experimenter:
One day, while visiting a friend of mine,

he gave me an ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
issue of November, 1916, and ever since I
have become a "bug" on wireless and am
making my own apparatus as fast as I can.
I am an old time railroad operator and
know something about telegraphy. I am an

Under this heading are publisht communications from our readers of general
interest to all concerned. In order that letters shall receive proper attention, we earnestly request you to make them as short and
concise as possible. This is essential on account of the great amount of mail received
daily.

No attention can be paid to unsigned
communications, but on request we will
withhold the correspondent's name.
EDITOR.

enthusiastic reader of the EXPERIMENTER
and I would rather miss my meals than
miss it, but why is it we get it so late here
in Pittsburgh, when it is issued, as you say,
the fifteenth of every month. We sometimes don't get it for a week or ten days
after the fifteenth.
I enjoy reading every page of it and the
information one can get out of it is worth
ten times the price per issue. Wishing you
the success you deserve, I am
M. H. BREX.
N.S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
[We are receiving a great many complaints as to late delivery lately, especially
from our many newsstand readers. Unfortunately we cannot remedy this now on
account of the existing country -wide train
blockade. All freight moves exceedingly
slow nowadays, and this condition will
probably prevail until the end of the war.
Editor.]

-

AN INDEX FOR "E.E."
Editor The Electrical Experimenter:

I am writing this letter in the form of a
suggestion. It seems to me that there is
great need for an index and cross record
for all the articles appearing in your magazine. As it is now, it takes hours to find
an article that one has secn publisht, while,
if a monthly index were publisht, and this
bound together at the end of the year, a
very good reference work for the amateur
could be made of the EXPERIMENTER. A
booklet containing all the questions and
answers to date would also be in great demand.
I should also like to see appear in the
EXPERIMENTER more Audion hookups for
undamped waves with as little apparatus
as possible.

FRANK SAHLMANN.

Manhattan, Kans.
[We have been thinking about an index
for some time and we have had a great
many similar requests to the above one.
But as not every reader desires an index.
and as it obviously would take up a good
deal of space which we would rather fill
with text, we decided to print a separate
index in form of a small booklet. This index
will cover every article publisht in the
"E.E." since its first number. It will be
ready April first. Price io cents prepaid.
See our advertising section in the May issue for further particulars.
A 25 cent book containing all "Questions
and Answers" publist to date will be issued by us at an early date.Editor.]
AN URGENT NEED.
Editor The Electrical Experimenter:

Ten years ago I timidly advocated and
prayerfully urged 'the use of car -axle power
for ventilating and lighting cars and was
laughed at and scorned by the railway and
other so- called experts of the time. Forgetting the down -grade waste of power,
they advanced the theory that such a

scheme would put just that much more
work on the engine so, therefore, it had
better be done direct. And they did light
the cars by direct engine power.
Now, however, that axle -power has come
into its own and is at last acknowledged
as the best and cheapest means of lighting
cars, why can't our experts go a step
farther and put in a little individual ventilating plant in each sleeping car, at least,
and operate it with axle -power too? A
system of fans pulling air through a fine
screen and blowing it over heating coils
in winter and the ice tank in summer, something, anything to secure a little better air
and regular temperature than we have now,
when such details are left to the vagaries
of a sleepy Senegambian. Especially are
we interested in securing a little better
ventilation of the berths, the coops in which
we are almost hermetically sealed in at
night.
Such is again the prayer of a fresh -air
fiend, a fellow who sleeps out -of-doors at
home but who has to spend many a night
in the aforementioned air-tight coffin -like
coops.
F. W. FITZPATRICK.
Omaha, Neb.
[This is a capital idea, and as practical
as it is excellent. Besides the expense
should not be very large, especially when
a new car is built. We commend the idea
to our railroad officials. Editor.]

FROM THE RADIO CLUB OF
FLINT.
Editor The Electrical Experimenter:

The series "The How and Why of Radio
Apparatus" is the best one ever publisht.
It is what we have been looking for for a
long time to present to the beginner. We
have lost many members of this Club on
account of not being able to interest the
fellow just starting in.
The article on the induction coil will be
read at the next meeting and I hope many
other similar articles will follow.
R. J. FREWLEN.
Flint, Mich.
[We had not thot of it that some of our
articles might make good lecture material,
but evidently such is the case. Appreciation
of this sort spurs us to greater efforts, and
we assure the Radio Fraternity that we will
not be found wanting. Editor.]

WOMEN EMPLOYES IN ELECTRICITY WORKS.

The Local Government Board has forwarded to local authorities and electric supply companies thruout the country a memorandum prepared by the Home Office and
Board of Trade dealing with the substitution of women for men in municipal services, particularly in electricity undertakings, says The Electrician, London.
For some time past the Marylebone electrical supply has been employing women to
carry out the duties, among others, of
junior engine drivers, volt regulators,
lamplighters, meter testers and maintenance
attendants.

WHAT THEY LEARNED.
A visitor to a Sunday -school was asked
to address a few remarks to the children.
He took the familiar theme of the children
who mocked Elisha on his journey to Bethel-how the young ones taunted the prophet, and how they were punished when two
she -bears came out of the wood and ate
forty-two of them.
"And now, children," said he, "what
does this story show ?"
"Please, sir," came from a little girl in
the front row, "it shows how many children two she -bears can hold! " -Tit -Bits.
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Giant U. S. Radio Station at San Diego Ready
IN

the presence of prominent San Diego citizens and Army and Navy officers the great Chollas Heights U.S. naval radio station was formally placed
in commission on January twentysixth, with the exchange of greetings between Mayor E. A. Capps and Josephus
Daniels, Secretary of the Navy, and William Kettner, Representative in Congress.
The Chollas Heights station under favorable conditions can flash messages 12,000
miles. In preliminary tests code messages
flashed in Germany have been picked up
in this station. Command of the new station will be directly under Lieutenant John
Ashley, superintendent of the naval radio

communication service of the navy between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
The navy wireless stations at San Francisco and Puget Sound have been in service for some time, but they required such
tremendous power to communicate directly
with Arlington that anything like regular
communication between them has been infrequent and the great volume of naval orders and communications have been sent
by ordinary telegraph.
At San Diego there has been erected an
enormous station that is more powerful
and more modern than any other in the
service. Its equipment will be so adjusted
and of such power that communicating

Photo by Central News Photo Service.

A View of Uncle Sam's New $300,000 Naval Radio Station at Chollas Heights, Near San Diego,
Cal., Which Was Placed In Commission on January 26th Last. The Commanding Officer's
Quarters Is Seen at the Base of the 600 -Foot Tower on the Right.

service for the Southern California district.
The new government wireless station
gave a demonstration of its power when
the operators on duty talked with the Arlington station, with Melbourne, Australia,
with Panama, and with Nome, Alaska, and
also Honolulu. At the same time it overheard French operators at work on the
island of Papeete; in the South Pacific.
Thus with one relay the government at
Washington can talk with Australia and
farthest Alaska. The San Diego station
hopes to be able to reach Europe by means
of its powerful instruments when they get
properly tuned up.
Its opening marks an era in the direct

with Arlington will be a nominal service,
not an extraordinary service, as is the case
with San Francisco and Puget Sound. It
will be the most powerful station in the
world with the possible exception of the
two German stations that send to Sayville
and Tuckerton.
The three towering aerial masts rise to
a height of 600 feet, and involve 1,000,000
pounds of structural steel in their make -up.
The aerial wires alone weigh 16 tons. The
aerial towers are 1.100 feet apart and form
a huge triangle. Triangular in form, the
masts measure 150 feet between the legs
at the base and 8 feet across the top. They
rest on gigantic insulators at the base.

The ground connection required 25 miles of
piping and copper cable. Most of the
ground will be kept constantly damp by
means of the piping. The power plant comprises a 300 H.P. 2,200-volt, 60-cycle induction motor driving a 200 K.W. 1,000-volt,
D.C. generator, which supplies a Federal Poulsen arc transmitter of this rating. The
tuning helix for the arc is 14 ft. in diameter and 11 feet high. The station is erected on a land reservation totaling 72 acres.

AUTO BATTERIES SUPPLY RADIO
SET IN EMERGENCY.
The following is an extract from the re-

port of Radio Operator Willard Ferris, of
the steamship Carolina of the Goodrich
Transit Co., which met with an accident on
December 3, 1916, running aground on
Stony Creek Reef and springing several
plates. The vessel is voluntarily equipt
with radio apparatus and is not supplied
with an auxiliary source of power supply:
"The power went off at seven p.m. and
the Manitowoc station called at frequent
intervals until ten p.m., and from that time
until eleven p.m., the Ludington and Milwaukee stations called, but I was unable
to answer them as there was no power.
About eleven o'clock, with the permission
of the captain and the assistance of some
of the crew, I removed the storage bat
teries from the six automobiles which were
on board.
"I wired these batteries in series, obtaining a total voltage of 36. The transmitter was of the one -half kilowatt, 120 cycle,
panel type, and by adjusting the rheostats
for full power and using six plates in the
quenched gap a reading of one -fourth ampere on the hot -wire ammeter was obtained
and communication was established with
Ludington, a distance of about 75 miles.
"It was necessary to short circuit the
automatic starter, as there was not enough
power to raise the solenoid, and to substitute a wire for the generator field switch,
in order to disconnect the motor running
the quenched -gap blower and save all the
power for the operation of the motor generator. The batteries were restored to the
automobiles the following afternoon when
the cars were placed aboard a relief vessel."

RAILROAD MAY OPERATE
TRAINS BY RADIO.
If experiments now going on at the operating headquarters of the Frisco railroad
in Springfield, Mo., are successful, wireless
telegraphy may become a valuable asset in
the operation of trains over that system.
H. D. Teed, superintendent of telegraph
of the Frisco, has installed a wireless apparatus at Springfield and messages have
been heard from government stations at
Arlington, Key West and from a fruit dis-

patch boat on the Gulf of Mexico.
A year ago the wire service of the Frisco was badly interrupted by sleet and floods,
according to an announcement from the
general offices in St. Louis. Since then
Mr. Teed has been experimenting with
wireless, and in many ways it is said to
have proven successful.
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California Youth Invents Radiotelephone System
C. HANSON, of Los Angeles, California, has earned a place
in the hall of fame by inventing a
compact radiotelephone system hav-

EARL

ing unlimited possibilities.

Mr. Hanson, comparatively,

is

a

mere

youth, as he recently celebrated his twenty third birthday. At the age of ten he began
his experiments. To-day he is still experimenting, but patent papers awarded by the
United States government, following several years of litigation wherein Marconi and
other wireless inventors figured, are positive proof that he has arrived at the station
known as "Success."
By the use of apparatus invented by Mr.
Hanson, it is now possible to send a wireless telephone message from an automobile
going a mile a minute, to a point five, ten
or a hundred miles distant.
With this apparatus two of Uncle Sam's
warships can carry on a wireless telephone
message, at any distance, use plain English

him in his laboratory. Worden Crumley, a
young friend of Mr. Hanson. volunteered
to take charge of the sending instrument,
and Mr. Hanson and the writer went for
a walk around the block, carrying with us
a small box about ten inches square and
two inches thick. Two receivers were at-

The Accompanying Pictures Show

a

phonograph horn, enjoy the concert as it is
played into the transmitting apparatus at
the sending station.
Mr. Hansoñ s wireless telephone differs
from any other invention along this line,
in that it employs a low frequency and low
voltage as distinguished from the high frequency and high voltage of the wireless inventions of Marconi, Poulsen, Fessenden
and de Forest. This wireless 'phone uses fifty
volts whereas the other existing wireless
telephones require from 25.000 to 100,000
volts. No arc or spark are used in the
Hanson system, and the waves of this system are not affected by static its inventor
claims.
Often high voltage and high frequency
systems are rendered ineffective by electrical storms. This is caused by the electricity or waves in these storms being of the
same character as that of the high voltage
systems. As. the low frequency waves are
entirely different from those of the high

Va-

riety of Ways In Which the New Hanson
Radiotelephone System Can be Used.
Above, a Patrolman, Using the Wireless
Telephone While on His Beat, to Answer
a Call from Headquarters. Its Possibilities in This Direction Alone are Limitless.
At the Right, a Portable Radiophone Field
Set, Which Could be Used by Scouts DurNote the Extreme
ing War Times.
Compactness of the Hanson Apparatus,
Enabling it to be Carried About in a

Hand-Bag or on the Back.
The Hanson Wireless Telephone Laboratory, Showing Tuning Cabinet and Special
Heavy-Current Microphone.
Compound
The Victrola at the Extreme Right Is
Transmitting
Music via Wireless.
Used for

'nstead of a code, and feel assured that no
other wireless station can pick it up.
These are only two of many uses to
which the invention of this Los Angeles
youth can be put, but many others equally
valuable will immediately suggest themselves.

With this apparatus in your reception room it is possible to reproduce any song
or instrumental selection your guests may
call for. If one of them suggests he would
like to hear Caruso sing, the great tenor
will oblige before the guest has finished his
request, and this without the host leaving
his chair, or making a move, or uttering a
word. Here is the explanation:
From another room. or from another
house, some one operating a phonograph,
hears the request by use of a dictagraph
placed back of a picture in the reception rdom. The machine is started, the wireless
apparatus conveys the music to an instrument in the reception -room called an audio tone, and the guests listen to the sweet
tones of the Singer.
With one of these instruments in your
auto, and another in your home, you can
call up your wife when you are well on the
way, and tell her to put the tea kettle on.
Also, she can reverse the call, and tell you
to go back to the city and get a spool of
thread and a pound of butter, which of
course you have forgotten.
,
You can talk to the man in a flying machine a mile high, and fifty miles away.
Or he can call you, as the case may be.
Recently the writer visited this young inventor, and enjoyed an hour or two with

tached to the box with insulated wires.
about five feet long. With the receivers to
our ears we strolled down the street. and
listened to a wireless reproduction of one
of McCormack's great song hits.
Then, to vary the program, Mr. Crumley
told a story by wireless, and every word
was heard as distinctly as tho coming
over the ordinary telephone.
This device may also be used to advantage by patrolmen, regardless of whether
they are located within the city or in out-

lying districts.

While making his rounds

the patrolman may carry his combined sending and receiving set on his bicycle or slung
over his shoulder, a receiver at all times being attached to one ear. A resident on this
patrolman's beat telephones by wire to Central Station that a robbery is being committed close to his home and that help
should be sent at once. The operator at

Central Station immediately calls the patrolman by wireless, no matter at what part of
his beat he happens to be. and he at once
hurries to the scene, which may be but a
few hundred yards distant. This does away
with sending men from Central Station for
miles into the suburban districts to answer
whatever calls may come in from those
sections.

Municipal wireless phonograph concerts
may also soon be a reality. For these a
single centrally located sending station
would be necessary, the waves from this
having a radius of the entire city. At a
given time each evening all the residents
of the city might, by the use of a receiver
and ear tubes or a receiver connected to a

frequency they are not affected by atmospheric conditions.

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
FEBRUARY MEETING.

The Institute of Radio Engineers held
their monthly meeting on Wednesday evening, February seventh, at the Engineering
Societies Building, New York City.
A paper on "The Influence of Commercial Conditions on Transmitter Construction" was presented by Mr. Julian Barth.
Mr. Barth described four interesting types
of radio transmitters, including cargo ship
sets, special land station sets and moderate
high power land station sets. The paper
was well received by an enthusiastic audi
ence.

ELECTRIC POWER CO. USES
RADIO.

The Arkansas Light and Power Cornpany, of Arkadelphia, Okla., has installed
a wireless station at its headquarters. The
aerial extends from the top of the local
hotel to the top of a bank, a distance of
300 feet.
The wires are 100 feet above
ground. Application may be made for a
government license to operate transmitting
apparatus. Messages have been received
from more than 1,000 miles away and
watches were set by time given from the
Arlington station, Virginia.
The Western Union Telegraph Company

has announced that all wireless messages
to be sent by the way of the Tuckerton
station would be refused. Only official government and embassy messages will be
received.
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RADIO EXHIBIT AT THE KANSAS
ELECTRICAL SHOW.
NE of the most successful radio ex-

O

hibits of the mid -West was made at
Wichita, Kansas, during the Electrical Show. This exhibit was in charge of
Mr. Don I. Shepherd, manager, and

less stations in this district and they will
remain sealed indefinitely. The wireless
stations of the refineries which are used
to communicate with their ships at sea
will not be closed.
An investigation by Chief Hansen, local
navy recruiting officer, revealed the fact
that there are twentyone stations in this district capable of receiving wireless messages,
and all of these except
a few being capable of
also sending messages.
The closing of the

amateur receiving stations will prevent the
movement of war vesbecoming known
generally. The activities of foreigners have
made necessary these
measures on the part
sels

of the Government officials.

AN EFFICIENT

BATTERY -TYPE
RADIO TRANSMIT
TER.
The

yachtsman

'

of

to -day need not limit
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ance are obtained by means of five jacks,
which are connected to the different sections of the helix. Different taps are connected by means of a plug connected to one
lead from the quenched spark gap, as noted
in the photograph. A hot wire ammeter is
included for indicating the amount of current flowing into the antenna; this is located on top of the panel. The binding
posts of this meter are used to connect the
transmitter with the aerial. A switch for
changing from receiving to sending or vice versa is shown on the left center of the
panel. It is of the single rotary blade type,
operated by an insulating knob. The lower
switch is used for connecting the power
supply with the instruments. The two
binding posts to the left are for power supply, while those to the right are for connecting the key. Ground connection is obtained thru the lower left center binding
post.
The receiving set is of a cabinet type,
seen on the left. This consists of a loosely
coupled tuner, the primary of which is
regulated only, while the coupling is controlled by means of a slide rod not shown.
A variable condenser is also used, the adjusting knob and scale of which may be
seen on the right of the outfit. The crystal
type detector and buzzer adjustment, here
used, are mounted on the front panel of the
cabinet. Standard high resistance radio
telephone receivers are employed.
A series of experiments were conducted
with this outfit and it proved to be very
efficient, it having been found possible to
transmit thirty miles with an input of only
twenty-four watts on a 12 -volt battery, and
employing an antenna having a natural period of 200 meters. The tone emitted by
the transmitter corresponds to a frequency
of 250 cycles and its wave has a decrement
of 2 which is the value permitted by the
United States Government.
The extreme lightness and compactness
of this outfit makes it invaluable as a portable military set. With its use, there is
eliminated the cumbersome generator and
the two men needed for driving the same.
Only three men will be needed to carry the
complete equipment; one for the outfit, the
second carrying the battery while the third
handles the antenna system.
It can be used with great success in conjunction with military ambulance work
which necessitates some means of communication at all times, and there is no
doubt in our minds, that it will be utilized

the extent of his voyage no matter what
size boat he possesses,
for Mr. A. B. Cole, a
A Corner in Radio Display at Kansas Electrical Show, Wichita, radio engineer of New
Kansas, Showing the Sending and Receiving Set. Mr. Don I.
Shepherd, Manager of the Cos -Radlo Company and Mr. Geo. York, has solved the
Marshall, First Grade Operator.
problem of supplying
Charles A. Stanley, engineer, of a local small sailing and motor driven vessels with
radio company.
a thoroly efficient radio transmitter and
A complete sending and receiving station receiver which can be operated from a
was in operation, including a Thordarson, storage or dry battery.
1 k.w. transformer, the remainder of the
Heretofore, difficulties were encountered
sending set being of Cos -Radio make. The
by small sailing boats in communicating
receiving set was arranged for both damped
with coast stations or vessels of larger
and undamped wave reception.
size which are usually fitted with expensThe public were permitted to listen to ive radio outfits, for the reason that it was
both spark and arc stations, the signals impossible to obtain a suitable transmitter
being amplified by means of a Multi -audi- for the necessary communication purposes.
phone amplifier and horn.
Several battery -operated transmitters
The following messages were received by. have been previously designed but they
the Wichita station and read to the public: proved a failure an account of the inefficient and irregular results which they
New York, December 6th.
Greetings to the Kansas Electrical Show. gave. However, all of these defects have
Let there be co- operation between the elec- now been entirely eliminated in Mr. Cole's
trical people and continuation of our coun- radio- transmitter which embodies several
try's electrification until electricity is the improvements to facilitate the simplest
operation of this outfit, which, by
universal and only power.
the way, is portable.
(Signed) Chas. P. Steinmetz.
A New Battery Type
The accompanying photograph Radio
Transmitter
New York City, December 7th.
the complete equipment. The Panel Set, (Right)
Western Electrical Show. We are all shows
and
ReceivCompact
consists essentially of a ing Set (Left)
Infortunate in being in the business of bring - transmitter
The
operated
set.
special
spark
coil
tended
Especially
for
ing about the further application of elec-Boats
Use
on
Motor
and will
tricity, for even tho we may be reaping a coil is of special design very
Yachts.
and
small
personal profit it is small compared with give a high output with a
the benefits realized by further and fur- input, and the vibrator is so made
note.
ther uses of electricity and so we may free- that it will emit a pure musicaltransIn its final adjustment the
ly feel that we are benefactors of mankind.
mitter gives a tone corresponding to
(Signed) Henry L. Doherty.
the frequency of 250 cycles. The
These messages were relayed to Wichita coil
is mounted on a Bakelite panel
by the Illinois Watch Co. (9ZS).
with the additional instruments
One interesting feature of the exhibit shown. In this outfit, the oscillatwas the display of amateur apparatus, a ing circuit is the same as in standprize having been offered for the best sinradio transmitters, inasmuch as
gle piece of apparatus and a second prize ard
spark gap, condenser and inductfor the best complete set. Mr. Elmer Sho- aance
employed. The discharge
walter of Moundridge received the prize of takes are
place in a quenched gap which
a loose coupler and C. B. Callinder of
Wichita received the prize for the best send- may be seen at the center of the
panel. It consists of two heavy
ing and receiving set.
The purpose of the radio exhibit was to metal plates accurately machined
show to the public the various apparatus and supported on two standards. A
large sparking surface is used in
used in radio work and to increase interthis gap, which was found to give
est in wireless among amateurs.
for this purpose in the future.
the best results.
Besides being extremely compact the set
A high tension condenser is employed,
SEALS ALL AMATEUR STATIONS
designed by Mr. Cole possesses the merit
and this is placed behind the panel. The
ALONG GULF COAST.
The customs collector of the Sabine dis- aerial tuning inductance is also mounted of distinct simplicity, both in transmitting
trict has sealed all of the amateur wire- on the rear. Various steps on the induct- and receiving.
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The Early Days of RadioR. in America
By DONALD McNICOL, Mem. I.

E.

Assistant Electrical Engineer, Postal Telegraph -Cable Company
In 1900, Mr. Thomas E. Clark, of DeThe Journal of the Franklin Institute, in
THE history of an art or a
December, 1897, covered practically the troit, Mich., began the manufacture of
science, like that of individuals,
radio apparatus. Handsome catalogs were
same ground.
is not of much general interest

issued illustrating coherer and register
In the year 1898, Mr. William Mayer, of
until the subject has attained
permanent prominence. The his- New York, read a paper on wireless teleg- sets. One of Mr. Clark's assistants was
raphy at the annual convention of the As- Mr. J. Z. Hayes, chief operator of the
torical development of a particular branch
Company, Detroit.
of science, such as radio telegraphy, in or- sociation of Telegraph Superintendents, at Postal Telegraph
In March, 1901, the Marconi Company
Wilmington, N.C. The information com'der to be complete and of instructive value
installed apparatus at five stations on as
should, if possible, be traced thru the per- municated was in the main a review of
many islands of the Hawaiian group. For
Dr. Marconi's early work.
sonal connection therewith of all of its
In the June, 1899, issue of McClure's a long time these installations were of litpioneers.
Magazine there appeared a long illustrated tle value due to a scarcity of competent
So called official records alone are not
operatives.
sufficiently comprehensive. Many of the article by Cleveland Moffatt, entitled
During this year the Canadian governmost illuminating essentials of historical "Marconi's Wireless Telegraphy." In this
ment installed two stations in the Strait
narrative escape the observation of the of- article the cross channel tests were deof Belle Isle; the New
ficial compiler and, in so
York Herald stations at
far as radio is concerned,
Nantucket, Mass., and
I believe it to be the duty
Nantucket light ship.
of those acquainted with
important
recall
the
radio
readers
can
our
younger
VERY few of
The crowning radio
views and facts of its inevents of the early days of radio in the United States most probably. event of the year was the
troduction to set these
We feel certain that you will be greatly interested in this timely con- reception by Dr. Marconi
down for the inspection of
the ultimate historian. To
tribution to radio history by Mr. Donald McNicol, who was actively in- at St. Johns, Newfoundthe extent this is done will terested in the early -day developments of Marconi, Lodge, Fessenden, land, of the now famous
be lessened the possibility
leading lights in this now distinct branch letter "S," transmitted as
that some item of value de Forest, Stone, and other know when
test signal from his
the first wireless text-book ap- aEnglish
Do
you
of applied science.
may be lost to the written
station; this was
records.
peared in this country? When the first U. S. Navy instruction book on December 11, 1901.
In February, 1896, Gug- was publisht? Who sold the first "coherer" sets for experimenters?
The most important publielmo Marconi journeyed
lished article on radio
from Italy to England for Then read Mr. McNicol's article.
during 1901 was that of
the purpose of showing the
Reginald A. Fessenden,
British telegraph authorwhich appeared in the
ities what he had develElectrical World of June twenty-ninth. Prof.
oped in the way of operative wireless tele- scribed in a popular, semi -technical manner.
Fessenden was at that time connected with
American technical magazines at first
graph apparatus. His first British patent
the United States weather bureau, and his
application was filed on June second of were somewhat slow in grasping the sigcommunication described the work accomnificance of the work being done m
that year.
by him under the direction of
Thra the cooperation of Mr. W. H. Europe; their references to the subject plished
Prof. Moore, beginning in January, 1900.
Preece, chief electrical engineer of the consisting mainly of brief reviews of arBritish Post -office Telegraphs, signals ticles appearing in foreign periodicals, with The article contains an interesting exposithe result that American telegraphers of tion of Syntony as at that time underwere seat in July, 1896, over a distance of
an experimental bent were supplied with stood.
one and three- fourths miles on Salisbury
In its February 9, 1901 issue, Collier's
but meager information, and that not of
Plain.
Weekly contained a long illustrated article
In Mardi, 1897, a distance of four miles much practical value.
by Dr. Nikola Tesla, entitled "Talking
In its February 16, 1899, issue Telegraph
on Salisbury Plain was covered. On May
Planets." The Scientific Amerithirteenth of that year communication was Age, New York, printed an elementary WithoftheMarch
ninth published a complete
establisht between Lavertìock Point and article by Willis H. Jones, which was the can
Brean Down, a distance of eight miles. first really lucid description of the system account of the so-called Slaby -Arco system of wireless telegraphy, and the same
During this latter demonstration Prof. served to American telegraphers.
In July, 1899, the American Electrician magazine in its December twenty-eighth isSlaby, of Germany, was present as a specpublished a complete semi -technical de- sue, gave further details and illustrations
tator.*
scription of Prof. Jerome J. Green's dem- of Slaby-Arco equipment. These articles
In America, (1890 -1896), many students
telegraphy at Notre
were written by A. Frederick Collins.
of science were in touch with the discov- onstrations of wireless
In 1902, the Canadian Marconi Company
Dame University, Montreal, Canada. This
eries made in Europe during this period;
was formed, as well as the American Marbut it was not until 1897 that the utilitar- article was hailed as a great find by amaconi Company.
teurs, and in various parts of the country
ian American mind sensed the commercial
On January thirteenth, Dr. Marconi depossibilities of the advances being made demonstration sets were made up, operated
livered a lecture to the members of the
and exhibited.
abroad.
In September, 1899, during the Interna- American Institute of Electrical Engineers
In its March, 1897, issue McClure's
tional Yacht Races off New York harbor, at New York, describing his system, and
Magazine presented a long illustrated ar"Telegraphing Without the steamer Ponce was equipt with radio gave an account of the progress made up
ticle
entitled
Wires," by H. J. W. Dam, describing the apparatus by Marconi, for the purpose of to that time.
J. H. Bunnell & Company's catalog of
experiments of Hertz, Dr. Chunder Bose, transmitting reports of the progress of
1902 lists a page of wireless goods. A rethe race. Two receiving stations were
and the youthful Marconi.
equipt; one on the Commercial Cable lay, coherer, and tapper receiving outfit
Telegraph Age, New York, in its issues
of November 1 and November 15, 1897, re- Company's cable ship Mackay Bennett, sta- was listed at $25.00.
On September first Prof. Fessenden's
printed a long article from the London tioned near Sandy Hook, and connected
with a land line station on shore by means contract with the U. S. Government exElectrician, entitled "Marconi Telegraphy."
of a regulation cable; the other at Nava - pired. He then established headquarters
This article consisted chiefly of the techniin Pittsburgh, Pa., and began a series of
sink Highlands. This demonstration, alcal description which accompanied Mar tho not highly successful, immediately careful investigations which led to importconi's British patent specification number
brought the subject to the fore in this ant results.
12,039 of 1896.
In 1902, the United States Signal Corps
country.
In October, 1897, Scientific American
In 1900, the erection of the first Mar- established stations at Sandy Hook, N.J.,
published an instructive editorial dealing
with the status of Wireless Telegraphy. coni station at Cape Cod, Mass.; was be- and at Fort Wadsworth-twenty -two miles
apart. The operators in charge were
The article discust Nikola Tesla's work, gun.
In the fall of 1900, the author of this Messrs. L. E. Harper and C. J. Applegate.
his claims and his prophecies, also the reports of Marconi's experiments with in- paper constructed the first amateur wire- The instruments at first employed were
less set used in the twin cities, Minneapolis
manufactured under the direction of Dr.
duction coils and coherers.
and St. Paul, Minn. Later he exhibited Lee de Forest: who had been developing
the first sets shown in the cities of Butte,
new ideas during the two years previous.
*Dealing only with the Art of wireless telegraphy we can reasonably omit reference to the
Mont., and Salt Lake City, Utah. In lat- The detector consisted of two aluminum
work of Joseph Henry, in America; Hertz' work;
er years thriving radio clubs have grown
rods with a steel needle laid across them,
the development of coherers- and Sir Oliver
up in these various centers.
(Continued on page prr)
Lodge's famous lecture of 1894.
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and Measurement of Inductance
The CalculationH. WINFIELD
and
By

SECOR

SAMUEL COHEN

Part II

resistance. The expression for st:ch a cir- motion, thus indicating that the balance is
not precise, but this may be annulled by
the calculation of inductance while in cuit is:
varying P and C until the kick of'the galthis issue we shall confine ourselves
vanometer is entirely eliminated. A still
Z
L
to the measurement of inductance.
finer balance can be obtained by using the
There are several methods which Where:
(75 ohm) telephone receiver instead of the
have been adopted for the measurement
Z=total impedance
galvanometer. It should be remembered
of this important quantity and the most
that when using the galvanometer
practical and simple ones will be
for the indicating device that more
discust here.
battery should be employed as the
The inductance of a coil which
time -constant of the galvanometer
is connected in a low frequency
is slow, compared with that of the
circuit can be determined by convibration of the buzzer.
necting it as indicated in Fig. 1.
Having observed the values of
A is the source of alternating curthe arms of the bridge, capacity of
rent the frequency of which is
condenser and resistance of P,
known, R a variable resistance or
they are then substituted in the
variable impedance coil for confollowing equation, which is a retrolling the current, Am and Vm
lation of inductance of the coil to
are A.C. ammeter and voltmeter
that of the other factors, thus we
while L is the coil, the inductance
have:
of which is to be measured. The
connections of the various instruL=C [P(R+D)-1-AR]
ments should be properly made.
L=
Inductance of coil in micro In the act of measuring, care
henry
should be taken to see that the
C= Capacity of condenser in mimeters indicate maximum defleccrofarads when point of balance is
tion before opening the circuit.
obtained
The observed indications of the
P= Resistance in ohms
meters are then substituted in the
R= Resistance of coil, the infollowing equation:
Photo Showing Several Types of Radio Inductances and Wave Meter
Coils.
as Used for Measuring the Value of the Inductance of Such
i./Es 1.R,
ductance of which is to be deter -,
mined.
AD= Resistance of arms of bridge.
'Where
R =the resistance of the total electrical
[il7hen it is desired to have the unit of
circuit (primary)
L= Inductance of the coil in henries
measurement in uiillihenrys, it is necesAN)
°'=
angular
velocity
(2
E= indicated voltage
sary to divide the result obtained by i,000
N=
frequency in cycles per second
1= Indicated amperage
or by f,000,000 to reduce it to henrys.]
L= inductance.
The same procedure should be followed
R= Resistance of the coil in ohms: this
We shall next consider the measurement
value can be obtained by measuring it of inductance by a Wheatstone bridge, when using the slide wire type of bridge,
the only change in operation being to move
with a Wheatstone bridge.
which is usually in the experimenter's labslider S along the wire until resonance
..= Angular velocity which is equal to oratory and if he does not possess one, we tl.z.
is obtained (see Fig. 3). The known re(3.1416x2) X the frequency. 11
refer him to the September, 1916, issue of
D should be of the non -inductive
an alternating current generator is this journal. The schematic connections of sistance
box type and should have a capacity of
NS
40,000 ohms, varying at intervals of 100 to
the Wheatstone bridge as used in this
used the frequency would be N
200 ohms per plug.
is shown in Fig. 2, while Fig.
measurement
120
Another method of measuring inductance
3 shows the connections of a slide wire
N being the number of poles of the
is by means of the Siemens and Halske inbridge.
alternator and S the number of revReferring to Fig. 2, the resistance arm D ductance bridge.* A wiring diagram of
olutions per minute.
should be a plug resistance, having a range this type of instrument is shown in Fig. 4.
It consists of a standard slide wire bridge
The above method is applicable in meas- from 0 to 20,000 ohms and the condenser shunted by a buzzer, transformer (see Fig.
air
-dielectric
variable
be
of
the
C
should
uring the inductance of coils up to .02 hen2, also) and battery. The arms of the
ries, when employing frequency of 25 to type, while the series variable resistance P bridge are linked with the unknown inducmaxiits
should be about 4,000 ohms for
60 cycles, if a higher frequency is used such
tance Lx, which is connected in series with
as 500 cycles, the scheme can be used to mum. The coil the inductance of which is
a small variable resistance R. An addiadvantage to measure the inductance as to be determined is placed across the ter- tional variable resistance S is connected
high as .004 henries. The latter coils, how- minals marked XX of the bridge. The re
as shown and usually consists of a plug reever, are those which are of the air core sistance of the coil is to be known, and this sistance box. This resistance ranges from
type, !tile those of the former are of the is obtained by measuring it on the same
magnetic core type, such as employed in or a different bridge. Across the arms of
impedance reactance coils.
the bridge is shunted a high frequency buzzer in series with several batteries and
key K, while across the neutral point, the
resistance P and galvanometer G, telephone receiver T and key Kt are connected
as indicated. Where the bridge arms or
inductance have a high resistance, it is
necessary to employ a buzzer inductively
connected thru a telephone or medical induction coil as indicated by the dotted lines
in Fig: 2.
The first object in the procedure is to
obtain a steady balance on the bridge. The
resistance P and condenser C being reSimple Method of Measuring and Computing
moved, the resistance arms ABD are varied
Inductance of a,Coil by Connecting It to An
until a minimum sound is heard in the reAlternating Current Circuit with a Volt and
Bridge Arranged with Buzzer
Ammeter.
ceiver T, while the bridge is being excited Wheatstone
Excitation for the Measurement of Inducby the interrupted current of the buzzer.
tance by the Fleming- Anderson Method.
As soon as this balance is obtained, the reThe inductance of magnetic core coils is sistance P and capacity C are reinserted.
when
especially
one -tenth to five -tenths of an ohm. The
sometimes very important,
that when the galvanomestandard inductance I is of special con it is desired to determine the total impe- It will beis found
first closed and then the battery
'See article by Dr. A. N. Goldsmith in Wireless
dance of the primary side of a transformer ter key
which is connected in series with a variable key, the galvanometer coil is found to be in Age for April, 1914.

IN the last installment we considered
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struction, it consists of a small coil into
the center of which an iron core C of
suitable shape is placed. The core is

Utilizing

a Slide -Wire Bridge for the Measurement of inductance. Principle Followed In
the "Sage Ohmmeter" for Measuring Inductance by Comparison.

placed on a movable rack so as to permit
the core to be moved in or out of the coil
at will. Thus by allowing the core to be
wholly in the coil the inductance will be
maximum; in this manner the inductance
of the coil is made variable by means of
this ingenious variable core arrangement.
The iron of the core C is made from a
number of iron wires finely divided and
imbedded in paraffin wax. In this way the
core is made to have very small alternating field losses, such as hysteresis and eddy
currents. The alternating current for the
bridge is derived from a buzzer linked
across the bridge as indicated. The indicating device consists of a telephone receiver.
The general procedure in measuring inductance with this type of bridge is as
follows: The alternating current source is
connected so as to excite the circuit and
then closing the telephone receiver switch
the slider U is adjusted to obtain as
nearly a minimum sound in the receiver as
possible. In order to further reduce the
intensity of the sound the resistance R and
S are adjusted, also the core C of the
standard inductance coil I. When the position of resonance is obtained, the inductance of the unknown coil Lx is derived by
substituting the observed values in the following expression:
L.t =°-I
Where
Lx= Inductance of the unknown coil
a= Length of one side of wire
b =Other length of wire
I =Inductance of the known coil.
It should be remembered that in using
the known inductance that it is necessary
at first to standardize this coil with respect
to every position of the iron core within
the coil, before it is possible to use it as a
standard. In actual practise this coil is
supplied with a calibration curve showing
the value of the inductance with every position of the core. The measurement of
inductance with this method is accurate
within one -half of one per cent.
Having described the general method of
measuring inductance by means of the various methods of the employment of the
Wheatstone bridge, we will now discuss
another well -known method of performing
this measurement. This is dependent upon the resonance of two coupled circuits.
In utilizing this scheme there are required
two standard calibrated variable condensers, one standard inductance, an exciting
apparatus such as a buzzer, and a receptor
consisting of a crystal detector and telephones and connected as shown in Fig. 5.
The procedure with this arrangement is
this : the circuit L,C, is excited by means
of the buzzer and the coupled circuit L,C,
is tuned to resonance by noting the maxi-

mum sound in the receptor circuit. In
this connection the switch is so placed that
inductance L, only is in the circuit. The
position of resonance of the condenser scale
is noted and marked as Ca.
The switch
is then changed so as to connect the unknown inductance X in the circuit and the
resonance position is again obtained and
call this position on the condenser scale as
Cb. Since resonance existed in the coupled
circuit, their relation can be exprest as
Ca L, =L,C,
which is the expression for the first position of resonance, but as soon as the unknown coil was added then we have
(L,-X)C, L,Ce
Solving for the unknown inductance X
we have
(CeX= L, C, C.)
which gives the value of the unknown inductance in terms of the capacity of one
of the condensers and the standard induc-
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The connections for this measurement are
indicated in Fig. 6. The antenna is excited by means of a buzzer which is shunted with a condenser C. This is used for
charging and discharging the antenna. La
and Lb are two known inductance coils
which are inserted at different times, L is
a coupling coil which consists of one or
two turns of wire. This coil is placed in
proximity to the coil which constitutes the
inductance of a wave meter, coupled with
a variable condenser C, and a responsive
device l) and T, which are a crystal detector and telephone.
In the actual measurement the antenna
system is excited by starting the buzzer,
and the natural wave length noted. Then
the additional inductances La and Lb are
added and the corresponding wave lengths
are obtained. The coupling between the
coils should be kept as loose as possible in
order to obtain a more accurate resonance
position. Having obtained the two corresponding wave lengths and knowing the
values of the two standard inductances La
and Lb, we can then readily obtain the inductance of the antenna system by substituting the values in the following equa-

tion:

A'(L6-La)
(Aa-Aá)

Where:
Lx= Inductance of the antenna
A2 =Natural wave length of the antenna
La= Inductance of one standard
Lb= Inductance of second standard
Ag =Wave length when coil La
is in
circuit

Ab

Arrangement of Siemens- Halske Inductance
Bridge Having a Calibrated Coll Provided
with an Adjustable Iron Core. Excitation by
Induction Coil and Buzzer.

It is advisable when using a buzzer
exciter that it should be of such construction as to produce a fairly high note.
It sometimes happens that the inductance.

=Wave length when coil Lb

is

in

circuit.
The method just outlined for the measurement of the aerial inductance is not
very accurate on account of the varying
distribution of potential and current along
the antenna at the different wave lengths
used. It is very difficult to overcome these
defects in this kind of work; in fact, it is
the most difficult quantity to measure accurately in radio work. The measurement
cf inductance is very important in all radio
work and the novice should not lose sight
of its importance.

NEW HAVEN Y.M.C.A. RADIO
CLUB. ACTIVE.
Members of the New Haven, Conn., radio
club recently erected a two strand aerial
for their wireless station, 450 feet long,
reaching from the Hotel Taft to the
Y.M.C.A. building. It is believed that with
this equipment messages from Germany may
be heard.

How the Wave Meter. with Known Inductance
Is Employed to Measure Value of
Coil L,. Buzzer Excitation Is Employed.

L

tance of an antenna is required and for this
determination the following data will be
necessary:
Inasmuch as inductance is a factor of
wave- length of the antenna system and
since it possesses capacity with respect to
the earth, it seems therefore possible to
determine one of these units if the other
is at hand. The well -known formulae for
expressing the capacity of an aerial in
terms of its wave length and inductance is
herewith given :

Where:

C

Six members have successfully applied
for licenses as wireless operators and there
is a total membership of twenty -five. No
sending set hasbeen put up in the rooms of
the local club, but it is probable that one
will be installed in the near future.

A'
36w' 10.6L

C= Capacity of the antenna system

in

farads

L=Inductance in henrys
A=Wave lengths in meters.
Or, solving L in terms of its capacity and
wave length, we get
L

A.

360 10.aC

Utilizing the Wave Meter to Ascertain the
Inductance of a Radio Antenna. The "Exciting" inductance Consists of a Turn or Two
of Wire "L," Which Is Connected in the
Aerial Lead as Shown. A Buzzer and Condenser "C" Serve to Excite the Aerial
Circuit.
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SUBSTANTIAL TIE -ROD FOR
TUNING COILS.

The illustration shows a good method of
making a tie -rod for tuning coils. All that
is needed is a piece of broom -handle and
two stout wood screws. The rod should
be cut about %." shorter than the tube, as
shown at A. The end at B. should be
screwed up tight first. Then the tube is
slipped over and the other end screwed up.
Four wooden guide pins should be doweled
in each end frame to keep the tube in the
proper position.
The coil I have, made in this way, is
very satisfactory.
Contributed by
WILLARD HUNGERFORD.
tndpece

TUNING COIL SLIDER MADE
FROM BINDING POST.
First obtain a piece of No. 6 B. &

center and one piece is inserted in each
hole. The wire to the support is fastened
thru one tube and the aerial thru the other.
Porcelain tubes may be snapt off by striking them sharply against a brick or other
sharp -cornered body. A good method is to
grind a groove around the point of desired
rupture by means of a high speed emery
wheel. The tube can usually be then snapt
in half by a sudden blow as above described.
Contributed by
NAT SHEPARD.
A PRACTICAL RADIATION

METER.
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gage copper wire and cut it to the size desired. A binding post and a thin piece of
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When installing and testing a transmitting helix and an adjustable condenser, a
radiation meter is a necessity. This simple
piece of apparatus consists of a glass tube,
A, about five inches long, with a fine plati-
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A Tuning Coll Slider That Can Be Clamped
n any Position-Made from a Binding Post
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An Effective Tie -rod for Holding Tuning or
Loading Coll Frames Together With. The
Tle -rod is Cut a Little Shorter Than the Distance Between the Coil Ends.

FIRST -CLASS RAT -TAIL
CONNECTOR

As shown in the drawing, this connector consists simply of a switch -lug, the
four (or any number) of wires from the
aerial being soldered to the lug, and the
single No. 4 lead -in wire fastened by
means of a machine screw. The whole
joint is then taped up with rubber (gum)
tape to prevent corrosion.
In soldering, a few words as to how
to do it correctly will not be amiss. The
wires from the aerial are twisted together
for an inch or so, at one end. This end
is then scraped thoroly, and a little
soldering paste is rubbed on it. Now clean
out the inside of the lug and put a little
paste in it also. The lug is then held in the
flame of a Bunsen burner or blow- torch.
it should be filled up with small pieces of
To

Aerial

Rot io//s
Nikes
iii

//risted

siri/c/2 Rig
Loch nuts
4 B.es. wtre to

lighJning siy
ff
For High Efficiency the Rat -tail Leads f om
an Aerial Should Be Soldered to the Lead In Wire. A Switch Lug Makes a Good Joint.
solder before placing it in the flame. When

the solder has melted the twisted wires are
pushed in and water thrown on the lug to
cool it off quickly. The result is a perfect
joint. The heavy lead -in wire from the
lug is fastened with a brass machinescrew, inserted in the hole in the lug.
This is a sure connector, and for cheapness and neatness can't be beat.
Contributed by FRANK TALONE.

brass are thin procured, bending the brass
to the shape shown in the illustration and
soldering it to the base of the binding post.
The rod is slipt thru the binding post
and the end fastened to the coil heads.
Those having square rods may use this
stunt by filing out the hole in the post until it is square.
Contributed by JASPER TELFORD.

USING KNIFE SWITCHES IN
RADIO CABINET SETS.

This is a good way to mount a changeover switch or any kind of a switch in a

Simple Hot -wire Ammeter In Which the Heat
Causes a Drop of Alcohol "K," to Rise Within the Capillary Tube.
-

num wire, M, extending its entire Iength.
A small bore capillary tube, K, which contains a drop of alcohol, is blown in on one
side. This tester is connected between the
antenna and the transmitting instraments.
When the current passes through the
platinum wire it heats and expands, slightly compressing the air, forcing the 'drop
of alcohol upward. By changing the number of condenser plates, and the turns of
the helix until the drop is at its most distant point, the greatest radiation an¿f best
adjustment are made known.
Contributed by OTTO WHITl1LOCK.

HIGH FREQUENCY VIBRATOR
FOR INDUCTION COILS.

Novel Way of Mounting a Knife Switch so
as to Be Controlled by a Rotary Knob on
a

Cabinet Set.

cabinet set where the porcelain would not
look well. Screw the switch on the under
side of the top of your cabinet. Take off
the handle and screw on a piece of hard
wood or fiber A, allowing one end to project a little way. Bore a hole in this end.
Then drill a hole in the front of the cabinet exactly in line with the blade pivot
screws. Put a rod, B, thru this, bent as
shown. One end goes thru the hole in
the piece of hard wood or fiber. A switch
knob is put on the other end.
Contributed by
GEORGE NICHOLS, JR.

The vibrator shown in the accompanying
sketch can be easily constructed and attached to any coil. It is suitable for small
spark or medical coils, and greatly improves
the note of the spark when used for wireless.

In Fig. 1, A is the body of the spark coil,
the core, C, and C, are two square

B is

i
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SIMPLE AERIAL INSULATOR.

The accompanying sketch is that of an
insulator for amateur aerials that has given
me satisfaction for over a year. It con-

Antenna Insulator Made from Block of Wood
Thru Which Two Porcelain Tubes Pass.

sists of a block of wood "A," drilled to fi
a porcelain tube "B," such as those used in
wiring houses. The tube is broken in the

A High Speed of interruption May Be Attained With This Break as Both Ends of the
Spring Are Fastened.

brass standards, W is a thin strip of spring
brass or phosphor bronze attached to the
standard C, by the screw X; to its opposite end is soldered the tension srew, F.
At the center of the strip W and opposite the core B, a short piece of soft iron
rod D is attached by the screw M, and to
the head of this screw is soldered a small
piece of platinum or silver H.
Cs is the standard supporting the contact screw G-the old one from the coil
may be utilized or a new one constructed.
N, and W, are the terminals.
R. L. DUDGEON.
Contributed by
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A SELENIUM CELL RADIATION

AMMETER.

The illustration indicates a radiation
meter that can be used on radio transmitting sets, ranging from a one inch coil to
a one kilowatt transformer. Usually only
an expensive meter will register on a one
inch coil. This scheme comprises a pilot
lamp placed in a darkened box, together
with a selenium cell as shown in the illustration. The coil of wire is placed near
the oscillation transformer. When the
transformer is operated the pilot lamp
lights up and lowers the resistance of the
selenium cell, allowing some of the bat-

The knob is made of two pieces of hard
rubber, A inch thick, as shown at A. and
B. A hole 1/32 inch larger than the diameter of the machine screw E, is drilled thru
the latter and a % inch hole, 14 inch deep
is drilled in A from the under side, to ac.
commodate F. The screw E is now in

%////Jl/%/

Arm
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tightly. This is then fastened to the
wheel by screwing a thin piece of fibre
to the insulating material and the wheel
on both sides. A hole is drilled in the
insulating material to fit the shaft of a
small motor. The make and break
brushes are made by screwing to the
base (or whatever the motor is to be
placed upon), two thin pieces of brass.
"These are then bent so that when the
motor is started there will be an intermittent interruption of the current.
Contrih"t"1 i- --

Efficient Tap Switch Construction Giving
Thoro insulation at the Knob.
serted in the hole drilled thru B. The
latter is fastened to A by means of two,

In This Selenium Cell Radiation Meter
Varying Intensities of Light Are Caused to
Affect the Resistance of the Selenium -Gal
vanometer Circuit.
tery current to pass thru. This registers on the galvanometer. The pilot lamp
may be put in series with the aerial. The

brighter the lamp glows, the higher the
deflection on the galvanometer.
Contributed by FRANK WALCUTT.

or better three, small wood screws which
also hold the blade as shown. E is secured
to the panel by means of the lock nuts C
and D, which hold it firmly. Another nut
G, can be used to hold the connecting wire
if solder is not desirable. The great advantage of this type of tap switch over
the ordinary kind is that the shaft is stationary and the knob only rotates; therefore the machine screw can be permanently
fastened to the panel. This eliminates the
experimenter's greatest bug -a-boo in rotary
switch construction -loose switch leads.
Contributed by I. J. AMARDIEL, JR..
[Large switches of this type may be improved by placing a small spiral spring under the head of the machine screw with
suitable washers, etc., to press the blade
and knob against the washer C.-ED.]

GOOD BYE TO FATHER'S "JIMMY"

PIPE!

Here at last we have

Long

upright

a use

for stems of

Binding ,oast

Even the Pipe -Stem Has Succumbed to the
Radio Amateur -What Next?
DId "jimmy" pipes that have seen better
days. First cut off the mouthpiece from
the stem and pass a machine screw thru
it.
This makes a serviceable upright.
Shorter binding posts can be made by cutting off sections of the stems, passing a
machine screw thru it and adding two nuts
as shown.
Contributed by
NATHAN W. WOLPERT.

AN UNDAMPED WAVE TIKKER.
Oftentimes amateurs have trouble in
bringing in the high powered undamped
wave radio stations. Here is a tikker
which I have tried out and found to
work very well. At a hardware or sporting goods store you can procure a
gear wheel, such as is used in Meccano
sets, for about fifteen cents. With a

PANEL WIRELESS KEY.
The illustration shows a wireless key
altered so as to be of suitable design for
panel radio sets. The only new part is a
Pilz
Key hose

Ordinorf/ wire /ess hey

/lord rubber hoed/e
from the Rey
fxtension rod

6eor trhee/

Ake sfrip
Brush\
-

A

,i

NOVEL "TAP" SWITCH OF
NEAT APPEARANCE.

The stumbling block for many amateurs
en constructing a Navy type coupler or
abinet tuner is the tap switch. Follow is a description of a novel tap switch
h which the writer has had excellent
u Its.

N?:

fibre disc

'/

e

Brush

How the Transmitting Key May Be Effectually Mounted In Cabinet Style Radio Sets

'..1`:;
Undamped Wave

brass or fiber extension rod. This is filed
down and threaded at one end to fit into
the hole which formerly contained the
rubber knob. Then it is up -set (riveted)
or secured with a nut to hold it securely.
A hole is bored in the other end to hold
the key -knob which is held in by the tight
fit caused by the threads.
Contributed by
H. R. HOSBACH.

A Tikker for Receiving
Signals, Made from a Small Gear Wheel
Mounted on a Battery Motor and Two
Brushes.

large drill bore out the center of the
wheel and insert a piece of fibre or some
good insulating material that will fit
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FOR LIGHTING
SWITCHES.

A SAFETY IDEA

Many times it happens that the lightning
switch is not thrown to the grotind position,
endangering the apparatus and building in
which they are located. Forgetfulness is
the cause of neglect in many cases. This
Spring

/otl

core

then release push button. Open switch at
14 and then 12 and you are ready for the
next thunder- storm.
The motor I have in use is a "Standard"
fotirrvolt machine, and the lamps are of
the six -volt carbon type. The battery consists of four dry cells, or if the house current is at hand a small transformer may
be ased with a switch in the primary circuit.
Contributed by
HERBERT W. FRYER.
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TUNING COIL HINTS.

Many amateurs have no doubt found it
very hard to wind bare wire tuners or
loose couplers. The ratio used by many
reputable concerns for loose couplers is 32
wires per inch for the primary and 40

TIUN1Nt3 COIL FOR 1,000 METER

WAVE LENGTHS.

The following are the details for the
construction of a large tuning coil for
wave lengths of about 1,000 meters:
Obtain a wooden core, as it is much
more solid than the usual cardboard tube.
It may be turned from a piece of wood 17
inches long by

inches square.

5

Hollow

out the ends slightly, as this makes the
geedr

No//owed out

SJq

figs 2
fig3
Useful Wrinkles for Those Constructing
Tuning Coils and Couplers, Including Metal
Lead Terminals.
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wires per inch for the secondary. The size
of wire, used is optional; any catalogue will
give you the proper ratio. Thread a brass
rod with a 32-thread die. As the 40- thread
die is very small it would be well to turn
threads on the rod with a lathe. The illustration (Fig. 1) explains how this is worked.
Any suitable winding device may be used.
A coat of orange shellac will hold the wire
in place.
rc when ..n,..

mproved Design of Tuning Coil for 1000
Meters Wave Length.

heads of the coil fit tightly (Fig. 1). The
heads may be made 5 inches square (the
core is 4 inches in diameter) and all may
be set on a base 18 inches long and about
5 inches or more wide.
First bore a hole in the center of the
core, in which may be put a finishing nail
for a pivot. In this way the winding may
be done without the use of a lathe. The
coil may be wound by turning the cylinder
'n the frame with the left hand and guidng the wire on with the right.

-- S
Stotion

the field wires of motor leading to reversing switch 14 in Fig. 2. Wires Nos. 4 and
5 are the armature wires leading to the
battery 15, with a push button 13, cut in
on the wire as per diagram. Wires Nos.
6, 7 and 8 run to red and white lamps
which, when not needed for indicating po-

Position
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Tuning Chart Suitable for Amateur Radio
Stations.

A Remote Control Antenna Switch,

Equipt

with Tell -tale Lamps and Motor for Throwing the Switch Blade Over.

sition of the switch, are cut off by switch
at 12.
OPERATION : -Close switch 12, which
in this case lights the white lamp at 11.
Throw reversing switch at 14 down and
push button 13 until the red light is lighted,

The two slider rods are put on the top
and side. On the ends it is a good idea to
place fiber strips to hold the wire. This
can also be held by brass shoe tacks.
Another detail in connection with this
tuner is a wave length or station scale.
This is used for keeping a record of the
positions of the sliders for the different
stations. A section of it is shown at 4.
It is divided into inches, half and quarter
inches. The quarters are numbered a, b
and c, while the inch marks carry numerals, 1, 2, 3, etc. A pointer should be placed
on the slider, of course, to co -act with the
scale. Thus the station calls may be charted as shown at 5.
Contributed by LE ROY D. BROWN.
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Buzzer.

s

Before
,An AdjustingyScrew'
Trick.

Clapper Does the

Othe

If you are using'some.new wrinkle or attachment in your station, why not write it
up and send it to the editor? All articles
accepted and published are paid for at regular rates. Manuscripts should preferably
be typewritten. Pencil sketches sufficient.
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Building a 500 -Watt Direct Current Dynamo

This Dynamo Is Suitable for Lighting Lamps, Charging Storage Batteries and
Exciting Radio Transmitters
IT

is the purpose of this article to
show both theoretically and practically
something of the design and construction of small dynamos. I have taken
a half kilowatt (500 watt or .67 H.P.)
dynamo for an example. (One horsepower =746 watts: 1 kilowatt =1000 watts).
Suppose we desire a 50 volt dynamo that
is to be driven at a speed of 1,800 r.p.m.
and which is to have a capacity of one -half
kilowatt. That is all we know to start with.
There would be several sizes of machines
that would give one -half kilowatt, but at
first we assumed a speed of 1,800 r.p.m., so
now we are limited by the strength of magnetic field we employ and the number of
turns of wire on the armature. From an
every -day knowledge of dynamos we can
obtain a fair idea of the size of armature
core we need. Let us try one 4 inches in
diameter and 4 inches long; that will make
an armature cross -section of 16 sq. in.
Assuming that we have 40,000 magnetic
lines of force (flux) per square inch, this
yields a total flux of 640.000 lines thru the
core. From the permeability curve (Fig.
1) it is evident that 40,000 lines of flux

By GEORGE STURLEY
x_30 x z x 2 X.75
(The Voltage) so = 640.00°100,000,000
x2
50-25Z Z=348

Appearance of Finished 500 -Watt D.C. and
A.C. Dynamo as Built with Successful Results by the Author

As 348 does not dfvioe up evenly, we will
select 360 inductors instead. Every turn
on the armature goes thru two slots,
so each turn constitutes 2 inductors.
If we require 360 inductors we will
need 180 turns on the core to generate 50 volts. Let us use armature
discs with 18 slots, say % inch in
diameter. That will make 18 coils
with 10 turns per coil. If we desire
one -half kilowatt, our dynamo must
carry 10 amperes or better thru the
two paths of the armature. Each
path carries half, or approximately 5
amperes. Allowing 500 circular mils
cross -sectional area per ampere, our
,Nagnetie &trait fig 2
armature conductors will have to be
at least of 2,500 cir. mils or No. 16 of
Magnetization Flux Density Curves for Cast and No. 15 wire. For armature windings
Wrought Iron, and Diagram Showing Path of Flux double cotton covered wire is recomin Bipolar Dynamo.
mended. Let us see if we can get all
per square inch is a reasonable value. It is of the turns in the slot. By crowding
best to choose a low value because it requires less energy thru the field winding to
produce it. Now we can calculate how
many armature turns will be required with
this assumed flux to generate our 50 volts.
We will compute this by the formula:

180 turns make 360 entries of the slats
or 20 per slot, our % inch slots will do.
We will do very well to decide on a bi
polar (two -pole) field. A ring type of
yoke for the magnets is of better appearance and lighter than other styles, so we
will use it. As the field magnet must carry 640,000 lines of flux, its cross -section
should equal that of the armature. So our
field magnets will be 4 inches square. It
is general practise to let the field magnets
enclose seven- tenths of the circumference
of the armature, so with our 4 inch square
poles, a space between poles of about 2'/y
inches is all right. The field ring forms
two paths for the flux (Fig. 2) ; we will
permit the cross -section of the ring to be 8
inches wide and 1)g inches thick (area =
11 so. in.).
Now we have to determine
how many ampere- turns will excite this
magnet. We figured on needing 640.000
lines, but allowing for magnetic leakage
we must figure on 750,000 lines. All this
flux, we figure, has to pass thru the armawre, and consequently thru the two air-
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Volts

=GXNxZxPx
to. x P.

Where:
flux thru armature

speed per second of armature
Z
No. armature inductors
P =No. of poles
P'= No. of paths thru the armature
factor pole pitch.

=

K=

In the above formula the factor K, appearing above the line. may be explained as
follows: The ratio of the arc subtended by
the field poles, to the arc on the circumference of the armature is considerably less
than unity and in a machine of this type the
factor is taken as about .75. Substituting
the proper values in the above equation we

have:

How to Bend a Piece of Rubber Covered Wire
to the Form of an Armature Coil for a Pat
tern, from Which to Make the Other Coils

slot full of short lengths of the wire we
get 30 in. Take two- thirds of 30 for the
proper number to fill the slot, or 20. As

Caihmuto%i damo a core fig.

4
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Details of the Commutator Shell and Blank
om Which Segments Are Cut with a Hack Saw.

f

gaps between field magnets and armature.
The air -gap in our machine will be 1/32
inch on;each side, or 1/16 inch total. With
our 750,000 gross flux lines the density per
sq. in. is 34,000. By looking at the permeability curve again (Fig. 1) we see that
for 34,000 lines, about 24 ampere turns
(A.T.) will force the flux thru the ring for
a length of 1 inch. Assuming the ring to
be 11 inches in diameter, the distance half
way round is about 17.25 inches. So 24
times 17.25 will make 415 ampere -turns for
each side. Two sides make 830 A.T. For
an air gap 1 cm. long about 6,000 A.T. would
be required to force our flux across. but as
our gap is only .16 cm., 975 A.T. will do it.
We will allow 720 A.T. for the circuit thru
the magnet cores and the armature core.
Summing up: 975 +830+720 = 2,525 A.T
As we have a 50 volt current to dea
with, we may proceed to design a shunt field.

T!-1F

9°°
winding, or one that may be connected directly across the brushes. If we wind each
coil with No. 21 S.C.C. magnet wire, very
close to 2,500 turns per coil can be wound
and the resistance of the whole field should

Showing How the Form -wound Armature
Colis Are Laid in the Slots, Each Coll Over
lapping Its Neighbor. The Colis Are Placed
In the Slots a Few Turns at a Time, Unti

All Are in Place.

approximate 100 ohms. This will give a
field current near % ampere and will magnetize it.
A small field rheostat should be included
in the field circuit to raise and lower the
voltage as desired.
Possibly we could have designed this dynamo for higher speed and then it could
have been smaller. But high speed is very
undesirable as the bearings wear faster
and sparking and vibration are more severe.
If we had used a 3 inch armature a very
high speed would have been necessary to
obtain our output. And if we had used a
5 inch core, the cost would have been unnecessarily high. Of course if a low speed
like 1,200 r.p.m. were required. a large machine would have been the only solution.
In this machine it is proposed that the
builder make his own pattern fo: the castings. The field casting here described has
been computed for cast iron, but may be
of cast steel; if cast iron is used, the capacity of the dynamo will not be as much.
The cast iron cannot carry magnetic flux
as well as soft steel (for reduced magnetizing power required for .steel, see any
dynamo text -book).
We will build the armature of the dynamo first. Procure a stack 4 inches high of
4 inch diameter armature discs with 18
slots. If the hole for shaft is
inch or
better all right, but if smaller, it is best to
ream the holes out with a taper reamer.

W30d

Pattern for Dynamo
Frame.

Field

Magnet

The shaft is made from a piece of cold
rolled steel % inch in diameter and 17
inches long. Center this at each end in the
lathe. Turn out two brass or iron clamp
washers according to Fig. 3. Braze or
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sweat one on the shaft 6 inches from one
end. Put on the discs so that the slots line
up. Then put on the other clamp washer
and screw the core tightly together in a vise
and sweat the washer on. That finishes
the core.
If the builder has no commutator and
prefers to make :t, that can be done as follows: Turn a brass or copper blank (Fig.
4) and saw the segments with a hacksaw.
File off all raw edges. Then cut up a stack
of sheet mica resembling the cross -section
of the segments. See Fig. 3. They do not
have to be cut exactly, as the commutator
is turned down when all assembled. A
stack about % inch high will be needed.
Turn out a brass or iron core and a clamp
ring. See Fig. 4. This core is insulated
with mica. The clamp -edges of the core
and ring are insulated by mica washers.
Assemble the segments on the core with
their mica insulators. Put a rubber band
around it temporarily. Use plenty of shellac. If the core seems too large, put in
more micas between the segments. When
the segments fit, bolt the whole together
tightly and bake in an oven. Putting a commutator together is tedious and annoying
and so do not be surprised if you lose
your sweet disposition momentarily while
doing it. After baking, the commutator
is turned down smoothly.
How to wind the armature. We will
make form -wound coils. With a piece of
No. 14 rubber covered copper wire you
can form a single turn on the core as a
pattern of a coil. This pattern coil is put

The Field Magnet Cores (Pattern) Are Cut
from a Wooden Ring of the Dimensions
Shown Above.

thru diametrically opposite slots (Fig. 5)

and one side is made to occupy the bottom
of one slot while the opposite side is in the
top of a slot, and is made longer to allow
coils under it to pass. Measure AB and
CD. Take the pattern out and measure total length. Subtract the sum of AB-I-CD,
which leaves the length of the sides. Now
you can drive four pegs in a board with the
above distances between pegs. Wind the
coils on this form. The board can be
mounted on a lathe face -plate. Wind 18
coils with 10 turns (No. 16 D.C.C.) per coiL
Before taking each coil off the form, tie two
sides with string so it can not unwind and
twist a loop in the beginning end of the
wire so that the terminals can be distinguished later. Now place a piece of Empire
cloth (oiled linen) in each slot (Fig. 6)
large enough to form a lip on each side
of the slot. Wiggle the turns of the short
side of each coil into the bottom of each
slot, with the terminals towards the commutator. This done, connect the coils all
together, beginning to end, all around.
Then work the long sides of the coils
towards their respective slots and wiggle
all the wires into the slot. Trim off the
surplus Empire cloth to within about
inch from the core. Tuck these edges in
the slots. Then a fibre wedge can be driven
in each slot closing it. Paint the winding
well with insulating varnish and bake it
dry. Then solder the leads to the commutator bars. Each end -lead of a coil goes to
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bar 90° distant from the slot for the
brush arrangement here shown; if the
brushes are in line with the space between
the field poles, then the coil leads are
brought over straight to the commutator.
The armature may be tested for grounds
or shorts. 'Better do that for the commutator before soldering any leads on.
a

Details of Bearing Bracket "Pattern" Built
up from Successive Strips of Wood Glued
Together. This Is Used to Make the Casting
With.

The next thing is to get the field casting
made. First, a pattern of the field magnet must be made of wood suitable for the
foundry. Cedar or white pine well seasoned may be used. The field ring will be
the first part of the pattern to make. Make
a paper segment % of a circle 12% inches
outside diameter and 8% inches inside diameter. With this pattern mark and cut a
stack of wooden segments to make up a
hollow ring 8% inches high. Join the radial edges up neatly with a plane and glue
the whole stack together on a wooden board
bolted to your lathe face-plate. When the
glue is dry turn it down smoothly till it
measures 11% inches at the edges and 9
inches at the center. Turn the outside ot;
the ring till the wall is a little over 1 inch
at the edges and nearly 1% inches at the
center. Knock off the face -plate board and
finish the remaining edge with the plane.
Now the field poles. Make more wooden
segments 9% inches outside diameter and
3% inches inside diameter. Make a ring
4% inches high. Turn it down to fit the
inside of the field ring. The inside is
turned to 3% inches. Now take this ring
and saw radially, cutting it in thirds. (Fig.
8.) Take one of the thirds and rip it in
half, making two pieces the same shape as
the other thirds, only they are half as thick.
Glue these halves on No. 1 and No. 2, making each better than 4 inches thick. Now
you may proceed to cut the pole pieces out
of these two wooden blocks.

Arrangement of Brush Gear and Connection
of Slip Rings to Commutator when A.C. Is
Desired.

This idea makes your pattern with minimum waste. Economy may be worth while
(Continued on page 932'
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A Novel High -frequency Ammeter
AVERY interesting type of high-f requency ammeter is described by E. F.
Northrup and R. G. Thomson in the
journal of the Franklin Institute. The va-
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Spool 2

Unique Type of High- frequency Ammeter
which Operates on the Comparison Principle; the 60 Cycle A.C. Is Varied Until Zero
Deflection Is Obtained on Galvanometer G.
when the Heating Effect in Spools 1 and 2
Is Equal.

rious parts of the instrument are shown
schematically in the illustration. On a cylindrical frame there are twelve No. 38
Manganin wires supported as shown at A.
The length of the wires between the brass end rings of the spool is 3 % ". Care should
be taken to solder the wires in such a manner that each one has exactly the same
length and resistance. The wires are maintained taut by means of a spring as seen
at B. Current is led in to one end of the
set of wires along the axis of the cylinder.
Two of these cylinders are made exactly
alike. One of these cylinders, which is
called the spool, carries the high- frequency
current, while the other carries the comparison current. When the currents thru
each of the spools have the same effective
value, the heating effect of the current of
each spool is the same, not only for the
spool as a whole, but for each individual
wire.
By connecting together near the middle
A SIMPLE SPEED INDICATOR.
The only material necessary to make this
speed indicator is the integrating gear
movement from an old water, gas or electric meter, which may usually be obtained
from the city engineer or the water company for the asking; also, a piece of brass

point one wire of each spool with a piece
of very fine Constantan wire, CN (see Fig.
Ç), and also by fastening the points of
juncture with fine copper wires, a thermo
couple is produced which is connected to
a sensitive galvanometer. This gives a very
delicate indicator of the condition that the
two spools are carrying currents having
equal heating effects.
The procedure in measuring the high -frequency current consists in passing this current thru spool No. 1 (Fig. C), and 60
cycle alternating current in series thru an
ammeter, an adjustable rheostat and spool
No. 2. Then vary this latter current until
the galvanometer attached to the thermo
couple gives no deflection. When this adjustment is made both junctions of the
thermo couple are at the same temperature,
and assuming the spools to be identical and
and -r like conditions in respect to loss of
heat, the effective values of the high -frequency current and the low- frequency comparison are the same. Sixty cycle alternating
current is used instead of direct as a comparison current, for the reason that when
direct currents are used, some of this current finds its way thru the galvanometer
with the best attachments of the thermo
couple junctions to the wires which it is
practical to make. This difficulty is avoided
by the use of the alternating current.
While it is impossible to make two spools
which are in all respects identical and which
lose their heat at the same rate, the lack of
symmetry was provided for and made to have
no influence by shunting the spool of higher
resistance until, on the passage of equal
measured currents of low frequency thru
each spool, the galvanometer deflection was
reduced to zero. In using the meter for
measuring the high -frequency current, the
low- frequency current was past thru the
shunted spool, because a low- frequency current will divide between the wires of the
spool and the shunt, according to Ohm's
Law, while the high -frequency current will
not so divide. To insure uniformity in its
performance the meter was mounted in a
tin box and immerst in paraffin oil. From
all the experimental data obtained it was
assumed that the error in measuring the
effective value of the high- frequency current did not exceed 5%. An instrument of
this kind will prove very useful in the
experimental radio or electrical laboratory.
should be drilled exactly in the center of
the cone. The shaft and hole are then
threaded and screwed together. The conicalshaped piece on the end of the shaft is to
be prest into the center hole on the revolving shaft.
To use this indicator simply read the
figures on the meter, place, the conical shaped piece of lead against the end of the
revolving shaft and hold it there for one
minute by the watch, and then note the
reading. The numerical difference between
the two readings will be the "number of
revolutions per minute" at which the shaft
revolves.
Contributed by FRANK SAHLMAN.

pass a machine screw, with wing nut,

thru it. -Ed.)
To fix the holder at a convenient height
we have a bolt, F, which passes thru a

hole in C and which carries a wing nut,
G. A slot W wide is cut from the hole
for the stick to theend of C and by tightening up the nut, G, we can camp C firmly

against the upright and hold it securely in
any position required. This stand is very
easily made as the hinges, E, the washers,
H, bolt, F, and wing nut, G, can be procured from any hardware store and the
wooden parts should present no difficulties.
We start with the baseboard, B, which
is 12" square and 1" thick. Plane a piece
of wood to the dimensions given and drill
a hole 1" dia. thru the center.
Procure a stick 1" diameter and 15" long
and glue it into the baseboard. A glass rod
may be used by those who want to make
the best possible job of it, but a wooden
stick will do all that is required for ordinary purposes. Next plane a piece of
wood to the following dimensions: 7V?
long, 2" wide by 1%" high. This gives
us parts C and D. Cut a part 4%" long
by 34" high away and we have C.
A hole 1" diameter is now drilled thru
C, 1%" from the end; also a slot '4" wide
is cut from this hole to the end of the
piece C.
We can now cut the shaded part out of
C and D (to suit the tube) and line it
with felt; also cut two small slots I, so
that the rubber band cannot slip.
The hinge E is next attached to D and
C and a hole for the bolt F is drilled
about %" from the end. The bolt F and
wing nut G may be about r/q" 20 thread
and the washers, H, are bought to suit the
bolt and nut.

n
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A Speed indicator Can Be Readily Constructed

from the Integrating Mechanism of a
Water. Gas or Electric Meter.

or lead of the shape shown in the drawing.
The lead or brass piece should be turned
in a lathe so as to have a conical shape. A
small hole, a little smaller than the end of
the shaft of the "unit dial" of the meter,

The stand consists of a baseboard B
which carries a round stick, which in
turn supports the holder C. This holder
consists of two separate pieces, C and D,
which are jointed together by the hinge E.
A rubber band, I, holds C and D together
and supports in this way the X -Ray Tube.
(It is preferable to drill a hole X and

if
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A STAND FOR AN X -RAY TUBE.
The stand described here was made for
an X -Ray tube but will also be handy for
various electrical and chemical experiments.

I

An X-Ray Tube Stand which Any Experi
menter Can Make.
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Details of X -Ray Tube Supporting Strip.
May Be Made of Proper Size to Fit Any
X -Ray Tube.
A stout rubber band, I, is slipt over
the jaws C and D and the stand is com-

pleted.

Contributed by

C. A. OLDROYD.
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DOUBLE CAPACITY ROTARY
VARIABLE CONDENSER.
By G. Merton Bingham (Public Works
Dep't., Gisborne, N.Z.).
In the sketch of this novel variable condenser no sizes are given as these may be
left to the discretion of the maker.
Two sets of fixt plates and two sets of

only fifty miles. The 'sending end was
hopeless, I never transmitted more than
seventy -five miles with it, but I did accomplish 1,400 miles with the receiving set;
this being very good at that time, considering the outfit, which most amateurs even
would be ashamed to own.
Many interesting and helpful experiments
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some cases the saving of money is effected;
and the amateur can work out the answers
to the many puzzling questions that crop
up without outside assistance. Therefore
I advise every owner of wireless apparatus
to be not only an Amateur, but an Experimenter as well.
Contributed by
E. GREENWOOD FRACKER.

HOW TO MAKE A SYNCHRONOUS
ROTARY GAP.

Deto//otmoring "orb
Moving

vans

A

Iofi,red
p/o%s

To make a synchronous rotary spark gap
motor, an ordinary Knapp type "SS" dynamo-motor is fitted with two A.C. collecting rings as shown in the drawing.
Brushes are fitted to the rear casting so as
to make cdntact with the rings. Leads are
brought from two diametrically opposite
segments in the commutator to the two collecting rings as shown.
To start the motor put a rheostat in series with the shunt field and start it from
the D.C. side. A 12-volt lamp is placed in
series with the twelve volt step -down A.C.
transformer used to run the gap as indicated.
As the motor speeds up fast enough the
lamp will alternately burn dim and bright.
The alternations will become slower as
synchronism is approached, and will finally
be so slow as to permit closing the lamp
shorting- switch as soon as the lamp dims.
The armature circuit from the battery may
then be opened; the field circuit being left
closed.

In starting, if the motor does not run up
to the right speed, so as to dim and light
the lamp, adjust the field rheostat FR, until it does. This rheostat should have about
10 ohms resistance and be finely adjustable.
An Innovation in the Design of Variable Air Condensers Whereby Twice the Capacity Is Obtained for a Given Volume, Compared to the Ordinary Type with which We Are Familiar.
When Rotary and Fixt Plates of Like Sign Intermesh Then We Have Minimum Capacity In

This Case, and Vice Versa.

movable plates are required alid these are
cut and drilled as shown in the drawing.
The supports for the moving plates may
be % -inch brass rods with ebonite (hard
rubber) spacing supporters as shown at A.
There is a pair of slip rings, each of
which is connected to a set of movable
plates. Thus the two sets of movable
plates are not mutually in electrical connection, but connection is made to each
of them by means of two brushes C.
Connections are also made to the two
sets of fixt plates and the fixt and movable
plates are connected to two main terminals
as clearly indicated.
The action is as follows: When the
plates are in zero position the movable
plates and fixt plates in one half are of one
sign, say +, and the movable plates and
The
fixt plates in the other half are
only capacity effect, therefore, in this position, is that due to the edges of the plates
across the gap, which is of course slight.
When the condenser shows maximum
capacity; the fixt plates on one side are of
the same sign as the moving plates in the
opposite half and vice versa. Thus in a
condenser of this design- it is possible te
obtain approximately double the capacity
of one of the ordinary type of the same
size. The sketch shows all other details
which may be required. Rollers from ordinary bicycle chains make excellent spacing washers for the plates.

-.

HINTS TO RADIO AMATEURS.
It has been my experience that every set
of experiments I have ever made, not only
proved an interesting pastime, but also
added to the range of whatever radio station I happened to be working. This was
particularly true in an old government station which had a working range of thirty
miles on one kilowatt and could receive

may be performed with a wave meter.
Many more investigations can be made with
the aid of a galvanometer and a Wheatstone
bridge. Articles in THE ELECTRICAL ExPERIMENTER from time to time have given
details of the above named apparatus in
several forms, at a low cost.
Experiment with a piece of wire, say
fifty feet long; measure its wave length
straight, and wound in coils of various
Measure the current received
sizes.
thru various gages of wire and compáre the current received thru coils
wound with bare wire and insulated wire,
and try to find or measure the comparative
loss due to dead ends. But before proceeding with these tests, see that your aerial
is well insulated and that the resistance of
the connections is reduced to almost zero
by properly soldered joints. Record the
results and you will have the information
with which to build a loose coupler of the
highest efficiency and you will know just
why you get the best results with it.
Money can often be saved by intelligent
investigation and at the same time better
results can be obtained. Hard rubber is ordinarily a better insulator than wood which
has been boiled in paraffin, but in a station
situated near the ocean the sending condenser plates were insulated with hard rubber, which was coated with moisture the
greater part of the time. This caused a
brush discharge which finally burned several paths from plate to plate and partially
short- circuited the condenser. In this instance paraffined wood or fiber would have
given better results with much less expense.
It will be .seen that experiments carried
on in the proper way will benefit the experimenter in many ways. They furnish a
source of interest and amusement; they
aid in the efficient, design of apparatus; in

When the motor is running from the

A.C. circuit it makes one revolution for
every cycle, or 3,600 R.P.M. at 60 cycles.
To get a 480 cycle tone use 8 points on
disk; for a 6,000 cycle tone use 10 points.
Care should he taken to see that the rotary spark gap disc is thoroly insulated from
the motor shaft or else there will be a
tendency for a break -down between the
armature winding and the shaft.
It was found that the radiation in the
antenna was greatly increased when this
Arm
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Details for Bu Ilding a Synchronous Rotary
Spark Gap, to be Operated From Step down A.G. Transformer.

gap was used instead of the old non -synchronous gap, and furthermore, the spark
is always clear and steady. This gap has
given very good results.

Contributed by
CLARENCE MUELLER.
(call-9EE.)
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An Automatic Electric Phonograph Stop
disc soldered on one end of the trigger.
H is a piece of spring steel from an old
clock with a piece of rubber tube R, slipt
over it as shown.
E and F is the automatic circuit -breaker.
It consists of two pieces of brass ribbon

By following the instructions below any
experimenter can make a very good automatic electric stop for a Victrola or other
talking machine. As indicated by the figure, D is an clectro- magnet 25 inches long
and 1% inches in diameter. An old motor

903
ergized, attracts armature A, which is fast
to trigger B. Trigger B, in turn, releases
spring H, which then flics off to the side,
bearing on and stopping the revolving
table. The spring 1f, on being released,
allows the 2 contacts E and F to separate,
thus breaking the circuit.
Contributed by
CHARLES HANAUER, JR.

A

A soldering iron operating on the principle of a welder can easily be constructed
by following the description. The iron has
several advantages over the old type, principally quickness and ease of operation and
low hrst cost. The current is used only
while the actual process of soldering is

SOUND BOX ARM

TO

taking place.
The handle for the device consists of a
fiber tube Yí inch in diameter and 4 inches
long. A piece of % inch square brass rod
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Ar angement of Home -made Automatic Electric "Stop" on Disc Style Phonograph. The
Electro- magnetic Brake Circuit Is Closed by the Moving Sound Arm Making Contact with

a Spring at the Center
field or an electro- magnet from an arc
lamp or a large size electric bell is just the
thing. One can be made by winding about
5 layers of No. 18 double cotton covered,
magnet wire on a % inch carriage bolt,
which has been properly annealed. This
is fastened to the end piece L by means of
a machine screw P, passing into the magnet core. The trigger B is made of a
copper or brass strip % inch wide and
about 3/32 of an inch thick. The pivot
G consists of a piece of brass strip bent
as shown in the illustration. The side X
is soldered to the trigger B, about 2%
inches from the armature end. The sides
Y and Z have holes drilled in them to per-

Front View of Automatic Electric "Stop" on
Disc Style Phonograph.

mit a round head wood screw to pass
through into the base of the instrument.
A is a' one inch round or square soft iron

of the Record Table.
cut and bent as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The electrical connections, given in Fig. 1,
are made to the two binding posts J and K.
The instrument may be fastened to the
phonograph by removing one of the screws
which hold the motor board in place, and
substituting the screw for one of the same
kind but ''/s" longer, this extra half inch
being used to pass thru the base of the
automatic stop. The stop is placed so that
when the spring H, is released from trigger B, it will bear with sufficient force on
the revolving record table to arrest its rotation. When the spring is held in place by
trigger, the two contacts, E and F, should
make perfect electrical connection with each
other. But when the spring is released,
this connection should be broken, thus cutting off the current.
The rider N, is made of copper or brass
bent as shown and having the hole 1, just
large enough to make a snug fit over the
screw at the center of the revolving table.
A record is now placed on the machine,
the rider just made is slipt over the
screw, and the end 2 is bent so as to make
contact with the sound -box arm just as, or
a little after, the point where the phonograph ceases to play.
Everything being connected as shown in
Fig. 1, the operation is as follows:
At the end of the record, the rider N,
comes in contact with the sound-box arm,
thus closing the circuit of which magnet
D is a part. The magnet, thus being en-

8 inches long is bent at one end as shown in
the illustration. Two holes are drilled and
tapt in one side of the rod so that it may
be fastened to the handle.
A piece of % inch square brass tubing
3 inches long has two bolts soldered to it
so it can also be bolted inside the fiber tube.
A % inch square brass rod 4 inches long,
as shown at B, is next obtained, and small
pieces of brass are soldered to it and the
brass tube, to form hooks for the small
spring shown at S. The rod B is also
drilled and tapt to take shank of knob H.
Two small pieces of carbon are filed or
cut Y4 inch long and % inch square, as
shown at C. Two clips are required to
hold these carbon electrodes, and can be
made from strips of brass % inch wide and
1% inches long, bent as shown in detail
with holes bored thru the overlapping
ends. The clamping screw and nut must
be assembled as shown, because it is impossible to solder them, due to the heat generated at these carbon blocks.
We are now ready to assemble the sol-

dering iron. The flexible cord leading to
the iron should be 6 or 8 feet long, and is
first led thru the bushing M on the rear
of the handle and a knot tied in it. The
leads are soldered to the tube and rod before clamping them into place.
The rod B may be slid into position and
the small springs slipt into place. A sheet
of mica may be placed between the brass
tube and rod to prevent short- circuiting. It only remains to clamp the carbon
blocks into place to complete the assembly.
To use the iron slip the upright carbon
back of the wires to be soldered and the

An Electric Soldering Iron that Is Different.
It Is Convenient to Hold and when the Button "H" Is Prest Forward the Joint Is Clampt
Between Two Carbon Blocks "C ". The High
Resistance Contact Results in Heating and
the Solder Is Applied in the Usual Way.

other carbon pushed forward by knob H tó
clamp the wires between the blocks. The
poor contact results in a comparatively
large amount of heating of the wires to
which the solder is applied with the free
hand.
A suitable resistance will have to be used
in series with this electric iron, preferably
a water rheostat or lamp bank to keep the
input down to 5 amperes. The handle
should be covered with insulating tape to
prevent short -circuits.
Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material, and for thé most useful,
practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly
series of prizes will be awarded. For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is
awarded: for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best a prise of $1.00. The article need not be very elaborate,
and rough sketches are sufficient. We
will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make sketches on separate sheets.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

PERFORATED TAPE CODE
TEACHER FOR STUDENTS.

A

Most of the articles that appear in this
department are intended for amateurs who
can receive, and this contribution is given
for those who cannot read the code. He
3
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Perforated Paper Tape Passing Between
Two Brass Contacts Opens and Closes a
Buzzer Circuit in This Code Teacher.
A

can easily make this apparatus which will
send code both slow and fast as the speed
can be varied nicely.
The dimensions are immaterial and may
be made to suit the experimenter. The
woodwork of this apparatus is very simple
to make. The four small legs are mortised into the base so as to give greater
strength. The brass parts are made as
shown in the sketch. The paper tape is
made by taking a strip of heavy paper
(photograph or other binder rolls, cut into
%" strips) ; the dots and dash perforations
are punched in with a regular ticket punch,
care being taken to keep the spaces even
between the characters and also the spaces
between the dots and dash perforations.
The accompanying hook-up is a good one,
as it also gives the experimenter a chance
to become accustomed to the loose coupler.
Contributed by HENRY J. LEISNER.

A 4,000

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00
METER "VEST- POCKET"
RADIO SET.

The accompanying photograph shows a
hand -made "vest- pocket" wireless receiving set which will tune up to 4,000 meters.
The case is made of
inch cigar box
wood, and measures 3 inches long, 1%s
inches wide and % inch high. The binding posts were taken from old dry cells
the contacts made from filister -head screws
with the heads filed down and the switch
arms cut from sheet bronze. The knobs
are E. I. Co., standard ones; the knob at
the left controlling eleven points on the
primary, while the one at the right controls the same number on the secondary
winding. The transformer is wound with
No. 36 double silk- covered copper wire,
multi-wound and staggered.
The i/s" square brass detector arm, sold
ered in a steel ball, gives every movement
required for crystal adjustment. The cup
is also sliding and fitted with a set -screw
for clamping crystals, while a tiny condenser is included and shunted across the
'phone posts. All metal parts are nickeled.
With a piece t.f galena, this set has successfully rect ded Arlington at night and
tests have been made in the office of J. H.
Bunnell & Company, New York City, where
it was found possible to copy "Wanamaker's" at Philadelphia, Fire Island, Sea Gate,
Brooklyn Navy Yard, and a score of
others, ranging from 200 meters wave
length to 4,000, which is the total capacity
of the set.
It is actually Arlington in your hand,
and it does some work that ordinarily
would be expected from a standard receiving set, as the signals come in clear and
loud. 3,200 ohms receivers are used with
it.

Contributed by HERBERT E. HAYDEN.

REPAIRING STORAGE
BATTERY TANKS.

A successful method of repairing cracks in the hard rubber
tanks used as containers for the
electrolyte and plates of storage
cells is as follows : Remove the
plates and electrolyte, thoroly
dry the rubber wall, and when
dry widen the cracks by using an
old hacksaw blade. This done. insert into
the now widened crack an ordinary rubber
band of sufficient size to fill the aperture
fairly well. Sprinkle over the band a little
sulfur, and apply a hot soldering iron, thus
subjecting the broken surface to a vulcanizing process. Tank is ready for immediate use, and will be found as tight as when
new.
Formulas for Flux and Solder:-The following fluxes will be found desirable to use
for soldering and welding various metals:
For steel and iron use salammoniac or

Smallest of Radio Receiving Sets. It Has a
Range of 4,000 Meters Wave Length and Fits
the Vest Pocket.

borax ; for zinc use chlorid of zinc; for lead
use tallow or resin, and for brass use sal ammoniac or sulfuric acid.
The best solders for different metals are
as follows
For lead use two parts tin and three parts
lead; for tin use one Dart tin and two parts

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00
RHEOSTAT MADE FROM FLASHLIGHT BATTERY CARBONS.

To make this unique and efficient rheostat procure a cigar -box about 2% inches
in depth, and in the back panel drill a
series of holes about 7/32 inch in diameter,

Efficient Rheostat for Experimental Work,
Constructed from Flash -Light Battery Car
bons Having Brass Caps.

arranged in a semi -circle as for any "tap"
switch. Then obtain some old flashlight
batteries and remove the brass-tipt carbon rods. Force these rods thru the
holes in the cigar -box, leaving the brass
tips only projecting on the outside. Mount
an ordinary rotary switch on the panel
with the lever touching the brass caps as
it is rotated.
The carbons should be connected in
series, with leads brought out from the
switch blade and from the first carbon in
the series. Two binding-posts may be
mounted on the end of the cigar -box, with
the two leads connecting to the bindingposts. The brass caps make excellent contact- points and the carbons have just about
the right resistance to make the rheostat
finely adjustable, by adding very little resistance at a time. About twelve to fifteen carbon rods should be used for average work.
Contributed by
JOHN S. WILLIAMS.

lead; for aluminum- bronze use
four parts copper, four parts
zinc, and three parts borax; for
aluminum -brass use seventy parts
copper, thirty parts zinc and five
parts aluminum. A mixture of
tin and bismuth in the proportion
of 86 to 14 per cent is also good.
For bronzing use half copper and
half zinc.
Contributed by W. E. Rhodes.

SIMPLE BATTERY INSULATOR.

Sometimes the porcelain insulator, which
separates the zinc from the carbon in a
carbon cylinder battery, becomes lost or
broken. A substitute can be immediately
supplied by breaking the neck from a bottle and inserting this in the battery in place
of the porcelain.
Contributed by K. M. COGGESHALL
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AN ELECTRIC WIND DIRECTION

INDICATOR.

In Fig. 1, A is the stand; B the pipe
standard; C the pointer; D switch block;
E the switch arm and F the spring contact.

The switch block D is fastened securely

rings of asbestos cement, T, TT (one on
either side of the base, D). A and At
are the terminals to which the high tension
cables are attached.
Fig. 2 is the wiring diagram in which B
is the battery; L, L, are the primary wires;
P is the push button; SC is the spark coil
(about 3/16 to T/4 inch spark rating is sufficient); HH are the high tension wires;
I is the insulated terminal and G is the
grounded terminal. To use it it is merely
necessary to turn the wick up so that the
spark between I and G will pass thru its
upper end. To facilitate refilling the lamps
the leads IIH should be provided with separable connectors, one in each high tension
lead. One spark coil will light a number
of lamps, a high tension distributor switch
being used to switch the spark from lamp
to lamp, Fig. 3.
Contributed by

Home-made Electric Wind Direction Indi
cator, which Enables You to Know How the
Wind Is Blowing by Means of an Anna_-.

--

caator.

to the pipe B, while the vane, pointer and
arm revolve with the wind. Fig. 2 is a

view of the switch block and the wires in
the pipe which are connected to the various metal segments, each one corresponding to a different point of the compass,
as N.- N.E. -E., etc.
The wires are connected to an eight -magnet annunciator or flash lamp board, properly labeled.
The arm E makes contact with a particular metal plate when the pointer is in a
certain position, as becomes apparent.
Contributed by
H. CARLETON WHITE.
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LIGHTING OIL LAMPS BY
ELECTRICITY.

The accompanying diagram shows an arrangement I use to eliminate the disadvantages of oil lamps. Fig. 1 is a cross -section
of an ordinary oil lamp burner, in which C
is the slotted cap; D, the perforated base;
F, the oblong tube which holds the wick
W. G, is the grounded terminal and consists of a piece of rod or wire, about 1/16
of an inch in diameter, bent, and threaded
on one end as shown. It is held in place
by the two nuts, B.
The insulated terminal is seen at I and it
is also made of 1/16 inch rod, but it is run
thru the glass tube, E, which is bent in an

x. c.
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lamp
1

Telephone fine
Simple Telephone Circuit Employing 110
Voit A.C. Thru Lamp to Ring Bell. Receive
Is Used for Talking and Listening.

with the 75 ohm receiver to improve the
talking quality. Use a 16 C.P. lamp in one
socket and a 2 ampere fuse plug in remaining fuse receptacle.
Contributed by
RALPH AGNEW.

HOW TO MAKE CHEAP ATTACHMENT PLUGS.

Oil /amps
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sc
ngenlous Scheme for Electrically Lighting
Oli Lamps, Utilizing the Jump Spark Coil.
One Spark Coil May Be Used to Light Several Lamps when So Desired.

alcohol or gas flame, to conform to the rod
I. I is first cut to the proper length and
inserted in the tube E, then they are bent
as shown. I is held in place by the two

Two holes
use wire was connectcd.
lunched in the mica disc will hold the bind ng posts, and the cavity should be filled

a

,

fibre supper/
for binding post

fibre

por/,t,w,

fibre porti/,gin
Solder

PARK GOODE.

A 110 VT. A.C. TELEPHONE.
I was considerably /in need of a telephone,
and not desiring tb buy one, I made my
own plans as described herein, which produced very- satisfactory results. It works
on 110 volt current, using No. 14 iron wire
with 500 feet between stations.
To ring second party, place switch lever
on point 2 and close D.P.S.T. switch. This
will then ring the party.
To talk put switch lever on point 3 when
both parties can converse; that is, you talk
and listen over receiver. Leave switch
lever on point 1, when other party can ring
you. A battery may be connected in series

/Or

90

An extension plug, which is very convenient for experimental purposes, may be
made from the base of a broken lamp or
from a blown plug fuse.
If the lamp base is used, the glass should
be entirely removed, taking care not to break
off the two wires, the ends of which should
be scraped bright. Cut out two pieces of
sheet fibre or heavy cardboard, soaked in
melted paraffin, having the shape indicated
in diagram. Then two holes should be cut
to admit the screw of two small binding
posts, and the piece should then be bent on
the lines shown to form a "T." Fasten the
wires to the under side of the binding posts
and see that the piece fits into the lamp base
just about flush with the top, or a little
lower, with the partition piece in place.
Warm the parts slightly, then nearly fill the
base with melted sealing wax and quickly
press the two pieces into place. The partition separates the contacts and serves as a
handle to screw the plug into place.
When the blown plug fuse is used, after
the metal cap is removed, it will be necessary to solder wires to both center contact
and the outside threaded shell, where the

Sea/figea

Mica
disc

=

'

'+

///oiao%/folder
Porce%in

Ways of Making the Ever - Useful
Attachment Plug from a Discarded Fuse
Plug or Lamp Base Are Shown Above. The
Extra Parts Required Are Mostly Scrap.
Several

with sealing wax as in the case of the lamp
base.
While these plugs can not be used for
permanent hook-ups, they are very handy

for experimental or emergency work, and
can be made very easily from material
readily available at any work bench.
Contributed by
M. T. McGEE.

STOCK DRAWERS FOR THE
WORKSHOP.

Hotif many amateur workshops can boast
of a place to keep stock in a businesslike
manner?
Not many! Still it's a simple thing to do.
Obtain several wood boxes, the same size,
such as used for soap, etc., and build these
up to form shelves. Make smaller boxes
to fit in these shelves, say two to six in a
large box and put a handle or knob on the
front of each to form drawers. A neat
and serviceable arrangement is the result.
This is especially handy for the amateur
mechanic who is inclined to be too noisy in
"flats" and who frequently changes his address. Simply nail a board to keep the
drawers from falling out and you are
"packed!"
Suitable knobs for use on the small
Smell boxes

knobs

large boxes (drawers)
.Sódó bar
Why Spend Half an Hour Looking for a
Certain Kind of Screw or Drill, when with
a Few Small Boxes One Can Construct a
Business -like Stock Cabinet.
drawers can be purchased at any hardware
store; they are sold for use in repairing
tea -pot covers and the like.
Contributed by

LEWIS SCRIVEN.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Eleventh Lesson
COMBUSTION, FLAME AND
EXPLOSIONS.
HAT is Combustion? Doubt-

less this question has been
asked by many readers of
this series, and in the present
installment we will take up

the subjects of Combustion, Flame and Explosions.

Fig. 61. How the Blow -pipe Is Used in
Chemical Work. A Bunsen Burner Supplies
the Flame, a Part of Which Is Blown out
Sidewise by the Blow -pipe.

Combustion is a term usually applied to
the process of burning, which usually consists in the oxygen of the air uniting with
the constituents of the combustible substance. From this we gather that there are
which must he present
certain conditions
in combustion ; I. Something to unite, or,
in other words, a combustible substance.
2. Something for this to unite with, or a
supporter of combustion. The temperature
must also be sufficiently high for this union
to take place. It is therefore necessary
that none of these conditions are lacking,
in order that combustion shall occur. If
any of these conditions be wanting, no
combustion can take place.
Thus, the combustion of coal is due to
the oxygen of the air passing into a state
of chemical union with the gaseous hydrocarbons of the coal, forming carbonic acid
and water- vapor. Such chemical combinations are always accompanied by the
production of more or less heat, as in the
case of decaying wood and other vegetable
matter. It is only when the action becomes so rapid as to cause the evolution
of heat, accompanied by light, that the
process is called burning or combustion.
In the above illustration, while the gaseous oxygen of the air has as much to do
with the process as the more solid material [coal, wood, paper, cloth, etc.], the latter is alone termed the Combustible or
Burning Substance, while the oxygen is
termed the Supporter of Combustion.
From the foregoing we can now frame
a definition as follows :-Combustion is
a rapid chemical union accompanied by
light and heat. Fire is a term nearly synonymous with combustion. Flame is not
a substance, only a phenomenon accompanying such union.
A few substances burn at ordinary temperature, as for instance, phosphorous,
which glows when exposed to the air.
Generally substances such as paper, wood,
coal, etc., require to be raised in temperature, or be set afire before they possess the
power of uniting with the oxygen of the
air. [The Kindling Temperature, which
is taken up later.]
While the absolute amount of heat

evolved during the combustion of any
burning body is the same, yet the sensible
heat may vary according to the rapidity of
the process. For example, when phosphorous is exposed to the air at ordinary temperature, it combines very slowly with the
oxygen, and gives out but little heat at
any one moment, but is diffused over a
great length of time. 'If the phosphorous
is set on fire in the air, it burns vividly,
and gives out much heat and light for a
short time. Again, if the burning phosphorous is placed in pure oxygen, it enters
into most vivid combustion, and evolves
intense heat and a brilliant light for a still
shorter period of time. In the latter instance the heat evolved at any one moment
is greater, because it is more rapid, than
that given off at the same time during the
slower process of combustion. When permitted to proceed to a termination, there
is as much heat produced during the whole
time occupied in its development. The
same remark applies to the coal placed in
a furnace. So long as the door of the furnace is open, and there is little draft of
air thru the fuel, a moderate amount of
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part of a flame is readily shown by holding a piece of glass into it [as done in Ex-

periment No. 37, given in the March, 1917
Issue of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.'
which becomes coated with carbon in the
form of soot. No soot is deposited in
the dark or non -conbustible area of the
flame, because there the carbon is in chemical combination with hydrogen, forming a
gas. The carbon becomes solid only when
the hydrogen deserts it to unite with oxygen.
Gas or vapor is raised to so high a temperature that it becomes luminous; the
higher the temperature and the denser the
gas, the brighter the flame. This brightness may be increased by the presence of
a third body, as when using a limelight.
We can form a definition as follows:
Flame indicates the combustion of a gas.
Crabb [in Eng. Synon] determinates between flame, blaze, flash, flare and glare as
follows :
' "Flame signifies the luminous exhalation
emitted from fire. Blaze signifies a flame
blown up, that is an extended flame. Flash
and flare, which are but variations of
flame, denote different species of flame;
the former a sudden flame, the second a
dazzling, unsteady flame. Glare, which is
a variation of glow, denotes a glowing,
that is, a strong flame, that emits a strong
light; a candle burns only by flame, paper
commonly by a blaze, gunpowder by a
flash, a torch by a flare, and a conflagration by a glare."
EXPERIMENT NO. 43
Examine the structure of a Bunsen burner flame, one in which the outlines of the
inner parts can be clearly seen. Hold it in
front of a dark object to bring out the parts
more clearly. Also place it in sunlight, if
possible, and let its shadow fall on a white
paper. Take the lamp in the hand, and,
looking straight down into the tube, note
the outlines of the flame.
It will be noticed that there appear to be
only two parts to the flame of the Bunsen
burner (Fig. 53), the lower cone and the
surrounding conical cap above.
EXPERIMENT NO. 44
Examine the structure of the flame of a

f/,

o.vd/zing

Various Interesting De ails of the Flame from
a Bunsen Burner and a Candle.

heat is evolved, which may last for several
hours. But when the door is shut, and
much air is drawn thru the coal, the latter is more quickly burned and more heat
is evolved during the shorter period of
time than before. In the long run there is
the same amount of heat evolved.
FLAME
A Flame is a particular form of combustion or burning. Ordinary combustion consists in the oxygen of the air combining
with some combustible substance so rapidly as to give out light and heat. When
the combustible is either originally a gas,
or becomes so by the heat, the combination
takes place in the form of flame. Flame
then, indicates the burning of a gas. In
most cases the gas of a flame is a compound of hydrogen and carbon, with minute particles of solid carbon suspended in
it, and is formed from the fuel [coal, tallow, etc.] being decomposed by the heat.
The heat and light of a flame vary with
the gas; hydrogen produces great heat, but
little light. The lighting powers of a gas
depends upon the proportion of carbon it
contains, the particles of which become
glowing hot before being consumed. That
carbon exists in a solid state in the white
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Experiments with a Match and Bunsen
Flame, Showing in a Practical Way how the
Temperature Varies In Different Parts of the
Flame.

candle in the same manner as in the preceding experiment
(Continued on page 933)
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EDITED BYS.GERNSBACK
Under this heading we will publish every month
useful information to Mechanics, Electricity and
Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of course, to have
our readers send us any recipes, formulas, wrinkles,
new ideas, etc., useful to the experimenter, which
will be duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

INTERESTING CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTS.
The Fiery Fountain: If twenty grains
of phosphorous, cut very small, and mixed
with forty grains of powder of zinc, be
put into four drachms of water, and two
drachms of concentrated sulfuric acid be
added thereto, bubbles of inflamed phosphorated hydrogen gas will quickly cover
the whole surface of the fluid in succession, forming a real fountain of fire.
Ghastly Pleasure Party: Dissolve common salt in an infusion of saffron and
spirits of wine. Dip some tow in this solution and set fire to it, after extinguishing
all other lights in the room. The ghastly
effect produced on the faces of all present
is very startling.
Tree of Crystals: Put a small quantity
of bruised gum benzoin on a piece of thin
metal or a saucer; invert over it a tumbler glass, in which place a sprig of wood,
or any small- leaved plant. and apply the
flame of a candle underneath, so as to
melt the gum; dense fumes will soon begin to arise, and deposit themselves in
most beautiful crystals of silky texture,
on the sprig of wood, in delicate soft
flakes, resembling foliage.
H. FRANK.
Contributed by

HANDY PRINTING AND DARK
ROOM LIGHT.
The ordinary light used in a photographic

dark room has several disadvantages, namely: it does not allow one to print by the
same light and when used as a dark room
lamp does not throw the necessary illumination on the developing trays.
This one, however, has neither of the
above objections in the idea outlined here
as will be seen from diagram. The top,
which works in groove G, has either a
wooden frame holding a piece of red glass
or red celluloid. A handle may be fastened
to the red glass by a compound such as
given in the February issue of THE ELecTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.
The front piece A
is pivoted on screws K, at end of the frame.
By pulling out the lower edge. the sheet of
ground glass R, between the printing frame
and lamp may then be inserted after the
bulb has been screwed into socket.
When printing, the slide of red glass on
top is closed and the printing frame placed
on top with light turned on; the negative
or paper can be seen by placing them so
that the light will shine thru them.
All corners and edges of the case should
be made light- tight. Z is a sheet of red
glass thru which the developing light falls.
The glass may be either held in small
groo' es rabbeted in or by small grooved
moldings.
Contributed by
WARD H. INGERSOLL.

SILVER PLATE.
Dissolve in silver nitrate (AggNO,)
enough ammonium chlorid (NH,CI) to
bring about percipitation; cream to a light
of tartar
paste by adding cream
(HKC.H2O°). A little of this paste rubbed
briskly on clean metal with a soft cloth
will give the desired effect.
A. H. DREESNER.
Contributed by

CHEMICAL LANDSCAPES.
These are drawn partly in India ink
and partly in sympathetic inks, which are
only visible when gently heated. The picture represents ordinarily a winter scene,
but when heated the sky becomes blue, the
leaves green and flowers and fruit are
seen. The materials are as follows: Green.
chlorid 'sf nickel: blue, pure chlorid or acetate of cobalt; brown, bromid of copper.
If the picture is too highly heated it will
not again fade.
H. FRANK.
Contributed by

HOW TO COUNT PAPER SHEETS
RAPIDLY.
I give below, a formula for the rapid

counting of paper sheets. I have used this
method and find it to be very accurate:
First, the thickness of one sheet of paper is measured in thousandths óf aninch
with a micrometer, then measure the total thickness of the sheets of paper to
be counted. The total thickness` is divided
by the thickness of one sheet.
Contributed by HOBSON ARNOLD.

Home -made Electric Printing and Dark Room
Lamp Combined, Which Will Prove Extremely Useful to the Amateur Photographer.

TO MAKE SOLIDS FROM LIQUIDS.
The spectacle of changing liquids into
solids is at once both beautiful and mystifying.
Pour a concentrated solution of water
glass (sodium silicate) into a glass and
add enough hydrochloric acid to make the
solution acid. The solution will turn into
a solid resembling an opal and if the dish
is inverted, will not fall out.
Dissolve a lump of alum in water and
add enough ammonia water so that the
solution smells strongly of it. Shake the
mixture and it will turn into a thick transparent jelly.
Contributed by

NATHAN N. \VOLPERT.

FORMULA FOR GUM THAT U.S.
USES.
Dissolve 2 ounces of dextrin in 5 ounces
of water and 1 ounce of acetic acid and 1
ounce of Spirit of Wine.
To Protect Polished Steel or Iron front
Rust: Go over the surface with paraffin,
or steep the iron for a few moments in
a solution of soda acidulated with muriatic
acid. The result is a blue -black coating,
not affected by air or water.

907

ANENT THE MAKING OF STORAGE BATTERY PLATES.
I have just finished reading in the February issue an article by Mr. B. Francis

Dasluell, entitled, "Construction of a 6Volt, 25 A.H. Storage Battery."
Surely, Mr. Dashiell, has not been forming storage battery plates with a paste
made of dilute sulfuric acid and lead oxid,
either red or yellow, or he would not be
advancing that formula. I agree with you
that this is not the first time that this
method has frequently appeared in print,
but it is practically impossible to build a
storage battery that is highly efficient in
this manner.
The following, tho considered a trade
secret, is a method used by all battery repairmen, and I will guarantee good results
if the directions are properly followed:
Take red lead 90r/r, sulfate of ammonia
10 %, by weight; mix well, breaking up all
lumps or crystals. slake into a thick paste
with 26° ammonia. Make no more than
what can be applied in two or three minutes. Apply with a wooden paddle to the
positive plates. Place the pasted plates
between sheets of blotting paper, and
weigh heavily for twrnty minutes in order to remove all surplus moisture. When
removing the blotting paper, be careful
that the paste is not removed also. Now
place the plates in the sunlight, and allow
to dry for twenty-four hours.
The same procedure should be followed
with the negative plates, but using yellow
lead oxid 94%, and ammonium sulfate 6%,
by weight, and making a paste with 26°
ammonia, 85%, and glycerine 15%, by
weight.
After drying in the sun, and removing
all surplus paste, the positive plates are
ready for sulfating. This is accomplished
by making a solution of sulfuric acid 14 %,
and water 86%. The positive plates are
dipt into this solution, one at a time, withdrawn, and after three or four seconds,
again dipt. This is repeated three or four
times, and the plates finally left in the
solution for eighteen to twenty hours; no
more. The plates are then washed in several changes of water for two or three
hours. The negative plates do not need
sulfating, as they are hard enough without it.
The plates are now placed in the battery
box before the electrolyte is added. and
connected to the charging source. Electrolyte is added and the battery charged
slowly. If the battery is charged and discharged slowly several times, plates removed and washed, and new electrolyte
used, the life of the battery will be greatly lengthened.
Contributed by
GEORGE FAY.
(Mr. Fay is correct. A similar formula
given by him was used for years by the
Editor, while he was engaged in the manufacture of storage batteries. He publisht
this formula several years ago in his
former magazine, "Modern Electrics"
(July, 1909, issue).
Mr. Dashiell's formula is a very old one
and good results can be had if one is careful and experienced. Mr. Fay's formula,
however, is the better. -Editor.)

"CONDENSED MILK" AS A
CEMENT.
Condensed milk applied to the edges of
the pieces of a broken piece of china will
keep the article as intact as the majority of
Cements on the market to -day.
The writer has mended saucers that have
withstood washings in hot water. He has
also mended a cracked telescope lens of
fairly large size with this unique cement.
EDWIN \V. ELY.
Contributed by
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Our Amateur Radio Station Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency
of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of stations unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark
photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay each month $3.00 prize for the best photo. Make your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.
Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

AMATEUR RADIO STATION
CONTEST.
Monthly Prize, $3.00.
month's
This
prize- winner.
HUGH RENZO'S RADIO STATION.
I present herewith photo of my wireless
station and of myself. My radio set consists of the following instruments, which
are all clearly shown in the photo:

Well
The Particularly
Arranged Radio Amateur
Station Owned and Operated by Mr. Hugh Renzo,
of Paterson, N.J. A Typical High Class Amateur

Layout.

RENSSELAER POLY INSTITUTE
WINS RADIO PLANT.
It has been announced by President Palmer Cricketts that $11,000 had been donated to the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
by Washington A. Roebling, '57; Charles
G. Roebling, '71, and John A. Roebling,
'88, for the construction of a wireless station to be used in undergraduate and graduate courses and for purposes of research.
Washington Roebling is the builder of
the famous Brooklyn Bridge and Charles
Roebling is the president of the John A.
Roebling's Sons Company of Trenton, N.J.,
manufacturers of wire rope. The erection
of a station with which it is expected that
communication may be had with any. wireless station on this continent will start immediately.

Receiving: -"Electro"
"Professional"
loose coupler, one pair of "Electro" 3,000
ohm "Government" phones, "Electro" loading coil, one Murdock variable condenser,
an "Electro" Junior fixt condenser for
'phones, and an ordinary mineral detector
in which I use galena. With these instruments, in connection with my aerial which
I describe below, it is possible for me to
receive messages very clearly from the Arlington radio station and other government
stations. In favorable weather I often receive messages without lifting the phones
from the table.
Transmitting: -The transmitting instruments consist of
kw. Packard
closed core transformer, line protector
and kick -back preventer, 4-point switch for
supplying current to connections on transformer, oscillation transformer, open spark
gap and extra heavy key, all of which are
connected to an "Electro" antenna switch.
.Aerial: -The aerial used with the
above instruments is made up of five
strands No. 14 copper wire, spaced two feet
apart with Electrose ball insulators at both
ends. Total length of aerial is 63 feet, 25
feet high at one end and 52 feet at the
other. The lead -in is connected inverted
"L" style to a 100 ampere S.P.D.T. switch,
which enables me to ground the aerial
when not in use.
All instruments, both receiving and sending, are arranged on a table about 30"x50"
in such a manner as to allow a space in
the center for a piece of plate glass on
which to transcribe messages.
Altho I have not interested myself
sufficiently to apply for a license, I have
adopted the call "OV" and will be very
glad to converse with all nearby amateurs.
HUGH RENZO.
Paterson, N.J.

a/z

A WIRELESS ECHO FROM COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Our receiving set consists of a homemade loose coupler, 5,000 meter loading
coil, Murdock 43 plate variable condenser,
tubular fixt condenser, Crystaloi detector
and 2,000 ohm receivers. We can hear
NAA, very plainly at noon and 8:55 at
night; also, many other stations.
HENRY AND ANDREW KALPPNER, JR.
Columbus, Ohio.

Experimental Radio Station Operated Jointly
by Henry and Andrew Kalppner, Jr., of
Columbus, Ohio,

Gongs will not awaken deaf mutes in
case of fire, so one institution has installed
a fire alarm system for flashing electric
lights in the sleeping rooms at night.

A CALIFORNIA AMATEUR.
The accompanying photograph shows my
station, 6QL. I use a % -inch spark coil
with a Blitzen electrolytic interrupter, Leyden jar and helix for the sending set.
For receiving purposes I use a large ca"

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,i,,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,mi,

The wild wind sings, my aerial rings,
The storm clouds rush and roll,
The stars have gone and the moon ere long
Will be hid -hear the bell-buoy toll;
No fear of the blast as it rushes past
Fills my heart, for 'tis strong and brave,
And I'll do my work and never shirk
As long as there's men to save.
Oh, the steady whirr and the giant purr
Of the dynamo sends the fire,
A rushing test as the key is prest,
Thru my nerves of trembling wire;
With a crackling snap the great spark -gap
Springs to life in a burst of flame,
And I'll do my best if an S.O.S.
Comes staggering in thru the rain.
But when sun is bright and the breezes
light,
Thru the pleasant summer days,
My hours are filled with a happier thrill,
And no thots of a watery grave;
I say good-bye to ships that lie
Far out in the ocean's foam,
Just a last farewell, like a broken spell,
From the folks you left at home.

But what of the man who can understand
And master my mighty power?
Give him the praise that's due the brave,
Sing it every day and hour;
Without his plans to guide my hand
I would lie in a useless heap,
My electric flood, like sluggish blood,
Would clot, and I'd fall asleep.

But I quickly wake and like a snake
My zig -zag sparks fly wide.
I brave the deep and the pathless steep,
When my master's by my side;
I fear no foe, thru the space I go,
At the tempest I loudly laugh,
Man's master mind has conquered time,
With the WIRELESS TELEGRAPH.
pacity loading coil, loose -coupler, variable
condenser, galena detector and 3,000 ohm
'phones.
I have obtained splendid results with this
set, having received VAE, a commercial
station in Canada.
NORMAN RICHARDS.
San Jose, California.

:.

Has your station photo appeared in
"The Electrical Experimenter "? Why
not purchase the electrotype and have
some "real" stationery printed with
your station picture on it? All of the
"regular radio-bugs" are doing it.
111111111

THE VOICE OF THE WIRELESS.
By J. Walter Briggs.
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Norman Richards of San Jose, Calif., and
His Neat Radio Transmitting and Receiving

Apparatus.
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HERTZIAN WIRELESS CLUB OF
NEW YORK CITY.
Herewith is a photograph of the officers
of the Hertzian Wireless Club, which has
been in existence for some time. The following members were elected as officers at
the last meeting (meetings being held every
Saturday evening) : Honorary member, Mr.
Milton L. Frank; chief operator, Mr. S.
Schmeltzer; assistant operator, Mr. J.
Grossman; secretary, Mr. L. Wallerstein;
treasurer, Mr. M. Mogy; editor, Mr. I.
Sternberg; chairman of experiments, Mr.
J. Hoffman; assistant chairman of experiments, Mr. B. Katzman; stationary inspector, Mr. L. Goldberg; chemical expert,
Mr. A. Kamhi; sergeant at arms, Mr. I.

Campus.
This club has won second prize in the
"Round Up" popularity contest. The members are now building instruments at the
club's central station, many of whom are
members of the "Radio League of America."

the Brooklyn Navy Yard and Fort Wood,
Bedloe's Island, until further notice.
After February twelfth all examinations
for radio operators will be held
in the office of the Chief Radio
Inspector, 603 Custom House,
New York City, every day at
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., except Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays.
All necessary forms will be
furnished and filled out at the
time of the examination. The
papers will be marked and licenses issued as soon after the
examination as possible.

RADIO OPERATORS- ATTENTIONI
The examination of applicants for radio
operators' licenses will be discontinued at

A wireless telegraph distance
record of 11,500 miles was establisht by the steamer Sono ma, which pickt up messages
from Eilvese, Germany, when
two days off Australia, according to Royden Thomberg and
Clio Bowers, operators on the
Sonoma.

Deep.

In the February issue of the "EE" an article
in a corner of the "Amateur News" Department
called attention to the fact that the hard- working
"Radio- bug," J. L. Cermak, E.E., has been guilty
of establishing a laboratory for the use of the
members of the Yorkville Radio Development
Association and for the benefit of all outside
radio -bugs who are not fortunate enough to be
members. A very small charge is made for the
work done for non -members.
Now, since that article was publisht, we have
had a solid month of answering queries, designing sets, et cetera and, believe us, it is a wonder
that those human encyclopedias- Messrs. H.
Gernsback and Associates -are not on the roll of
honor of the Asylum for Over-worked Radio Men
and Retired Ether -Hounds.
We have had a taste of what mental
Alas?
damage a frenzied "radio- hound" can do when he
runs wild. As soon as that article appeared in
old reliable "EE," questions, proposals. etc., came
pouring into our letter-box.
E
(God
responsible
ell.
bless it anyway),
P
directors of the laboratory asked Mr. Cermak to
become the laboratory head. Mr. Cermak refused.
and asked that his assistant. Mr. F. Smith, be
appointed in his stead. This was done. Monsieur Cermak is frequently seen in company with
a charming blonde, and it is thought that this may
have something to do with his refusal to become
the laboratory head.
Now, "bugs," if you have a question to ask
(not if you have "EE" at hand always) or a
"kick" to give, don't be bashful, send it. Come
on, 'radio hounds," do your worst; we're used
to it now.
Here is the address of our kennel.
Triangle Experimental Laboratories, 73 East End
Avenue, New York City.

"

The Colorado Springs High School
Electric -Radio Club.

The wireless enthusiasts of this high school
have succeeded in organizing a Radio Club of
fifty members. The organization has had its club

room and the funds for the buying' of instruments contributed by the school board. This organization was formed for the purpose not only
of studying wireless telegraphy and telephony.
but also of studying high -frequency currents and
other interesting electrical subjects. The members
are chasing knowledge at a high speed and will
have a complete set of high grade instruments to
help on their quest very soon.

ohm 'phones.

Robert W. Ross, Jr., Is a Member of the "Radio League
of America" and an Enthusiastic Radio Experimenter
Altho Young In Years.

My wireless station consists of the following: The receiving set, which is on an
entirely separate table from my sending
outfit, incudes a 1,500 meter loose -coupler
a detector of the cat -whisker type, both of
which are of my own construction and
which may be seen in the photo at the extreme left. My laboratory has telephone
equipment also.
I also have a loading inductance, which
is connected between the aerial and the balance of the instruments, a regular loading
coil (12 -inch tuner used as a loading coil).

Amateur News

The Triangle Experimental and Research Laboratories Sighs Long and

I have a rotary variable condenser, a fixt
condenser and a pair of Brandes' 2,000

RADIO CARRIES 11,500
MILES.

RADIO STATION OF
ROBERT W. ROSS, JR.

Members of the "Hertzian Wireless Club" of
New York City, which Won the Second
Prize In the "Round-Up" Popularity Contest.
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For sending I have a 1% -inch spark coil,
a small copper wire helix and a key with
fairly heavy contacts, which is mounted on
tl.e table with the receiving set. There is
a 40-foot, 5 -wire aerial with 154 feet spacing, elevated 40 feet from the ground.
With this apparatus I have heard a good

many commercial stations, and numerous
Amateurs, and I can send from 8 to 10
miles. I use the house current, together
with a step -down transformer for sending. I am a member 9f the Radio League

of America.
ROBERT WILSON ROSS, JR.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The officers elected were
Samuel Garth. President; Paul Mechling, Vice- President; William
Greenlee,
Secretary-Treasurer;
Julius Oberndorfer, Librarian; and C. E. Czolburn was elected
as an honorary member.
For further information write Shadrack Franklin, 1130 N. Cascade
Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Secretary, R. H. Campbell; Treas., A. P. Seeley.
The club has been meeting every Tuesday evening at the club room in the Y.M.C.A. Building.
Since last spring, when the club was started, the
membership has increased to twenty -two members.
Communication should be addrest to the Secretary, 365 Edgewood Avenue. New Haven, Conn.

Experimental Radio Club of Philadelphia, Pa.

Amateurs of Portland, Ore., Organize
Radio Association.

The Experimental Radio Club of Philadelphia,
Pa., was successfully organized on January 5,
1917, thru the efforts of Messrs. Crippen and

Holloway.
The club includes among its members a number
of young colored men interested in wireless, tho
it has a membership now of only seven.
A course of instruction in the radio art, sufficiently broad enough to enable the graduate to
secure an Amateur First Grade License, will be
Mr.
given by Messrs. Crippen and Holloway.
Crippen, who is the President of the Club, holds
an Amateur First Grade License and his call is
3

JI.

Wilbert W. Crippen, President, the
elected R. Marshall, Secretary and
All interested should communicate
Treasurer.
with Messrs. Crippen and Holloway, 2038 Turner
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Besides
club has

The New Haven Radio Association.

The New
cent annual
elected the
dent, W. F.

Haven Radio Association, at its reelection of officers on January second,
following members to office:- PresiC. Hertz; Vice -President, R. Merwin;

RADIO CLUBS ATTENTION!
We are always pleased to hear
from young Edisons and Radio
E Clubs. Send a write -up of your
Club with photos of members and
apparatus to -day to: Editor "AmaLeur News" Section, The Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton St.,
New York City.
AIMUNIMISMIIMMICAUSIMIIIIIMELEIMMIUM

At a meeting held at 325 Morgan Building on
December 15, 1916, the Amateurs of Portland
organized an Association to be known as the
Northwest Audion Association.
A constitution
had been drawn up previously by a Committee
and was read and accepted. The purpose of the
Association is to advance and develop the art of
Radio, and give to those who wish et, a chance
to go deeper into the subject. Dues were fixt
at $0.25 per month. Any person holding a Government License or who is interested in the art
is eligible for membership. not only in Oregon
but in the Northwest. Officers were elected for
one year. Following is a list of officers for the
year 1917: -President, C. L. Austin; 1st Vice President, E. W. Berk; 2nd Vice -President, J. M.
flurtt; Secretary, P. W. Dann; Treasurer, R. T.
Galyean; Sergeant-at -Arms, B. W. Montgomery;
Chief Inspector, C. L. Austin.
Any persons or clubs wishing to communicate
with the Association may do so thru the Secretary, P. W. Dann, 6315 Sixty -third Ave., S.E.,
Portland, Ore.

The Lowell Radio Club.
The Lowell Radio Club was organized Saturday,
January 6. 1917, at the home of Everett E. Taylor, 156 Winthrop Avenue, Lowell, Mass. The
meeting was well attended and the officers elected
were: -President. Everett E. Taylor; Vice- President, Wilder A. Fernold: Secretary, William H.
Carney; Trcasurer, Caleb F. Rogers; Associate
Directors, Charles H. McMaster: David H. Hanson; Warren R. Entwistle; Elmer A. Scott; and

Franklin

S.

Coppen.

The club was organized to meet the needs of
rapidly increasing number of amateurs in
Lowell, who hitherto have not been represented
by an organization and so have not been able to
secure the proper recognition.
The progressive plans of the club have aroused
an enthusiastic spirit among its members. which
argues well for its future success. Correspondence with other clubs is invited and all interested should address the Secretary. Lowell Radio
Club, Lowell, Mass.
the
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OFFICIAL LIST LICENSED RADIO AMATEURS NOT TO APPEAR UNTIL NEXT ANNUAL GOVERNMENT CALL BOOK.
Amateur Radio Stations Licensed by the Bureau of Navigation During the Month of August, 1916. (Continued)
SIXTH DISTRICT- (Cont'd.)

Call
Signal
GAFD

6MH
6SZ

6RY
6FD
6KR
ORS

6AN

Owner of station

6JB

Tassey, Glenn J.
Tcrman, Frederick E.

6KY
6ADF

102 Union St., Napa,
1721 Brush St., Oakland, Cal

316 E. 3d St.. Watsonville, Cal
122 Witmer St., Los Angeles,

(301

N. 2d Ave., Phoenix,

Cal

Ariz....

950 Olive Ave., Coronado, Cal....

San Francisco.
See Bernard F
McNamee
351 Palmetto Drive, Pasadena, Cal
5990 Canning St., Oakland. Cal
1148 5th St.. Santa Monica, Cal
126 S. Philadelphia St., Anaheim,
Cal
1080 E. 3d St., Pomona, Cal..
Stanford University, Cal
506 Palm Ave., Burbank, Cal
3 30th St., San Francisco, Cal
Ontario, Cal

Seams, Richard
Secberger, Samuel II.

OADC

Covi

Cal..........

Mane se, Gerald H.
Mills, Herbert It
Palmtag, Lloyd A.
Ridderhof David
Roebuck, Fred
Roitscb, Geo. A
Sacred Heart College

Shannon, Thomas J. P
Shiner, Gerald E

EIGHTH DISTRICT-(C011td.)

Power
kilowatts.

Location of station.

Trout, Delbert C
Weidner, Arthur C

Youngstrom, Chas. H

.5
.5
1
1

1

.5
.5
.5

Carpenter, Charles B
Creeden, James
Hessey, Randolph

.5
.5

.5
.5
.5

1

7AM
7AR

Straney, Orral J
Vance, Harold C
Van Inderstinc, Furness

7AA

Getchell, Wash
1223 South G St., Tacoma, Wash
348 24th Ave., eattle, Wash
4608 South J St., Tacoma, Wash
R. F. D., Albany, Oreg
Pullman, Wash.
107 E. Washington St., Lexistwn,
Mont

.5

Addington, Charles A

1

ÁÌX

Bruner, Clyde G.
Cunningham, John P
Darr. Clyde E
Duerk, Karl
Finch, William G. li
Gravatt, Otis T.
Hildebrank, Aimer M
Hopkins, Waid
Inskip, Leonard S
Miller, Adam R
Peterson, Edwin L.

SJS

BASÌ
SIE
SAIO
BAKE
SAJW
8AKM
8PS

Market Space, Springfield, 0
Brecksville, O
1050 Grove St., Defiance, O.
Bellefonte, Pa
125 Levcrette St.. Detroit, Mich
1000 Wilhelm St., Defiance, O
434 W. Court St., Cincinnati, 0
Greenville, Pa.
128 Atwood Ter., Bcllewe, 0
3125 Peach St., Eric, Pa
514 Glenwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y
17 3d St., Greenville. Pa.
1406 Arch St., Pittsburgh, Pa

Warren, Edwin C
Williams, Frank S.

9AGW

Andersen, Arthur C

3518 22d Ave., S., Minneapolis,

9SZ

Baker, Lyle D
Baldwin, Kenneth D. H
Blessman, Charles W
Coleman, Winston
Eisenhard, Geo. B

323 Moss Ave., Peoria, Ill
1951 N. 27th St., Kansas City,Kan
R. F. D. No. 7, Lexington, Ky

9TC

9J
H
9TI

I
1

21EN

9SZ

Kamler, Ben R
Kibbee, George G

807 S. 18th St., St. Joseph, Mo
Forest City, Ia. (Partner of Lyle

9GX
9RT

Kirhach, Carlton W
Kurdas, Rudolph J
Longbrake, Forest

2224 Gay St., Fort Wayne, Ind
1236 Ridgeland Ave., Berwyn, Ill
8600 Independence Ave., Shefield,

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

.5

.5
1

AB

99%
99QL

TF

9SY
9AAS

.5
1

.5

1
1

Culver, Ind
Eureka, S. D
Baudctte, Minn
Gilman, Ill
1017 W. 5th St., Waterloo, Ia
1822 Darrow Ave., Evanston, Ill

Gardner, John A
Gielhaug, John A.
Gleason, Francis C

SX
TZ
9SB

.5

.5
.5

1

Minn
Forest City, la

.5

.5

.5
1

NINTH DISTRICT

Hefferman, Orin
Hill, James H.
Hutchinson, Maxwell W
Isaak, Edward R
Johnson, Harold N

.5

22 N.

Barnes, Vernon

8AIB
8AHM

BR

.5
.5

Power
Kilowatts.

High School, Charlevoix, Mich.....
233 S. High St., Marion, Ohio.....
2015 Bailey Ave., Buffalo, N. Y....
101 Lyceum St., Geneva, N. Y.....
1462 Pennsylvania Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Capac, Mich
790 Franklin Ave., Columbus, O

Saunders, W. King
Smart, John T
Stoeckel, Harold D
Taylor, Laurens A
Thompson, R. R

.5
.5

EIGHTH DISTRICT

8AIK

Location of Station.

SAIW
8AHR
8AJK
8AJE
8AHT

9TZ

300 Oak St., Pullman, Wash

Kessler, Chas. W
Mots, Wm. H

Owner of Station.

1

SEVENTH DISTRICT

7A0
7AL
7AN
7AW

Call
Signal

.5
1
1

.5
.5
.5
.5

Middlebury, Ind.

Eureka, S. D.
311 E. Lincoln Highway, De Kalb,

1

.5
.5

Ill.

D. Baker)

.5

Mo
2218 Francis St., St. Joseph. Mo...
522 N. West St., Lebanon, Ind.....
Columbia, Ind
504 S. Lebanon St., Lebanon, Ind
688 S. 39th St., Louisville, Ky
2149 Marshall Ave., St. Paul Minn
3936 N. 22nd St., Omaha, INeb
410 W. Washington St., Bouffton,

Nowak, Ernest I.
Rawlings, Charles L.
RomeY, Paul K.
Shumate, Bayard
Smith, Eddie
Spencer, Herbert H
Swain, Fred W., Jr.
Zehring, Laurence L

1

1

.5
1

.5
.5
.5

.5

Ind

Amateur Radio Stations Licensed by the Bureau of Navigation During the Month of September, 1916.
FIRST DISTRICT

Call
signal
1QQNL

1NP

1ST
1CT

1CV

ICJ

1WL
1QB

IBS

IBC

1AK
1UG
1QA

1MM
1BW
10G
1C W
1UA

IBR

IVQ

IME
IPM
1TM
IDA

1MJ
1QC

Owner of station.

Location of station.

Ackerman, Henry J., Jr
Atkinson, Earl J
Barrett. Lows G
Bates, Lee A
Bernstein, Nathan
Black, Donald W
Butler, James B.
Fabbri, Alessandro
Gaillardet, Louis A. .....

SECOND

Power
kilowatts.

408 Mill St., New Bedford, Mass..
137

Plunkett St., Pittsfield, Mass..

38 Gilsum St., Keene, N. H.
8 Moen St., Worcester, Mass
74

.5

2ATZ

Taber, Raymond

.5

2ATO

Tilton, Ellsworth N.

2E0

Van Wickle, Charles

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

Kingsdale St., Dorchester, Mass.

.5
.5
.5

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
1

.5
.5

.5
.5
.5
.5

2ERQ
2FW
2ATG

2ATY
2ATC
2ATV

2ASZ
2ATP
2ATR
2ATS

Baier, Elmer G
Carman, Harry H
Coddington, Wilbur E
Daw, Edwin M
Ford, Fullerton
Hand, Francis E

Herring, Louis E
Harrison High School
Herrmann, Edwin
Hoffman. Earl
Howland, George A
Jacobs, Joseph
Klosner, Morris
Little, Harvey

2LU

Maurer, J. F., Jr

2ATN
2ATE

Mayer, William G
Mulcahy, William T.
Munroe, Kenneth H
Penfield, Walker
Pierson, Ronald P..
Radio Club of Westchester.

2ATA

2ATF
2ATD
2EW

444 7th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y
017 Bedell St., Freeport, N. Y
34 Crescent PI., Middletown, N. Y
7402 17th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y
1202 Cortelyou Rd., Brooklyn,N.Y
21 S. Kentucky Ave., Atlantic City,

17

2AUA

2ATX
2ATU

2Q51

Warner, Edward T
Wirth, Augustine
Woodruff, Kenneth
Willis, Win. S

Power
kilowatts.

N. Hamilton St., Poughkeepsie,

.5

N. Y
1109 Dorchester Rd., Brooklyn,

F....

R.

..

.5
.5

N. Y
530 W. 174th St., New York, N. Y
143 5th Ave., Roselle, N. J
528 High St., Newark, N. J
616 Clifton St., Atbenia, N. J
347 W. 14th St., New York, N. Y

.5
.5
.5
.5

THIRD DISTRICT

3FE

3F0

133 S. 49th St., Philadelphia, Pa
Kennett Square, Pa
910 10th St., N. E., Washington,
D. C
2022 Columbia Rd., Washington,

Angell, Otis P

3CV

Bancroft, Ernest S.
Burg, Edwin W

3ES

Faulconer, Jack

3AGO

3ER
3DP

Frets, John C
Clocker, Robert L
Hook. Ernest S

3AHW
3BN
3BX

Knight, Albert S
Marls. C. Emlen, Jr
Sanders, William F

...

.5
.5

.5
.5
.5

D. C
368 S. Olden Ave., Trenton, N. J
4111 Belview Ave., Baltimore, Md
3731 Reistertown Rd., Baltimore,

.5

.5
.5

Md

520 N. 8th St., Richmond Va
41 Owen St., Lansdowne, Pa

.5

1732 Atlantic Ave., Collingswood,

.5

FOURTH DISTRICT

4EL

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
1

Cook, Paul S
Smith, John D

.5
.5

.5

Little River, N. J
Westchester, N. Y
Keansburg, N. J
5 Summit Ave., Albany, N. Y
1001 5th Ave., Asbury Park, N. J
65 W. 127th St., New York. N. Y
0404 Croton Ave., Bronx, N. Y
1280 Asbury Ave., Asbury Park,
N. J.
682 Broadway, West New York,

5BW
5AD

4BR
4AR

.5
1

4EE0

Boyett, Stephen L.
Cole, Harry A
Cooper, John C., Jr.
Geeslin, James W
Hyers, Thomas C
Pittman, Robert F
Wilkes, John M., Jr.
Gore, Calvin
Short, Carl D....
Williamson, Robert E

.5
.5
.5
.5

N. J

N. J
Long Branch, N. J
3590 Park Ave., New York, N. Y
403 East Ave., Perth Amboy, N. J
Pelham, N. Y
842 Lake St. Newark, N. J
2320 Newbold Ave., New York,
N. Y

Location of station.

1

SECOND DISTRICT

2ATG
2ATW

DISTRICT- (COnt'd.)

Owner of station.

1

165 Trenton St., Melrose, Mass
26 Burlington St., Woburn, Mass

Bar Harbor. Me
248 Washington St., Weymouth,
Mass.
129 Liberty Ave., Rockland, Dlass.
Garfield, Harold E
Harmon, Nathaniel P
140 Burgess St., Manchester, N. H.
Heath, Waldo S
121 Rowley St., Winstead, Conn
Holbrook, Earle G.
13 N. Taunton Ave., Seekonk, Mass
23 Harwood St., Lynn, Mass
Johnson, Arthur
Johnson, Carl E
lia Edity Ave., Everett, Mass
Stamford, Conn
Kuntz, Albert
O Bryant Rd., Dexter, Me
LaBree, Harold
Leighton, Harold C
24 Sludge St., Lynn, Mass
Lippincott, H. H
West Chelmsford, Mass
McKee, Hugh W
66 Burlington St., Woburn, Maas
McShane, Edward P.
13 Cottage St., Lewiston, Me
609 Pleasant St., Brockton, Mass..
Marble, Harold E
Mers, Arthur Frederick.... 185 Seymour St., Hartford, Conn..
Parsons, George A
Gloucester, Mass
Peabody, David
28 Lexington Ave., Greenwich,
Conn
Priest, Walter F
5 Oliver St., Everett, Mass
27 Cotting St., Medford, Mass
Randall, Eugene F.
320 Point St., Providence, R. I
Roberts, Wilfred V
Stevens, Charles R
133 W. Main St., Marlborough,
Mass.
325 Boston St., Lynn, Mass
Tarplin, Emanuel
Tarylor, Ralph E
'49 Palmer St., New Bedford, Mass.
57 Pleasant St., Framingham,Stass.
Twombly, Francis H .
Wheeler, James A
1321 Hanover St., Manchester, N.H.

Call
signal

.5

4EK
4E.1

4EM

1047 Green St., West

Tampa, Fla

.5

335 Hill St., Atlanta, Ga
326 Market St., Jacksonville, Fla..
290 E. Linden St., Atlanta, Ga....
805 Azeele St., Tampa, Fla.
80 Windsor St., Atlanta, Ga.......
914 S. Rome St., Tampa. Fla
819 Orange St., Wilmington, N. C
122 Cole St., Macon Ga

1
1

.5
.5

Tallulah Lodge, Ga

FIFTH DISTRICT
2911 Judson St., Shreveport, Ln
1316 Winston St., Shreveport, La

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

.5

I

1

SIXTH DISTRICT

6PW
SQL

6EL
STS

6KT
6EV

Fisher, Macro J
Glesener, Walter W
Howard, Oliver M.
Mundt, Edward L.
Thompson, Alan K
Vogler, June C
Wathen, Edgar J

.

Coyote, Cal
128 S. Grand St., Orange, Cal
1703 White Ave., Fresno, Cal
Alameda, Cal. (portable station)
1025 W. 72d St., Los Angeles, Cal
Santa Clara, Cal
1422 Wright St., Los Angeles, Cal

.5
.5

.5
.5
.5
1

.5

SEVENTH DISTRICT

71(B

7AY

7WD
7BC
7AX
7AZ

Clark, Stanley A
Craig, Dolph L
Duncan, Willard

ingebngtsen, Lief

Laughlin, George F
Robertson, Charles G

618 W. Pear St., Centralia, Wash
1216 Court St., Salem, Oreg
3922 Woodlawn Ave.. Seattle, Wash
609 W.Market St.,Aberdeen,Wash.

.5

.5
1

.5
.5

Fairfax, Wash
277 N. Capitol St., Salem, Oreg

.5

EIGHTH DISTRICT

.5
.5
.5

8.70

5

SOY

SACG

8RI

(To be continued)

Norman P

Baer, Dana
Burgle, John E

Carlton S

.5

170 E. Ferry St., Buffalo, N. Y
833 Quincy Ave., Scranton, Pa

Fillmore, N. Y
Mansfield, O

.5

.5

1
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THE "WIRELESS WIZ"

AND THE CARD SHARKS.
(Continued from page 885)

were crowded, some badly bruised and
disheveled, others snarling and glaring.
Tables were overturned and broken; it
looked as if a cyclone bad just past over.
"You are trapt," the Captain's stentorian
tones rang out, "make no resistance or it
will fare ill with you," and one after the
other the prisoners were brought forward,
handcuffed and led to the waiting car. And
thus ended the careers for a while of certain wise and crooked gamblers.
The "Wiz" bung around to get all the
dope on the system they used and was surprised at its simplicity. Each watcher had
a key, battery and induction coil. Wires
were run down the walls and under the
floor, making contact by means of small
pins with wires running thru the table legs.
Two small pointed contacts were fastened
under the side of the table and by merely
pressing his knee against these, the shark
at the table closed the circuit. Every time
the key was pressed he would receive a
slight shock. A special system of signals
were used to simplify the transmission of
the information.
Joe Culver swore off gambling and was
one of the main witnesses against the men.
the "Wiz" being the other.
What puzzled me was where the " \Viz'
had obtained the blowpipe, but it seems it
was among the counterfeiters' belongings
he had received.
I thot fame would make an egotist out
of him, but he still rolls his own, lets his
hands get dirty and to the best of my
knowledge still wears the same size hat.
It took me a while to understand about
the watch business, but it was also simple.
The coil of wire around his waist was conBy
nected to the contacts on his glove.
holding the false watch so that one contact
touched the case and the other the insulated
stem, he had a circuit. The signals sent
over the wires acted inductively on the coil
and the faint buzz was heard when he apparently listened for the tick of the watch
"A telephone receiver is the most sensitive electrical detecting device, but I
couldn't hold one to my ear in that room;
hence the false watch" he explained, "and,
Paul, the only game of chance worth playing is life," he finished with a smile.

THE EARLY DAYS OF RADIO
IN AMERICA.

(Continued from page 893)

and connected in series with a pair of
head 'phones and a potentiometer controlled battery.
During the year 1902, the output of
radio literature increased in a very helpful
degree. In its February, 1902, issue McClure's Magazine published a long article

entitled "Marconi's Achievement: Telegraphing Across the Ocean Without

Wires."
The Scientific American of February fifteenth, contained an article written by A.
F. Collins, entitled "How to Construct An

Efficient Wireless Telegraph Apparatus at
Small Cost." I think it is safe to say that
the appearance of this article did more to
introduce the art of amateur radio than
anything else that had appeared.
On April twelfth, the Western Electrician, of Chicago, published a communication from Dr. Lee de Forest with the heading: "An Interesting Sensitive Flame Experiment," which subsequently I could not
help believing started the train of thought
which culminated in the development of
the marvelous AUDION.
The Electrical World of April twelfth
contained a long communication signed by
Wilfrid Blaydes. which shed considerable
light upon the Marconi -Slaby controversy
which was then raging in Europe.

In

1902, copies

of three books on wire-

country from
England; one written by Richard Kerr,
one by George de Tunzelman and Sir
Oliver Lodge's "Signaling Thru Space
Without Wires."
The first United States Government
pamphlet on wireless appeared in 1903, entitled "Instructions For the Use of Wireless Telegraph Apparatus" by Lieutenant
Hodgins, U.S.N. This booklet described
only the Slaby -Arco coherer system. In
fact none of these works described anything beyond the coherer.
Dr. John Stone Stone took out seventy
American radio patents between 1901 and
less telegraphy reached this

1904, and Harry Shoemaker forty patents
between 1901 and 1905.
In the year 1903 the International Wireless Telegraph Company was formed in
America to exploit Dolbear's claims and
to push litigation first begun in March,
1901, against Marconi.
The claims were
based on Dolbear's patent of October,

911
is shown
contpanying diagrams. At Fig.
the simplest hook -up for the tikker as given to our readers by Dr. Louis Cohen, who
was one of the experts engaged on the
problem. He says that the current from a
single dry cell (1.5 volts) would be sufficient to give good signals across the Atlantic cable, according to the tests conducted
on an actual submarine cable. The incoming battery current (very weak of course)
is past thru a resistance R, and inductance
I,, which circuit is shunted by an interrupter or tikker, in series with a 60 m.f. condenser and telephone circuit as seen at Fig.
1.
The tikker causes the condenser C, to
charge and discharge at a rapid rate thru
the telephones. Thus the signal is made
audible.
When necessary for long, high resistance
cables. recourse is had to an Audion amplifier, Fig. 2. The tikker breaks up the incoming cable signal and the audio frequency current in circuit "A," is transferred
by the iron core coupling transformer T1,
1

1886.

In October, 1903, stations were established by the U. S. Signal Corps at Nome
and St. Michael's, Alaska.
The summer and fall numbers of Popular Science Monthly contained a long article by Prof. J. A. Fleming on "Hertzian
Wave Telegraphy." This was one of the
best authoritative accounts of Marconi's
work up to that time.
In 1903, the author wrote the first book
length American treatise on the subject of
wireless. The matter was published serially in the Western Electrician, Chicago.
In 1903, the Marconi Company opened
stations at Chicago, and at Milwaukee.
The first International Radio Convention
was held in Berlin, Germany, during this
year. The report of Mr. John I. Waterbury, one of the American delegates to the
convention, appeared in the North Ameri-

can Review of November, 1903.
These brief memoranda may well be
closed with the advent of the year 1904,
as during that year Fessenden's electrolytic detector, de Forest's responder, Dun woodÿ s carborundum detector, and Marconi's magnetic detector, all made their
appearances, furnishing the hungry amateur with a plethora of devices to displace
the often blest filings coherer.
The year 1904 clearly marks the beginning of RADIO'S climb to the plane of
practicability. On February twentieth of
that year the Western Union Telegraph
Company's tariff periodical, The Journal
of the Telegraph, for the first time announced the acceptance of messages for

A technical discovery expected to revolutionize ocean cable communication was
recently announced by the U.S. War Department and described in a general way
in the February issue of THE ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER.

The principal drawback to cable communication has been the necessity of employing the visual recorder, requiring the employment of highly trained cable readers.
The new invention -the "Audion cable receiver"-is expected to do away with cable
readers and bring the operation of ocean
cables in line with land line and radiotelegraphy.
The preliminary experiments, which have
been in progress for some months, were
made at the Government radio laboratories,
and the actual tests on an ocean cable have
been completed recently.
The improvement consists essentially in the adaption
of the "tikker" and Audion types of instrument used for receiving the signals in
radio -telegraphy which apparatus are connected up in the 'manner shown in the ac-

ohms

I/O

%
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I

Coble

Tihher
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i
Fig. J

2000 Ohm

Phones

Çod/e
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Auction
6V

ships at sea.

ONE DRY CELL NOW TELEGRAPHS ACROSS OCEAN.

/n /.
cond.
60

r

Ef

9

-r

fig: 2

Methods of Connecting " Tikker" to Submarine Cable. With and Without Amplifier,
for Reading Telegraph Code Signals by
Sound.

to Audion circuit "B." Transformer T,
couples the wing of the Audion for tuned
signal work.
The tests have been made on the Government Signal Corps cable from Sitka,
Alaska, to Seattle, Wash.. and the receiving
apparatus was installed in the Seattle office.
This cable is 1.086 miles in length and has
a K.R. approximately equivalent to one of
the Atlantic cables.
The actual receiver is an ordinary telephone. The feeble current received is normally inaudible in the telephone. It is
broken up by means of a slipping contact
"tikker" and rendered audible. In order
to secure greater sensibility. a tuned Audi on amplifier is used in connection with the
tikker. The sensitiveness of this apparatus
is so great that less than one- twentieth of
the voltage necessary for operating the "siphon" recorder is sufficient to give good
traffic signals.
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lTEST
Positively Controlled Torpedo
1,212,468; issued to Alfred
Extrand.)
A scheme providing for the positive control of a torpedo as seen,
the torpedo hull being attached at
(No.

----;'.
, ,>._7-..
_

s.wvnr/

Red
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'A1TENT5

produce currents having frequencies
corresponding to the vibrations of
consecutive notes of the chromatic
scale. A keyboard similar to that
of a pianoforte or organ enables the
circuits from one or more alternators to be closed, thus delivering
one or more musical note -sounds to
the outgoing line (which may be
many miles long) and to wbich
sound translating devices, such as
telephone receivers with horns, are
connected.
Ribbon Filament Lamp
(No. 1,206,333; issued to F. G.
Keyes.)
The patentee discloses in this invention a scheme for increasing
tbe light -giving quality of tungsten

Magnetic Sound Recorder for
Talking Movies
(No. 1,213,150; issued to Henry C.
A method of producing sound
records for talking motion pictures,
Bot

Antenna for Radiotelegraphy
(No. 1,214,591; issued to Gustav
6.

Miraphows

nOIW

times to the submarine by
means of cables reeled up on or
of motor -driven drums, each
drum having a control clutch of its
own.
Thus the torpedo (of the
usual automobile type) can be accurately guided in its course. When
the position of the torpedo is desired to be known it is possible to
momentarily light an electric signal
lamp on the torpedo which can only
be seen from astern
off

The master negative is printed on
a sensitized film containing finely
divided metallic material in suspension. Subsequently all of the sensitized coating not hardened by
printing the master negative on the
sensitized film is removed.

Telephone Amplifier

(No. 1,212,785; issued to John L.
McMillan.)
A novel idea in amplifying atfor
use on ordinary teletachments
phone, where the amplifier can be

Undamped Wave Receiver
(No. 1,211,963; issued to John A.
Proctor.)

An ingenious method of receivLC

i

,
1

filaments in incandescent lamps by
forming the filament into crimped
ribbons.
The ribbons may be
mounted in various designs such as
in the form of a star, etc. The inventor claims that by such construction he makes possible increased illumination from the filament with the same expenditure of
energy as in other lamps.

1

Il
t
"I

-

instantly disconnected from tbe
telephone proper and having no
rigid connection with it. The invention comprises an amplifying
horn so mounted as to be manually
movable, first to contact with the
ear -piece of the receiver as it hangs

Adi Co/M
I

on the hook, and then by a continued movement to lift the receiver
and permit upward movement of
the hook, so that telephone is con-

nected.

Electrical Distribution of Music

(No. 1,213,803; issued to Thaddeus
Cahill.)
oe,

n

rii'111111111

ï

yr

1

'4!"'r

I 1I1I

fli 1911

i

Woolf
remarkable exposition of an
cite r-cal music distributing scheme
whereby a large number of small
alternators are positively driven at
varying speeds by suitable gearing
to motors. The various alternators
A

coal

,li

m,61

while transmitting When receiving
the low horizon al antennae are
connected to the receiving instruments, while the high vertical aerial
is earthed thru a suitable inductance
and capacity so that it can be detuned. By this means the vertical
aerial absorbs most of the atmospheric "strays," besides acting as a
Faraday cage or "screen" for the
low receiving antennae. This arrangement is very desirable as low
antennae, owing to their small height
and strong damping, are unsuited
for radiating energy, while the opposite holds true for high vertical
antennae, especially of the umbrella
type, in this particular case.

Battery Package

ing undamped wave radio signals
with a simple form of circuit comprising a detector D. telephones T,
loose coupler, tuning condenser
such as K (Fig. 1), and a continuously variable condenser Bt. The
latter has a rotating electrode run
at from 200 to 500 times a second,
to thus vary the capacity smoothly
from zero to maximum, and to produce a corresponding sinusoidal note
in the telephones T.
This invention causes the variation of the oscillations of the current delivered to the detector to be
smooth and sinusoidal.
(No.

1,213,250; issued to G. W.
Pickard.)
This patent covers the use of the
well -known loop form of waveinterceptor, together with suitable
tuning inductances and variable
condensers as seen. The detector
circuit comprises an adjustable condenser, shunted by telephones, with
a rectifying mineral detector in
series as indicated.
The detector here covered is of
simple design, comprising a ball and
socket adjustment for the movable
contact resting on the mineral (such
as silicon), which is held in an alloy fused into a brass cup.

can/
/v_g'

EMI

-4erio,
Pet

F' t

Fig 2

Radio Receiving System

/aun

Reuthe.)
Unique. system for nullifying the

effect of atmospheric electricity at
high power, long range stations.
The high vertical antenna is connected to a portion of the low horizontal antennae as a counterpoise,

which consists essentially in photographically producing a positive
negative master record of sound
controlled light flashes.
Microphones pick up the sounds and by
means of an induction coil IC, tbe
sound
controlled currents are
caused to influence a source of
light acting on a sensitized film.

all

ti

tailing costly alterations or radical
changes in design. This invention
provides for an auxiliary earthed antenna system erected in suitable
proximity to and in electrical relation with the main radiating antenna whereby the patentee claims
that "a genuine and very marked
increase an the energy drawn from
tbe source of supply is obtained
and radiated as useful energy."

Radio Antenna
Forest.)

1,214,283; issue to Lee de

(No

issued to John
Smith.)
This invention relates to a dry
cell battery package designed to
provide a combined dry cell set
and container which shall be both
waterproof and heat insulating.
Also to provide a battery set and
package which may be hung on a
nail. The usual.zinc bottom is substituted by a waterproof, heat insulating base. The battery may
comprise two or more cells, and is
sealed at the top by sealing cornpound.

(No.

Relates to improved radio antenna design whereby it is possible
to increase the capacity of the antenna and simultaneously diminish
its radiation resistance, without en-

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c EACH

1,214,836;
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publlsht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors In this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE
DOLLARS 1$3.00 FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and

then you haven't a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed
the Patent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00 !
WE PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain
When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
so you save $43.00
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat.
The daffier, the better. Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
Jiffy.
1

1

1

PHONEY PATENT OFFIZZ
WILL U.CHEESIT of OBE CITY, U. X.
REDUCING APPARATUS

C

jj

s0E.R

fat individuals, fat heads, fat alists, fat lings, as well as fatties that I, Will. U.
Cheesit of Obe City, in the county of Fatuity, in the State of Utter Xostion have
gradually and painfully invented an apparatus of widespread interest to all Humanity

at large.

It

is well known to .phsychologists and

alienist; that there is nothing so effective
to reduce superflous ombumpoint of stoutish individuals than strenuous exercise, especially marathoning. It is also well known

0,10

Patent Applicated

Spessoniflcation of Patent Fettors

To Whom You All is Concerned:
Be it beknowed to all Bipeds in this
country and abroad, and particularly to all

=
ME ON
ELLER

ery to utilize such vast energy for commercial purposes.
Having thus explained the purpose of
my invention, I will now describe its most
valient as well as vital points.
The victim to be reduced is made to
hoof it rapidly on endless rubber belt 3,
revolving on its axis supported by bismuth
casting 5. On the axis is also mounted a
noiseless pewter gear 4 which thru flexible soft rubber transmissions 2, runs the
speedometer 7 and cyclometer 1 indicating
and recording the speed and distance covered. Attached to the main axle is also a
green silk rubberized belt 9 which connects

iiï%

OR.LOTS() OMBOMPOINT
PS. F.ASC.O.D

TERMS CASH

PAY WHI

ALITTLE

the pink storage batteries 14.
Having thus described from now on until all times my far reaching invention:
WHAT I CLAIM IS:
1° A reducing machine which while reducing collects all expended and expanded
energy.
2° A reducing machine coupled to an
ice -bladed fan to automatically cool the
prime mover.
3° A reducing machine to reduce obesity and to induce electricity.
In commemoration thereof, I have emplaced hereunder and below my solemn chi rograph and seal on this very day of Feb-

E

REDUCING IN ALL
ITS BRANCHES

>ou RUN

FAST WORK

THE POOR FISH,
PAYS ME TO

GET THIN AND

BESIDES
I

GET FREE

JUICE TO

LIGHT TtiE

HOUSE!

i.
-- = ---=_=

POISON

4/,

--

1-

0
r',

¡.--,I_=
....A

ï3 C-k% l/l//

Reducing Machine to Reduce Obesity and to Induce Electricity, Coupled to an Ice- bladed Fan to Automatically Cool the Victim.

since the earliest days of civilization that fat
folks do not like to run far on account
of them becoming rapidly heated up while
running. The Iatin term for this peculiar
phenomenon is known to Doctors as eshofé,
which in our language means givemairboys. My stupendous invention overcomes
this trouble readily as will be seen. Furthermore while running a fat individual
gives up 23,658,9794 calories of useful heat
for every mile covered. This vast amount
of energy has gone to seed heretobefore
and it is the purpose of my basic discov-

with fan 8 which has two ice blades in order to continuously cool the victim. The
blades revolve so fast that they have no
time to melt.
Hidden from the victim and attached to
the main axle is a secret belt 6 made of
chameleon skin for purpose of invisibility. This belt runs around the frosted
glass pulley 10 which in turn is connected
to a hydraulically prest, noiseless cheese
pinion 11. The transmission in turn drives
the 22 kilowatt purple dynamo 12 which
thru the pale yellow switchboard 13, charges

ruary thirty -first, anno domino the nineteenth, at 5 o'clock tea, with a compound
wavelength of 820° specific gravity under
a barometric pressure of 14% Centigrade
in the shade of Hades.

WILL U. CHEESIT,

Witnesses
H. O. Tomalé
:

U. Sedit.
May Onaise.

By his Attorney,
J. C. McNamara,
4741 Indiana Ave..
Chicago, Ill.
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QUESTION bOXi
This department is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of ail, but only matter of sufficient interest
Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work or intricate
calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.
will be publisht.

LOUD SPEAKING TELEPHONE

(740.) E. P. Smith, Marysville, Ohio,
writes us :
Q. 1. "I have seen demonstrators in
various store windows, using a telephone
transmitter to speak into, wired to a mega-

POWER FACTOR.

(742.) William Maufras, Mantua Station, Ohio, wants to know:
Q. 1. What is the Power Factor and
how can it be found by switchboard measuring instruments?
A. 1. There are several ways of defining
the power factor, but the following is the
'-^tIIIIIIWIIWIWIILINIIIIIilIIIIlIIIIIIIIlIIWIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIlllIIIIillIIllIIIlIIillJlIIIIl !IllliIMIS
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TO OUR FRIENDS.
Do you realize that not one day
passes when we do not receive from
150 to 250 or

loud -speaking receiver on
the window. The demonto speak to the people on
an ordinary tone of voice,
which can be plainly understood. Please
give diagram of this outfit.
A. 1. The system used by such demonstrators is a loud- speaking telephone consisting of a special microphone connected
to a low resistance telephone receiver which
has about 5 ohms resistance, equipt with a
metallic horn. Diagram of connections is
given herewith.

RADIO QUERY.

(741.) H. G. Wilson, New Zealand, says:
Q. 1. "In the Telefunken system, the alternator frequency is 500 cycles, which
gives a spark frequency of 1,000 in the
H. F. circuits. The spark gaps break down
at 1,000 volts. Using say, 60 gaps in
series, is it possible to get one spark per
half cycle with a transformer secondary
voltage of only 30,000 volts ?"
A. 1. It will be possible, providing that
the oscillatory circuit is tuned to the con dition desired. In this case it will be
necessary to employ a considerable amount
of inductance. Great care should be taken
in adjusting the gaps in order to operate
satisfactorily in conjunction with the abovementioned voltage, and a small amount of
condenser capacity.
Q. 2. Would it not be necessary to have a
secondary voltage of 60,000 volts in the
case cited?
A. 2. Not necessary. However, for better spark gap operating conditions 60,000
volts will be found to give superior reWhen employing 60,000 volts it
sults.
should be remembered that the condenser
capacity must be changed in order to obtain
the desired effect.
Q. 3. What books do you recomemnd to
a person interested in the practical construction of a wireless station?
A. 3. There-are several good books pub lisht on the practical construction of wireless stations, namely, "Wireless Telegraph
Construction for Amateurs," by Morgan.
$1.50: "Experimental Wireless Stations,"
by Philip Edelman : Zenneck's "Wireless
Telegraphy," $4.00: "Wireless Course," by
Gernsback, Lescarboura and Secor, and
numerous others, all of which can be ob-

tained from our "Book Department."

a
E

letters addrest to

ra

the "Question Box"! If we were to
publish all the questions and their answers we would require a monthly
magazine five or six times the size

Circuits of Loud -Speaking Telephone, Corn prisrng a Microphone and Special Low- Resistance Receiver.

phone with a
the outside of
strator seems
the outside in

more

=

of The Electrical Experimenter with
no other matter but questions and answers! Of late the influx of letters
has become so heavy that several of
our associates have been forced to
discontinue important editorial work.
in order to answer the mail. This lac
are certain you do not wish. You do
not want your magazine to lower its
present high standard. You want the
g. best, the very best, and you know we
never have failed you yet.
Moreover the multitude of letters
are wholly unnecessary. Most of the
questions- we are asked every day
have been answered before in the
Question Box. Therefore ere you
sit down to write to us, look over
your
back numbers and nine tines
=
out of ten you will find the answer.
iVe strive hard to publish only
such matter as has not appeared before in our columns, and for that
reason only a small fraction of queries of those received by us are ac-

strument Works, Newark, N.J.
If you have a low volt scale A. C. voltmeter you may utilize it effectively as follows: Procure a step -down potential transformer having a primary rating of 2,300
volts and a secondary delivering an e.m.f.
in the neighborhood of that corresponding
to the voltmeter scale. The ratio of transformation should be accurately known in
any case for such procedure. It is dependo
ent upon the ratio of the secondary turns
to the primary turns.

FASTEST TELEGRAPH
OPERATORS.

F-
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litally publisht.

_

Kindly note, therefore, that in the
E future we canot, in your own interest, answer questions by mail, free
of charge.

For questions requiring ininedi- _
ate answer our fee is 25e. for the g.
first ordinary question and 25c. for
each additional question. We will
gladly advise fee for special queslions entailing considerable calmlotions or research. Stamped and
addrest envelope should be enclosed
with the queries and, fnorcove any E
sketches accompanying them should E
be made on separate sheets. And
please be brief.
_

,

u

a wattmeter, ammeter and voltmeter and
using the above expression, or else it can
be found directly by using a power factor
meter.
Q. 2. Can a 2,300 voltmeter for alternating currents be had? If so, where can
I obtain one; if not, how can the voltage
of such a line be found?
A. 2. A 2,300 volt A. C. meter can be
obtained from the Weston Electrical In-

(743.) Robert Willig, San Angelo, Tex.,
asks the name of the three fastest telegraph operators in the United States:
A. 1. The three fastest telegraph operators in the United States are the following:
William Gibson;
M. Clifford and T. S.
Brickhouse.

RHEOSTAT.

(744.) Warren L. Bald, New York, N.Y.,

asks:

Q. 1. Will the sketch of bottle I submit
do for construction of a water rheostat to
carry current of 110 volts, 50 amperes, in
order to heat up the grafite- carbon-steel
junction shown herewith?
A. 1. The container is far too small to
carry the above current. A chamber at
least two feet in diameter and two to three
feet high, will be required. The electrodes
should be made of iron and properly supported.
Q. 2. What degree of heat would you
say will be created by the apparatus as
constructed in drawing, with the current
mentioned above?
A. 2. With the above device and a current of 50 amperes a temperature of 1,800
degrees Fahrenheit can be obtained. However, it is impossible to give the exact
figure, as this depends upon the size of
the grafite and the gas- carbon rods, also
upon their quality of hardness. A soft
grade of carbon will produce a greater
amount of heat per unit current than the
harder variety carbon. Certain factors must

THE EDITORS.
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simplest, namely: the power factor is the
number of true watts indicated by a wattmeter, divided by the apparent watts, the
latter being the watts as measured by an
ammeter and voltmeter.
Power Factor =true power
apparent power
It can be measured by the employment of

Compound Joint of Steel - Carbon -Grafite,
Which, the Querist Desires to Heat Up

Electrically.

be considered in this problem in order to
determine exactly the intensity of heat
generated by your device.
(Continued on page 957)
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for you Positively the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog io
print today. 200 Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and
apparatus, etc. New Art Section contains finest Radio Outfits made.
Big "Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for
your 160 -page FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 18 measures 7x551' Weigh% X lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

" THE

LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA "

Now before yob turn this page write your name and address on margin
below, cut or tear out, margin ONLY. paste on postal card and the
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The most comprehensive Wireless Course ever printed. ConThis masterpiece contains 160 pages, 400 illustrations. Size
tains 160 pages, 350 illustrations. Size_of_book 6%11X9.11
of book 5" x 911. Printed on extra thin paper, so book can
Very fine flexible Iinen cover.
be slipped in pocket. Handsome stiff cloth cover.
Price $1.00 if bought alone. FREE with a year's subscription.
Price $1.00 if bought alone. FREE with a year's subscription.
This is a very limi ed offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
tremendous cost of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO.. We only have about 2000 each of these fine books on hand ; after
they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become normal again.
THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is your chance.
The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 100 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this liberal
opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.
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UNIQUE AUTOMATIC CUT -OUT
STEP -DOWN TRANSFORMER
The A.C. step -down transformer illus-

trated is equipt with an automatic cut -out

device of a new type, which shuts off the
current when an overload or short -circuit
occurs. The manufacturer claims that it is
possible to reset the circuit- breaker while
normal load is on, but it is impossible to
reset the circuit- breaker while over-load is
on the transformer or if there be a short circuit on the secondary. For example:
Suppose that a boy is operating a train of
cars, drawn by an electric locomotive, and
in turning a curve one of the cars should
jump the track and fall across the third
rail and outside rail, thus causing a short circuit. The automatic cut -out of the transformer will act and open the circuit. Now
suppose further that this train of cars had
been operating on 20 volts when the acci-

dent happened and befo, removing the
car that is across the track, the boy attempts to turn the currant on again. Just
as soon as the rheostat handle reaches the
first contact point, which is the five 'volt
connection, the breaker opens again, and
this will continue to occur until the cause
is removed, when it will be found that the
circuit- breaker or cut -out can be again
reset and the train will operate properly.
To mention another feature of safety,
which is claimed for this device: In the
operation of toys, among the younger generation, the curiosity of seeing things run
fast is characteristic of their age, regardless of what harm they may do to the apparatus under operation. For instance: A
motor designed for 15 volts will frequently
be run on 25 volts if that voltage is obtainable, just to see the motor speed up.

QUESTION BOX.

WANTED MEN!

(Continued from page 914)

ELECTRICAL PROBLEM.
(745.) John Olson, Hartford, Conn., desires to know:
Q. 1. A certain problem which I wish
to have solved is given herewith: When
a certain dynamo is delivering no current,
it takes 13/ horse -power to drive it. When
the generator delivers 150 amperes, it takes
25 horse-power to drive the machine. Calculate the electro-motive force of the dynamo on the assumption that all of the
additional power required to drive is used
to maintain the current of 150 amperes.
A. 1. The voltage of the generator is
115.7 volts.
Q.2 A 40-mile telegraph line is disconnected from the ground at both ends. The
line is then connected to the ground at one
end, thru a 220 volt battery and a direct reading voltmeter resistance, of which is
16,000 ohms. The voltmeter has .a i is -;
mum scale deflection of 2.9 volts.
the insulation resistance of the 40
and what is the insulation resistan
mile of the line ?.
A. 2. The insulating resistancf
40-mile telegraph line is 1,197,0(
while that of the one mile length
times that, or 47,::0,000 ohms.
Q. 3. What formula can be t
measuring the resistance of a wire
temperature is considered?
A. 3. The equation for determi
resistance of a wire and taking ac
the temperature is as follows:
Rt=Ro (1+Bt)
WHERE:-Rt= resistance of the conductor at the temperature desired.
R.= resistance of wire at 0° C which can
be obtained from any wire table.
B.=a constant and is called the temperature coefficient of resistance of the material composing the wire. This factor
is also obtained from a wire table.

TRANSMITTING RANGE.

New Step -Down A. C. Transformer Fitted
With Automatic Circuit - Breaker to Protect It
From Short Circuits or Over - Loading.
It is not necessary to state what the motor
will look like after such abuse. The new
automatic cut-out transformer prevents any
such excess voltage being applied, as with
higher voltage, excess current is past into
the motor and this current is invariably
greater than the limit the circuit breaker
is set for, with the result that the breaker
operates and opens the circuit, thereby protecting itself and also the apparatus under
operation.

A NICKEL FOR THIS "SPEAKING

TUBE."

In the corridor of the Telephone Building on Bloomfield Avenue, Montclair, N.J.
there are two unattended public telephone
coin -boxes in booths, and the cashier in
the Local Commercial office adjoining is
frequently asked to make change for patrons. One morning I approached an apparently bewildered person at the counter,
greeted him with the usual salutation, and
asked what I could do for him, says a writer in Telephone Review; this was his reply:
"I wonder if you would be kind enough
to give me three five -cent pieces and a
ten -cent piece for this quarter, as I have
a desire to talk thru that speaking tube
outside there."

(746.) Hugh McNeigh, Memphis, Tenn.,
wishes to know :
Q. 1. What is the maximum transmitting
range of the following set with an aerial
of 4 to 6 wires -100 feet long, 75 feet

-

-

high
1
K.W transformer (flexible)
Sayville rotary gap; 1 K. W. high potential
variable glass plate condenser; commercial oscillation transformer; precision hot
wire meter and key?
A. 1. Under favorable weather conditions
you should have no trouble in transmitting
100 miles with your transmitting outfit,
providing, of course, that your oscillating
circuit is properly adjusted so as to obtain
maximum radiation, as noted on the hot
wire ammeter.
Q. 2. I had a -inch spark coil and connected one secondary to one terminal of a
fancy geissler tube and put the other secondary as far away from tube as possible.
I then turned the current on. A distinct
gray glow in the tube was visible in the
dark. I touched the unused terminal of
tube and it (the tube) lit up as if the other
secondary wire was being used. I found
that I could attract the color by touching
side of tube. What is the cause of this?
I had four dry cells in the primary circuit
of the coil.
A. 2. The phenomenon which you have
experienced in conjunction with your geissler tube is that of the conduction of high
tension electricity thru the body to the
ground, which connects the negative terminal to the opposite terminal of the geissler tube, thus producing the effect you
speak of.
(Continued on page 919)
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75 TO$300
MONTH!

YSA

Demand for capable
automobile and tractor men far exceeds the
supply. Our graduates secure good paying positions
as Salesmen, Demonstrators, Factory Testers, Garago Managers, Drivers and 'tractor Experts.

$50 Course FREE

Only six weeks required to train you in this great
school. Meet cornpleteinstroction .Instructors
and
t60
Course TTrrac. rand (Lighting
Free. Write today for ..ut big free book
and S50 Free Scholarship Certainata.
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on. .............nn E t:. S. ElecEngineer's
andbook in your
pocket, tool chest, on your work
bench, drawing table or desk an hour
or a day need not be lost ¡'digging
up" some forgotten rule, some unfamiliar fact'
you'll just turn to the very complete index and
get it in a jiffy." Just a few of the subjects
ellwua

trical

treated are:
Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Symbols:
Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and Alternating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical
Measurements; Meters; Art and Incandescent Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers; Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and
Multiple-Unit Control; Transmission; Rail
Welding; Tablesof Wires -Sizes, Capacities,
etc.,-Mathematical Rules, Formulas, Symbols; Tables of Constants, Equivalents, Roots,
Powers. Reciprocals, Areas, Weights and
Measures; Chemistry; Properties of Metals;
Principles of Mechanics; First Aid. etc.
The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22
I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scientific and Commercial subjects, all crowded with
value. They have the contents of a full-size book
condensed into pocket -size ready to go with you
anywhere and be at your instant command.
They are substantially bound in cloth, red edges,
gofdleaf stamping, printed from new, clear, readable type on good quality book paper. There is
an illustration at every point where a picture
will help. Hundreds of thousands have been
sold on a money-back guarantee of satisfaction.
The regular price is $1.25, but for a LIMITED
TIME you can buy the ones you want, postpaid, delivery guaranteed, for only 50 cents.
You Run No Risk! Money Bock if Desired!
International Correspondence Schools

Box 5 3 4 ,Scrantton. Pa.
1

TrAR OUT MERE.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5341 , SCRANTON, PA.
I enclose 8
for which send me postpaid the
Handbooks marked X, at 50c. each. Imay return any or all
and get my money back within ten days from receipt:
Electrical Engineer's
Advertise?,
Teleph.and Teleg. Engineer's
Business Man's
Mechanic's
Bookkeeper's
Steam Engineer's
Steno. and Correspondent's
Westinghouse Air Brake
Salesman's
Civil Engineer's
Window Trimmer's
Coal Miner's
Cotton Textile Worker's
Concrete Engineer's
Farmer's
Building Trades
Poultryman's
Plumbers and Fitter's
Mariner's
Chemist's
Automobile

Name

Street
and No.
City

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writi lg to advertisers.
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LENZITE

DETECTOR

CRYSTAL
Patented May 2nd,

1916

A first class Wireless Detector is half the battle in the wireless
game. Have you tried the best and most effective, The "Lenzite"

Crystal Detector ?

REGISTERED

If you want to have a perfect receiving detector, try
ours. If not satisfactory,
return same within thirty
days and we shall be pleased
to refund you the price.

Why Is Our Detector Near Perfection ?.
Being a user of anAudion Bulb and having firmly, after due test and consideration of "mineral
detectors," discarded them as unstable and unreliable and very inconvenient, being hard to keep
in adjustment, I was very skeptical as to Lenzite, but glad to make the test and more than pleased

that I did so.
I found that the reception of signals with Lenzite
I may have had.

as a detector quite beyond any hopes

that

mineral in question (Lenzite) seems to be "sensitive" nearly all over its surface on all sides, which is a very great advantage as it makes it almost as easy
to keep in adjustment as an audion, and brings in the signals, when proper
attunement is accomplished, in a very loud and positive manner, and I must
add I was greatly surprised as it, without any question, has given me far
greater results than any other sort of mineral detector I have tried, and I have
tried to get all that I have been able to hear of.
e

Its clear, loud, readable demonstrations should make it very desirable to
operators whether or not they use audions, which consume power which Lenzite
does not, and it is quite as good for long distance work as well. I shall be glad
to tell others of it.
Very truly,
HERBERT W. BRISCOE.
(6 IH U. S. License.)
Send money order, express order or check
for
and we will send you, postage
prepaid, one of our Lenzite wireless detectors.

$5.00

LENZITE CRYSTAL CORPORATION
537

Chamber of Commerce Building

Pasadena, California

TUBE DETECTORS
Notice to Our Customers
Have you received our new circulars containing our
guarantees ?
Is the tube you purchased from us giving you absolute satisfaction ?
Remember we live up to our guarantees.
This detector does not employ or incorporate an evacuated vessel containing three electrodes. namely. a filament, a plate. and a grid disposed
between the filament and plate.

DEALERS:--WE ARE STILL ON THE JOB
Write for Circulars

PACIFIC LABORATORIES SALES DEPT.
534 Pacific

San Francisco, California

Building

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when

writing

to advertisers.
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QUESTION BOX.
(Continued from page 917)

RECTIFIER.

(747.) George L. Cowperthwait, Scranton, Pa., asks:
Q. 1. Is it possible for me to conncct a
rectificr on an A. C. circuit, so that I may
use a D. C. fan motor? if not, is it possible for me to rewind my fan motor for
an A. C. single phase 60 cycle circuit? If
so, will you please give me an idea as to
how this can be done?
A. 1. It is possible to employa rectifier
so as to convert the alternating into direct
current in order to use it to run the direct
current motor, providing that the motor
is wound to the voltage received at the
direct current mains of the rectifier. About
80 volts is usually obtained at the direct
current mains.
Considerable amount of trouble will be
experienced in rewinding a single phase
A. C. motor. It is advisable for you to
purchase a finished A. C. machine if you
desire to run it direct on the line.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT.

(748.) J. Thomas Johnson, Kern County,
California, asks:
Q. 1. I would like to know if an electrical instrument has been invented for
locating oil-bearing land or underground

oil sands.
A. 1. As far as we know we have never
heard or seen any instrument for locating
oil -bearing land or underground oil sands.
Q. 2. Would it be within your province
to give a description of the principle involved in a compass, as far as present

knowledge permits?
A. 2. The general accepted theory of the
compass is that of the attraction of unlike
magnetic poles and the repulsion of like
poles. Since the compass needle is merely
a light, permanent steel magnet, pivoted
on a point and acted upon by the earth's
north and south magnetic poles, any variation in the earth's magnetic field is accurately shown by the movement of the
compass needle. The north pole of the
compass needle is really the south pole,
since it is attracted by the earth's north
magnetic pole, which as stated before is
the attraction of opposite sign poles. Space
does not permit us to go into further details on this subject; however, we would
refer you to an excellent book on the subject by Silvanus P. Thompson entitled
Elementary Lessons in Magnetism and
Electricity.'

QUENCHED SPARK GAP.

(749.) Delbert Myers, Amboy, Ind., asks:
Q. 1. Must the spark chambers of a
quenched gap be absolutely airtight?
A. 1. If most efficient results are to be
obtained from a quenched spark gap, it is
absolutely necessary to have the discharge
chambers airtight; in fact it will be impossible to obtain proper quenching action
of the gap if any air is present in the

chamber.

Q. 2. Give the condenser capacity of
the E. I. Co.'s 1 K. W. condenser for each
variation, as there are four variations?
A. 2. The total capacity of the above
make 1 K. W. condenser is .0203 m.f. The
four sections are equally divided and each
section has an electro- static capacity of
.005- km.f.; the second variation is .010 m.f.,
the third .015 m.f., and the fourth .0203 m.f.
Q. 3. Please give the number of plates
in each step?
A. 3. The first section is composed of
four plates, while the other three sections
are made up of five plates each.
This condenser is composed of the proper number of glass and metal plates, assembled en bloc and thoroly impregnated
with a special sealing compound.
(Continued on page 921)
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THE ORGANS OF ELECTRIC
FISHES
An interesting contribution is given to
Science by Mr. Elmer L. Shaffer, of Princeton University, on the subject of electric
fishes. He says in part:
It was suggested to the writer by Professor U. Dahlgren, of Princeton University, that Gynnlotus carapus might furnish
material for the study of electric organs.
Miss A. Lowrey (see Jour. Morph., Vol. 24,
p. 693) in her examination of several Gym notid fishes was unable to find electric tissues. She found that

you 'dare an Electro--ct
Arlington 'Tested Crystal in your
deteetor you KNOW that it
When

s sensitive.
s c are

Every crystal
fu Ily SELECTED
Yq
TESTED before being
individually PACKED and
SEALED under our label. Electroset N. A. A. minerals have proven
their superior worth in actual
service throughout the world.
Sold by leading dealers or by mail
direct. Silicon or Galena 25 cts each.
THE ELECTRO-SET CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
Dept. E-il
a

in or between the first and second muscular units
of the ventral ortion of the great lateral muscles,
there was a slight degeneration of parts of the
muscles. The larger units had been reduced to
two minute oval muscles embedded in either
strands of cartilage. or strands of cartilage and
fat, and occupied parts of two triangular spaces,
one on each side of the median septum just above
the (muscle) unit which controls the anal fin. No
plates, special nerve fibers, or nerve endings were

In my examination of the specimen which
had been collected by Professor Dahlgren
some years ago, I noticed that when the
fish was scaled a portion of the body appeared almost translucent. The location of
this part corresponds exactly to the location described by Miss Lowrey where
"slight degeneration of parts of the muscles" liad taken place. Sections were made
of this portion of the body, and a study of
these has shown beyond all doubt that the
portion of the body in question is composed
of electric tissue. Not only were the characteristic electroplaxes found, but also the
special electric nerve fibers and blood -vessels supplying them.
The fish used for this study measured approximately 31 cm. in length. The body is
more or less filiform, tapering to an extremely finely pointed tail. The head is
flattened dorsally and the upper lip projects slightly over the lower lip. The gill
opening is rather small with a dusky spot
just above it. The vent opens just behind
the throat. The dorsal fin is entirely lacking, while the ventral fin extends from the
tip of the finely pointed tail to a position
just posterior to the vent opening. The fin
is controlled by a muscle unit lying just
dorsal to it. The electric organs extend
from the tip of the tail forward, following
along the entire length of the ventral fin
and lying dorsal to the muscle unit controlling the fin. There are two such organs, one
on each side of the body, each tapering
more or less at the cephalad and caudad
ends, thus giving the organs the form of
much- elongated spindles. In cross -section
these electric areas appear triangular in
shape and are separated by the median
septum.
The electric spindles are divided into five
longitudinal tiers by horizontal sheets of
connective tissue running the entire length
of the organ. In these tiers the electroplaxes are arranged perpendicular to the
septa in compartments bounded by the eleetrolemnna and embedded in the electric
jelly. These compartments, with the electroplaxes lying in about the middle, are
relatively large, with the result that the
electroplaxes are rather widely separated.
Since the strength of the electric current
produced is proportional to the number of
electroplaxes, it is safe to assume that the
electric current produced by G. carapus
must be extremely weak, if it is at all perceptible.
The electroplaxes are plainly seen in any
section taken through the electric organ.
They are more or less square or oblong in
shape, with irregular projections (papillae)
on the cephalad and caudad sides. These
papillae are usually longer on the caudad
sides. Numerous oval nuclei are arranged
Teriferally and no cell walls are present.
he core of the electroplax is homogeneous
(Continued on page 922)
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WORTH 25 CENTS TO ANYBODI"
This is the BIG BOOK you need and
want. Describing positively the finest
and most complete line of wireless,
novelty, and experimental goods ever
listed in any catalogue and containing
besides, innumerable tables, hook-ups
and treatises of inestimable value to the
experimenter.
By actual comparison, the ElectroSet Co's Handy Book contains more
information than any two twenty-five
cent books on the market. The Handy
Book cost $9000.00 to compile. For a
limited time we will send this big, valuable book to those interested absolutely
free of charge. Don't even send us postage. Just write your name and address plainly on a post card, say "I'm
interested in your goods."
THIS IS THE MOST INTERESTING CATALOG PUBLISHED
Every experimenter and electrically
interested person should send for it today, without fail. We reserve the right
to withdraw this offer at any time.
A Few of the Interesting Items You
Will Find in the Handy Book
Treatises on Wireless Telegraphy;
Simple Electric Measurements; A. B.
C. of Electricity with many fascinating
experiments; Construction of Aerials.
How to Make Selenium Cells; Calculate
Wave Lengths; and Code Charts.
Tables and Data on Transmitting
Ranges; Spark Voltages; Inductivity;
Weights and Measures; Wave Lengths;
Specific Gravity; Resistance; Wire
Data; and Spark Coil Construction:
HEADQUARTERS FOR WIRELESS
GOODS
Big Values at Low Prices in Wireless Goods, Motors, Flashlights, Novelties, Parts, Raw Materials, Wire,
Heating Appliances, Lighting Plants,
Toys, Train Sets and other goods.
Send the Post Card TODAY
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ELECTRICAL

and WIRELESS CATALOG

MORE THAN EVER JUSTIFIES YOUR VERDICT
THAT IT IS THE ONE CATALOG WORTH WHILE
150

pp. wireless instruments

150 pp.

electrical supplii s

ANNOUNCEMENT WIRELESS AMATEURS
We announce effective at once these exceedingly attractive reductions on the following wireless instruments
Price

Type T -0

Only 8c in stamps
will bring this

unrivalled catalog to your home.
The great cost of
catalog and the
exceptionally low

prices (often-

times fully 25',
below usual retail price) prohibits its distribution otherwise.
You may deduct
the 8c on first
$1.00

purchase.

Price

Thordarson Flexible Step-Up
Transformer
.$15.00 812.25
Type T -1 Thordarson Flexible Step-Up
Transformer
20.00 16.25
Type T -2 Thordarson Flexible Step-Up
Transformer
19.75
25.00
Note. -A Thordarson Special
Protective Device Included
free with each transformer.
In Catalog No. 11 these transformers are listed at a slight
advance over above prices.
No. A395 Commercial Type Oscillation
Transformer
13.50
15.00
No. A7628 Oscillation Transformer
6.75
5.75
No. R41
No. R41

Receiving Set with Condensers
Receiving Set less Condensers

32.00
24.00

29.50
22.00

Price
No. 1915 Detector Stand
$2.00
Model 5AA Navy Type Receiving Trans-

Price
$1.50

former
19.50
Arlington Receiving Transformer 9.00
Arlington Type B Receiving
7.2.5
Transformer
No. A7721 Receiving Transformer
6.50

17.25
7.50

No. 1091
No. 1092

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

44X6
39X0
40X0
A6012
61X10
A560
71X0
73X0
17X0

inch Spark Coil
3if inch Spark Coil
3,1 inch Spark Coil

6.50
5.75
3.65
2.00
2.65

4.50

1

2.25
3.15
.65

Detector Stand
Standard Tuning Coil
Pancake Helix
Electrose Insulator
Electrose Insulator
Electrose Insulator

55

3.60
1.50
.30

3.35
1.40

27
.I8

.20
.50

.48

WHAT OUR BIG CATALOG CONTAINS
pages wireless instruments. 10 pages raw material; storage batteries: electrolytic rectifiers: high frequency coils: telegraph
instruments: commercial and battery motors and dynamos: rotary converters: alternators; sewing machine motors; water
motors; medical batteries; auto accessories; flashlights; electric lighting plants: Victrolas; books and general electrical supplies.
150

Send 8c for this Catalog today. You need it

The William B. Duck Co.,
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Electromagnetic waves of any
length from an incandescent lamp.

LOADING INDUCTANCE
TYPE R.110.11
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$400.00 COMPLETE
TYPE
Osoillion Telegraph, capable of transmitting the voice 15 miles, or telegraphic
messages 40 miles. Larger transmitters
for greater ranges.

TYPE RJ71-2500 -12000 METERS, $35.0$
THE DEFOREST LOADING INDUCTANCE
TYPE "S " -- $60.00

DeForest "Oscillion"

(Oscillating -A ud ion)
Generator of absolutely undamped oscillations of
any frequency. Permits Radio Telephone speech
surpassing in clearness that over any wire. For
Laboratory and Research Work has a field utterly
unfilled. Patents issued and pending.
MANUFACTURED

TYPE EJ2 -PRICE $32.00.
NEW AUDION AMPLIFIER FOR

INCREASING STRENGTH OF RECEIVED SIGNALS 25 TIMES.
It is not a Detector in any form.

BY

DEFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY
Office and Factory
Cable Address:

1391

SEDGWICK AVE.

RADIOTEL, N. Y.

TYPE VC4 -PRICE $20.00

VARIABLE CONDENSER

This Condenser is similar to our commercial type but is enclosed
in an oak cabinet. It has 35 semi -circular aluminum plates.
The maximum capacity is approximately .0025 M. F.
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QUESTION BOX.
(CO elide ll ed

from rag,' 919)

ARMATURE CORE
CONSTRUCTION.

Efficiency

(750.) Paul Johnson, Philadelphia, l'a.,
writes us:
Q. 1. Ilow is a built -up armature core

constructed?
A. 1. They are made from ring sections
stamped from sheet metal and are fastened
tu a central support or spider, which consists of an iron hub with radial spokes
and a rim with provisions for fastening the
rings. The rim of the spider is provided
with dovetail notches into which fit similar
shaped internal projections on the core
segments. Each layer of the core frame

The
manner of fastening the rings to the spider
is an important point, for it must be done
without reducing the effect of cross- section
of the core, in order not to choke the magnetic flux.
Q. 2. What effect has the cross -magnetizing- force on the field of a motor?
A. 2. It tends to shift the field around
in a direction opposite to that of the rotation.
Q. 3. Can you give me a concise explanation of the operation of a Thomson
recording wattmeter?
A. 3. Before explaining the operation of
the instrument, it should be remembered
that it consists of four elements namely:
(1) a motor causing rotation; (2) a dynamo providing the necessary load or drag;
(3) a registering device, the function of
which is to integrate the instantaneous
values of the electrical energy to be measured and (4) means of regulation for light
and full load. The construction of the
armature and field is entirely different
from that of the ordinary motor, inasmuch
as no iron is used in its construction;
therefore the torque of the armature is
dependent upon the product of the field and
armature strengths. The strength of the
field, there being no iron, varies directly
with the current in the field. Thus the
strength of the field with 10 amperes flowing, is exactly twice the strength of the
The
field with five amperes flowing.
strength of the armature is dependent on
the voltage of the system to which it is
connected, the armature clement of the
meter is practically a voltmeter. There is
therefore a torque or pull varying directly with the strength of the armature
and the field, or in other words varying
directly with the watt load and except in
so far as influenced by friction, the speed
of rotation varies directly with the torque.
The currents generated in the (drag) disc
armature consist of eddy currents, which
circulate within the mass of the disc.
is firmly held in place by end clamps.

in wireless transformers is the word "Thordarson" on the maker's name -plate. There must
be a mighty good reason why so many expert
operators are satisfied only with a

THORDARSON
WIRELESS TRANSFORMER
Perfected by C. H. Thordarson
whose high tension transformers
have won the Gold Medal at the
St. Louis and Panama- Pacific
Expositions.
Sold completely
assembled. Five sizes, % to 2
K.W., 10,000- 20,000 volts, any
cycle desired.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.,

506 SO. JEFFERSON STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

MULTI -AUDI -PONE
SPECIAL NOTICE
We have just placed on t :-e
market a new loose coupler built
of mahoganylwith all metal parts
highly polished nickel plate.

New in design and wonderful
in efficiency.
Made in two sizes.
Type "AD". 150 to 3000 Meters
Type " AU" 9000 to 15000 Meters

TRANSFORMER.
(751.)

The Variable Shunt (marked by
arrom)is an exclusive Thordarson
feature enabling the operator to
attain perfect resonance by regulating the air -gap. Locked in
position by eccentric earn.

Write for Special Bulletin
and Prices

Joseph Hans, Brooklyn, N.Y., de-

6.50
$12.00
$

Multi- Audi -Fone
$ 18.00
Two Step M. A. F..... 75.00
Short Wave Regenerative Attachment..... 22.50
Multi -Form Receiver... 100.00
Detectorphone
35.00
Fixed Condenser.
1.00
M. A. F. Detector
3.00
M. A. F. Loading Coil
2.00
.

sires:

Q. 1. What factors are to be considered in choosing between three phase and
single phase transformers for three phase

current transformation?
A. 1. No specific rule can be given regarding the selection of single or three
phase transformers, since both designs are
equally reliable; local conditions will generally determine which type is preferable.
However, the following will be found to
be helpful:
Single phase transformers are preferable
where only one transformer group is installed and where the expense of 'a spare
transformer would not be warranted. In
such installations the burning out of one
phase of a three phase unit, would cause
considerable inconvenience for the reason
that the whole transformer would neces-

MULTI -AUDI-FONE
Elizabeth, N. J.

275 Morris Ave.

Send 2c. for Circular

QRX- QRX-QRX de Tri City Radio Co.
508 Best Block, Rock

I

K. W. Thordarson Transformers ..

Audiotron Cabinets (complete)

..

$19.00

..
.

12.95

Island, Ill.

Navy type Couplers
Arc receiving set
complete ..

Send stamp for new bulletins

$9.95
36.50
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Send 10c for
Our Manual of

Wireless Tel-

sarily llave to be disconnected from the
circuit before repairs could be made.
In employing three phase transformers,
having both the primary and secondary
connected in delta, trouble in one phase
will not prevent the use of the other two
phases in open delta. By short circuiting
both primary and secondary of the defective phase, and cutting it out of the circuit,
the magnetic flux in that section is entirely
neutralized.

Q. 1. In water -cooled transformers how
much cooling surface is required for an

egraphy W9
You Bet Your Money Back
on an Order of $1.00

It contains 180 pages and tells how to
erect and maintain wireless telegraph
stations. Shows a number of diagrams.
Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the best instruments to use; tells what they are
or and how to use them. Has many
new diagrams and other valuable information not
contained in

internal cooling coil?
A. 2. The surface of the cooling coil
should be from one -half to 1.3 sq. in., per
watt of total transformer loss, depending
upon the amount of heat which the external surface of the transformer case will
dissipate. For a water temperature rise
of 43° Fahrenheit; 1/32 lb. of water per
minute is required per kilowatt of load.
(752.)

inquires:

any other

book' Do
not wait.
Send your
request now.
Get the best

10c value
you will ever
buy.

Send for Our New
Catalog W28
It is pocket sire. contains 248 pages. with over
1.000 illustrations and describes in plain, clear
language all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material,
Electric Toys, Burglar and Fire Alarm
Contrivances, Electric Call Bells. Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries. Motor
Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors. Switches. Battery
Gauges. Wireless Telegraph Instruments.
Ignition Supplies, etc.
IT MEANS MONEY SAVED TO YOU
to have our Manual and our Catalog when you
want to buy.

Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co., Inc.
New York:
17

Park Place

Chicago:
114 S. 5th Ave.

S1.

Louis:

1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

G.

BALANCING SET.

Albert Haskell, Harrison, N.J.,

Minn

7S7

fE

How a Motor - Balancer Set Is Connected to
Equalize the Voltage on Both Legs of a
Three -Wire System.
Q. 1. What does a balancing set consist
of and how is it connected?
A. 1. A balancing set or balancer consists of a motor mechanically connected to
a dynamo used to balance a three -wire system. The operation of such a combination is practically the same as a dynamot-

or and its connection is given.
When an unbalanced load comes on, the
voltage on the lightly loaded side rises
and on the heavily loaded side drops. The
machine on the light side then takes power
from the line and runs as a motor, driving
the machine on the heavy side as a dynamo, supplying extra current for that side.
This action tends to bring the voltage back
to normal and provide good regulation.
Q. 2. How is balancing of a three -wire
system accomplished?
A. 2. In practise it is impossible to obtain an exactly balanced system, as the
turning on and off of lamps as required results in a preponderance of lamps in the
upper or lower sets and furthermore even
when the number of lamps in the two sets
are equal, they may be located irregularly,
thereby causing considerable currents to
flow for short distances in the neutral
line. Therefore, the larger the number of
lamps in the circuit, the easier it will be
to keep the system in a balanced condition.

SPARK COILS For Wireless
STYLEC SPECIAL

Postage extra

1

"COIL

3.50

FINE RESULTS WITH THIS COIL

SCHUG ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
254 EAST LARNED,

DETROIT, MICH.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and

A fine trade commanding a good salary, and your services are always in
demand. Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, Ill., for our latest catalog

Engraving

Connections of Marconi Multiple Tuner With

Tertiary "Energy Transfer" Circuit.
(Continued on page 929)
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THE ORGANS OF ELECTRIC
FISHES.
(Continued from page 919)
in appearance. The nerves and blood -vessels always approach the caudad side of
the plates, a condition which is similar to
that found in the electric eel and other
Gymnotids.
It is thus evident that the tissue which
Miss Lowrey has described as degenerated
muscle units is really an electric organ. Her
mention of "strands of cartilage being intermingled with the degenerated muscle leads
me to believe that she has seen the electroplaxes and interpreted them as being cartilage. They are usually of a homogeneous,
hyaline appearance and with their numerous nuclei might present a cartilaginous
appearance. Yet their form is that so characteristic of electric plates that one can not
overlook them.
Another of the Gymnotids which Miss
Lowrey has examined and reported to possess no electric organs is Eigenmannia virescens. In the posthumous work of Sachs
(1881) on Gymnotus electricus, some of
his field notes are publisht which describe
and figure portions of the body which he
considered to be the electric organs of
Bigenntannia (Sternopygus). It is interesting to note that his description of the
macroscopic appearance of the electric organs exactly fits that of Gymnotus campus
presented here.
From an evolutionary standpoint the
weak or pseudo-electric fishes form a subject of interesting speculation. The Gym notids (except Electrophorus electricus, the
electric eel) and certain of the Raiida: possess these weak electric organs. Darwin,
in his "Origin of Species" (page 167, sixth
edition) has admitted that the electric organs of fishes present difficulties to his theory of natural selection. Are the weak electric organs rudimentary, or are they% new
organs in the process of progressive development? If they are rudimentary, why
have they been discarded; if they are new
organs just beginning to appear, of what
selection value can they be if they produce
no perceptible electric current? Only a
study of the development of these organs
In
can throw light on these questions.
certain of the Raiida: which have been investigated it seems quite evident that the
electric organs have been recently acquired
and are not, therefore, the rudiments of
previously existing well -developed ones.

PROFESSOR FLEMING ON LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONY.
Prof. J. A. Fleming commenced his fifth
lecture at the University College, London,
on "Long- Distance Telephony" with a demonstration of the effect of loading upon the
current sent into a 14-mile 44-lb. cable,
and the current received at the far end.
Artificial cables were employed and it was
shown that on switching over from an unloaded to a loaded cable, the current at the
sending end diminished but the received
current very greatly increased. The high frequency alternator used for the experiment did not yield a pure sine wave, but
Prof. Fleming showed that the undesired
components of the wave could be filtered
out by connecting resonating circuits in
shunt to the terminals, each such circuit
containing a capacity and an inductance in
series, such that the frequency with which
By
it would resonate equalled w vi -C.
winding coils upon the inductance coils,
as in a transformer, pure sinusoidal currents corresponding to the resonating harmonics could be obtained. having, for instance, frequencies of 1,000, 3,000 or 5,000
cycles per second respectively.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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For the study o! these high- frequency
oscillograph was not
suitable, as its natural frequency of vibrashould be
tion was not sufficiently great
ten times that of the wave under examination. The Braun cathode -ray oscillograph
was free from this objection, but the trace
obtained was not sharp enough. However, a rough practical test could be made
with a condenser, voltmeter and ammeter;
connecting these with the alternator, if no
harmonics were. present, tite current I
would be = 2. n y c X 10.6, or 106 I/n
y c = 2. = 6.28, if, however, harmonics
were present, the latter ratio would always
be greater than 6.28, possibly two or three
times as great. For a true sine wave it was
best to use a special machine. such as that
designed by Mr. Duddell.
The measurement of the small alternating currents employed in telephony neceswaves the Duddell

-it

THE
INCOMPARABLE
THE

ONLY

sitated the construction of special instruments, usually dependent .upon thermal effects. Methods of measuring small capacities were also explained. Remarking in
connection with the measurement of s/c
that the Postoffice engineers had discovered
that gutta -percha conducted alternating
currents better than direct current, Prof.
Fleming. described a special capacity bridge
which he and his late assistant, Mr. G. B.
Dyke (killed on active military service),
had developed for the investigation of this
effect, and showed the importance of the
phenomenon in the cases of dry manila paper, gutta -percha and vulcanized rubber, all
of which varied widely in conductivity for
high -frequency alternating currents with
the frequency and the temperature. For
ordinary g.p. s/c = 100 or 120; for Siemens special g.p. ..'c - 21) or 12. The

923
value of R/L could be measured with the
Hughes bridge, which the lecturer explained in detail.

A CLEAR
TRACK TO

'

FOR THE
TRAFFIC

^,

"-

) INSPECTOR

Learn this new profession in 3 to 4 months
with our complete course. Prepare for big

pay- promotion -success.

Railroads every-

where are watching for good traffic inspectors.
The training obtained in this work leads to
sure opportunities for advancement.
Get ready for the success that awaits you. Earn
big pay with short hours. Travel at no expense. Our
Employment Bureau helps successful graduates obtain

positions. Write now for booklet G -12, giving full infor mation.
Buffalo, N. Y.
FRONTIER PREP. SCHOOL -

Tigerman Detecto-,Amplifier

DEVICE

INVENTED

WHICH

TAKES

THE

PLACE

OF

TWO ORDINARY

Pending

DETECTORS

PANEL RECEIVING SET
CABINET RECEIVING SET

SOME OF ITS MOST SALIENT
FEATURES ARE:

Oscillator and One Step
Amplifier

for receiving undamped wave signals
and intensifying it 101025 times.

1Ì'

aI

an

^

Detector and One Step
Amplifier

for receiving damped wave signals and
intensifying it 10 to 25 times.

Detector and Oscillator

r,..

,.

.

for receiving both damped and un-

4,

Two Individual Detectors
Two Individual Oscilla-

e">,

!.

tors

r

Two Step Amplifier

used in connection with another detector.

Type

"1

r.

damped wave signals.

"E" with Hard

°.-°1

Price of Individual Tube, $7.00

t

s

Type "A" Hard Rubber or Formica Panel - $20.00
Type "C" Mahogany Panel
16.00
Below are some of our authorized representatives who shall be glad of the opportunity to demonstrate and prove to you the unequal
superiority of the TIGERMAN DETECTO- AMPLIFIER. If any of them near you call on him an be convinced.

Rubber or Formica Panel, $27.50
Type "G'r with Mahogany Front Panel - 22.50

The length of

the Tigerman tube is 515"
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13th St.. S. E. Minneapolis,
LESS CO., 232 S. Duluth
Loweiville, O.
Minn.
Ave., Sioux Falls, S. D.
THE RICHARDSON CO., Erle.
LYNN KEATON, N. Broad St.. WERT O'DONNELL, I222 W.
Pa.
Norwich. N. Y.
30th St., Indianapolis, Ind.
M. E. ROBERTSON 98 Pier ERNEST LAWRENCE. Canton FOLGER C. OUDIN, 7 Union
mont Ave., Nyack, N. Y.
Public School. Croton. S. D.
St., Schenectady, N. Y.
Dr. L. KISMET ROSSA. Sec.,
KENNETH R. LYDE, 20 Clodia PACIFIC WIRELESS SPEEastern Panhandle Radio Ass'o,
Terrace. Newtonvule, Mass.
CIALTY CO., 1526 Crenshaw
506 W. John St., Martinsburg,
Boulevard. Los Angele-, Cal.
W. Va.
JOHN J. MARTIN. 414 S. 3d
St., Manitowoc, Wis.
St., Hoopeston, Ill.
C. K. PAVER; 110 Slain St., R. A. SEAGER, Ankona, Fla.
West Bend, Ris.
CEO. GROSSMAN, Box 194. FRANK A. McCOWAN, Box
L M. SMITH. Salem, Wis. Call
Columbia. Mo.
381. Mason, Mich.
EARLE B. PERKINS, 134 Pine
9MA and 9BV.
St., So. Portland, Me.
ROBERT H. HARNING, 29 J. C. MEIGHAM, 1656 WashingB. STEDINGER, 1414 8. 19th
wesuteld Ave., Roselle kPark,
ton Ave., Northampton, Pa. PIONEER AUTO SUPPLY CO.
St., Omaha, Neb.
Twenty -second Si.. at Graati
N. J.
Call STO
BRAINERD L. STRATTON.
Ave., Kansas City. Mo.
GEO. E. HARRINGTON, Or- MID -WEST WIRELESS MFG.
leans, Minn.
& SUPPLY CO., Mattoon, Ill. PORTLAND
WIRELESS 44 Senses 8t., Oneida, N. Y.
THE HINZ ELECTRICAL CO.
EQUIPMENT CO.. Morgan AUGUST .1. TETE, B. E., 1516
WIRELESS
MIGNON
CORP.,
234 Palmer Ave., Syracuse. N.Y.
Kerlerec Si . New Orleans, La.
Bldg., Portland. Ore.
Elmira. N. 1.
JOS.M HOFFMANN, 317 E.91et
EDWIN I..POWELL. 216 Spruce H. J. VAN BUREN. 921 Marshall
MODERN ELECTRIC SHOP,
St., New York.
Ave , Takoma Park, Md.
Ave.. Newcastle. Pa. Call BQT.
Electrical Sales and Installation
H. A. HOLCOMB. 117 Spring St.
Dept., Fourteenth and N. Ste.. RADIO APPARATUS CO. OF E. O. WALTZ, Medina, O.
Windsor Lock, Conn. CaliIATY
N. W.,Washingtoa, D. C.
AMERICA, Parkway Bldg.,
WILLIAMS. 4300
Broad sud Cherry Sta., Phlla- ASHLEY
CHAS. E. HOLMES. 310 Brown M. MUELLER, 18 Devonshire
South St.. Lincoln. Neb.
delphla, Pa.
St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
St.. Boston. Mass.
THE RADIO DISTRIBUTING THE WIRELESS SHOP. 308
THE IRONfON RADIOSALES R. J. NICHOLS. 401 Litchfield
Brown St., Ypsilanti. Mich.
CO.. Lombard, Il .
Co.. 510 S. 7th St.. Ironton, O.
St., Bay City, Mich.
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ATORIES, 16 Wayne Street,
St.;New Bedford. Mass.
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Troy, N. Y.
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detector does not employ or incorporate an evacuated vessel containing three electrodes, namely, a filament,
a plate. and a grid disposed between the filament and plate.
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and St., Detroit, Mich.
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Mass.
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N. Y.
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Lockport, Ill.
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N. D.
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Valley.
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SILVANUS P. THOMPSON
MEMORIAL.

When you get that thrillingly weak SOS you will
appreciate the remarkable sensitiveness of our
Improved Type A-9723 Head
Set. Read this from an amateur
wireless operator of Athens, Ga.:
reading amateur
stations -on Galena detector- anywhere from 400
them
wring less than
of
some
distant,
miles
to 1500
I kw., and tests with other phones of higher price
at
all from these
signals
any
to
give
fail
than yours
stations." (Name on request)

"I have for months been nightly

Stromberg- Carlson
Radio Head Set
You will probably find this improved type
A -9223 Radio Head Set -wound to 2000
ohms
your dealer. If not, we will
send it direct for 58.25. Keep it ten days.
If it does not do all that we claim for it,
if not satisfied that it is the best buy on the
market, send it back and we will
refund money without question.

-at

Send for Bulletin No.
1006-G giving full

description

Stromberg -Carlson
Telephone Mfg.Co.
Rochester. R. V.

AN EXCEPTIONAL STATION- At an Exceptionally Low Price

i

Instantly be
N. A. A. Ume signals an well as all stations
Inattun to without"detector toning." Our TEL-RAD10N
cluded in this station thus eliminating all detectors and trouble.
ecent na copanty of this station is thousands of miles with a fairly
good capacity aerial. Will tuna up to 4.000 meters. An Ideal alloutfit capable of receiving all the commercial stations

u

ñ-rariTi fliVi_ the following Instruments mounted in a birch
abi smth.n
a

y.
binvt hi8hly finished in mah
TYPE INes.1t
loadingbtBINAp

TUNER,
seven-point
of
Rotary ,.IAahó
capacity son metres. Raters
permanent
ant
Tthe
Fixed ch cons
or,w
witch,
lesss.
o t the duplex pw-es,
Wireless Detector, bite is
No.0.rrottect tb.Detector. A abort-circuiting switch is provided to protect fib. Fetettoro from burnouts if sa áanvmitnng
lion is employed.

loading row.
43

rour

Complete as described,
With

a

$23.50

pair 2000 ohm Brandes headset

$28.041 Complete with aerial
insulators, leading ground
switch
wire.
clamp nd
Brandes super iorr
headset.

$43,50.

TEL.

RADION CO.

32 Union Sq.

New York

ENCLOSED
ROTARY GAP
This gap has been designed
to sell at a low price and to
meet the demands of amateurs for a good, enclosed
and silent gap. Finished in
dull black, it will add to the
appearance of your set.
It is made in one style only,
for all powers up to I -KW.
and can be mounted in almost any position.
The gap is enclosed in a
circular iron housing 8 inches
in diameter and 23-i inches
thick, with removable cover
(for inspection). The adjustment can be as close as desired
between sparking points.
Rotating disc is of brass with 12 projecting
round brass arms (total diameter 6 inches).
mounted on shaft running in bronze bearing
and is belt driven by small motor giving a
variety of tones depending upon the speed.
When in operation this gap is very quiet
Price complete, without motor, $8.50
J. Herbert Ferris, 2D Catalpa Drive, Royal Oak, Mich.

A fund is being raised in England to purchase the very valuable scientific library of
the late Dr. Silvanus Thompson, who died
June thirteenth last, and to present it to

the British Institution of Electrical Engineers as a memorial of his life and work,
the library to be accessible to the public on
the same conditions as the Ronalds library.

THE WORK OF THE NAVAL
CONSULTING BOARD.

The year has witnessed the perfecting of
teamwork between the experts of the Navy
and the outside scientific world, says Secretary of the Navy Daniels in his annual
report.
The Naval Consulting Board,
headed by Thomas A. Edison, and composed of members selected by the leading
scientific societies of the country, has rendered noteworthy service. The lack at first
of any provision in law whereby the members of the board could be compensated
for expenses incurred incident to their
service, which they rendered willingly and
with conspicuous generosity, has been
remedied by the last naval act, which appropriated $25,000 for this purpose. Congress has thus been quick to secure for
the Navy the aid of outside scientists, and
the approbation of the President when he
declared, in view of the Navy's need of
preparedness, "not for war but for defense," personally to the members of the
Naval Consulting Board that "We must
have the cooperation of the best brains
and knowledge of the country." Of the
problems presented by the Navy Department for solution, some have been solved
and others are in process of investigation,
especially where the question involved is
one subject to continuous improvement.
Reports as to the value of many inventions have" been received from the Naval
Consulting Board, and its work has
brought the officials of the. Navy into
closer touch with many industries.
A notable development of the board's
work is its plan for the perfection of industrial preparedness thruout the country
in its organization in each State of a corn mittee, composed of one member each from
the American Society of Civil Engineers,
the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the American Institute of
Electrical 'Engineers, and the American
Chemical Society, to work in connection
with the committee on production, organization, manufacture, and standardization of the Naval Consulting Board. With
five members in each State this committee,
which is called the committee on industrial preparedness, consists of a total of
240 members. The District of Columbia
and the Territory of Alaska also is represented on this committee. The members of this committee have been designated as State directors of the organization for industrial preparedness, and they
are associate members of the Naval Consulting Board of the United States. The
directors in each State have enlisted the
services of all the members of the five
societies named, who are designated as
field aides, and who are earnestly and
energetically assisting in gathering information collected in the form of an industrial inventory.
These blank inventories were sent confidentially thru the State directors and
aides to manufacturing establishments of
every character thruout the entire United
States, and the information thus secured
in answer to questions on the blanks has
been confidentially filed for the use of the
Government in time of naiional'need or
crisis. This information 'is of such a
character as will allow munitions of war
to be ordered and manufactured in the
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"I Would Not Part
with it for$10,000"
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful
customer. "Worth more than a farm,"
says another. In like manner testify
over 100,000 people who have worn it.

The Natural
Body Brace

For MEN end WOMEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure,
overcomes WEAKNESS and
AILMENTS of Women & Men.
Brings womanly beauty and
manly strength, restful relief,
ability to work and enjoy life.

For
Children

Makes You Feel Good
and Look Good

Also

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and

strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures. Easy to wear.

Wear It 30 Days Free at Our Expense

Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
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most expeditious manner and delivered in
the shortest possible time. The responses
to these requests for industrial information have been exceedingly gratifying, and
already they have received at the central
office of the committee on industrial preparedness, New York City, 24,500 inventories, and it is expected that the total
This
number will soon reach 25,000.
means that if it were ever necessary to
mobilize to defend our country against
foreign aggression, at least this number
of concerns might, when prepared by this
Government with proper gages and drawings, be counted on at short notice to
transfer the energies and machinery of
industrial peace into the manufacturing of
munitions of war. In other words, it
means that America can never be caught
off her guard with an insufficient number
of shells and cartridges and other implements of defense, as was the case with
some of the countries of Europe at the beginning of the present conflict.
In connection with the organization of
the Naval Consulting Board, Congress
was asked to provide an experimental and
research laboratory so as to utilize in the
fullest degree the talent and genius of the
civilian scientists who responded so generously to the request for their aid. The
naval act of this year provides for such a
laboratory by appropriating $1,500,000 for
its construction. This laboratory will undertake the study of such subjects as gun
erosion, torpedo motive power, the gyroscope, submarine guns, protection against
submarines, torpedo and mine attack, im
provement in submarine attachments, improvement and development in submarine
defense, storage batteries and propulsion,
aeroplanes and aircraft, improvement in
radio installations, and other necessary
work of this kind. The act establishing
the laboratory authorizes the employment
of such scientific civilian assistants as may
be needed. This is a marked advance to
naval development, and work done in this
laboratory is expected to result in the
greatest value to the Navy, especially in
determining the value of new inventions,
improving materials, bringing new materials into use, improving products, lessening weight, and materially decreasing the
cost of operation on board ship.

DOES NEGATIVE SURFACE
TENSION EXIST?
An interesting discussion on the phenomenon of negative surface tension is given
by Arthur L. Kimball in Science, in respect to a previous note by Professor W. A.
Patrick, who exprest doubt

to the existence of negative surface tension, suggesting that it can scarcely be conceived
without assuming a force of repulsion instead of attraction between molecules of
the liquid.
But he surely can not mean Co question
the existence of negative surface tension at
a surface between a liquid and solid, says
Mr. Kimball, for how otherwise are we to
explain the most familiar facts in capillarity? Is it not negative surface tension
which causes the water to rise in a capillary tube, or against a glass wall, and
causes a drop of oil to expand indefinitely
over a glass plate? Is it not the greater
negative surface tension in the oil-glass surface which causes the film to expand against
the contractile force, or positive surface
tension of the oil-air surface?
Nor does it appear to be necessary to
suppose a repulsive force between molecules of the liquid in order to account for
the existence of such a negative tension, for
if the resultant force of attraction on a
particle of liquid near the surface, due to
all particles on both sides of the surface
as
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lying within the range of sensible molecular
attraction is directed away from the surface
and towards the interior of the liquid, the
particle will tend toward the interior and
we shall have positive surface tension, but
if the resultant attraction is toward the
surface there will be negative surface tension.
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In case of an air-liquid surface the attraction of neighboring liquid particles upon
a particle in the surface is so much greater
than any opposing outward attraction by
adjoining air molecules that the first condition holds and the surface tension is positive. While at a glass -oil surface a particle of liquid near the surface may be supposed to be more strongly attracted by the
neighboring glass molecules than by the oil
molecules in its vicinity, in which case the
resultant attraction is toward the glass, the
potential energy of a liquid particle is less
at the surface than in the interior of the
liquid, and the surface tension is negative.
When liquid comes against liquid the
case is complicated by the mobility of particles on both sides of the boundary. It
seems probable, however, taking an oilwater surface as an example, that if the
resultant attraction on an oil molecule at
the surface is directed across the boundary
from the oil side toward the water, that a
water molecule at the surface being in the
same situation with respect to the surrounding molecules will be urged in the same
direction. In other words, we can hardly
imagine a particle of one sort in the surface as being drawn in one direction by
the attraction of all the surrounding particles on both sides of the surface, while
a similarly situated particle of the other
sort would be drawn in the opposite direction.
We may assume then that at a surface
between two liquids, particles on one side
are urged away from the surface, while
those on the other side are urged toward it.
That is, there are two influences, one tending to contract the surface and the other to
expand it. If the first is predominant there
is positive surface tension: this is the ordinary case where diffusion does not take
place, as with water-oil or water -mercury.
If the second is predominant the surface
tends to expand indefinitely, and the limit
would seem to be reached only when one
liquid is uniformly diffused thruout the
other. In this case diffusion is to be expected also from the consideration that if
particles in the one liquid are drawn so
powerfully towards the other as to force
the expansion of the second liquid in opposition to its contractile tendency. it seems
probable that they will be drawn actually
into the second liquid and thus the integ
rity of the surface be destroyed. We con elude, therefore, that a positive surface
tension is to be expected between all liquids
that du not interdiffuse.
If the particles in a colloid solution are
to be regarded as solid, we may expect to
find cases where the surface tension is positive and other cases where it is negative.
Where it is positive there will be a tendency
to flocculate, for as two colloid particles
come together liquid particles move out
from between them into the interior of the
liquid and the capillary region surrounding
the particles is thus decreased in volume
and the potential energy of the system is
diminished. When, on the other hand, the
surface tension is negative at the surface of
a colloid particle, there will be no flocculation, and the particles will not approach
each other near enough to crowd the liquid
out of the region of surface energy around
either particle. This, of course, does not
imply that there is any tendency in the latter case for the colloid particles to remain
in equilibrium equally diffused thruout the
liquid.
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ELECTRICITY FOR OIL FIELDS.
Conditions in certain sections of the Oklahoma oil fields are to be revolutionized in
the matter of power and light, according
to the announcement of the Midco Gasoline
Company, which is to invest $2,000,000 in
the building of a power plant and many
other improvements. The power plant will
furnish electric power and light for the oil
fields and will mean the substitution of
motors for gas engines. The power plant
is in the course of construction just south
of Bartlesville, Okla.

These Are The Hours That Count

SUNLIGHT AND THE MAGNETIC
NEEDLE.

V
t 11

An interesting discussion on sunlight and
the magnetic needle by F. C. Loring, department of terrestrial magnetism, Carnegie Institution, appears in a recent number of Science.
Mr. Loring says in part : -"The writer is
directly interested in collecting ocean data
eon the nonmagnetic ship Carnegie, to be
used, first, practically in constructing charts
for navigation and, second, in theorizing
on the causes of the earth's magnetism and
on its changes. I desire to call attention to
the work of the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, D.C., in the making of extensive magnetic observations leading to
the formation of some correct theory of
the causes of the earth's magnetism.
"So far as I am aware neither Faraday
in his experimental researches nor Maxwell in his mathematical treatment thereof, nor any one else recently, ever proposed
or performed an experiment, excepting the
experiments with polarized light, to show
that a direct connection existed between
light and magnetism.
"At the end of Faraday's first period of
brilliant discoveries or about 1841 various
investigators had performed many experiments with this end in view.
"In general these had taken the form of
attempts to magnetize bodies by exposure
in particular ways to different kinds of
radiations; and a successful result had been
more than once reported only to be proven
in error on re- examination.
"Sir John Herschel was the first to indicate the true path of procedure. He wrote:
'Induction led me to conclude that a similar
connection exists, and must turn up somehow or
other, between the electric current and polarized
light and that the plane of polarization would be
deflected by magneto-electricity.'

"Faraday had already discovered the nature of this connection in 1834, but had
considered his experiment a failure. In
1845 after Herschel's remark he varied
the original experiment with success by
placing a piece of heavy glass between the
poles of an excited electro- magnet; and
found that the plane of polarization of a
beam of light was rotated when the beam
past thru the bar of glass parallel to the
magnetic lines of force composing the field.
This constituted the discovery of the connection between light and magnetism.
"In 1851 Faraday wrote:
'It is not at all unlikely that if there be an

other, it should have other uses than simply the
conveyance of radiation.'

"This sentence has been considered the
origin of the electro- magnetic theory of
light.

"The question which natural philosophers had never ceased to speculate on, that
of the manner in which electric and magnetic influences are transmitted thru space,
assumed a definite form about the middle
of the Nineteenth Century and issued in
'a rational theory. It was at this point that
the whole matter was taken up and eventually theoretically solved by Maxwell. He
said:

y.. 'j
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'We can scarcely avoid the inference that light
consists in the transverse undulations of the same
medium which is the cause of electric and magnetic phenomena.'

"At the time Maxwell did not examine
whether this relation was confirmed by
experiment. For years the electro-magnetic
theory was beset with difficulties and was
unfavorably received by his most famous
Helmholtz, after many
contemporaries.
years, accepted it, but Lord Kelvin, it
seems, never did.
"It is quite interesting to note here that
Lord Kelvin in 1904 admitted that a bar
magnet rotating about an axis at right angles to its length is equivalent to a lamp
emitting light of period equal to the period
of rotation, giving his final judgment, however, that 'the so- called electro-magnetic
theory of light has not helped us hitherto.'
"While pondering over the subject of
terrestrial magnetism, electricity and magnetism on the night of Tuesday, March 7,
1916, the following thought came to me
with such force that I set it down in my
diary. A copy is as follows:
'I conceived the idea to try the effect of a concentrated sunlight on the magnetic needle or magnetized bar of any kind. The question being will
not the concentrated light lessen or strengthen the
magnetism of the magnet ?'

"In performing such an experiment arrangement must be made so as to exclude
the effects of the absorbed energy appearing as heat. I intended to try this as an
experiment at some convenient time in the
hopes that some new connection might be
brought about concerning the subject of
light, electricity and magnetism and their
mode of propagation.
"On Saturday, March 11, 1916, four days
afterwards, I chanced to see a newspaper
clipping regarding some work of Professor T. J. J. See, of Mare Island, Cal. In
this article Professor See proposed to explain many things, among them being 'the
direct effect of sunlight on a magnetic
needle, as in Nipher's experiment of 1913.'
This was a complete surprise. Evidently
this experiment had been tried with success by I suppose Francis E. Nipher, of
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
"It seems to me that such an experiment
would be valuable to science in many ways.
The question arises as to the quantitative
effect produced
appreciable, then might
we not expect or predict a change in all
magnets more or less with time-especially
as they are exposed to the-sunlight? It is
well known that magnets lose some of their
magnetism during the process of aging.
Might this effect be a contributing cause?
"The question as to the effect on small
magnets such as in use for the determination of the earth's magnetic elements assumes some importance when considered in
this regard.
"What might be the effect of the sunlight on the magnet if it were rotated
about a horizontal line thru its center of
mass and perpendicular to its magnetic
axis ? The theory of magnetization by rotation has been treated in two articles appearing recently in Science by Barnett.
"Aside from the foregoing it would be
interesting to note the effect of radioactive emanations upon a magnetic needle.
"There are two well-known cases of the
transformation of luminous into electrical
energy, the thermopile and the photo-electric cell. However, in neither one is the
transformation direct, as would be the case
of luminous energy falling upon the mag-

-if
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THE VIOLETTA
High frequency instrument is endorsed by thousands of Physicians who use it daily.
Produces SOOTHING, INVIGORATING, CURATIVE VIOLET-RAYS. Wonderfully quick results
obtained in treating SCALP, FACE and BODY.
Health bringing OZONE forced into the blood, producing an abundance of VITALITY.

Sent on Free Trial
Simple in construction and operation. The VIOLETTA
is especially adapted for personal use in the home.
Will operate on alternating or direct current or battery.

ABSOLUTELY SAFE and GUARANTEED.
Write for New Free Book

Send for our new beautifully illustrated book on VIOLETTA.
Tells all about the marvels of Violet -Rays. Read what scientists and doctors have to say. Post card brings book and all
particulars of special low price and free trial offer.

>µi

BLEADON-DUNN CO.

208 NORTH

FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO

Da'.

netic needle.
"It would be interesting to see this matter investigated in the light of modern
electrical theory and to know of Nipher's
experiment and of the results obtained."
[We extend space in the columns of THE
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER to any investigator of standing who has discovered anything definite along these lines. Address
all communications to the Editor.1
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QUESTION BOX.
(Continued ftunl page 922)

MULTIPLE TUNER.
(753.) John Fisher, Los Angeles, Calif.,
asks us for:
Q. 1. A diagram of connections for a

Marconi multiple tuner.
A. 1. The appended diagram gives the
connections of the tuner you speak of.
Q. 2. Is it possible to employ any magnetic substance in proximity to oscillating
circuits as used in the undamped wave receiver?
A. 2. Not ordinarily. However, it was
found that by employing three coils properly placed with a magnetic disc near by,
the signal was considerably magnified. This
has been developed by Mr. Ernest Mignon
and his system was described at length in
the March issue of this journal.
Q. 3. Where can I obtain information
on the subject of wireless transmission of
photographs?
A. 3. There has been publisht an excellent book describing this subject in
non- technical language entitled: "Wireless
Transmission of Photographs" by M. J.
Martin. It can be supplied for one dollar
by our "Book Department."

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTORS
-110
1

TYPE AK

(755.)

asks:

Camels% with
Pulley
Emery Wheel
Buff riff Wheel

Chucks
Core and Plug

304 South Dearborn Street

New Undamped Wave Coupler No. 749
Special Introductory Price, $18.00
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Our new coupler No. 749 Is 32' long. 9' wide, and
10' high, overall, and on an average -sized Antenna
tunes to 15.000 meters. Tide coupler, used with the
Y
new CHAMBERS' SYS'T'EM
or CHICUIT, will bring In signals from domestic
and foreign Arc Station surprlsingIy
loud and clear. Note the difference in
size of our No. 748 and No. 749.
We claim to be the original Inventors of
SYSTEM or CIRCUIT tot
for ffie
tbn of the undamped waves
wares without the
use of Loading Colts or Oscillating Coils,
as they are sometimes called, as with our
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SYSTEM o CIRCUIT only two Inductively
Coupled Coils are necessary. Circuit supplied
with each coupler.
is CHAMBERS' CIRCUIT eaves you menee.
Think of itl No extra coils to pay for, and price of coupler ont $18.un Place order
now so ae to be in on the introdueton price. Orders filled Y rotation. Send for

descriptive matter.
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F. B. CHAMBERS

&

CO., 2046 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

NEW "TUNGAR" RECTIFIER No.995

.

This is one of the latest developments of
the GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., and is
of the hot cathode, argon gas filled type,

acting independent of frequency.
Made in three sizes

MAGUIRE & SHOTTON

Special Circular upon
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ALBANY

$6

Super- Sensitive Microphone Only

I

NEW YORK
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This instrument is offered at an extremely low price. It is excellent
for building your own radio amplifier. Can also be used in many
experiments where a sensitive microphone is required.

Paul Motney, Little Rock, Kans.,

Q. 1. I have noted that transformers
designed for twenty-five cycle circuits are
larger and heavier than those of the same
voltage and kilowatt rating which are de-'
signed for sixty cycles. Why is this?
A. 1. The low frequency circuit for the
same number of turns and the same volt
age magnetizes the core to higher density.
Now there is a definite maximum to which:
it is practicable to magnetize a core; the
hysteresis and eddy currents, also the mag -'
netizing current increase very rapidly at
high densities; therefore, in order to keep
the magnetization within permissible limits, it is necessary to make the transformer, having the lower frequency with a
greater number of turns or with a larger
core. Both of these are usually done and
the transformer is thus larger and heavier
than would be necessary for operating at
a higher frequency.
Q. 2? \Vhat is meant by all day eflciency P
A. 2. All day efficiency is the total output in twenty -four hours divided by the
total input in this time. In ordinary lighting work, the transformers are connected
to the line during the whole twenty-four

/1 6 H. P. -6000 R. P. M.

CO.
RACINE ELECTRIC SALES
CHICAGO. ILL.

IF YOUR DEALER Cnnavof
SUPPLY YOU, OROCA
FROM US DIRECT.

cuits?

TRANSFORMER QUERY.

56.00

THIS MOTOR

Being Used Successfully for Grinding, Polishing. Uri,Ing Small Machinery, Sewing Machines. Fans, Wireless Spark
Gape Electric Fountains, Check Endorsers, humidors, valve
Grinders, Electric Hair Clippers and numerous other appllencen.
A MOTOR OF UNIVERSAL APPLICATION
Base Pulley and Chucks Easily Detachable

(754.) Frederick Voughan, Memphis,
Tenn., wants to know :
Q. 1. What are the standard voltages
for alternating current transmission cir-

the limit of line voltage. If 'the most
economical voltage considered from the
point of view of the line alone be somewhere in excess of 13,200 volts then step up transformers must be employed, since
the highest voltage for which standard
alternators are made is 13,200 volts. In a
given case the saving in conductors by
using the higher voltage may be more than
offset by the increased cost of transformers.
Q. 2. How are vector diagrams constructed for obtaining resultant pressures?
A. 2. On the principle of the parallelogram of forces.
Q. 3. Is it possible to change a threephase current into a single phase?
A. 3. Yes; by the use Of a phase changer.

TO 130 VOLTS
CATALOGUE FREE

OPERATING ON A. C. OR D. C.
1/40 TO 1/8 H. P.

TRANSMISSION VOLTAGES.

A. 1. 6,600, 11,000, 22,000, 33,000, 44,000,
66,000, 88,000 volts. The amount of power
to be transmitted determines, in a measure,

929

This detecting instrument of marvelous sensitivsty can be used for detecting secret conversations.
Outfit consists of Sensitive Transmitter. 25-ft.
Black Cord. Receiver. Headband. Case and
Battery.
Send for One Today and Convince Yourself
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DETECTAGRAPH $12

Build
Your
Own
Wireless
Outfit
mile range
13.200 volts.
Complies with government regulations.
Let us tell you how to
make the putfit yourself
at low cost with
this unmounted
transformer.
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hours of the day, while the consumers, we
will assume, use the current from the
transformers for five hours .at full load.

AskYour Dealer
to show You
these Handylight

Since
All -day efficiency

Total Output

Which

For finding your way in the dark; for signalling
at night; for the thousand and one times when
you use matches to light your path, use a safe,
sure

.

1r
J

(.4,4")
eel
J''°Qr'

TORONTO

MIGNON UNDAMPED WAVE

WIRELESS
APPARATUS
Amateur and Commercial Use

This latest Mignon invention is entering a new
field in Radio Engineering, eliminating the so
familiar LOOSE COUPLERS and LOADING COILS, and introduces adjustable DISC CORES, heretofore considered impossible.

DISTANCE RANGE UNLIMITED.

Mignon Wireless Corporation
ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A

-í.
MlGSOa 5

s.12 A o

nag,
i

Write for Catalogue and mention Electrical Experimenter

Louder Signals, More Stations, Only $8.00
"Your $8.00 tuner is very satisfactory. I get louder signals. more
stations and longer distance with it. Carl F. Woese, Syracuse, N. Y."
Big Undamped Receiving Transformer, 20 taps on primary, 14 on
secondary, just the thing for Nauen and Hanover, only $12.50.
15,000 Meter Loading Inductance in quartered oak case with 9 taps,
only $8.00. Three for $21.00. Send 2 -cent stamp for bulletins.

COLBY'S TELEGRAPH SCHOOL

Grand

Rapids,

shape.
A. 1.

S. 4th STREET, BROOKLYN

,

Bowden,

Q. L What is the wave length of my
antenna which is composed of four wires,
each 200 feet long and 60 feet high. The
lead -in consists of a single strand, connected at the highest point making an "L"

INTERSTATE ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO.
..

5

WAVE LENGTH QUERY.

Flashlight

SAN FRANCISCO

equal to
Full Load x

(756.) John
Mich., desires:

They are made in a variety of sizes -one is bound to suit
you. With a Radio Battery inside, they will give a brilliant white light lasting a long time. Get one from your
dealer's today, or write for illustrated booklet.
109 -114
CHICAGO
..

Total Input

is

Full Load x 5
Core Loss x 24 x Copper Loss x 5
Q. 3. Why are transformer cases often
corrugated?
A. 3. The corrugations increase the heat
radiation surface, thus allowing the heat
to be dissipated more rapidly; and secondly with a given amount of iron, a stronger
case can be made.

They Are
Mighty Useful

Franco

April, 1917

Auburn, N. Y.

The natural wave length of your
aerial is 500 meters.
Q. 2. I desire to know how far I can
receive with the following instruments; a
double slide tuning coil, 500 ohm telephone
receiver, fixt condenser and silicon detector?
A. 2. With favorable weather conditions you should have no trouble in detecting signals for almost 1,500 miles.
Q. 3. What instruments will I require
to employ in order to be able to receive
Arlington time signals?
A. 3. A good loose coupler of 2,500 meters, two variable condensers, one across
the secondary of the inductive coupler, the
other across the primary, 2,000 ohm radio
telephone receivers and a sensitive detector
such as Radiocite, Lenzite or Audion.
With the above mentioned instruments you
will be able to receive Arlington's time
signals and other long distant stations.

ALTERNATING CURRENT LAG.

(757.) 11. Coldren, Ifelena, Mont.,
wants to know:
Q. 1. What governs the amount of lag

alternating current?
It depends on the relative values
of the various pressures in the circuit, that
in an

A.

1.

is upon the amount of resistance and inductance, which tends to cause lag and the
amount of capacity in the line which tends
to reduce lag and cause lead.
Q. 2. Does the power factor apply to
capacity reactance in the same way as to
inductance reactance?
A. 2. It does. The angle of lag and of
lead are, from the practical standpoint,
treated as if they lay in the first quadrant
of a circle. Even when the negative sign
of the angle occurs, it is simply used to
determine whether the angle be one of
lag or of lead, but in finding the value of
the angle from a table, it is treated as a
positive quantity.
Q. 3. What is the maximum frequency
that is possible with a Vreeland mercury
tube oscillator and what is its efficiency?
A. 3. 8,000 cycles was the highest frequency ever obtained with such an oscillator to our knowledge. The efficiency is
extremely low; in the neighborhood of
about 5 per cent.

LEMON BATTERY.
(758.)

A.

writes:

Vaszin,

Cleveland,

Ohio,

Q. 1. I cannot make the "lemon" battery work, as described in a recent number
of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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A. 1. We do not know why you have
not been successful in operating a lemon
battery, but quite possibly your failure with
it is due to the fact that you have been
using a battery type of voltmeter. and if
such is the case the lemon cell will not give
indication, owing to the fact that this class
of measuring instrument possess a very
low resistance. Consequently they require
a fairly heavy current to actuate them. It
is quite necessary that you employ a high
resistance laboratory type of voltmeter for
this test, such as the Weston instrument.

Greater

icflt

The work of the
world today is done by

ATMOSPHERIC CHARGES FROM
AERIAL.
(759.)

electricity. Electricity

R. E. Mathes, Excelsior, Minn.,

,aluo.dnx Y.°IUWi

nh

ports our goods; lights our
homes, shops and factories; heats
our buildings-is indispensable in
hundreds of ways. Opportunities in
electricity are greater than ever before. Exact electrical
knowledge met' nsmoremoney and greater successforyou.

Q. 1. Why is it that I can obtain long
sparks from my radio aerial and receiving

instruments?

A. 1. We have known of cases where
this was due to the proximity of powerful
wireless stations, which would induce powerful high frequency currents in the local
antenna, when the phenonemon you describe would occur.
In some cases we have known of radio
operators receiving heavy shocks from their
radio instruments when a thunder storm
had been in the neighborhood, which caused
the antenna to become heavily charged
with a large amount of electricity. In
some cases the electric charge from the atmosphere on such occasions will pile up
or accumulate to such an extent that it
will eventually jump a gap as long as one
to two inches.
The editor recollects of a case where
heavy static charges were accumulated on
a large aerial when the sky was perfectly
clear; the effect in this case being due undoubtedly to the fact that the weather was
cold and the aerial of extra large proportions, which, of course, resulted in an extraordinary accumulation of static electrical energy, which manifested its presence
by jumping across the aerial switch.

HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
give you ALL the electrical information you
want, in the shortest, most concise form-

namely, by means of questions and answers and unlimited. illustrations. No matter how great or how
little your previous knowledge of the subject at
hand, you "get the point" at once in Hawkins
Electrical Guides. They are absolutely complete-brought
right up- to- date-the last volumes are just off the press.

°`

3,500 Pages
4,700 Illustrations

$1 A Volume

Month

$1 A

NEW

the narrow gage tracks, which result in
minimum weight of trucks and their connections to the car; the elimination of the
heavy track floor; the use of a single
central post for double track ; the use of
three girders for double track in place of
four and the use of central trusses and
smaller trucks for the cars, which reduces
the cost of all the rolling stock.
It is adapted to operate thru subways.
The two systems can thus be combined
wherever it is advantageous to do so. as
thru certain downtown sections of the
larger cities. Such operation in no way
interferes with operation of subway or
surface cars thru the same subways. The
sponsors of this radical system state that
it is especially adapted for express service,
either three or four track, the three track
system generally being found sufficient for
all needs, and the design, permits either
carrying three tracks at the same level,
or placing the 3rd track above the other
two. Derailment is claimed to be impossible, so that high speeds can be safely
obtained. As already stated, the cars cannot drop. The protected and enclosed
tracks make perfection in operation of the
signal system which insures safety, also
permits automatic train control. Neither
snow, sleet, rain, or other atmospheric disturbances affect the system. The only possible interference is failure of the power
supply and if this happens, passengers are
not marooned, as they can step from the
car to the guide rail support, walk a few
feet to the nearest post, and descend.
There is no charged third rail to fear. .
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runs our machines; trans-

says:

SUSPENDED ELEVATED
RAILWAY SYSTEM.
(Continued from page 875)
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who wants to ads
vanes himself in the Electrical field should bave a set of these books..
$ooa H.rsar, 116 Union St.. Newark. Ohio.
'For the man not getting a college training. and even in that caee. I can
to(rely say I do not believe there is a better set of hooks on the market
roan D. HorrmA., Dayton. Ohio.
day,"
"We consider Hawkins Guides the most compact and complete set of elec.
trical references in the market." Scesr.a tonic weals. Monterey, Cal.
"I think they should be in the hands of everyone who has anything to do
T. E. Metre; Orange. Va.
with Electricity."
"It ie the hest work an apprentice can study if he wants to get ahead in his
trade. As a reference for the experienced worker HAWKINS ELECTRICAL
I. MCCutxxas, Chillicothe, Mo.
GUIDES are unexcelled."
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They are the handiest books to read and to use,
ever produced. In flexible, black covers, leather
binding-just the right size-5a654 inches -to fit in your
pocket, so that you can carry each single volume about
with you until you have mastered its contents. The whole
set fits easily in the hollow of your arm, and still there are
actually 3,500 pages and 4,700 illustrations.
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the complete library

The entire set of IO Volumes
Shipped to You FREE
Send no money. Examine the books first. Use them for
Theo.
Audel & Co..
seven days in connection with your work, and decide for
72 SO Ave.. N. Y.
yourself that they are the most complete the most helpPlease submit me for exam".
station
ful and the clearest written electrical books ever
ecehjins Elecettome.
published. This unusual offer is a sign of our
the le number.. 1 feaHshetoéy
I
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and tfurtb er mail you $1 each month um
confidence in the Guides.
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Accept the offer now -mail
Easy
thecotoday.
upon
If
Payments decide to keep the
books you can make settlementatonly$1 per month
until paid for.
pad

Signature
Occupation
Business Address

Residence

Theo. Audel & Co.
72 Fifth Av.,NewYsrk,N.Y.

Siaee we have not yet had the pleasure of butane. reladon. with yon. we (ball appreciate
your hiving us name of reference on !Me below.
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RADIO EXPERTS TO AID U. S. IN
DEFENSE PLANS.

-

" There is an enormous field for
the electrical workers, but the big opportunities are for the
expert, not for the dabbler in electricity."
Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz says

The Only Way to
Learn Electricity
i

You cannot become an expert in any field by simply reading a book. You
must "learn by doing." That's the way electricity is taught at the New York
Electrical School. Our concentrated work with actual apparatus under actual
conditions will put you abreast
of men with from 5 to 10 years'
experience in the electrical field.
4500 of our students have gone forth into
electrical success.

Learn by Doing

This method makes you an expert, able
to command a high salary. All instruction is individual. You go ahead as fast
as you can learn. Good students complete
the course in seven months. Send to-day
for FREE 64 -page book. Tear out this
advertisement and mail it with your
name and address.

NEW YORK
SCHOOL
ELECTRICAL
29 West 17th St., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Dept. of

audion.Series of 12 blue Rnntswithnotes coup

d.

C.

MONOTONE

EUROPEAN STATIONS

HAVE BEEN RECEIVED WITIf TIIE
PHONES ON THE TABLE, using our copyrighted circuits and directions for securing the
best results from a single bulb or tubular detector.
Circuits for the regenerative, oscillating and am.
plifying audion. Short and long waves Amplifying
powers with single audion up to one thousand
times. No instruments not found in the usual
amateur station required. A thousand miles may
be covered using only It small indoor aerial.
Germany has been repeatedly received on an 85
foot aerial using these circuits. Eight thousand
miles common with long aerial. Circuit for using
audion in experimental Wireless Telephone transmitter, no aro being required. Circuit for ampli-

IMPROVED QUENCHED GAP

Are you a leader or follower In adopting up- to-theminute efficient apparatus? Equip your station with
the famous MONOTONE IMPROVED QUENCH.
ED GAPS. which are a big Improvement over the
original MONOTONE GAP. Span that freak distance on powerful waves of RADIO ENERGY. Each
carefully machined. Best mica. Adjustable.
Oplateunit of the new gap for spark coils up to 3 ". One
unit for every Si K.W. power of transformer. Specially recommended for powers below S4 K.W. Parts
nlckled and polished. You will be pleased with this
new gap. Guaranteed.
Postpaid $2.50 Each.

ne

righted 1916, printed with your name, postpaid
50 cents, stamps or preferably silver.
THE RICHARDSON CO., Manufacturers of Radio Apparatus

ERIE, PA.

LOOK HERE,
EXPERIMENTERS
COMPLETE CHEMCRAFT OUTFIT FOR ONLY
A

"C116MCRtt

$1.50

POSTAGE PAID ANYWHERE IN UNITED STATES OR CANADA
Chemcraft No. I contains fourteen chemicals, Test

Tubes. Class Tube. Measure, etc.. and a valuable instruction book telling how to work 36 wonderful experiments in Chemistry and Chemical Magic.
You can make gunpowder. colored fire and fire Ink.
manufacture fuses. make black and colored writing inks,
prepare chlorine and hydrogen sulphide. You can pre.
pare magic inks and pars. change water to wine and
wine into water and do dozens of others. These experiments can be repeated many times and the outfit contains all the chemicals and apparatus you will need.
With Chemeraft No. 1 you can also devise many new
experiments of your own.

This picture shows Cltemeraft No. 2, which contains 32 chemicals with complete apparatus and
instructions for working 85 experiments in Chemistry and Chemical Magic. Price, postage paid.
$2.50. West of the Mississippi and to Canada. $3.00.
Dealers. Write for Discounts on the Chemcraft Line

Reliable Supplies tor

-'

are fully described in our interesting, new illus
trated 80 -PAGE CATALOG. 5c. postpaid.
Write today for a copy. SPECIAL ORDERS
are promptly and carefully executed by our
mechanical department. Submit us your drawings and specifications for quotations.
IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO

18-12

Chemicals and Apparatus for thé Experimenter
We have just completed a price list of chemicals and
apparatus for experimenters. Send Irk in coin or stamps
for a copy of this list. It will be valuable to you.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL COMPANY
Department B.

RED OR BLACK

WORKING MODELS

W.

near. N. Y.
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J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St, NEW YORK

A committee of radio engineers, which
will be composed of wireless experts and
scientists, is being organized to co- operate
with the Government departments for na-

tional defense.
V. Ford Greaves, radio engineer, in
charge of the New York wireless district,
was asked by the organizers of the movement in New York to be an honorary member of the committee. Greaves accepted
the membership subject to the approval of
the Commissioner of Navigation.
Among the men organizing the committee are: John S. Stone, consulting radio
engineer of New York and one of the leading figures in wireless telegraphy in the
world; George Davis, president of the
Tropical Wireless Company, and E. J. McNally, vice-president and general manager
of the Marconi Wireless Company.

BUILDING A 500 WATT DIRECT
CURRENT DYNAMO
(Continued from page goo)
if expensive wood is being used or you run
short. Finish the field poles so that they
will fit the slight convexity of the inside
of the ring. Glue them in place. Make a
pair of legs to serve as a base. (Fig. 7.)
Probably end -bells or four -arm spiders
for bearings would be very desirable, but
they are almost out of the question for our
machine. Such a casting requires a sand core and that in turn requires an additional
pattern. Fig. 9 shows how the pattern can be easily made for the bearings.
With the aid of a wood rasp and sandpaper you can shape it nicely. It is built up
in rough first from wooden blocks joined
and glued. Now take the field pattern and
fillet the corners with a mixture of plaster
of Paris and thin glue. See Fig. 7. This
is necessary or the moulder would not be
able to pull the pattern out of the sand
without.breaking all the corners off badly.
For the same reason the surfaces of the
pattern taper slightly. In general, make
your work strictly accurate and neat, allowing no sharp corners or edges and keep
in mind how the work is to be tapered.
Just imagine you are the moulder and then
you will make fewer errors. When the
filleting is dry, finish off any roughness or
irregularities with sandpaper. Then saw
the pattern directly in half and join the two
halves loosely with a pair of wooden dowel
pins. Do this accurately. Then give the
pattern a couple coats of thin shellac, col.
ored with lampblack. Now you can turn
the patterns over to a foundry and have
your field and two bearing pieces cast.
Have the inside of the (casting) field
poles turned out to an accurate tunnel
exactly 4 1/16 inches and the bearing pieces
should have 1% inch holes turned in them
where the bushings fit. The base has
inch holes bored for lag screws. The bearings are each held by four machine screws,
inch thread. Now turn out two brass
bushings that fit the shaft and are about 1
inch in diameter. They are made long
enough to reach thru the bearing casting.
Wrap paper around the armature till it fits
in the tunnel of the field tightly. Then put
on the bearings and slip the bushings in
place. The space between the bushing and
casting can now be babbitted in, making
the bushings line up with the shaft exactly.
inches in diameter and having
A pulley
a 2 inch face can be made from laminated
pieces of oak and a metal center.
The field coils are wound on a form having a wooden core 4/x5x134 inches. The
inches deep. Tape
winding is made
them well with stay- binding or cotton tape
and bend the coil over a round stick of
wood, so that it fits somewhere near the
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curvature of the field ring when slipt in
place. The coils are treated with insulating varnish and baked dry. They are held
in place by four nails, driven in holes
drilled on either side of the magnet cores.
They are next placed and connected on the
machine so that one magnet shows a north
pole and the other south as indicated by a
battery and compass test.
Now by driving the machine and exciting
the fields with a couple of dry cells, and
holding the leads of a voltmeter on the
commutator, you can explore and find the
neutral axis on the commutator where the
brushes should touch. The highest voltmeter reading indicates the position. Now
for the brushes. With machines giving over
10 volts it is an advantage to use carbon
brushes. They should present an area of
1 square inch on the commutator for every
40 amperes. A brush ßáx34 inches with a
capacity of 12 amperes will serve our use.
Fig. 10 shows the brush holders and arrangement.
When your machine is all assembled, lift
the brushes and magnetize the field from
several dry or storage cells. Let the brushes
down again and bring the speed up to
1800. Cut out all field resistance and put a
voltmeter across the brushes. Watch for a
reading. If it does not build up, reverse
the belt. If still you do not obtain results,
magnetize the field in the opposite direction. And it might be well to press hard
on the brushes to lower their high resistance to the weak building-up currents. Adjust the field resistance so that your voltage shows 50 at rated speed. A power
source of about 1 horse -power is necessary
to drive it.
The author obtained alternating current
from this machine by connecting a pair of
slip rings to diametrically opposite points
on the commutator as shown in Fig. 10.
The photo shows the completed machine,
which was driven successfully by a motor
cycle

engine.

In conclusion the writer wishes to say
that no detailed method of mounting the
commutator was given. The builder may
fasten it on by a set screw, counter -sunk
in the commutator shell, or the shaft could
have been made of h inch stock; then the
core could have been threaded on and the
ends turned ,down to
inch for the bearings. While the procedure of design given
here may not be engineering perfection, the
writer hopes some will find an interesting
and practical use of knowledge they have
probably covered previously in text books.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page god)
Fig. 54 shows the structure of the flame
of a candle, and it will be noticed that
there are four parts to the flame. 1. The
greenish -blue regioni at the base. 2. The
dark or black non -luminous cone. 3. The
Luminous cone, and 4. the Blue mantle.
EXPERIMENT NO. 45To show the relative temperatures of
the different parts of flame apply the following tests: Have a Bunsen burner flame
about 8 cm. high, and press down on the
flame with a piece of paper about 5 by 7
inches, grasping the corner of the paper and
pressing it down horizontally over the
flame. There must be no draft of air blowing or any blowing of the flame, and several attempts may have to be made before
a good result is obtained. As soon as the
paper begins to burn or char, take it instantly from the flame and blow it out if
the paper is burning. The paper should
be forced down to within about 2 cm. of
the lamp. By repeated experiments a result will finally be obtained which will show
not only the horizontal structure, but also
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the hottest parts of the flame and those
parts in which the temperature is low.
EXPERIMENT NO. 46The object of the following tests is to
show in what parts of a flame combustion
takes place. Lay for a few seconds a
match stick flat across the Bunsen burner
flame about 1 cm. above the top of the
lamp. Observe the results (see Fig. 55).
Turn off the gas and, having run a pin
thru a match 1 cm. or less from the head
(which must be unburned), drop the match
into the lamp, leaving the head of the match
in the center and above (see Fig. 56).
Now turn on the gas jet and light it far
above the match. It is essential that there
is no draft of air.
It will be noticed that the match does
not burn. This would show that there is
no combustion in the inner cone. As a
match contains Potassium Chlorat or Potassium Nitrat (KCIO, or KNOB), this test
does not show that the reason for noncombustion is due to the lack of oxygen.
On the contrary the oxygen is contained in
both the KCIO5 and KNOB, but not in a
gaseous state. The reason for non-com bustion is due to the fact that there is
neither air nor sufficient heat to cause it to
ignite.

EXPERIMENT NO.
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Obtain a block of willow charcoal and
bore a slight depression near one end. Into this depression place about half a gram
of Lead Oxid (Litharge) PbO. Light the
flame of the Bunsen burner, about 4 cm.
Practise blowing the blowpipe by applying
the heat to the litharge. The flame of the
blowpipe should have a nearly horizontal
position, and you should be able to distinguish clearly the two parts. After you feel
that you can blow the flame so that you can
regulate it satisfactorily, take the charcoal
in the left hand and, holding it slightly inclined, gently blow onto and against the
litharge, so as not to blow away the powder, but gradually increase the strength.
Continue blowing for some time, having
the inner flame on the oxid (see Fig.
only
After. having been reduced to a point
where the litharge turns to a globule, remove from the flame. It will be noticed
that this globule is lead. The oxygen of
the lead oxid has been driven off by the
application of the blowpipe heat, the reaction being as follows:
Pbo
=
Pb
-I
O
Lead Oxid
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Take a piece of glass tubing about 15
cm. long, draw it into a point and file and
break it at the middle of the construction
(do this in a similar manner as done in
making the stricture tube described in the
I.iarch issue, except that the glass is not
bent, but pulled out straight). Insert the
other end in the inner part of the Bunsen
flame, near the base but not down into the
lamp (see Fig. 57). Hold this steady in
the left hand at an angle of about 45° and
with the right hand hold a lighted match to
the end and notice that the gas from the
inner cone is led thru the tube and can be
ignited at the end. This would also show
that there is no combustion in the inner
cone, because if such were the case it would
be rather difficult to lead a flame thru the
length of the tube, and if this could be done
the flame would be noticed in the tube.
From the above experiments we can
show that there are certain conditions necessary for combustion, viz., a combustible
substance and a supporter of combustion.
The other condition necessary is that the
temperature be raised to a point at which
the substance takes fire and burns (known
as the Kindling Tefnperature).

EXPERIMENT NO.
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to a given degree before they will burn.
This point is called the Kindling Temperature, and it varies for each substance. Below this point the given substance will not
burn, but at or above its kindling temperature it takes fire (even spontaneously) in
the presence of a supporter of combustion.
Substances may be made to burn under
water, and flames may be frozen out by
cooling below the kindling temperature.
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To illustrate the kindling temperature
more clearly we will take the following:
In making a coal fire we know that it is
necessary that paper, wood and coal be
burned in the order named. We could not
light the coal with a match and while we
may be able to light the wood, it would be
impracticable. We therefore employ the
easiest method, by lighting the paper, which
has a very low kindling temperature, and
the nadding wood, which is raised to its
kindling temperature by the heat of the paper. After the wood is lighted and gives
off heat, we add the coal, which in turn is
ignited by the heat of the wood.
If the burning material is a good conductor of heat, as iron, the heat is conducted away so rapidly that the temperature falls below the kindling temperature
and the fire goes out.
EXPERIMENT NO. 49Arrange the apparatus as shown by Fig.
60. Have the gas turned off and set the
wire gauze 2 to 3 inches from the top of
the burner. Turn on the gas and let it flow
for a few seconds, then apply a light above
the wire gauze.
This principle is used in the Davÿ s miner's lamp, and thus prevents explosions in
mines which are caused by CH (fire damp)
escaping from the coal and mixing with
the air and being ignited by any flame from
the lamp. This lamp is surrounded by thin
mesh wire which keeps the gas outside the
lamp at a point below its kindling temperature, and even tho inside the flame is burning vigorously, it will not ignite the gas.
The iron wire conducts the heat off so rapidly that it does not raise to a point whereby the gas is ignited.
EXPERIMENT NO. 50Grasp a piece of iron (4x4 inches) gauze
by one corner, and push down flat over the
flame of the Bunsen burner. You will notice that the flame does not pass thru the
wire gauze until the iron becomes hot
enough to heat up the portions of gas above
the gauze. Before repeating the experiment allow the gauze to cool, otherwise the
experiment may not work. The reason
that the gas does not pass thru the gauze
has been explained previously; as soon as
the gas below heats the gauze to a point
which is the kindling temperature of the
gas above, it takes fire and burns.
EXPLOSION
If a lighted match is brought close to a
mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in a confined space, an explosion ensues. The flame
brought to the edge of the mixture rapidly
spreads thru the whole, and combination
takes place in all parts practically at once.
The great heat liberated by the sudden
union of the whole volume of gas expands
the product to many times its original volume, and it almost as suddenly contracts.
The sudden expansion forces everything
else aside, and, if the gases are confined,
tends to break the confining walls, producing an explosion. In the contraction
which follows, the molecules roll over each
other and rush back, and thus there are two
indistinguishable sounds following in rap-

Quick combustion in a confined space makes an explosion, if the substances are intimately mixed.
A chemical explosion involves five conditions: 1. A combustible, 2. A supporter, 3.
A kindling temperature, 4. An intimate
mixture, 5. A confined space.
id succession.
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Edited by H. GERNSBACK
In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and
particularly to those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all readers. If the idea is
thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each
question. Sketches and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of
sheet should be written on.
CAMERA.

(134) Harry Lytle, Akron, Ohio, writes

as follows:

"An invention that operates the camera

in such a manner as to enable a person
to take his own picture without using a
string. My invention is controlled by
sound. Do you think the scheme is patentable ?"
Our correspondent also gives us further
information on the device.
Answer. While the idea is a good one,
we doubt very much whether it is commercially practical. There is not enough
demand for such an article, we think, to
have a manufacturer put it upon the market, because very few people as a rule
take their own pictures. Suppose there
was such a device on the market, would
you be tempted to pay say from $1.00 to
$3.00 apiece for an apparatus of this kind,
merely to take your own picture? We do
not think you would. It is one of those
things which, while the idea is good, there
is not sufficient demand for, to warrant

i

BOOK- BULLETINS & ADVICE

REGI9TEREDI\ ATTORNEYS
LANCA5TER 'r-

255 OURAY

LOOSE COUPLER.

ondaries.
Answer. Nothing new seems to be presented in the device except a certain phase
of the switching arrangement, and we
doubt very much whether, even tho a
patent could be obtained on the switching
arrangement, such a patent would be worth
much to the maker. Twin loose couplers
of this kind have been described years ago
in Modern Electrics and THE ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER, and therefore nothing new
is contained in at least this phase of it.

TELE-TRANSMISSION.

(136) R. K. G., Clay City, Ind., writes
to us as follows:
"I am sending plan of my instrument
by which geometric figures, pictures, newspaper prints, letters, etc., can be sent by
wireless. It is based on Electrolysis. Is
this idea practical? Would it pay to have
it patented?
Our correspondent furthermore says he
has a way to send photographs, also a new
method by which a person at one end of
a line would be able to see the person at
the other end!
Answer. In the description and drawings submitted, nothing new is presented.
The method of sending pictures by Electrolysis is at least seventy years old, and
the difficult part in order to transmit pictures and drawings correctly is due to the
fact that it is almost impossible to obtain
complete synchronism at both ends of the
line at all times. Usually there is what is
known as distortion, which very frequently
happens with the best machines of this
sort.

BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

We publish forms called "Evidence of Conby which you can establish your rights
before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up- to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade -marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our

ception"

Service Guarantee Contract. References:

2nd National Bank, Washington, The John P.
Roth Packing Co., Cincinnati.

ANTENNA CONNECTOR.

(137) Nicholas Maynard, Sabetha, Kans.,
has submitted to us a rather novel antenna
connector, which does away with soldering
and other difficulties in connecting aerial
wires as well as lead -in rat -tails. Only
two screws are used on the device, which
is light and simple of construction. Our
advice is asked on it.
Answer. It is an excellent idea and we
think it is worth patenting. This article
does not seem to rust connections, and it
appears that good contact should be readily
had at all times, which is an important factor in antenna connectors. We would advise our correspondent to get in touch with
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MOVABLE AUTO HEADLIGHTS.

(135) Frank McMullen, Lairchance, Pa.,
says: "Is the enclosed hook -up for switches and location of secondaries new, and
could a patent be obtained on them ?" The
device is a loose coupler having twin sec-

8tALLWINE

Don't Lose Your Rights

As for the last idea, namely tele- transmission, so far we have not seen anything
that really would work, and if our correspondent really has such an instrument,
he had better take it to the Patent Office
without much delay, as it is probably one
of the greatest inventions of the century.

patenting it.

"FREE .bill

If you have an invention end
sketch for free report regarding patentaal lty: it not send for free book. "what
to Invent."
From our advertisements In newspapers
manufacturers are constantly writing to
us regarding the purchase of patents.
Their names and addresses are furnished
our clients free of charge. We advertise
your patent for sale at our expense.
DON'T WAIT: Your invention will never
do you any good if some one else patents
it ahead of you. Write to us NOW
CIIANDLEH & CIIANDLEE
Est. 20 years. 950 F BL. 'Washington, D.C.

(138.) Howard J. Heim, Dawson, Neb
writes :
I wonder how many motorists in turning corners at night know of the danger
which exists on the other side of that corner. The bright shaft of light from the
headlights sent out straight ahead, only in tensifies the darkness at the side into which
the car runs. Why not turn the headlights
so that they will point in the direction the
car is going. Am enclosing drawing which
explains the idea. Would apprepiate your
opinion as to its practicability and whether
it is enough so, that it would be commercially valuable if patented ?"
Ans. A similar device to this is on the
market already and by looking up any catalog of a large automobile accessories company. the moving headlights will be found
listed. We saw such headlights for the
first time about eight years ago, but somehow or other they do not seem to be a success.
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Send 8c. postage for new book of

Extraordinary Interest to Inventors.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE.

(139.) Joe Street, Los Angeles, Calif.,
sends us specifications and drawings of an

63 Barrister Building, Washington, D. C
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desire to purchase patents and What
To Invent with valuable list of Inventions Wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes offered for in-
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OF CHARGE your FIVE Books as per offer.

NAME

L.

ADDRESS

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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electrical appliance in the form of a cord
adapter. He states that almost everyone
has several appliances to be attached to
lamp cords, and with this device the extension can be turned in a moment's notice into an extension cord which is very
handy to have around the house at all times.
Our advice is asked on the invention.
Ans. The idea seems to have some rather
good and novel points and we think there
is a possibility of obtaining a patent on it.
There seems to be a commercial possibility for the device in our opinion.

gnt
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L.
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d hard l

MILLERS FALLS
BENCH DRILL PRESS No.210
hand -feed machine at a moderate price
that simply fills all ordinary requirements.
Used in many small machine shops.
Speed instantly changeable.
Three jaw
chuck of Star pattern that centers accurately and will not get out of order.
Nine inch work capacity.
Mechanic's Handbook containing much
valuable mechanical information never before
printed and pocket catalog free on request.
is a

MILLERS FALLS, MASS.

Warren Street

MILLERS FALLS

TOL5

Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. FREE: 72 -pose guide hook.
"Stepping Stone." (Containing hundreds
Patenta
"Sn
of inventions wanted.): and "Patent Promotion (tell. how to
eel] your rights; chief emote of failure. ere.)
Send for them.
Free manufacturing facilities. Advice free.

"

t64 Owen Bldg., Washington,

RICHARD B. OWEN,

D.

PATENTS
C

THAT PROTECT AND PAY

and
Books
Advice Free
If you want to
your patent. take It out through my
°Mee.

sell

HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN,
624 F.

Street, N. W.

Patent Lawyer

Washington. D. C.

Send Sketch
FREE OPINION
and Certificate of
Patentability. Free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent and What to Invent." Patents
secured through Credit System.
TALBERT & PARKER

PATENTS

Patent Lawyers

4287

Warder Bldg.,

n

ei4,9 7,D /// /

WASHINGTON, D. C.

MONEY
IN PATENTS
We
your patent or return
secure
our fee.
Send sketch or model for free search of
Office Records and report on patentability.
Manufacturers are writing for patentssecured through us.
Write for free book, "How to Secure Your Patent," and list
of patents wanted. We assist in selling your patent.
P. H. PATTISON &420..1./. S P.m Ammer,
427 Banister Bldg, Webi,stoo DC.

Patent

For shop, factory,
garage and home
-many high class
tools attractively priced in our Odds and
Ends pamphlet which is mailed free on request by

TOOLS

Montgomery & Co., Inc.,105 Fulton St., N.

J

New Book shows
than 1500 Good
Tools for all trades, and
we will send it free to
any tool user. Every
man who uses tools needs
a copy in his tool chest

THIS
more

Get yours now
GOODELL PRATT COMPANY

REENFIELD

G

MASS., Ii. S.A.

Walter G. Johnson, Salem, Neb.,
writes us:
"I wish to submit for your consideration
an idea and ask your advice upon it as a
patentable article. I wish to put a small
inexpensive attachment on the typewriter
to return the carriage automatically when
the end of a line is reached. Such a device would save time and the necessity of
removing the fingers from the keys so
often. It would operate with a spring and
therefore would be inexpensive."
Ans. The idea is as good as it is old.
Nothing new is contained in it save that no
one has been able to turn out a device that
would stand up under all circumstances and
which could be incorporated readily in any
typewriter. There is no doubt that there
is a large and insistent demand for a device of this kind, and a good attachment
of this sort would certainly be worth a
great deal to the inventor.
(141.)

"Toolmaker to the Master Mechanic"

t

:FP.1UXZS

TYPEWRITER ATTACHMENT.

MILLERS FALLS CO.
28

® ®a 14vIIeG:r
P)ta,AIr5P

Trades

(140.) Ernest Rerucha, Brainard, Neb.,
writes :
I have worked out an idea of a signal
dummy for automobiles of which I am enclosing sketch for your inspection. Will
you kindly advise if the device could be
patented and if it would pay to patent it.
The idea is to have' a dummy fastened to
the radiator cap and the device is to close
the circuit to the horn of the car while its
hand is holding, a trumpet to its mouth
which would make it seem as if the dummy
made the noise."
Ans. We do not see the usefulness of
this idea, and at best it is nothing but a
novelty which we hardly think would prove
a commercial success. While a Design Patent may be obtained upon it, we think our
correspondent will find it rather hard to
dispose of the patent.

you can't abord to be without this handy,
inexpensive bench doll. Saves you much

N. Y. Office

Tools
For All

AUTO ACCESSORY.

11'11,11

If You Work in Metal
i
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Y. City
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FOR EVERY STUDENT
That's how we teach you electricity
in One Year. by actually training
you to handle, use and install electrical instruments and apparatus of
every kind and style.
Our equipment is absolutely perfect
and includes instruments and machines so expensive you will hesitate
to touch them. Yet we require you
to use them till you know electricity
thoroughly. Enter at any time.
Our FREE illustrated Book E will give you full
details. Send for it to-day.

ENGINEERING
SCHOOLof of
MILWAUKEE

(142.) Ansley Newman, Buffalo, N.Y.,
wishes our opinion as to patentability and
commercial value of a pocket electric flashlight combined with a cigarette case. He
claims that standard flashlight parts would
be available and thinks it could be manufactured at the price of an ordinary flashlight.
Ans. The idea is not new nor does there
exist a great demand for an article of this
kind. We do not think that a patent could
be obtained upon the article.

ELECTRIC FIXTURE.

(143.) Willard Allphin, Portland, Ore.,
has sent us in a sketch of a certain electric fixture and states:
"Recently I tried to purchase a certain
fixture like the one in the drawing submitted, and was told, to my surprise that
there was no such thing on the market.
I wish to know if a similar fixture has
ever been patented and if you think it is
practical."
Ans. While this fixture shows some novel
points, we hardly think it is patentable, as

there are very similar articles on the market
which do the work. However, you might
get in touch with a patent attorney for
further advice and search for patentability.

MILWAUKEE. WIS.
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25th year opens Sept. 26th.

IN ONE YEAR

raetlral youmg prep with Ifmitod dme.
Catalogue on raqumt.

260 Takoma Avenue. Washington.
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D. C.
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Bann Ioghofen Engine osera
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or gasoline. Rune machinery, pumps
churns, etc.s Caflog and details
free.
C. Beooinghofen & Sons, Hamill
Dept. 110-A
Ohio

Generators!

Alternators!

We have a complete line of sturdy, efficient generators and alternators from 100 to 1000 watts.
We furnish complete parts for these finished ready
to assemble with instructions to wind. Transformers made to order. Send for catalogue.

ALL AT PACTORY PRICES
Bergmann Motor Works, 442-446 Niagara

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when'writi "g to advertisers.
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Latest Ideas in Wireless
TH E latest invention in Wireless Telegraph and Telephony are all explained

in the new Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity. This is not a set of handbooks but a
complete encylopedia on applied electricity. The up -to- the -minute discoveries that are revolution-

izing the business are all treated in detail. Here is a new Electrical Library that no one interested in Wireless Telegraph
and Electricity can afford to be without. It is the latest work of its kind-and written in simple, easily understood language. You can get in on a remarkable offer.

Everything
Ever
thin Electrical

The entire field of electricity is covered thoroughly in these seven volumes.
manner but very complete. Everything explained fully.

Not in

a

brief

First you get the elements of electricity; then

electrical measurements; the theory, calculation and design of generators and motors; dynamos; machinery; electric

lighting; wireless telegraphy and telephony; etc., etc. All arranged for quick reference. This new edition of the Cyclopedia of Applied
Electricity contains 3200 pages, 3000 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc. 7x10 inches, bound in r/2 genuine red Morocco, gold
stamped. An aid to the student of electricity that cannot be reckoned in dollars and cents. A reference set that is the authonty on
Electricity, used by technical sehools, libraries and practical men in the Electrical Field.

50c a Week f
7 Days' Trial

Yes, you can get these books at the rate of S0c a week, $2.00
a month. A small sum -but it buys this great authoritative electrical

work. The complete set -sent prepaid -upon your simple request. Use them full seven days. If you don't want them send them back.
1f you need them send us only $2.00 after seven days, and then $2.00 a month (50c a week) until the special price of $19.80 has been paid.

In the

7 days' trial you may use the Cyclopedia of Applied
AnericnsieC C]gOncieb.
ElectricityY Jjust as if it were Yyour own. See what this ggreat libraryY
Dept.E -7414 Chiato,USA.
Pleas; .end i... the eum.let.
is going to mean to you. The regular price is $35.00, but on this
special offer you get it for only $19.80. Sent prepaid if you send the coupon. This offer is only to those in the
,I á él `irkggitls1á.;:ñ.°
rom
United States and Canada and cannot be continued indefinitely. Don't miss this wonderful offer. Send coupon.
áa ó iñ i wl i
t
yo
ill recur I wil l
entl you`32.4Ó after 1 dove ao

A year's consulting
Consulting
Serviceyour FREE!
regular price $12.00)
with the Electrical Library
order at
This
the advice

f

membership

will be given free
if you send
once.
of a corps of
glues you
electrical experts who can help you over the hard places. Yours for an entire year absolutely free.

Send the Coupon =No Money
-

Just your name and address on the coupon. Do not send in penny. We'll send the entire set prepaid to your own
home. After seven days decide whether or not you wish to keep them. Send the coupon now today.

American Technical Society

Dept. E -7444

Chicago, U. S. A.
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NEW SPARKLESS SIGNAL.

That Spin to School

In the Morning

Air

just naturally tickles a boy pink, makes
him feel good all over, brightens his
wits, puts him in fettle for those studies
of today which will mean so much a
few years from now.
Growing boys find their ideal fun, exercise, development, and companionship
when they ride the 1917 Electrically
Equipped

Bicycle
They find the Indian is known as the
foremost in construction, strength, lasting qualities, and trouble- proofness.
They find its motorcycle style lines
make it the snappiest looker in the
bicycle world. Indian streamline effect;
battery holder; strongest crank hanger;
big headlight, a necessity where the law
requires that bicycles be lighted; strong
reflector; quadruple crown and braced
members; motorcycle type handlebars;
Troxel saddle; coaster brake -more big,
useful features than any other bicycle
ever offered.
Write for Bicycle Catalog telling all
about and picturing the Electrically
Equipped and ten other 1917 model
Indian Bicycles.
Made and backed by the makers of the
famous Indian Big Twin Powerplus and
Light Twin Motocycles.
HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.
826 State St.
Springfield, Mass.
Largest Motorcycle Manufacturers in the World

A new system of sparkless signaling has
been evolved in England to comply with
the Home Office requirements. The bell is
of the solenoid type, into which a simple,
but at the same time very important, improvement has been recently introduced, so
as to enable the bell to be put in service on
an alternating current supply of any voltage. The device consists of the provision
of an elongated slot in the gong standard
for the rough adjustment, and a quadrant
on the gong base for the fine adjustment.
This provision enables the relative position
of the gong and tapper to be varied in accordance with the voltage passing on the
circuit.
For below -ground signals a tremulous
bell is a sine quo non, and as hitherto it
had not been found possible to obtain this
tremulous action with the solenoid bell
worked off a direct current supply, it be
came necessary to devise a means to accomplish this purpose, the makers wisely
determining to retain the solenoid action.
The solenoid is not only the simplest, but
also the safest form of electric bell. The
danger with the ordinary bell lies, of
course, in the self- induction set up by the
amount of iron used in the coils. The solenoid does not require the same amount of
protection, owing to the iron plunger being
less in diameter and shorter in proportion
to the size of the coil; further, the plunger
is movable, and does not occupy the whole
number of turns wound on the coil, which
to all intents and purposes is precisely what
the Home Office stipulates.
A simple method has been evolved for
imparting the necessary tremulous action
to the bell. The high- induction relay is,
perhaps, best described as a tremulous
relay, which, by means of a long spring,
makes the trembler contact. The sparks
which would form at the contact points are
damped in the condensers, the relay having
a non -inductive winding. This damping of
the sparks in the relay is a provision which
will be grealy appreciated by mining electrical engineers, to whom sparking contacts
are a constant source of trouble.
From the foregoing it will be seen that
from the wires right thru to the bell
there is no possibility of sparking. The
relay is contained in a stout cast-iron case,
the cover -joints having broad machined
faces. The cover is secured by three bolts
and a lock hasp, which is past thru a
square hole, preventing the cover being
turned on the lock bolt, even tho the
other three bolts are removed. The containing case, however, may be regarded as
merely a protection to the relay mechanism, as it is clearly not necessary to the
factor of safety. The bell circuit is entirely
distinct from the signalling lines. In the
installation inspected this was worked off
a twelve -volt supply, and the line or relay
circuit from a four -volt supply.

MARCONI WIRELESS CO. OFFERS
SERVICES TO U.S.
Convert Your Bicycle Into
a Motorcycle
Motor fits any wheel. Best.
most reliable. Best hill climber. More
STEFFEYS In use than all others. A fine
motor for running small Dynamos, Lathes and
small shops. Motors only as low as $16.95.
Staffer Mtg. Co.. 5025 W. Brown St., Phila, Pa.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America will, in the event of an
emergency, place its entire organization at
the Government's disposal, it announced in
a telegram recently sent to President Wilson.

MOTORCYCLES
and BICYCLES at cut prices.
Singles and twins $25 to $100.
New Motorcycle Tires$3.
Automobile Tires $3. Best
Motorcycle Belts $5

árr-

.6leee
hand Bicycles $5. Tandem $15. New Bicclest Frartory
.
New York
Deninger. The Pelee Clutter, Hoch

ON the steep down grade or the el-.
bow turn is your brake one that
you can place absolute confidence in?
An unreliable brake is worse than no
brake at all. It gets you into trouble.
There is one way of being sure, sure for
once and all time. Equip your bicycle

with the recognized standard brake
equipment-the

DUPLEX COASTER BRAKE
your hub you
With this famous brake
go where you please with nabsolute knowledge
that it will control your speed no matter what
demands you may make on it. Cyclists have
tried it for years under all conditions and have
found it never-failing.
Its action is powerful, smooth and flexible, enblingyou to stop instantly or gradually. Its
large ball bearings and sturdy construction
make it everlastingly durable. This is the brake
that has grown up with the bicycle -I6 years
of satisfactory service. It is 100% efficient.
See that the Corbin Duplex is on your wheel.
Equipped by all bicycle dealers every-where.
..Corbin Control Means Safety Assured"
Itdoubles the comfort and pleasure of riding.

The Corbin Screw Corporation
The Amcrtcan Hardware Corp.,Successor

216 High Street, New Britain, Conn.
Branches: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia
Makers of Corbin -Brown Speedometers

Make YOU The BEST PRICE
I CAN
WITIBnçhGiade`
On a Better Engine
Your Choice
i,
En nme...

.

or Kerosene--2
saw

to 22 a-P.--all etyles--etatlonery

on

without ma¢neco--Cua or °-

rag, etc.. with

tracte,

WITTE ENGINES
are
factory
oitinrs
i i ` är.áóea
êiÿe
proves WITTE
Miete.19
t

The equipment includes high -power stations at Marion and Chatham, Mass.; New
Brunswick and Belmar, N.J.; Bolinas and
Marshall, Cal., and at two towns in Hawaii, and there are about sixty coastal stations along the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific
and Great Lakes coasts, including those in
Alaska.
Manufactories and workshops are included in the proffer, together with a
trained staff of men.

You benefit by mentioning

Are You Sure?

In

s shipment.

HooFGG

3930Fdñ
0
K WORKS
ny.M
3930 amp1re alas.. Paah.rah. Pa.

TYPEWRITERS

"The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

$10 and Up

All Makes

Save $25 to $50

on rebuilt at the factory by the well known "Young Process," Sold for low

cash -installment or rented. Rental
applies on purchase price. Write for
full details and guarantee. Free trial.
Young Typewriter Co., Dept.175, Chicago
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BUOY NEVER FAILS.
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The Famous

(Continued from page 871)
in operation, the front of the float being
partly removed to show the mechanism.
For better explanation it is shown here
with open gears, while the same would actually be encased and running in oil or
grease similar to the generally known
bench grinders, in which one turn of the
handle causes 16 to 20 revolutions of the
emery wheel.
A gas -buoy requires to be re -filled with
fuel every few weeks or months, with f re

1917

Motorbike
Sent Anywhere

0 Days Free Trial

quent replacing of broken mantles and
burners and the lamp cannot be closed air
or water tight as it must have air- circulation. Furthermore they require a special
sensitive flasher to save fuel and often
also a special clockwork which prevents
the burning of the light during daytime,

We Pay the Freight
Your Choice of 44 Styles

etc.

This automatic electric light buoy is so
simple that it can be made for a fraction
of the cost of a gas -buoy and after it has
once been anchored in water it does not require any further attention for years its
Inventor claims. The water will develop
the electric current, the few gears run in
oil or grease, and the life of the lamp is
practically unlimited.
We may hope to see such buoys soon
distributed all over the world and it is a
poetic idea that the same water which endangers the life and safety at sea will at
the same time with the help of electricity
and human genius contribute to safety.
The more a gale rocks the buoy, the
stronger the warning light.

THE AUTOMATIC RESTAURANT.
(Continued front page 872)

operandi of obtaining just one cup of coffee.
To begin with you advance on the unsuspecting electrical coffee dispenser -place a
cup under the nozzle -drop a nickel (Tip
slugs won't work it) in the slot and turn
the knob beside it. In two seconds a
stream of coffee, including the cream, issues from the spout and just fills the cup.
The front and rear of the coffee dispensing machine are illustrated here, with a
patron in the act of obtaining a cup of
coffee -or it may be tea or chocolate.
Black coffee, too, is available.
These machines proved to be one of the
most difficult of developing, owing to the
fact that liquids had to be handled and
moreovoer they must be kept hot continually. When the patron inserts a nickel in
the mechanism, the electrical dispensing apparatus immediately gets busy. A powerful electro-magnet sucks up an iron piston,
which is linked mechanically with the coffee and cream tanks, the mechanism being so accurately built that for each nickel
inserted in the coin mechanism, the machine releases from its hot coffee and
(cold) cream tanks just a sufficient quantity to fill a cup. Sugar is available on all
tables and the patron sweetens the drink
to suit his (or her) particular fancy.
Before going further it should be explained that a special kitchen staff keeps
the food cylinders (each cylinder contains
several similar compartments) and liquid
tanks always full. A suitable space extends along the entire length of machines
for the maintenance staff. Several men are
constantly on duty in the restaurant proper, collecting soiled dishes, rearranging
chairs, etc.
Of course you would not always want
baked beans, a sandwich or a piece of pie
and cup of coffee. For those epicures
whose appetites rise beyond these or simi-
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Colors and Sizes in the famous Ranger Line of
Bicycles for Men. Women. Boys and Girls. Also

Other Syles

83 and Sitzes

Electric Light
and Auto Horn

Five

14.75 and Up

Year Guarantee

and Accident Insurance

FREE

FREE

Send Coupon Now for Wonderful Offer

No Money In Advance
Don't hesitate. You can get this famous Ranger Motorbike or any other bicycle you want without
dvance -no red tape or delay of any kind. Just your mere request brings the bicycle of
your choice-the size and color you want, equipped in every particular to suit you.
When the bicycle comes, you can decide to keep it on our 30 -Day Free Trial Plan or send it back at our
expense. We wbn t persuade you to keep the bicycle. The bicycle in your own hands, under every day use.
must sell itself to you, or we'll take it back, and not charge you one cent for the use of it.
one cent in

The Greatest Bicycle Ever Built

We have spared no expense to make the Ranger Motorbike the best and most eompletely equipped bicycle
It not only excels in construction, but it also answers the cry for SPEED. It
extra
riding COMFORT. Its ENDURANCE is remarkable. It is a BEAUTY in appearance. Altogether it etude
witbout a rival -on country road, on steepest hills, on city boulevards. on forest trail.

fishes

in the world.

Note This Wonderful Equipment Free

You'll simply fall in lovel with every detail the
Special Curved Motorcycle Frame with Re-inforcing
Top Bar, the Front Fork reinforced with Truss, the
Steel Tool Box between Top Bars. which looks exactly like gasoline tank on motorcycle. Special
Features are:-Motorbike Handle Ban. Grips and
Pedala.CoarterBrake. Patented Motorbike Saddle,
Quick Detachable Mud Guards, Imported Brampton Roller Chain. Electric Light, Auto HandHorn,
Sampson Tire.. In addition, we give you FREE, a
$5 Tool Accessory Outfit described on this page.
Get this Motorbike or any
other
Ranger model including 15 Premium Set.
5 -Year Guarantee, Accident Insurance. Send coupon
for Big Book showing all styles. sizes, colors from
which to choose. Well ship bicycle freight charges
fully prepaid. If you believe it the grandest bargain and greatest bicycle ever offered. keep it on our
30-Day Free Trial Plan, or return it at our expense.
Send coupon for book -while our liberal lntrodue
tory Offer prevails -then send for bicycle you want.

Special -Now

EADCYCLE COMP
19N Canal St.

FREE *5. Premium Outfit!
Make up your mind NOW to get a Ranger Motorbike
or other Ranger model and we'll send you FREE o_
cost this t5 Outfit. S2 Bicycle Pump and Pump Clips.
Sterling Wrench, Hub Shiners Silver Queen Bell, Corbin Stand Lock, Steel Screw Driver, Trouser Guards.
Large Can of Oil Quick Action Motorcycle Stand.
Roll of Tire Tape, Spoke Tightening Nipple Grip.
All this in addition to the regnar tool outfit of
wrenches, repair kits, etc.

MEAD CYCLE CO., 19 N. Canal SL, Chicago

Without obligating me in any way. please send me your
Big Bicycle Book and particulars of your No-Money -InAdvance,30-Day Free Trial Plan. Also send me information regarding Special Liberal Terms and Particulars of

Extra Inducements and Privileges.
Name
Address

An Opportunity for Experimenters

The Mark -o Quality

is a

to secure a GOOD storage battery at
a moderately LOW cost. The
ONE article you cannot
MARKO
afford to experistorage batteries are especially adapted for operation of
ment with

storage

battery.

Type
4C2

all kinds of spark coils, insuring a heavy
and powerful spark. There is nothing superior
FOR AUDION USE
Amp, B.a
GetSpecial price to
Yalta

Ca4Ó'ti 8P7.00 wfiek,.4,2gtne."
4
6
40
10.O0
6.00
6C2
6
60
12.00
6C9
7.20
80
1000
6C6
6
9.60
PAUL M. MARKO, 1191 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. New York Depot -974 8th Ave., New York City

There is no need to worry about your electrical repairs when you are equipped with

"RED DEVIL" PLIERS

`SMITH

There is a plier for every need and if you have the right one
it will take you a jiffy to fix that dynamo, repair this motor or
put up that wiring. Made of drop forged steel and guaranteed.
Send $1.00 for sample 6 in. Electrician's plier style 655.
TOOL BOOKLET FREE
& HEMENWAY CO., INC., 107 Chambers St., New York Gtr

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WIRELESS
operating spells OPPORTUNITY
today. The great demand, rapid promotion and increased salaries make
this work very attractive. We positively have good positions waiting fort
our graduates; operating in all parts
of the world, coast -wise, trans -atlantic.
trans -pacific. etc.. etc. Our special
Spring class for Day and Evening
students starts April 2nd. Easy pay.
ments if desired.
Send for special literature.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
8998 Boylston

St

BOSTON, MASS,

Motor
Electric Row Boat Boat
Makeyour Row
an Llcetric Launch.
Buy .Jewel Detachable
Row Boat Motor run by

electricity. No odor or
gasoline.
dangerous
Simple, noiseless
and powerful.
any
Attaches to
Row Boat and
runs on two six
volt Batteries. This is our 5th

successful year.

OPEN WINDOW BATTERY

Look Inside your storage battery through the
patented o pen window. See Condition of
newceaut mobile starting Blattery bay
and save money. 6-60 Special38.50.

a Jewel

Motorcycle Electric Lighting System

The Jewel Generator Motorcycle Storage Battery and
agents
complete lighting system is In great demand.
wanted. Write for prices and catalog E.
JEWEL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 112 N. Filth Av., CHICAGO

You Get The Job

"We've been watching you, young man, and
we know you're made of the stuff that wins.
The man that cares enough about his future to
study an I. C. S. course in his spare time is

the kind we want for responsible positions:
You're getting your promotion on what you
know, and I wish we had more like you."
The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible Job to fill he picks a man trained to hold it. He's

watching YOU right now, hoping you'll he ready when
your opportunity comes.
Start today and train yourself to do some one thing
better than others. You can do it in spare time through
the International Correspondence Schools. Over 5,000
result of
men reported advancement last year as
their I. C. S. training.
The first step those men took was to mark and man
this coupon. Make your start the someway-right now.
a OUT

HEa6

NTERNAtIONAI CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Bol
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5343,

Strides, Ps.

Explain fully about your Course in the subject marked Ys
ADVERTISING
CHEMISTRY
Civil Engineering
Illustrating
Salesmanship
Eleetrleal
Farming
Commercial Law
Steam
Bookkeeping
Poultry
Mining
Stenography
French
II eebanieal "
Civil Service
German
M
hel Drafting
Italian
Ry. Mail Service
areblbetn,l Drafting
SPANISH
CTOMOBILEB
ARCHITECTURE
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Address

lar limitations, there is available the special order board. The two illustrations
herewith show the front and rear of this
ingenious electrical garçon.
The front of this panel carries several
dozen labels -"Hamburger steak," "country
sausage," "pork chops," "roast beef," etc.,
etc. Suppose you decide on "pork chops.'
Possibly this is labeled "four nickels."
You proceed to deposit the required four
coins in the convenient slot corresponding
to the dish ordered. When the last coin
has been deposited two things happen-a
tiny electric flashlight on the rear of the
board lights up just over a small sign reading "pork chops." The chef notes the dish
ordered and immediately starts cooking it.
In front of the panel there is a special
slot, thru which a receipt slug issues. This
slug is labeled with a letter such as A, B,
C, etc., the letter corresponding to a certain glass oven, of which there are several
on either side of the special order board.
Suppose your receipt slug calls for oven
"E." When the chops are ready the chef
places them in oven "E." You then insert
the slug in the slot beside the proper oven
and a turn of the knob releases the glass
door, enabling you to reach in and remove
the victuals. Bread and butter are served
with most of the special orders. Knives,
forks and spoons are placed on a ledge or
shelf running along the front of the machines. If the dishes served in a certain
section require spoons only, then nothing
but spoons are placed on the service shelf.
Of course if you simply must eat your
peas with a knife or your ice cream with a
fork -why, you can readily obtain a knife.
Oui monsieur! The French is ours; the
machines have not been cultivated to reply in any language as yet. Can you imagine what would happen in the rush hour
if the record ever slipt!
Besides the many electrical features of
the Automat serving machines, there are a
number of the interesting sidelights
which the outsider never sees. Think for
a moment of the thousands of soiled dishes to be washed every hour. The attendants collecting these dishes from the tables
bring them to a convenient and specially
devised dumb -waiter, which shoots them
basement-ward. Here a husky member of
the dish -washer's brigade takes charge of
the basket of soiled dishes and places them
on the runway approaching the electrically
operated dishwasher. The latter comprises
two tanks about three feet apart. The
basket of soiled dishes is hooked onto
the chain extending from the crane arm
(see photograph), and as soon as the motor is thrown on the basket is rapidly os
ciliated up and down in the first tank containing warm water and soap. After several oscillations in this tank, the basket of
dishes is swung over to the second tank,
containing hot water and thru which steam
is forced. This terrific scalding thoroly
cleanses the dishes after a few oscillations
of the basket and by the time they are
lifted out of the tank the hot water has
evaporated, leaving them perfectly drytowels are never used. A similar process
is used for washing the cups which are
washed separately. Result : No Greasy Cups
You possibly have wondered how ice
cream could be left standing in the servlice compartments, in full view for hours.
Here's the secret. Those compartments
'are frigidly cold, and maintained so by a
'pipe running thru it, connected to an electrically driven refrigerating machine. On
the other hand the hot dishes are kept
!
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Commercial and Marine
operators in great demand. Good opportunity fer you in well paid pleasant
profession.

Highland Park Course
Very Thoro
We teach how to build, install and
maintain wireless stations. We also
offer strong practical courses in Electrical Engineering.

Write today forfree "Get There" booklet

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE
291

H. P. Sta.

_. Des

Moines, Iowa

Wireless Instruction
The enormous d and for competent Radio
men makes this a field of limitless opportunity.
A thorough and complete course in Radio
preparing for a U. S. Govt. Commercial First
Grade Certificate offered.
Our graduates now with the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Companies. United Fruit Co., National Electric Signalling Co.. Kilbourne and
Clark, De Forest Co., Telefunken, Private
Yachts and many others.
Expert instruction -'Modernly equipped

Laboratory -Lowest tuition -Dormitories
Employment Bureau
Send for Catalogue

Y. M. C. A. Radio School
145 E. 86th

St. (Founded /9 /O) New York, N.Y.

Learn Wireless Under

Msirconii's Chief, Instructor

SPECIAL EVENING COURSE
for advanced amateurs begins in next 30 days. Out or -town men should write for information about temporary day employment and living conditions while
studying. Our students may enter the Marconi
service direct.
Radio Operators are now in Great Demand
Great stress is laid on lahoratory experiments, with complete commercial apparatus. Special training given on
advanced types of Trans-Oceanic Equipment. Course
under the personal supervision of the Instructing Engineer of the Marconi Co. Send today for our folder E.

EASTERN DISTRICT Y. M. C. A.

Marcy Ave., near Broadway
13 minutes from New York City Hall.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
18

minutes from Hudson Terminals.

Electricians

Get up -to -date in House WIR-

Save Tine. MONEY
Lol and MATERIAL by using
.aaoa
98

Genuine

B LUE PAIN

Dr
DRAWINGS,
s, containing all th
diagrams and connection. known in bou,e wiring -- -every disnem
connection p -to- the -minute as used by first class electricians fo
andat
BELLS.

BURGLAR ALARMS Limns, ANNUNCIATORS, FIRE
GAS LIGHTING. These drawing, are bound in the form o
PL
book 19 X 121 for convenience i using on the job. Send fo
Band
hem. and if they don't make you more efficient as a wireman and say
yv°
y times ther cos
tractor
two. them and money
tl
refunded-- -you cap's ógordto be wIt1sont them. One DOLLAR

te ible
be
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PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
San Francisco, Cal.

Sanchez Street

THE GILSON POCKET SLIDE RULE
Patented

October 19, 1915
This ne w slide rule surpasses any other pocket elide rule for accuracy
In solving mathemat,eal problema. This instrument will solve any problem involving multiplication division, proportion, even and

Logarithms or numbers and the Sine, and Tangents
of Roams. powers,
Its operation is very simple and anyone can learn to use this slide rule
In a few minutes, and ea Quickly obtain the result or any calculation.
for exampDle Find the cube root of 517.49; answer 9.851; time required.
suing a Uhon Pocket Slide Rub, 15 seconds. It is made of heavy
waterproof bristol and just fits the pocket size 4 in. by 7 in. Price
complete
Imitation ieamer earning ease 25c
extta. Sind
descriptive
can,

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO.

so by steam pipes.
And last, but by no means least, we have

the nickels- mountains of them.
Of
course it would take hours for .an expert
to count them, so the management has installed a nickel counter and tabulator.

you benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

Niles, Mich.

WIRELESS OPERATORS

SEE THE WORLD
Positions always open. Good

salaries. Day and evening sessions.
Correspondence courses. Wireless
apparatus for, home use. Send
2 cent stamp for catalog.
Phila. School of Wireless Teleg.
10 Parkway Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
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EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
t

t ontinned from page 887)

position, insert a rubber stopper ll, with a
piece of glass tubing C in it, having a nozzle at the end E. B is a piece of rubber
tubing and A a pinch cock. The thumb and
forefinger may be substituted for the pinch
cock. As soon as the tube B is placed in
the jar S and the pinch cock released the
water rushes in in the form of a fountain.
This phenomenon is explained by the fact
that ammonia gas is highly soluble in water
and hence as some of the ammonia dissolves more and more water rushes in to
take its place.
All of these experiments are easily explained by the Molecular Theory of Matter
and the Kinetic Theory of Gases. We accept these theories because they explain
phenomena for us satisfactorily, while many
phenomena cannot be explained by any
other theory. Briefly they may be stated

thusly:
(Molecular theory) -The fact that gases
can be comprest, and that one substance
can be dissolved in another leads us to believe that space is not entirely filled by the
matter of which a substance is composed;
that is, the particles of matter do not really
touch each other. These particles are called
molecules and they are the smallest parts

into which a body can be divided without
destroying the substance as such. Molecules are so small that they cannot be seen
even by the most powerful microscopes, but
they manifest themselves to us by their behavior. Lord Kelvin calculated their size
in some substances (they vary in size for
different substances) and he found that if
a football full of water were magnified to
the size of the earth, the molecules of the
water would occupy spaces intermediate in
size between buck shot and footballs. The
Kinetic theory states that the molecules of
all bodies are in rapid motion and the three
states of matter may be considered as the
result of the various kinds of motion of the
molecules and their relative velocities. In
solids, the motion of a molecule is restricted
to a limited space and its position with respect to the other molecules is relatively
fixt. Hence the solid retains its shape. In
liquids the molecule is free to move in any
direction, i.e., it can glide over the other
molecules and the liquid will take the shape
of the containing vessel. In gases the molecule has a very high speed and moves in a
straight line until it comes in contact with
another molecule, or with the containing
vessel's walls. Because of this high speed
a gas cannot be kept in an open vessel, for
no matter how small or how large the vessel, and no matter how small the quantity
of gas, it will always fill the vessel in which
it is confined. In accordance with this theory, heat is nothing but a motion of the
molecules of a substance. Pressure is simply due to the bombardment of the molecules of a gas against the sides of the containing vessel. Thus when we compress
a gas we have more molecules in the original space and the bombardment is greater,
and hence the gas rises in temperature and
its pressure becomes greater in accordance
with Boyle's Lazo.

in Experiment 1l we saw how
water (a liquid) was changed into steam
(a gas) by heating. This is also in accordance with our theory, since heat and motion
Mal space.

of molecules being identical, by applying
heat to the water we caused its molecules
to move faster and finally fast enough for
them to leave the or1 :. inal space.

Wireless Taught B

I;.

You May Learn'l'hcory, Code and Laws of Radio
Comm unicatlion in Our School or at Your florin

11

fitting you for positions paying good salaries with wonderful
chance to travel the world over. It's the most interesting profession known and the demand for skilled operatorsis increasing.
Resident classc,
Send stamp for catalog giving facts.
open Oct. 2nd.
NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, 14th&

U

Sta., N. W., Washington, D.C.

WASHINGTON
`t

Offers Special Advantage,
for These Courses.

YOURSL,F

THERE'S MONEY IN IT"

-AWE=
-LEARN TELEGRAPHY-ÑÓME-=__MORSE
AND WIRELESS=

TEACH

in half the usual time, at trilling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter, THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental mesrsages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.
Adopted by U. S. Gov't.

4

styles.

Catalogue free.

OMNICRAPH MFC. CO.

39L Cortlandt St.

New York

Electric
Light

Ride While You Pay:

EXPERIMENT 18--

Send the coupon below today for free catalog

Electric Light

of the new 1917 "ARROW" Bicycle. We ship the
ARROW to you without a penny down... Start riding and
enjoying it right away. And pay the special rock- bottom
price -a smelt amount each month -while you ride; If l'ou
do not agree, when you see the 1517 Arrow, that it is the biggest bicycle bargain you ever saw, send it back at our expense.
you be the Judge. Send the coupon at once for free catalog.

Motorcycle type frame,
saddle, crossbar handlebars, pedals, mudguard.
stand and luegage earner. Fisk Tborn -Proof
Non.Skid tires. Atherton
orNew Departure Coaster Brake, tool kit and
tire pump, Other new
features. Write today.

New Motorcycle Type

Open a bottle of ammonia water and
stand off at a distance. In a short time the
fumes of ammonia gas will reach you. This
is easily explained by our theory. The gas
being left in an open vessel, its molecules
move off to fill the room and sooner or later
reach us.

1917 model. Motorcycle type- handsome and durable.
19th Street and
Dent. 74.4
A positive wonder for speed, easy riding and comfort. The biggest
Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
bicycle value ever built, All sizes for boys, men and women.
41 California
catalog of
free
me
send
Please
Send the coupon today for free catalog. containing full
el,
the New 1917 ARROW and pantiedescription of this and many other models.
Mare of your rock-bottom "Pay-A,
You-Ridef Otter.

EXPERIMENT 19Pour a little alcohol or ether

1917

in a saucer.

In a short time the alcohol or ether disappears. Here we have the case of the molecules of a liquid moving rapidly enough, so
that in a short time they have left the origYou benefit by mentioning

Read the sensational improvements in the new

Coupon NOW!

Don't delay1'lt Learn about the sensational

Arrow Cycle CO.

-

N

Arrow right away. Take advantage of our
special rock -bottom price offer. Get the free
catalog and details of our Pay-As-You-Ride , ** Addreae...._- ..........-.
offer. Send coupon now while this offer lasts.
ARROW CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.7444
19th Street & California Ave.. CHICAGO

f
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WANTED- Railway Mail Clerks

/

COMMENCE $75 MONTH

INCREASE TO $150 MONTH

Common education
sufficient.
Sure pay.

Lie job.
Pull unnec-

essary.
taary.

Jt

Franklin Institute
Rochester, N. Y.
Send me without charge,
sample Railway Mall Clerk Eaaminstion questions: list of other
government jobs
easily obtainable
and free book describing them.

O

GO

Dept. A104

Name

Address
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Fill a test tube about half full of water
and mark the level with a rubber band. Do
the same with alcohol in another test tube.
Now very carefully pour the alcohol into
the test tube containing the water and shake
vigorously. If enough of the mixture is
poured into the other test tube to reach the
mark we find that the mixture occupies
less space than the two original liquids did.
There is nothing remarkable about this
when considered from the molecular standpoint. For example, we might have a quart
basket containing a quart of potatoes and
another quart basket containing a quart of
peas. It is easily seen that some of the peas
will fill the spaces between the potatoes and
that on mixing together we will not have
two quarts, but less. This is identically
what happened in the case of the water and
alcohol. Some of the molecules of the alcohol went into the spaces between the
molecules of the water.
Actually, the
space between the molecules of a gas are
91111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111@ IIIIU11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111@IIIIIIII
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"WITH THE AD- MAN"
(Mr. Hymn' tart

message)

want you to read a paragraph that
the late Elbert Hubbard was fond of
distributing. He was proud of it.
There's a world of truth and common
sense in it. Won't you please read it
twice and than paste the clipping someI

where where you can see it often?
Not that you need it, but I'll wager if
you believe in it you will go up the
ladder faster,
Elbért Hubbard called it

Your Washing Done for 2c a Week
Electric or Water Power Will Do the Work
1 have built a new "1900" power washing machine.
I consider this machine the most wonderful washer ever
put on the market. Built entirely of high quality
sheet copper, it is the strongest and most durable machine made. It is constructed on a brand new principle
and I will guarantee that this machine will not tear
dothes, break buttons or fray the edges of the most delicate fabric. It will wash everything from heavy blankets
to the finest lace without damage to the goods.
This new "1900" washing machine can be connected
with any electric socket instantly and is started and
stopped by a "little twist of the wrist" and it will do
your washing for 2 cents a week.
I also make a lighter power machine which can be
run by water or electric power. On all of these
machines the motor will run the wringer too. Just
feed in the clothes and this power wringer will squeeze
the water out so quickly and easily you will be astonished. It will save 30% time, money and labor every
week. The outfit consists of washer and wringer and
either electric or water motor, as you prefer, and I
guarantee the perfect working of each.
I will send my machine on 30 days' free trial. You
do not need to pay a penny until you are satisfied this
washer will do what I say it will. Write today for
illustrated catalog. Address: H. L. Barker, 6332
Court St.. Binghamton, N. Y., or, if you live in Canada,
write to the Canadian "1900" Washer Co., 355 Yonge
St. Toronto, Canada.

If

-

Horse Sense

you work for a man, in
heaven's name work for him,
If
he pays wages that supply you your
bread and butter, work for him
speak well of him, think well of
hunt stand by him, and stand by the
institution he represents. I think
if I worked for a man, I would
work for him. I would not work
for him a part of his time, but all
of his time. I would give an undivided service or none. If put to
a pinch, an ounce of loyalty is
worth a pound of cleverness.
you vilify, condemn and eternally
disparage. why, resign your posttion, and when you are outside,
damn to your heart's content. But,
I pray you. so long as you are a
part of an institution, do not con.
demn it. Not that you will injure
the institution -not that -but when
you disparage the concern of which
you are a part, you disparage yourself. -Elbert Hubbard.

g.

If

:4

-

E.

Do you think it good?
MILTON HYMES.
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Factory Rebuilt, Like New, at
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considered to be larger than the molecules
themselves.

EXPERIMENT

21-

Place some alcohol or ether on the hand
and notice the cooling sensation: The Kin-

DO YOU

own a wireless station. either for
sending or receiving? If you do,
don't fail to join the greatest Wireless Association in the country:
THE RADIO LEAGUE OF
AMERICA. If you believe in the
preparedness of your country. if you
wish to help Uncle Sam, if you wish to have your station
officially recognized. join the LEAGUE, a national,
non-money -making organization. Beautiful engraved
and sealed certificate, FREE to all members. NO
DUES OR FEES WHATSOEVER.

Honorary Members: W. H. G. BULLARD, U. S. N.; PROF. REGINALD A.
FESSENDEN; DR. LEE DE FOREST;
DR. NICOLA TESLA.
Send stamp for large 8-page information booklet.
DO IT NOW. 233 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK
etic theory furnishes a very simple explanation of this cooling effect. When a liquid
is evaporating some of its molecules are
leaving its surface and naturally the most
rapidly moving ones are leaving. By the
continual loss of the most rapidly moving
molecules the average speed of the molecules of the liquid is becoming less and less
and hence since the average speed of the
molecules determines the temperature, the
temperature gradually falls and we feel the
cooling sensation.
(This subject will

be

continued in the next lesson.)

THE WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
RELAY AND THE Q. R. M.
LEAGUE OF AMERICA.

(Continued from page 888)
wireless message across the Rocky Mountains from old KPJ, San Pedro, and delivered it in Denver. A letter from the
Marconi operator on the steamship Columbian, while en route to Chile, says: "Your
signals were easily read for three nights
while making tests with your stations. The
last night out this steamship was over 1,800
miles from Denver. They were not lacking
in enthusiasm, however, as the sinking of
the ill -fated Republic in January, 1909, and
the famous wireless rescue of over 1,500
persons, served to awaken the Denver amateurs to the possibilities of the new art.
You will see in this magazine shortly the
results of the Relay, elsewhere we show a
picture of the large silver trophy which the
author will donate to the most efficient and
best equipt wireless amateur station in the
United States. This does not mean that
your apparatus must be high grade, but it
does mean that it must be efficient, properly arranged, and that your station is
popular because it is not black-listed on
account of continually causing Q. R. M.

$52.50

The word s'rebtiilt" has been abused and misused until it has become a
meaningless trade term.
When we rebuild a Fox Typewriter we take it all to pieces, re- nickel the nickel parts, reenamel the frame and replace all worn parts with new ones. The same men who originally built the typewriter do this rebuilding and do the work just as good.

40% New Parts and Three Years' Guarantee

R

-just

like new -for $52.50.
We offer a rebuilt Fox Typewriter, Model No. 24
These have standard carriages, taking paper 10%s inches wide, any kind of keyboard, any kind of type, rubber covers, tabulators, back spacers, two-color ribbons, complete with instruction books and cleaning outfits, and are guaranteed
for 3 years, the same as new ones, and to have not less than 40% of new parts.
Send any amount you can spare, from $1 up, as a first payments and pay the
balance $5.00 monthly. 5% discount for all cash. Purchaser must pay transportation. If $10.00 or more is sent with order we will include FREE a Fox Solid Oak
Typewriter Table selling at 84.50. Please order direct from this offer and inclose any
amount you can spare-and be sure and mention The Electrical Experimenter for March.

FOX TYPEWRITER CO., 8702 -8752 FRONT AVE., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

Pay
$5.00

Monthly

THE ELECt.
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Scientific Exchange

you have at the present time some things for which you have n..
tJ NDOUBTEDIY
for something, for which you have immediate use? There is no surer and quicke.
articles in these columns. The Very people, the Only people, who could possibly have a
It is furthermore the cheapest advert.
More than 75,000 interested people will see your ad..
dealers' advertising accepted in Opportunity Exchange Columns only.
The rates arc: Three cents per word (name and address to be counted), minimum space 3 lines.
for less than 50e. accepted.
hesnittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement
We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objeetn..
25th.
March
later
than
us
not
should
reach
the May issue
7 he Classified Columns of "The Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive Results.
Subscribers experiencing trouble in dealing with any advertiser should notify the publisher very prompt[$.
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OVER 75,000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

FOR S,tLE-My 2000 mile radius Ideal Re.
ceivin$
t complete, including 4000 meter Coupler, Kai Type, Audion, Oscillating Bulb, Loading Coil, Brandes 2000 Ohm Phones, 100 Ampere Liu 'wing Switch, three full copper wire
100 foot Aerial, a BARGAIN at $70.00, cost
$1.090. Reason selling, am buying same kind
only larger. Write quick, E. A. Wilton, 1124 W.
Edwards St., Springfield, Ill.
Ill f.T RECEIVING SET comprising. Navy
Toler. wo Variables, and other necessary instrument. Bargain to quick buyer. Address, G. J.
Lawrence 2137 Lexington Ave., New York City.
FOR SALE -Navy type receiving transformer
aid Aui.o.tron panel, new "B" batteries and

\

-.

$t7.$5 small 110 v. motor, $3.35; 2 new
bulbs $4.35 each. All excellent condintedrotary quenched gap, I K.W.

db,
EI,

r

variables, mounted or unmounted.

J.

R.

Midland, Mich.
-% H.P. 133 or 125 cycle A. C. Motor
Audiotron, or Transmitting ApparaC. Ross, 1087 Schilbi St., Columbus,

i

TRA
for Al
tot.
R
d 'io.
LE-4 Kingston Auto Coils 25c each;
FOR
Iitac l'o.tler Motor, 40e; seven 25c books, 20e
tar-h; one carbon Transmitter, 50c; Ithaca 10
gauge double shot gun, $11; have some coil
boxes and master coil cheap. Edgar Lerew, York
l-pnngs, Pa.
FOR 'ALE-Complete wireless transmitting
and receiving set in good condition, price $1u.
Ronald S'teemaker, Laketon, Ind.
WAITED -Tape register stock ticker, cash
II. Newton, Suffolk, Va.
only.
FOR SALE -Two 6 volt 14 ampere "Electro"
Generators, never used. Sacrifice, $10.00. Ned
\'a't ri, 388 St. Mark's Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y,
FOR S ALE- Murdock coupler, fixed condenser
and WO ohm phone with head band and cord; cat
whi.Ier, Detector; variable condenser. Cost $21,
tell for $10. Maurice Mc Cune, 1404 Homemend Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa.
SALE OR EXCHANGE-3 K.W. key, Brandes
Superiors, Duck $2.25 Detector, Cabinet Coupler,
4 puunns No. 14 Alumium, 2 Marconi bushings,
Switches, etc, H. H. Lee, 956 Water St., Port
l

Huron Mich.
\TILL SWAP-Brandes Phones, $11; RJ4 De
Forest ?r.dionr $12; Thordarson 1 K. W., $19;
1.16 II.P. Universal Motor, $4 Eveready 4 V.
40 A. St- age Battery, $8; 5: K.W. mounted
Wilson Smith, S.
Packard Transformer, $8.
Wavue 5'`t., St. Marys, Ohio.
eXCi(Al GE -Gray & Davis Ford Starter $30
ash. V. ant electrical, mechanical books for nice
Oliver Estill, Glasgow, Mo.

guitar

\N.1 :!

t'lieti

loser!.

l r 11-3000
ohm receiver and
All letters answered if
-Liam

burnt out
stamp enOrnan, Columbia, Tenn.

LARGE GUARANTEED 2500 meter Navy
Send 2c stamp for photo.
-pe Coupler $5.50.
condenser

cheap.

C.

uschenl, erg, Box 386, Charleroi, Pa
BARGAIN-$12 type BB crystaloi detector,
$7.5t. Good condition. trines Harrell, Valdosta,
Ga

SA'_F OR EXCHANGE-Fifty Ohm Relay,
$1.15; 20 Ohm Sounder, $1.10; Telephone Receiver, 75c; Transmitter, 85c; Three Magnet Generator. 31.75; 4x5 Plate Camera, fair condition,
$2 50: 15 pair Electro Magnets, pair 20c. Everything p,epaid. Want: 2000 ohm Headset; Spark
Coil; Baby Knife Switches. Will ;Noy cash. Otoe
Goff. 1403 5th Corso. Nebraska City, Nebraska.
FOR SALE-$40 Course in Meter Engineering,
$5; also t elephone, Receivers, Inductance coils,
Pressure Gauges, Marble Base Knife Switch,
Drill hooks. Send for list. Jean Eller, 125 North
Ilan eye Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

NAVY TYPE COUPLERS, 4000 meter, $6.50;
2000 n ^ter. $5; 200 meter, 75c; Murdock variahte,

$2.40; Cylindrical plate variable. $1.90; Audiotron
detectot. $l2..; Brandes phones, $3.75: 2 inch spark
coil. 5.50: 1 inch spark coil without vibrator,
$1.25; rn.cillation transformer, $1.25 Desk Tele¡,hcn.e $4 50 B -flat cornet, $4.50. Rule D. Egbert. -filin, Ohio.
1
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TREMENDOUS WIRELESS BARGAINS
Here is your opportunity to secure first class wire.
less apparatus at real bargain prices. Everything
absolutely as represented. 5 K.W. type E. ClappEastham transformer; four variations of power;
not in case. Rubber switch panel is cracked, also
rubber secondary posts. Transformer is in excellent working condition. Cost $262. Special sale
price $35. 5 K.W. type E. ClappEastham transformer in case; four variations of power. One of
secondary coils burned out which has to be removed and new one put in its place. Otherwise
in splendid condition. Cost $262. Special sale
price (a big bargain), $10. 3 Clapp -Eastham glass
plate condensers in cases. Each case over 2
K.W. capacity. Good as new. 22 condenser sections to each case. Cost each $55. Special sale
pricy per case of 22 sections, $13. 5 K.W. Clapp Eastham oscillation transformer, helix style. Genuine copper edgewise wound strip. Primary has
Insulated on
8 turns and secondary 13 turns.
rubber posts almost 18 inches in height and 2
inches in diameter. In splendid condition. Cost
$50. Special sale price, $12. 5 K.W. Clapp -Eastham straight spark gap in case. Has brand new
zinc alloy sparking points. Cost $60. Special
sale price, $5. 5 K.W. Clapp- Eastham Antenna
Switch. Good as new. Cost $20. Special sale
price, $5. Clapp- Eastham receiving set. Loose
coupler made of hard rubber mounted in polished
cabinet. Mineral detector on top with large variable condensers on each side. but inside cabinet.
Adjusting knobs in front. Primary and secondary of coupler has sliders. No cheap construction. In splendid condition. Special sale price,
$14. Clapp -Eastham receiving set. Loose coupler
mounted on top of case. Has two ferron detectors and large variable condenser on each side
of detectors. Primary and secondary of coupler
Splendid condition. Special sale
has sliders.
price, $11. "Electrose" insulators, 10% inches in
length. Same as used by commercial stations.
Special sale price, each, 20c.
Cost each 50c.
Purchaser to pay freight or express charges. Positively no trades. Remit by money order only.
Sydney
Order quick.
Checks not accepted.
Friedrich, 350 East Commerce Street, San Antonio, Texas.
MIGNON R.C. 1 for $6 money
e
on new
condition; knobs, etc. better thanrdn
instrument. Prepaid. Eric Kraemer, 1037 Ramona St., Palo Alto, Cal.
FIRST $17.50 takes Audio -Tron Panel Detector with B- Battery, Chamber's Coupler, 2 fixed
condensers, Tel Radion, switchboard. loader. All
new. Throw in tuner if quick. Claudius Burt,
102 Argyle Road, Ardmore, Pa.
HAVE LOOSE COUPLER, cost $8; 2000 ohm
headset, cost $4.50; variable condenser, $3; Silicon
detector, $2; fixed condenser 50e. Complete, $7.50.
August Fischer, Westfield, N.J.
FOR SALE-1 Mignon R.C. 2 Receiving Cabinet, receives either damped or undamped waves
from high powered stations; new, never used
price $18. All letters answered. A. C. Jenkkis,
R.F.D., No. S. Oxford, Ala.
FOR SALE-Annunciator wire, Fla+ lights,
Switchboard, Printing Press etc. Sydney Young,
Jr., Addison. New York, R.F.D. 4.
I HAVE one pair skees with stoners, never
used, $5; Four foot Propeller, $5r rifle, $1; Relay,
50c; Hawkins' Guides, $9; jars, 25c; Wireless
Age, electrical books, $2. Ivant good transmitting and receiving set. John Avritch, Grand
Forks, N. Dak.
Transformer coil and electrolytic
inteK.W.
rrupter in fine condition, first money order for
Walter Alexander, Dunkerton,
$6 takes both.
Iowa.
EXCHANGE -A Frank Holton
OR
FOR SALE
Cornet, with case, costs $50 when new. EveryThe first good offer
excellent
condition.
thing
takes is. Veryl Ebert, Alden, Minn.

perfect
f

in

STOP! LOOK! SACRIFICE! -3/4 Spark Coil
Wheatstone's Bridge, $3; Large Voltammeter, $3; all rest E. I. Co. goods; $1 Key, 60e;
Fixed Variable Condenser, 75c; 3. 15 Ampere
D.P.D.T. Switches, 20c each; Ammeter, 40e;
Hustler Motor, 40e; Receivers, 1000 ohm D.P.,
$1; 2, 75 ohm D.P., $1; 2, 75 ohm S.P., 60e.
S1.25;

Satisfaction guaranteed.
il St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

C. Krummenacker. 1034

SELL OR TRADE for receiving instrumer..
Daisy Pump Gun shot, target, $2.50. Post Card
Projector (gas), $3. Write Claude Ireland, 3436
W. 60th Pl., Chicago.
WILL SELL slightly used 3" Bunnell coil
equipped with lar a contacts for $8.50. Eugene

liartnell,

Salem, Wis.

CRYSTALOI, half inch coil, phones, gap, lightning switch, step down transformers, two 22 repeating rifles, bicycle as lamps, etc. Write for
particulars.
F. Stratford, Bentley Ave., Jersey
City, N.J.
WANTED-15000 meter undamped wave coupler, good make. Chambers, 749 preferred. C. L.
Brewer, Big Pool, Md.
FOR SALE -10 V. 8 A. dynamo $8; Ducks 2"
spark coil, $5; both in Al condition. Arthur
Sharpler, 109
Street, Providence, R.I.
MUST SELL -Cyclopedia of Applied Electric never used. Howard Dellenbaugh,

Pa,
it

'ta7kvolu es,

TRADE-4x5 Plate camera with $25 Lens and
outfit for $20 or wireless apparatus.
Everett
Wosh, Long Pine, Neb.
WHAT AM I OFFERED for American Model
Builder, No. 3; Brownie No. 2 Camera; Electrical
Books? Rowena Davis, Paris, Tenn.
EXCHANGE OR SALE 'A" spark coils,
Mesco and American Coil,- 1, 3 P.D.T. switch, 9"
slate base,
A.;
S.P.D.T.
switch,
by
slate ase02
V. 75
150 ohm Mesco relay. Everything first class condition. Wanted, 2 or 3000 ohm H -C head phones,
Clapp -Eastham loose coupler. Spencer Burnham,
602 Oswego St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
SELL OR TRADE-Violin Outfit, Telegraphy
Set and others. Send stamps for complete list.
Wanted battery motor, Voltmeter. All letters
answered. Harry De Laney, 122 Franklin Ave.,
Mansfield, Ohio.
FOR SALE-Good 45 Calibre Rifle. Al condition. Write for particulars. Earl Cock, Bernardston, Mass.
WILL EXCHANGE-A Bil;ard Table 254,0
feet complete, for an Audion Percy Hall, 318
Milton Ave., Janesville, Win
9-A -E
MY COMPLFI'E STATION FOR
SALE, sold by piece or complete. I am offering
some fine bargains, among them, brand new type
$30 Thordarson Transformer, $23.50: Radio $23
Navy Coupler, V6i 3000 Holtzer Cabot fones.
$7.50; 8000 resolution spark gap, cost $15, sell
for $9; Parrgon set, type O Crystaloi, $2.45;
Tron Pane: complete with bulb. $8.50; vario
rts, etc., three double filament Electron
meters,
Send for my printed
Relay Bulbs, $3 each.
sheet and particulars. Wanted, Roll Top Desk,
r4 H.P. to 1 H.P. Motors 110 V. A. C. Want
Eve motors.
Printing Presses. Paul J. McGee,
Mattoon. Ill.
FOR SALE-Round double filament De Forest
Audion Bulb, graphite potentiometer, Ferron detector., Rodiocite crystals, etc. All brand new and
bargains. J. R. Dean, Rochester, N.Y.
Kilowatt Packard, $13; 1 KiloFOR SALE
watt Rotary, $7; Marconi Type B Oscillation
Transformer, $8; Arlington Receiving Transformer, $4; Ferron Detector, $2.50. All perfect
condition. Write for list. Herman Werner, 41
Fay Street, Akron, Ohio.
WILL SELL OR TRADE my large Switchboard Voltmeter and Ammeter, each $8 Americanized Encyclopedia Britannica, $10; 314 by 4K
camera, uses plates or films, very fine lens, $15;
hot wire Ammeter, $2.75. Good Typewriter or
gun needed. Wm. Leffler, Tiffin, Ohio.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE -Chamber's
Loose Coupler, $3.50; Brandes Receiver, $1.
Write for large list of wireless and experimental
apparatus. All letters answered. Thomas Han
nold, Paulsboro, New Jersey, R.F.D.
FOR SALE -Otis Clapp Stasis Machine in
first-class condition. Two 19" plates on hand operated end. Ten 29" plates on power operated
end. Several Leyden jars and various discharging devices to go with machine. Cabinet measures
66 x66 "x30" wide. All enclosed by glass, $75,
f.o.b. Mattapan, Mass. Cost $450. Fritz Henries,
Mattapan, Mass.
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You benefit by mentstning "The Electrical Experimenter" when tos-itinn to advertisers,

iE ELECTRICAL
)

EXPERIMENTER

WANTED -Late model twin motorcycle (Indian
preferred) in exchange for 1/6,
)4 A. C.
motors.
All letters answered. Enclose stamp.

FOR SALE-Audio -Tron Detector, brand new
bulb, $5.50; 155 fU.,aerial 2 copper wires, 10+/.
Electrose. insulators,', $2.50. Write, Harry Griffith, 5727 Broadway lkve., Chicago, Ill.
FOR SALE-4 Voltìpes Cyclopedia of Applied
Electricity, $5.75; Thordarson step down transformer to 26 volts, $3.75,, Base ball glove, 95c.
Kenneth Houser, 631 N. Topeka, Wichita, Kansas.

,
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borda ?s
o
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i
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Tom Otis, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
FOR SALE- Complete wireless 48 ft. Arlington Transformer; Variable Condensers Fixed Receiving Condenser; Electro Potentiometer; 1"
spark coil; Pair Wireless Receivers; 600 volts
lightning switch; all in good condition.
B.
Hajnackt, 1428 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill.
AUDIO -TRON panel; Powers six motion picture machine, no lens; E.E. Half K.W. open
core transformer with interrupter; 400 exposure
kodak with stereopticon -enlarger, cost about $60;
Make offer, cash, trade. Two filament tubular
detector bulbs, $3.48. Hicks, Marion, Ill.
TRANSFORMER COIL with vibrator, $5 50;
edgewound strip, $1; condenser plates, 70c; 2500
M. coupler, $4.50; sounder, $1; "Electrical Experimenter" 1915 -16, $1.50; Ansco V. P. camera,
$2. Want cash or Type D. tuner. Ralph Kunau,
Sabula, Iowa.

ilso

'

aard

9 Forest,'..

LANGE -Stil

05 Rifle,

a

barrel Share,
Tension
Arthur Jenson, t
4R SALE -12x0 met

s.

and out-gneto 1 cyl-

Dak,
,
Oocl. Loose Coupler,
w, $3.50; 2 fine hnrnr- ma.'.: Iearier. 2000 and
JO meters, $1.25 and $1 l' Bu d,10.; spark coil,
3.50; telegraph ses; helix; hnp pp Reversing
Switch, 50c. Wr te me. All tr-tn. t = answered.
Thomas Cumming. Sound !ira,. h. C:.r_
HAVE -Induction moto., 'r
i. cl, coil, No.
ors, auction bulb,
etc.
Waa,
3 Erector,
nncti Marshall,
storage crystaloi ,etc.
Dowagiac, Mich.
;
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FOR SALEe-Transformer Coil Vibrator, 2 electrolytic Interrupters, 6 wet batteries. Excellent
condition. All for $16, Rupert Keupf, Genesee,
Idaho.
STEWART PHONOGRAPH Brand new, cost
$6, with popular records, $4.30. Carl Barnickol,
425 Davidson, Indianapolis, Indiana.
WANT MOTORCYCLE-Have $200 worth electrical and wireless apparatus to exchange. Coyd
Maffet, Opal, Colo.
SALE OR TRADE -New 12 volt 10 ampere
generator. Want Phones, Audion,- Transformer, or
what? G. Henningsen, W. 4th St., Fremont, Neb,
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Opportunity Exchange

- more opportunities and real
YOU
end v: eels going after-these
life are 11
c; e c.,:umns.
time to scan th
Advertiserm
.1,-.. secttun 4c. a word for each
Name and address must be included at the above

will

á

pr

,

April, 1917

-

bargains in these columns than anywhere else in the country. Most good things in
little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
insertion. Count 7 words per line.
rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an ac-

-

credited advertising agency.
Ten per cent. discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent. discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not
accepted.
Advertisements for the May issue should reach us not later than March 25.

OVER 75,000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

E

=_

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N.Y.
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BOOKS

FREE HANDBOOK for mechanics and contractors in any line. Shows how to make your
work easy; do more and better work and save
money. State your occupation and the book is
Van Expansion Bolt Company,
yours FREE.
26 F West Lake St., Chicago.
30 MAGAZINES, value $3.

all late issues,
yours for 25c; all different. Eastern Bureau, New
Egypt, N.J.
BIG INCOME Writing Advertising. Complete
Course 18 lessons, only $1. Worth $10. Educe.
tional Bureau, New Egypt, N.J.
Get our
BE AN EXPERT SALESMAN.
Complete Copyrighted 15 Lesson Course, prepared
by an expert and sent prepaid for only $1. Offer
limited. Send at once. Johnston Pub. Co., 17
N. Greenmount Ave., Springfield, Ohio.
TO GET BETTER PICTURES -Read the
Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated;
weekly prize competitions; print criticisms, many
unique features; $1.50 per year; three months'
trial subscription, 25c.; Abel Publishing Com
pany, 401 Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

HELP WANTED
THOUSAND .MEN AND WOMEN, 18 or
over, WANTED e,erywhere, for U S. Government Life Jobs. $75 month, Steady Work. Short
hours. Rapid advancement. Common education
sufficient. Write immedt.tely for free list of
positions now easily obtainable. Franklin Institute, Dep't A 27, Rochester, the Y.
MISCELLANEOUS

ELECTRICIANS -Send 50c. for 10 Blue Prints
of Motor and Generator Connections. 28 for $1,
10 A.C., 4 D.C. Motor Winding Diagram. for $1
or 20 A.C., 4 D.C. and 4 Rotary Converter Drawings, $1.60. Winding made easy. Martin Electrte Co., 329 Irvington Pl., Denver, Colo.
CARTOONISTS WANTED-DON'T BE A
JACK -OF -ALL- TRADES-MASTER ONE. Cartoonists earn from $25 to $200 per week. Talent
or special education unnecessary. This School
guarantees to make you successful. Send postal
for test lesson and particulars. Dept 501 THE
PENNON SCHOOL FOR CARTOOÇING,
Harrison, N.Y,
EVERYBODY WANTS IT- Foldingg pocket
attach anwhere
Coat and Hat Holder.
Big
Sample
remove instantly,
planes
seller for agents. Wedge Mfg. Co., "Km" Bing-

hamton, N.Y.
STAMPS-75, all different, free. Postage 2c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.
AGENTS -500 per cent profit putting initials
on automobiles. Particulars sent free. Address,
Auto Monogram Co., 2025 E. Monmouth St.,
Philadelphia, P'
REMOVER-Works
CARBON
LUBRICANT
_without 4ttention efficiently; smoothly; harmless, Fu4v guaranteed. Price per can, ?I. Buy
C. S. sudf,. 1875 N. Leavitt S. Chi. ago TO.
ry feet of
-T-iv- 'ctric e..L
- t'AI :GA
rel
used.
wire and plug. ra,,h rl
Cn umbi :, S.C.
Ca illard, Ps-mu-toe
II )TI C R Ttll PS-- -Scud for
our Aableg on t' at, supplies. We retail to ou
whole ale. trice-. Films developed, Sc. Cort-

-new

,

land Ns.,
Nye., Cli,cago,

1

e

Ce

t

F.,
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'Giese

developed
YINISHING-- ' -irst
O. Ramsaur, Vsest
.amt prints.', to e'ety centsroll

' ah ith, N.C.

PHONOGRAPHS
BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH or
manufacture them for profit. Drawings, instructions, etc., Twenty -five Cents. Satisfaction guar
anteed. Circular free. Associated Phonograph
Co.. Dept. E, Cincinnati.
PATENT ATTORNEYS
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS obtained. Before selecting an attorney, write for
our solid instructive advice; join the ranks of
happy inventors. Correspondence Office, 125 East
Twenty -third St., New York City. F. V. Winters, Reg. Patent Lawyer, New York City, and
Washington. 1).C.
PATENTS BRING RICHES -Protect your Invention. \ttorney's fee payable when patent al.
lowed. Plain advice and "Patent Facts" free.
Trademarks registered. Jaynes & Jaynes, 501
Kellogg, Washington, D.C.
PROTECT YOUR INVENTIONS -Honest advice, Write for "The Truth about Patents." J.
R. Kelly, 740-D Woodward Bldg., Washington,

these circulars. Parts lathe turned for your
variometer $2,45. We make cabinets of all kinds,
with FORMICA panels, high grade workmanship
guaranteed, lathe work is our specialty. LET
US QUOTE YOU on ANY PART OR INSTRUMENT THAT YOU HAVE IN MIND.
35c. brings you a MOULDED GRID CONDENSER for YOUR AUDION!!! $25 brings
you a $30 1 K.W. Thordarson Transformer!!!
Write to us now before you forget it. Mid-West
Wireless Mfg. & Supply Co., Mattoon, Ill.
NAVY TYPE COUPLER, wound with silk
covered wire, hard rubber panel. Special price
$5.
After March twenty -fifth, $6.50
Large
coupler wound with silk covered wire, Mahogany
Finished woodwork Special $5. Audio -tone, the
new guaranteed wireless detector, $1.25.
Send
3c. for circular. K & P Apparatus Co., 1062
Franklin Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
FINE WOOD variometer parts. Secondary
ball 4 -inch diameter, primary pieces to fit. Form
for winding primary furnished.
Only $3 prepaid. John von Ardyn, 125 Riverside Drive, New
York City.
RECEIVING SET, complete with 2000 ohm
Murdock Phones, $7.50. Best $1 cat whisker
ietector. Photo and description for stamp. Catalogs six cents. Anything from a buzzer to a
1
K.W. set. Lester Jenkins, 74 Smith St New
Bedford, Mass.
CRYPTON- Latest detector mineral UltraSensitive-15c. generous piece. Crypton Sales
Co , Box 358, Dalton, Mass.
APRIL SPECIAL Audion bulb FREE with
every order for the ultra -sensitive "PARAGON"
Amplifying Short -Wave Receiver at $35. You're
out of the game without one of these wonderful
sets. Order TO -DAY. New cata)o!#, of QUA:,
fpr stamp,
ITY apparatus at money -saving pof
Arthur B. Church, Lamoni, Iowa.
WOOD PARTS for 4000 M(Coup eg finished
in beautiful polished mahogany size 18x7x71 in.
While they last, with blue pmts. 98e. Include
postage for three pounds. Louis E. Schwab,
3708 Brooklyn Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
DETECTO- AMPLIFIER tubes, $6.50 cash
Guaranteed by the manufacturers. Paul D. Fleh
Ironton, Ohio.
SEND self- addressed prstal for my reduced
price on any wireless instrument made. Edwin
L. Powell, 216 Spruce, Takoma Park, Md.
FOR SALE -Goods brand new. 2 Murdock
head sets, 2000 ohms each, $3 each; 3 Murdock,
43 plate variable condensers, $3 each; 1 dozen
12 ampere hour storage cells, $1.25 each; 4
10 ohm rheostats, 40c. each; 1 $10 omnigraph
with dials (slightly used), $6. Also have fifty
dollars' worth of raw materials, parts for instruments, tools, etc., such as silk covered wire, contacts, taps, Bakelite, etc., for sale cheap. Write
for big list and prices. All inquiries answered.
Harold McCullough, 262 Main St., Petaluma, Cal.
ALLÁR PART of forty pounds single cotton
cov.re. t ..met wire No. 26. c-eod hand Gond
con. ituv,. Also a few .Sets almoa Its', books b'
Details oo re Tie.,
fam. us authors.
C.
-.1.
a

D.C.

PATENTS Or EASY PAYMENTS -Send
h for free opinion
as to patentability.
today for our new book on what to invent and how to proisct your invention under our
new easy payment pion. C. C. Hines & Co., 593

;ketc-ketch

W. L.

&

T. Bldg., W:,ehington, D C.

IDEAS WANTED-Manufacturers are writing
for patents procured th.,,ueh me. Three books
with list hundreds of ;nett -lions wanted sent free.
I help ou market your i+
tion. Advice Free.
R. B. Owen, 130 Owen B.
Washington, D.C.
PATENTS -Personal attet o to all inquiries.
No printed literature. No .
of `Inventions
Wanted" -such being unautho+
by the Patent
Office. Fees reasonable, cousis,
with best results obtainable. Electrical and . fechanical Er>ert. Established 1849. J Edward Bangs, Suite
408, Barrister Bldg., Washington. f' C.
TOHN M. McLACHLEN, att..:'ley-at-lawPitent causes. Union Trust Bldg., Washington,

-

1

mime

D.C.

ENGINES
2 -CYCLE ENGINE, $21; '
H.P.,
$26; iz I-I.P. 4- cycle, $28. Electric light plant,.
to run twenty 12-c.p. lamps, $61. Dynamic Manufacturing Co., First National Bank Bldg.. Chi-

H.P.

cago,

WIRELESS
TELEGRAPH- Morse'and Wireless -also Station Agency taught. Graduates assisted. Cher,.
expense-easily learned. L.rgest school- estal,lished 42 years. Correspondence courses also.
Catalog Free. Dodge's Institute, Lone St., Valparaiso, Ind.
GALENITE- Sensitive detector mineral. Send
10e, for liberal sample.
Fully tested. M. P.
Gilliland, 753 Brazee St., Portland, Ore.
Amateurs and Experimenters!! DO
NO
THAT L" ' kh' LOSING MO'TEV UNI -P ?c''
YOi' IIAVL OCR CIRCULARS -'
Send t..,
n 100 and No. 101, , thee li >t all
our circulars
astori..bi -igly LOW
standard
apparatus at
Prri'C.:S, and .+ romp!etc line of parts some of
which the amateur has never before been able to
Ettt_i) TII ESE CIRsecure at any pried.
CL'I. 4RSt' THEY WILL S'i\-E YOU DOL LARS!!! B'FGAINS.- A few double filament
supersensitive \udion bulbs, absolutely and positively guaranteed cr 010r cy refunded, each $3.4$
or 3 for $9.85. We have two ne:. ?+es of Ian
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GENERATIVE SETS for short vase.',
Fer<,t
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by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter' rth. n
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GE'!' BF 11- ill P 1. f I: by using a sterling
silver detector spring, '5c. prepaid. Cearat+teed
' -cr.
Address. lratc,!m Burton,
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